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CHAPTER

INTRODUCTION TO THE HANDBOOK

1-1 INTRODUCTORY DISCUSSION

The submerged powerplant installations required in helicopter and air-
ship designs result in a unique internal airflow situation. Various
internal airflows must be provided for these submerged power plants,
and the most distinguishing feature is that the system must operate
satisfactorily from a condition of maximum forward speed to the com-
pletely un-rammed hovering flight regime.

Paramount among the required internal airflows for reciprocating en-
gines is the cooling air with its attendant power losses. With the ad-
vent of shaft turbine engines, the induction airflow problems include
a compressor face pressure distribution criterion of no minor propor-
tions.

The Industry need for a gathering of the material required for the de-
sign and test of hel icopter and airship internal flow systems into one
convenient source was recognized by the Bureau of Aeronautics. There-
fore, this handbook has been preparedtD provide aerodynamic and thermo-
dynamic data required in the design of helicopter or airship cooling
and induction airflow systems. In addition, considerable data have
been provided to assist in the physical design of the various internal
flow components. A rather extensive bibliography has been presented;
the mc.st apparently useful works are catalogued with each appropriate
chapter, while an additional extensive bibliography is presented as an
entity in Appendix II.

It should be pointed out that this handbook has not particularly at-
tempted to develop the aerodynamic and thermodynamic theories of heat
and fluid flow; obviously essential principles must be discussed, but
the basic aim of providing a useful design handbook has been the prime
consideration.

The organization of this handbook has been by subject chapters. It is
hoped that the table of contents and the index will provide easy Isage.

In order to clarify the steps required in the design of the internal
flow systems for helicopters and airships, an extensive illustrative
problem has been prepared in Appendix I. This illustrative problem
presents a cooling system design from the heat rejection, through cool-
ing airflow requirements, to fan design and test.

1-2 SCOPE

The intent of thi-s handbook is to provide a basis forthe design of in-
ternal -flow components such as ducts, fans and ejectors so that an op-
timum cooling or duct system may be selected for helicopters or air-
ships.- Certain limits to the extent of the data were therefore defined;
where' applicable the following general limits apply:

4 ~ -w-r~.---i~-
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Mach Nuiber 0 to .5
Pressure Altitude 0 to 35,000 ft.
Internal Air Flow Qu.rrtities 0 to 50,000 cfm
A'- Pump Pressure R'.e Maximum of 20" H20

1-3.0 HELICOPTER A'D A:RSHWP COOLiNG SYSTEMS

1-3.1 Discussion

To satisfy the requirement of cooling at zero forward speed, the heli-
copter or airship cooling system requires an air pump. 'fhis may be an
ejector but is most often a fan. The cooling system is typically an
air inlet, ducting to thc fan, ducting to the air ,sing components
(such as the engine cyiinder cooling fins and baffling, oil coolers,
and accessories), a collection chamber, and ducting to the air exit.
Figure 1-1 schematically presents such a cooling system for a recipro-
cating power plant.

Turbine cooling installations are similar except for the almost negli-
gible external cooling required for the engine. A turbine installation
is, thereforeessentially an oil cooling problem. Unl ike reciprocating
engine installations where oil cooler pressure drop is dictated by the
engine baffle pressure drop, oil cooling air pressure drop may be op-
timized in a turbine installation. This is discussed in Chapters II
and V.

As shown in Figure 1-1, the cooling airflow is supplied by one fan.
Often, components may be cooled individually by a separate system.
This is an advantage when:

(a) Large distances between cooler locations exist (requiring either
extensive air ducting or lengthy oil lines).

(b) Large differences in cooling airpressure drop occur for different
coolers (relatively high pressure drops for engine cylinder fins
and baffling may not be desired for oil coolers).

Whether separate cooling systems or a common system are utilized, the
design data in this handbook are applicable for the components.

As with any aircraft cooling system, the intent is to provide cooling
with the least power absorption and at a minimum weight. Particularly
for helicopters, a minimum of cooling power requirements takes preced-
ence over minimum weight considerations. That this can be the correct
approach may be seen by remembering that current hel icopcer power load-
ings range from 10 to 15 pounds per horsepower. Each horsepower saved
by efficient cooling will be worth 10 to 15 pounds of gross weight
lifting capacity.

1-3.2 Airflow Pressure Energy Diagrams

The airflow energy levels and the power required for a typicai helicop-
ter cooling system may be best evaluated by construction of a pressure
energy level diagram for the system. Figures 1-2, 1-3, and 1-4 present
such diagrams for a typical cooling system. The construction of the

I - 5
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pressure energy diagrams is guided by the fluid flow principles of a
subsonic internal flow system. Since flow may be considered incompress-
ible, the flow continuity equation

Q = v I A] C V2 A 2 a V3 A3  . . . . Equation 1-1

applies. The significance of such flow continuity is that the velocity
at any station of ducting (any streamtube station for the general case)
is completely defined by the flowing volume and the cross-secticnal
area of the duct. This is the basis of the velocity pressure diagram
of Figure 1-2, where

q Pv = 1/2 V2 .

Static pressures within the duct system, if there were no flow pressure
energy losses, would exactly reflect the velocity pressure. That is,
for a frictionless system, Bernoulli's equation is

q, + q 4- Ps2  Equation 1-2

However, the friction and eddy losses which do exist add an additional
term, AP .

q, + PS q2 +P 2- API.2 Equation 1-3

loss

If a device is inserted into the duct to provide a pressure energy in-
crease (such as a fan)

q P + P sq2 +P 2 + AP - AP12 Equation 1-4

loss boost

It should be noted that either the right or left side of Equation 1-4
is total pressure. Total pressure is the algebraic sum of velocity
pressure plus static pressure and is the same at any duct station ex-
cept for losses or additions in pressure energy between stations. Fig-
ures 1-3 and I..4 are therefore dependent on Bernoulli's principle.
Losses encountered are the subject of a complete chapter in this hand-
book.

Although considerable simplification of boundary layer and flow dis-
tribution principles has been made, this has been found adequate for
helicopter or airship internal flow system visualization. The signi-
ficant fact is that duct losses are total pressure losses. Whether
the static pressure decreases or increases while such a loss occurs
depends on the flow area.

Velocity pressure, static pressure and then total pressure may be con-
s~ructed beginning at the inlet and exit and working toward the fan.
The flow quant "° must be known as well as the pressure drop of the
cooling resis, and the pressure losses of the ducting. Entrance

) or exit pressL ievels need not necessarily be zero(the hovering sit-
uation is pres .,ted on Figures 1-2, 1-3 and 1-4) but should be deter-
mined from te external flow characteristics of ram inlets or flapped
exits.
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It can be seen that the resistance of a typical helicopter cooling sys-
tem can greatly exceed the flow resistance of the cooler itself. Levels
of energy expenditure are evident from such diagrams and are found to
be essentially:

a. Inlet
-b. Ducting
c. Fan Expansion
d. Cooler Resistance
e. %xI t

Since the fan horsepower requirement is

HP = &APf Equation 1-5
550

where Q = airflowft. 3 /sec.

APf = fan pressure rise, lb./ft. 2

- = fan efficiency,

a reduction in any of the flow path pressure losses will result in the
design of a fan which would require less power.

Helicopter or airship ducting other than cooling may also be studied by
pressure energy level diagrams. Regions of energy expenditure may thus
be known, and 'f reviewed at various stages throughout the design (pre-
liminary, layout, test, etc.), interna flow system power may be kept
at a minimum.

1-3.3.0 OUTLINE OF DESIGN PROCEDURE FOR HELICOPTER OR AIRSHIP COOLING
JSYTEM

The procedure required for the design of a helicopter cooling system,
based on the design data detailed in the following chapters, will now
be very briefly reviewed.

l-23,3J Cooling Requirements

The first step in cooling system design is the evaluation of the cool-
ing requirements. This means the required quantity of airflow and the
ressure drop of the system.

(a) Engine Cylinders: The cooling air quantity and baffle pressure
drop are directly specified by the engine manufacturer.

(b) Engine Oil: The heat rejection to the engine oil, and the oil
operating temperature limits are specified by the engine manu-
facturer. To obtain the airflow quantities, the oil heat rejec-
tion data must be referred to an oil cooler manufacturer.

(c) Transmission Oil: The heat rejection from the gear meshes must
be calculated. This heat rejection, the oil flow and oil tempera-
ture limits must then be referred to an oil cooler manufacturer to
obtain airflow quantity and pressure.

1 -8-
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(d) Accessories: Airflow quantity and/or pressure required may.be
obtained from military specifications for the equipment (for in-
stance generators) or other sources (for instance the manufac-
turer's required blast for engine shock mounts),

1-3.3.2 Selection of Critical Cooling Condition

The above steps (a thru d) must be performed for various flight regimes.
Airflow quantity and pressure should be rat ioed to a common atmospheric
condition and a common fan RPM to select the critical design condition.
Careful compromising may he made at this point so as not to severely
over design the cooling system for some improbable flight regime,

1-3.3.3 Air Pump Design Conditions

Once the critical cooling point is known,ducting, inlet apd exit losses
may be added to define APfan"

It is helpful here, as previously discussed, to construct a diagram of

the pressure energy levels through the system.

1-3.3.4 Fan or Eiector Design

The fan or ejector may now be designed to provide the required AP and
quantity airflow.

1-3.4 Fan or Eleator Test

A prototype fan or ejector should be constructed (not ne cessarily a
flight article) and flow tested. If any redesign is required, this.
should be accomplished and the final design released. The finalfan
or ejector should be completely aerodynamically and structurally tested.

1-3.5 Installation Tests

runctional, cooling and endurance tests must be performed on the air-
craft,

The steps out-lined above (1-3.3.0 to l-3.,) will result in the proper
,oo.ling system for the aircraft. Details of each step are presented
in Chapters II through V1.

I1-3.6 Applicable Specifications

The following specifications and drawing bear directly on the design of
submerged cool ing systems and duct systems in helicopters and airships:

Military Specifications

MIL-C-8678 (Aer.) "Cooling Requirements of Power Plant
Instal Yat ions"

MIL-G-6099 "Generators and Regulators; Aircraft,
Alternating Current, General Specifi-
cation for"

MIL-G-6162 "Generators, 30 Volt, Direct Cursrent,
Aircraft-Engine Driven, General Speci-
fication for"

1 -9'



Air Force - Navy Aeronautical Bulletins

No. 421 "Atmospheric Properties - Extreme Cold And
Hot: Standard For Aeronautical Design"

Drawing

3ureau of Aeronautics Drawing No. 49AlB15

1-4.0 HELICOPTER AND AIRSHIP DUCTING SYSTEMS

l-4.l Discussion

Aerodynamic data for the design of ducting systems, either for cooling
air, induction air, or even heating and ventilating systems, are con-
tained in this handbook. Essentially, aerodynamically good ducting de-
sign is based on the three, concepts of:

i) Minimum flow pressure losses.
2) Minimum contribution to external drag.
(3) Minimum duct weight.

External drag concepts may be more important for the airship with its
inherent long range and endurance requirements, while helicopter duct-
ing is often compromised toward hovering where maximum power is re-
quired to support the aircraft.

Duct aerodynamic design data are presented primarily in Chapter III,
but the significance of ducting is included throughout the handbook.
Chapter VI on testing methods includes a section on duct test proced-
ures and the illustrative problem in Appendix I includes samples of
duct loss evaluations.

1-4.2.0 Outline of Design Procedure For Helicopter or Airship
Ducting Systems

1-4.2.1 Layout

The usual procedure in aircraftducting design is to follow the princi-
ples of adequate flow area, bend radii, diffusion ratios, and inlet
contours as escriped in Chapter Ili. This work proceeds in unison
with the layout of the aircraft so that the restrictions of space and
shape may be incorporated.

1-4.2.2 Component Testing

Helicopter and airship ducting problems benefit greatly from model flow
tests performed concurrently or prior to the layout stage.

Inlet compromises, which often must be made in favor of the hovering
conditions, may be investigated for forward flight effects by model
(or full scale) tests in conjunction with a wind tunnel. Probably the
most important type of ducting for which such tests are recommended are
turbine inlet ducts. Here, aside from the considerations of duct loss-
es,a rather severe limitation to compressor face pressure distribution
must usually be met.

1 - l10 -



Another type of helicopter or airship ducting which is recommended for
pre-layout flow tests is the ducting often provided between the cool-
ing fan and the carburetor, Such reciprocating engine induction duct-
ing is used to boost the available carburetor deck pressure In an air-
craft which has essentially no external ram. (Note that the cooling
fan design would have to include the engine induction airflow volume.)
The usual problem with the fan pressurized 'Induction duct lies at the
.cowl duct entry where a very turbulent region (between the fan and the
engine) exists. Cow) entry radii based on beilmouth data of Chapter
III have been found to increase .carburetor deck pressures by as much
as thirty percent of the available fan total pressure rise.

Installations tests in the aircraft wifl provide the final evaluation
of ducting systenis, The'details of duct test procedures are presented
in Chapter VI,

1-5 LIST OF.-SYMBOLS

SYMBOLS

Q Flow, CFM
V Velocity, Ft/Sec
A Area, FtZ

Area of Surface Exposed to Airflow, Ft2
Area In Plane Perpendicular H

q Dynamic Pressure 2 1/2 Vo Heat Flow Path
P Power Input, HP

Pressure, Absolute
Density, Slugs/ft3
Delta

HP Horsepower
zEfficiency
P Pressure Loss

SB FIt1 S

I First Station in Direction of Flow
2 Second Station in Direction of Flow
3 Third Station In Direction of Flow
S2 Static (Presure) at First Station
S2  Static (Pressure) at Second Station
1l21,2.5 Pressure Loss Between Stations I and 2
1-2,, 5sPressure Rise Provided Between Stations 1 and 2
f fan
fan fan
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CHAPTER II

COOL I NG REQU ,,_IMENTc

2-1 INTRODUCTION

The first step in the design of any cooling and ducting system is the
establishment of the requirements to be fulfilled by that system.

The purpose of this Chapter is to set forth the heat transfer theory,
discussion and analytical methods with which the cooling requirements
of a helicopter or airship submerged cooling and ducting system may be
determined.

The heat rejection requirements or temperature limits of the various
aircraft components (such as engine cylinders, engine oil, transmis-
sions,electrical equipment,enginedynamic mounts) must be assimilated
and resolved into a total required airflow rate and required pressure
drop for each component. The determination of the total cooling airflow
required permits the selection of a suitable cooling configuration and
the determination of the airflow path pressure losses. Finally, the
total pressure rise and flow rate are obtained to form the requirements
for the airflow pump design. The task is unavoidably lengthened by
the necessity that these requirements be determined at various operating
conditions of the aircraft so that the most critical cooling condition
may be determined.

Chapter III, entitled Internal Airflow Systems, deals with the design
of the ducting system through which the required air must flow.

Chapter IV, entitled Air Pumps, treats the design means to create the
differential pressure required to cause the air to flow.

Chapter V, Oil Coolers, is concerned with the design of the oil cooler,
one of the most important cooling resistances in the submerged or
internal cooling system of a helicopter or airship.

Chapter VI treats the testing of axial flow fans and ejectors, ducting
systems arid submerged hel icopter and airship power plants.

With the above basic procedure as a guide, the individual requirements
of the various components may be approached. However, a few basic
fundamentals of heat and heat transfer will first be reviewed.

2-2 BASIC HEAT TRANSFER THEORY

Thermal energy either may be stored in a mass or it may be passing from
one mass to another due to a temperature difference between the two.
The term heat is normally reserved to define the latter, i.e., heat is
energy in transition due to a temperature difference. Likewise,the
thermal energy stored in a mass is generally defined as internal energy.

11 - 3
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Internal energy is further differentiated as internal kinetic energy
or internal potential energy. A change in the internal potential energy
is evidenced by a change of state, while a change in internal kinetic
energy is due to a change in tempera.ture. Therefore, the internal
kinetic energy level of a mass is measured by the temperature of the
mass.

The most commonly used measure of heat energy is the British Thermal
Unit or BTU. The BTU is defined as l/l80of the amount of heat r8qul red
to raise the temperature of one pound of water from 320 to 212 F at a
pressure of 29.92" Hg.

The same quantity of heat added to two different substances of equal
mass will usually produce different changes in temperature. The heat,
measured in BTU, required to raise the temperature of one pound of a
substance through l°F is the specific heat of that substance. Since
the specific heat of water is unity, ,t Therefore, follows that spe-
cific heat is the ratio of the heat capacity of a substance compared
to the heat capacity of water.

The specific heat of a compressible fluid such as air depends upon the
flow process. The flow process in an aircraft cooling system is essen-
tially a constant pressure process. Specific heat, as ordinarily used
throughout this handbook, is, therefore, specific heat at constant
pressure. The specific heat of air varies somewhat with the toperature
of the air, but for most purposes relative to aircraft cooling system
calculations, a constant value of .24 BTU/#/°F may be used.

Within the definition of specific heat lies a most useful tool for the
cooling system designer. If heat is added to a substance, the internal
kinetic energy of that substancewill be increased by an amount depend-
ing upon its heat capacity and weight, as expressed by the following
formula

H W cp At Equation 2-1

where

H : heat in BTU
W weight in pounds
Cp heat capacity or specific heat - BTU/#/°F

At temperature rise

if, during the process of adding heat, a change of state of the sub-
stance is evidenced, Equation 2-1 must be expanded to include the change
in internal potential energy, i.e., the latent heat of vaporization or
of fusion of the substance.

It will be noted that up to this point the discussion has been in terms
of static bodies and absolute quantities of heat. In aircraft cooling
systems, fluids in motion are encountered and heat is treated in terms
of heat per unit time. However, the same basic concepts presented are
applicable to flowing fluids. For example, Equation 2-1 may be used to
define the heat per unit t ime absorbed byoIl flowing through an engine
or transmission, in which case the terms would represent:

I -4



H : heat absorbed BTU/min.
W oil flow rate pounds/min.
Cp specific heat of oil BTU/#/°F

At = temperature difference between oil
into and out of the transmission -
temperature rise OF

Heat has been defined as thermal energy in transition due to a temper-
ature difference. The three methods by which heat may be transferred
are radiation, conduction and convection. Normally heat is transferred
by all three methods simultaneously; however, a temperature difference
must exist before any net heat transfer will occur.

Thermal radiation is the transfer of heat from one body to another
through space. Such radiant energy transfer is usually considered
negligible in aircraft cooling analyses due to the relatively low sur-
face temperatures encountered. A possible exception to this is the
power plant. Of some significance, but rather difficult for quantita-
tive evaluation, is heat radiated from the engine to the cowling in
reciprocating engine installations. A more important consideration of
radiated heat may be encountered in submerged turbine engine .instal-
lations, not so much in the quantity of heat radiated from the engine
surface, but in the amount of radiated heat which is absorbed by the
surrounding structure. In this handbook, no attempt is made to present
theory or methods of determining effects of radiant heat. However,
various bibliography items are listed in Sections B-2, B-3 and B-4 of
Appendix II.

Conduction is the transfer of heat from one part of a body to another
part of the same body, or from one body to another in physical contact
with it, without displacement of the particles of either body. The
transfer occurs only if there is a temperature gradient within the
body or between the two bodies. The rate of heat conduction is a
function of the temperature difference, the conductivity of the material,
the area over which the heat transfer occurs, and the distance the heat
must travel. The hieat transfer by conduction through a body may be
determined by the expression

H (tI - t) Equation 2-2

where

H heat transfer, BTU/hr
A area in plane perpendicular to heat

flow pat, ft2

x thickness of body off length of flow path,
inches

k x conductivity of material, BTU/hr/ft2/OF/inch

t- t 2  temperature difference causing the 'heat
trans-fer, OF

Thermal convection i, literally the carrying of heat to or from a body
due to mass movement of a fluid contacting the body. This form of heat
transfer may occur either as natural convection, wherein the fluid
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motion is due to a change in its density caused by a temperature change,
or as forced convection, wherein the fluid motion is attained by some
mechanical means.

Whenever a fluid is moved across a body there exists a thin film of
stagnant fluid adjacent to the surface. Heat transfer by convection
cannot occur without a motion of the fluid; therefore, the heat must
be transferred through the stagnant film by conduction.,

Since gases are poor heat conductors, this stagnant film produces an
undesirable insulating effect on the surface in the case of air cooling.
The film thickness may be reduced, with a corresponding increase of
heat transfer, by increasing the speed of the air past the surface or
by producing a turbulent boundary layer at the surface. The heat trans-
fer per unit area between moving air and a surface is a function of
the film heat transfer coefficient and the temperature difference be-
tween the surface and the air. The film heat transfer coefficient is
in turn dependent upon the type of flow, laminar or turbulent, the flow
velocity, and the mean temperature between the surface and the air.
When the film transfer coefficient is known,the heat transfer is deter-
mined by

H = h A At Equation 2-3

where

H heat transfer, BTU/hr

h film heat transfer coefficient, BTU/hr/ft2/°F

A area of surface exposed to airflow, ft2

At = temperature difference between surface and
air, OF

2-3.0 ENGINE EXTERNAL COOLING

The heat transfer process occurring between the combustion gases of an
engine and the cool ing air may now be examined. Regardless of the type
of engine, whether reciprocating or turbine,some of the thermal energy
released by combustion of the fuel will be transferred to theengine
external surfaces. This heat must then be carried away by the engine
coolant, either liquid or air. The rate of the heat transfer depends,
among other things, upon the allowable temperature of the engine
exterior. If, for example, the allowable temperature of the engine
exterior were equal to the mean combustion gas temperature, there would
be no transfer of heat to the exterior and, therefore, no need for
engine external cooling. However, such factors as breakdown of the
lubricating oil, strength of the engine components, and engine detonation
problems limit the temperature of external surfaces surrounding the
combustion chamber to 450 - 500OF for reciprocating engines and. OO -
1200OF for turbine engines.

2-3.1 Reciprocating Engines

Due to the allowable cylinder head temperature of a reciprocating engine,
which is relatively low compared to the mean combustion gas temperature,

II -6
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a very suLbtantial quantity of heat is delivered to the cylinder fins.
The magnitude of the thermal energy, as a matter of interest, varies
from 30% to 40% of the energy delivered to the shaft in an aircraft
reciprocating engine. Before being convected away by the cool ing air,
the heat must be conducted through the stagnant film adjacent to the
cylinder cooling fins. Turbulent flow is obtained by proper cooling
fin and baffle arrangements during the engine design, thus increasing
the heat transfer rate. Therefore, the heat transfer process need not
be considered during the design of the cooling system for an engine
already equipped with proper finning and baffling.

Detailed information defining cooling characteristics for the entire
range of anticipated engine operating conditions is available from the
engine manufacturer. This information includes (a) baffle pressure
drop, (b) cooling airflow rate, and (c) cooling air temperature rise
across the engine. Also, maximum allowable temperatures for critical
engine components are specified by the engine manufacturer.

Typical curves of engine manufacturer's cooling data are included in
the illustrative problem of Appendix I. The required pressure drop and
airflow for any flight condition for a particular engine may be deter-
mined from the manufacturer's data. This procedure is illustrated in
the aforementioned Illustrative Problem.

2-3.2 Turbine Engines

As previously noted, the external surface surrounding the combustion
section of aircraft gas turbine engines is at a temperature between
8000 and 1200 0 F. The lower value may be somewhat misleading in that
it occurs in a special type of turb'ine wherein the induction air passes
through an annular section between the combustion chamber and the
external surface before entering the burners. This method of pre-
heating the induction air tends to lower the engine external surface
temperature and effectively provide internal cooling for the engine.

The more common aircraft gas turbine, in which the induction air makes
one direct pass through the engine, normally o9erates with an external
surface temperature of between 10000 and 1200 F. This high surface
temperature results in a low cool ing air requirement, compared to an
equivalent reciprocating engine, for two reasons. First, by virtue of
the increased surface temperature, the temperature difference between
the combustion gases and the external surface is decreased, thus reduc-
ing the heat transferred to the surface. Secondly, the increased sur-
face temperature increases the temperature difference between the sur-
face and the cooling air, thus decreasing the required film heat trans-
fer coefficient. The combined effect reduces the required engine sur-
face cool ing to such an extent that the engine compartment usually need
only be ventilated. Certain components on the engine, such as fuel
pumps and the fuel control system, will most likely require cooling in
order to maintain their temperatures at acceptab1e levels. This may
be accomplished by blasting cool ingair upon these components. Required
blast cooling air data should be furnished by the engine manufacturer.
If such data are not available for a particular component, a heat
transfer analysis may be made to determine the approximate blast cool-
ing air requirements.
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2-4.o OIL COOLING

The determination of requirements for oil cool ing in terms of pressure
drop and airflow is more involved than that for engine surface cool ing.
The oil heat rejection required must first be determined, then the
allowable oil cooler air pressure drop established, a suitable oil
cooler selected, and finally, the required cooling airflow rate deter-
mined. Essentially, the procedure must be undertaken for any flight
condition which might be a suspected critical cooling condition.

It is normally expected, however, that the critical cooling condition
for an oil cooler will occur at sea level. This is basically due to
the relatively low temperature difference existing between the oil and
cooling air. The temperature change with increasing altitude increases
the temperature difference between the air and oil, thus tending to
increase the heat rejecxion rate. Conversely, the density change tends
to decrease the heat rejection rate for two reasons: (1) at a constant
cooler air pressure drop, the decreased density decreases the cool ing
air mass flow rate, thus decreasing the heat rejection, and (2) the
decreased density decreases the pressure rise of the air pump, causing
a corresponding decrease in the available cooler pressure drop, thus
further decreasing the air mass flow rate. Examination of the charac-
teristics of a typical aircraft plate type oil cooler at a constant
heat rejection rate reveals that the decreasing cool ing air temperature
associated with increasing altitude usually more than compensates for
the effects of decreasing air density. A possible exception to this
may occur with required operation at an altitude condition other than
as defined by the ANA hot day, such as the familiar 950 F at 6000 feet
altitude.

The transfer of heat from the oil to the air within the cooler is due
to the relative temperature of the incoming air and oil. This inlet
temperature difference, commonly referred to as ITD, is probably the
most important single factor in oil cooler system design. For a given
heat rejection, the higher the available ITD, the lower will be the
cooling power and/or cooler weight.

In consideration of oil cooler design parameters, as in other cooling
system design calculations, allowance should be made for the expected
cooling air temperature rise upstream of the cooler. The cooling air
may absorb heat by conduction through the duct walls and ftom compres-
sion through the air pump. The cumulative effect of these may increase
the coolingair temperature to a value 50 to 150F above ambient temper-
ature.

The maximum allowable oil temperature in engines and transmissions
varies from 175 0 F to 250 0 F. The maximum allowable oil temperatures
for engines are specified by the engine manufacturer in engine model
specifications. In the case of transmissions, the temperature may be
limited by such factors as gear tooth loading, bearing life, oil sea!
life, and perhaps even the oil .itself. The temperature of the oil
entering the oil cooler, neglecting the heat loss in the oil lines, is
equal to the temperature leaving the engine or transmission and also
equal to the maximum oil temperature in the engine or transmission.

Thus the ITD for the critical oil cooler condition is equal tothe max-
imum allowable oil temperature mii,us the cooling air temperature.
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To restrict cooling power required and the cooler weight to minimum
values (1) the highest possible oil temperature should be utilized and
(2) the system should be designed to restrain the cooling air temper-
ature rise upstream of the cooler to a minimum.

The oil cooler design air pressure drop value depends upon the type of
cooling system installation. In the case of a single air pump supply-
ing air to cool several items,that item requiring the highest pressure
drop dictates the pressure drop to be available for each of the items
in the system. This is illustrated in the case of a reciprocating
engine installation. The engine baffle pressure drop at the critical
cooling condition is specified by the engine manufacturer. Since the
engine cooling air is the major portion of the total air pump flow, it
should dictate the air pump pressure rise. The punp pressure rise
being known and the preliminary layouts of the duct ing having been made,
the available oil cooler pressure drop may be determined.

In a system cooling several itemsnone of which requires a given pres-
sure drop, or in a system cooling only a single item which does not
require a given pressure drop, the optimum cooler pressure drop for the
installation may be chosen. This is accomplished by compromising be-
tween the air pump power required and the cooling system weight. A
hi;gh pressure drop will result in high air pump power requirements and
low oil cooler weight, while low pressure drop coolers will be heavier
but require less pumping power. In a study of this type, it is recom-
mended that the known data (items I through 5, Section 5-1 of Chapter V,
Oil Coolers) be presented to an oil cooler manufacturer and that he be
requested to furnish cooler parameters (weight, size, airflow required)
for three or four cooler air pressure drops. With this information,
one pressure drop maybe selected which best fits the particular instal-
lation, i.e., that which permits the lowest combination of pump power
and system weight. However, at this point the available cooler space,
rather than the minimum power and weight, may dictate the design cooler
pressure drop.

In the design stage, the allowable cooler pressure drop has little
effect upon the required cooling airflow rate. The airflow rate is.
more nearly a function of ITO for a given heat rejection rate. High
ITD's usually reflect low required airflow rates. In the preliminary
design stage, the required cooling airflow rate may be approximated by
assuming anair temperaturerise across the cooler of 30 to 40°F (ddppnd-
ing upon the ITD) and the expression H : Wcp &t solved for W, the air
weight flow rate. This method should be used only for that condition
representing the design "ondition of the cooler involved.

All cooler units mounted together in an installation will operate at
the same cooler air pressure drop. This does not necessarily mean that
they should each be designed for the same pressure drop, since the
critical condition for each cooler may occur at different aircraft
flight conditions. Rather, each cooler should be designed at the
critical cooling condition for its respective unit, the design pressure
drop being that pressure available at the specific flight condition.
if the critical condition of aach of the coolersis expectfed to occur
at the same flight condition (which would normally be expected if the
operating ITD for each cooler were approximately the same) the debign
pressure drop for each cooler should be the same.
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A further discussion of oil cooler parameters and oil cooler design is

presented in Chapter V.

2-4.1 Engine Oil Cooling

The lubricating oil of an aircraft reciprocating engine absorbs some
heat from the combustion chambers byway of pistons and cylinder walls.
The major portion of t;ie heat rejected to the oil, however, is that
which is released through mechanical friction, and thus is essentially
a function of engine RPM. Varying the power output of a particular
engine at a constant RPM has very little effect on the heat rejection
t-o the oil. as shown by Figure" 2.-1

T1he heat rejection of an oil cooler installation is affected by ITD,
oil flow rate, and airflow rate. The effects of ITD have been discus-
sed previously. An increase of oil flow, ITD' being constant, will
increase the heat rejection rate of the cooler. Likewise, an increase
of airflow will slightly increase the heat rejection.

When the engine RPM is increased, the require.d heat rejection increases,
the engine oil flow increases, and the cooling airflow rate increases
for a mechanically driven air pump. The combined effect of increasing
oil flow and cooling airflow rate may increase the actual cutoler heat
rejection to a greater extent than the required rejection is increased.
For this reason, the critical engine oil cooling condition will not
necessarily occur at maximum engine RPM. Since the critical condition
is not readily determinable without knowledge of the particular cooler
characteristics, this condition must be estimated. The other conditions
may then be checked after the calculated cooler performance curves are
obtained.

Turbine engine bearing oil cooling and the selection of coolers for
turbine engines are essentially the same as for reciprocating engines.
However, the requi-red oil heat rejection is normally much less than
that for a reciprocating engine of the same power.

Required oil heat rejection ratesoil temperatures, and oil flow rates
for both turbine and reciprocating enginesare obtained from thetengine
manufacturer. These data are usually presented in curve form so that
the values nfay be determined at any desired engine power and RPM.

2-4.2 Transmission Oil Cooling

Required heat rejection characteristics of transmissions or engine
reduction gear boxes are almost identical to those for engine oil cool-
ing since the heat involved in both cases is primarily due to mechan-
ical friction.

If the engine reduction gear box is provided by the engine manufacturer,
the applicable cooling requirements may be obtained from that manufac-
turer. This is generally included with engine oil cooling in the case
of reciprocating engines. in the case of turbine engines, the engine
manufacturer ordinarily provides the engine bearing oil cooling system.
If not, the requirements are generally included with engine reduction
gear oil cooling as in the case of reciprocating engines.

The heat rejection requirements and characteristics for transmission
and gear boxes designed by the airframe manufacturer must be determined
by the cooling system designer.
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Examination of Figure 2-2 reveals that, as with reciprocating engine
oil cooling, the heat rejection of turbine engine reduction gear boxes
isonly slightly affected by variation in power transmitted,but greatly
affected by'RPM. This indicates thatthe power loss in the transmission
( power loss being directly related to total required heat rejection)
is more nearly a function of bearing surfaces and is, therefore, asso-
ciated with the power for which the gear mesh was designed.

The total power lost in the transmission is converted to heat energy.
Some of this energy is rejected by conduction,convection, and radiation
by way of the transmission case and shafting. The remaining heat energy
must be rejected by the oil cooler. Current practice in the helicopter
industry is to use values of 0.6-per cent to 1.0 per cent of the design
power transmitted per mesh for the oil cooler required heat rejection,
rather than the actual power being transmitted at any specific condi-
tion. This Is Illustrated by the following example.

Figure 2-3 Is a schematic diagram of the mixing gear box for a twin
engine helicopter. Gears I and 2 are the input gears from each of the
two engines. Gear 3 Is the collector and speed reduction gear and
gear 4 represents the final speed reduction and output gear for this
gear box.

Mesh C

Mesh A

Mesh B

Figure 2-3

Schematic Diagram of a Mixing Gear Box

The desired gear surface finish, the location within the aircraft, and
the design practice for this gear box indicated a value of 0.75 per
cent of the design power transmitted per mesh for the required oil
heat rejection. For this helicopter, the full engine power available
is utilized only during single engine operation. For normal operation,
a maximum of 3000 horsepower is used. Therefore, referring again to
Figure 2-3, mesh A and mesh B were designed for the transmission of
full engine power, or 2000 horsepower, and mesh C was designed for 3000
horsepower. The basic oil heat rejection for the gear box at design
RPM is determined by:

'+1 - 12'
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Mesh A 2000 HP @ .0075 2 15 HP
Mesh B 2000 HP @ .0075 = 15 HP
Mesh C 3000 HP @ .0075 = 22.5 HP

effective sum 52.5 HP
or 2230 BTU/min.

2-5 COOLING OF ACCESSORIES

In addition to the primary power plant and drive system components, the
cool i-ng of many secondary accessory components such as generators,
inverters and electronic equipment must be considered. These may be
classified into three categories according to the method of cool ing:
(1) those which include provisions for internal blast cooling,(2) those
which are cooled by external blast air, and (3) those which may be
cooled by ventilation.

Aircraft generators,excepting thbse which have an integral cooling air
pump, are cooled by internal blast air which must be provided by the
aircraft cooling air pump, An inlet tube for entrance of cooling air
is incorporated in the generator design. The maximum required cooling
air flow rate and pressure is limited by Military Specification MIL-G-
6099 or MIL-G-6162, references 2-I and 2-2, respectively. Even though
the generator which is planned to be installed may not require the
maximum allowable cooling air flow, the system should be designed to
provide the maximum flow in order to insure cooling of any generator
of equal rating. The installation would then not be restricted to a
particular generator. Rather, it would allow use of any generator of
equal rating which meets the applicable Military Specification.

The sea level cooling requirements may be determined from the afore-
mentioned M'1Itary Specifications. The required airflow rate is depend-
ent upon the generator electrical rating. A curve of basic airflow vs.
gene;rator rating is included as Figure 2-4. The required pressure,
defined as inlet total pressure minus outlet static pressure, is spe-
cified as 61n.'H 20 at basic airflow or 5.31 "H9O at 130 per cent basic
airflow. These somewhat odd requirements are Eo allow for differences
in generators due to production methods. Required pressure at altitude
may be determined from Ficire 2-5. The pressure required at a given
altitude will depend upon Thecooling air temperature and the desired
per cent generator rating.

Accessories such as magne-C, engine dynamic mounts, aiid various elec-
trical equipment may be cooled by 'ventilation or, if located in a high
temperature or stagnant air area, may require external blast air cool-
ing. In order to determine whether ventilation will provide adequate
cooling, the mean velocity and temperature of the air surrounding the
un!t must be estimated and a heat transfer analysis performed. Approx-
Imate heat transfer coefficients forthis analysis may be obtained from
Figure 2-6. If the analysis indicates a possible cooling deficiency,
it may be desired to perform the more rigorous analysis presented in
Section 4-20 of reference 2-3. In the event that ventilation will not
provide adequate cooling, blast air must be supplied. An analyi

similar to that for ventilation cooling will yield approximate values
of blast air flow rate and velocity.
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2-6 TOTAL COOLING REQUiREMENTS

At this point in the cooling study, the critical cooling condition for
each component should have been estimated and applicable cooling data,
including calculated oil cooler performance charts, should be avail-
able. Several flight conditions probably would have been investigated
even though the same flight conditions may not have been investigated
for all components.

The next step in the analysis is to determine,at each flight condition
which has been investigated, the maximum pressure drop required for
cooling any component in a given system. This pressure drop must be
the sum of the pressure drop across the component and the pressure drop
through the ducting to and from that compQnient. The maximum required
pressure drop at each flight condition represents the total pressure
rise required at that condition.

The flow rate through each airflow path may now be determined for each
flight condition. This flow rate must be based on the maximum pressure
rise required at that flight conditiqn, rather than on the pressure
required for cooling each respective component. This means that the
critical component at each condition investigated will receive just
enough air to provide adequate cooling,while the other components. will
receive slightly more air than is required. This over supply of air
cannot be amended unless it occurs for a given component at each .fl ight
condition. In this case, the ducting to that component could.be re-
stricted if it were desired to decrease the total cooling airflow rate.

After determining the airflow rate of each component, the total cooling
airflow required at each flight condition is obtained by summing the
individual airflow rates. This results in the total airflow rate which
must be provided by the air pump.

The required air pump pressure rise Is obtained by subtracting any inlet
ram or exit external pressures from the previously calculated total
required pressure rise.

This procedure gives the total airflow and pressure rise which must be
provided by the air pump of one cooling flow system for each flight
conditlon. If the aircraft cooling system consists of more than one
air pump, the total flow and pressure requirements of each pump-may be
determined in the same manner.

2-7 DETERMINATION OF THE CRITICAL AIR PUMP CONDITION

The airflow and pressure rise requirements for the air pump have now
been ascertained for several aircraft flight conditions. It is now
desirable to determine the most critical of those requirements. This
may easily be obtained if the air pump Is to be a fan. For each fli-ght
condition, the following data have been determined: (1) airflow; Q,
(2) pressure rise, A P, (3) engine RPM, and (4) air density ratio, 6'.
By utilizing the fan laws,
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the fan reuirements at each flight condition may be resolved to one
common condition such as sea level, standard day, -and normal engineRPM. The critical fan condition Is then readily discernible.

here are no generalized laws for ejector air pumps. Therefore, If itis desired to utilize an ejector, it is necessary to estimate the most
critical pump condition, select the required geometry to meet that con-dition and then check the operation of the ejector at the remaining
conditions. The design procedure for constant area cylindrical ejectorswith a primary pressure ratio greater than the critical pressure ratio
for the primary fluid used is described in Section 4-3.0 In Chapter IV.Conical electors and cylindrical ejectors with a primary pressure ratioless than critical cannot be sensibly analyzed mathematically and must
be designed by trial and error.
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2-9 LIST OF SYMBOLS

SYMBOLS

H Heat, BTU
Heat absorbed, BTU per minute
Heat transfer rate, BTU per hour

W Weight, pounds
Width of duct
Weight flow rate, pounds per second
Resultant velocity vector

C Coefficient
Blade chord, feet
Coefficient of discharge

At Temperature difference, degrees Fahrenheit
ITD Inlet temperature difference between air and oil, degrees

Fahrenheit
x Thickness of body or length of flow
K Loss factor, decimal fractional part-of velocity head
h Film heat transfer coefficient, BTU/hour/square foot/°F
RPM Revolutions per minute
BTU British thermal units
H20 Water
o- Air density ratio (ambient density - NACA standard density

at sea level)
2e Included angle between sides of converging or diverging duct
KVA Kilovoltamperes

SUBSCRIPTS

p Constant pressure
I higher
2 lower
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CHAPTER III

INTERNAL AIRFLOW SYSTEMS

INLETS, DUCTS, EXITS

3-1 PRESENTATION OF AERODYNAMIC THEORY

Internal fluid flow principles reqUired for most helicopter or airship

cooling and ducting systems are based on three simple concepts:

a. Equation of Flow Continuity

Q = AV Equation 3-1

(Volume Flow = Area x Velocity)

b. Equation of Pressure Energy Continuity (Bernoulli's Theorem)

P1 -A 1/2 eV 1
2  P2 + P/2QV 2  

T  Equation 3-2

loss of

static velocity static 4 velocity 1L total
pressure pressure pressure pressure pressure

at station at station between
(1) (2) station (i) & (2)

c. Equation of Impulse & Momentum

F = M (V2 - V) Equation 3-3

(Fnrc xas change .in(Force. maunit me x velocity

In addition,since the volume occupied per pound of fluid (or per total
pounds of fluid flowing per minute) is a function of the density of the
fluid,a very convenient expression for relative density for air may be
expressed as

; :'245 E Equation 3-4

where P is lb/ft 2 static pressure
T is OF absolute (0 R)

From equation 3-1 it may be seen that the velocity is dependent on the
size of the duct (for a given quantity flow)
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From equations 3-2 and 3-3 a convenient development can be obtained to
express the losses in pressure energy suffered through a ducting com-
ponent. This principle is" developed on Page 213 of Reference 8 but
will only be explained in words here. The statement is'made that duct
losses due to an .expansion of flow area may be expressed as a percent-
age of a velocity head associated with the expansion area, that is:

PT K (1/2 e VRef° ) Equation 3-5

In addition, it is postulated that all losses due to flow area charges
are expansion losses. Even pressureTosses due to contract ions or di-
rection c anges are due to an expansion, a deceleration of the flow ve-
locity. That this is so may be visualized from the following 3 sketches:

expansion

vena-cont racta

ex anexpan sion

expans ion

III - 7
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This concept, that pressure energy losses due to duct area or direction
change are a result of a flow expansion, combined with the ability to
evaluate the pressure loss as a percentage of the approaching (or some
other pertinent) velocity head provides a convenient means of data pre-
sentation. The percentages of a referenced velocity head lost in an
"expansion" are presented for many duct configurations in the following
portions of this chapter.

As with all rules, one exception must now be made: pressure energy
losses due to friction in a duct are expressed as a percentage of the
velocity head but the percentage varies with velocity, or more exactly
with Reynolds number. Duct frictional loss data are also presented in
the following portions of this chapter.

3-2.0 Application of Theory to Design

The intent in this chapter is to provide design data for ranges of pa-
rameters as follows:

a. Duct Sizes

I. Length from zero to ten feet
2. Diameter from three inches to three feet

b. Duct Shapes

1. Straight sections with circular, elliptical and annular
cross-sections with radius ratio up to 2:1, and rectangu-
lar with aspect ratio up to 3:1.

2. Transition sections betweenthe above sections from abrupt
to 10 degrees included angle and up to 4:1 area ratio.

3. Bends of simple and compound nature with radius ratio from
zero (square corners) to 6 and up to 90 degrees of turn.

c. Inlets and Outlets

1. Flush and submerged inlets and outlets with air passing
through at relative flow angles from zero to ninety degrees.

In most of these cases, the intended rangeof design parameters has been
far exceeded.

A presentation has been made of physical duct design considerations in
Section 3-3.0 of this chapter.

The most important criteria for the design of aircraft internal ducting
systems are weight, flow losses and available space. The relative im-
portance of these criteria depends on the particular application and
installfat ion.

In many fixed-wing aircraft, high flow losses are tolerated to reduce
weight and space. In hel icopters equipped with submerged power plants,
flow losses must be carefully analyzed against weight and space consi-
derations. Often, modest weight penalties are more desirable than flow
losses. For a given helicopterwitha power loading of 10:1, flow losses
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which decrease the engine power available by one HP decrease the pay-
load by 10 lt5 pounds if the hel icopter is to maintain its performance.
This is vividly illustrated for a particular widely-used engine, where
an increase in the carburetor induction duct loss of one inch of water
penalizes the full-throttle avaiiable power by approximately 4 horse-
power.

Airship flow losses are minimized in designing ducting systems in order
to achieve the highest possible available pressure drop across cooling
resistances at critical low cooling fan rotational speeds.

For a secondary branch duct to a small oil cooler, on the other hand,
there may be ample pressure available, but space and weight restrictions
may be of paramount importance.

Flow losses can be minimized as follows (Reference No. 3r13):

(a) By using minimum practicable duct velocity.
(b) By using ducting having the smallest practicable wetted sur-

face area.
(c) By keeping all wetted surfaces smooth and "streaml ining" all

decreases in flow area.
(d) By making all changes in direction of flow through efficient

elbows.
(e) By making all velocity reductions in accordance with efficient

diffuser design requirements.
(f) By using flow-straightening devices when serious flow dis-

turbances are unavoidably introduced.

Rotation, or "swirl" of the fluid about an axis parallel to the mean
flow path is likely to introduce abnormally high losses in elbows and
turning vanes. Accordi.ngly, when swirl exists, an effort should be
made to straighten the fluid flow before turning a corner.

3-2.1 Selection of Duct Area

The duct area is chosen as that necessary to carry the required flow
rate of air, plus an allowance for leakage, if required, as discussed
in Chapter I. The area should be sufficient to permit the minimum
practicable velocity, according to the relationship of the continuity
theor'y Q 0 VA.

3-2.2 Selection of Cross-Sectional Shape and Transition Shapes

The following two considerations should be used to determine the cross-
sectional shape, and transition shapes, within the limits of available
space:

a. The duct having the smallest practicable wetted perimeter
should be designed.

b. The cross-section should be chosen to be as uniform as pos-
sible along a duct section. If changes of cross-sectional
shape must be made, transitions should be as gradual and
"streamlined" as possible.

IIl -9
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3-2.3.0 Duct Entrance DesLn

3-2.3.1.0 General Internal Airflow Duct Entrances

The duct entrance shape should be chosen to yield the lowest possible
flow loss. However, there are times when the duct inlet is restricted
to a particular design. Therefore, several inlets will be discussed
with a view towards finding the factor, K, used in the equation

V
2

2

3-2.3.1.1 Abrupt Entry to Duct

There are round, square and rectan-
gular inlets of this type as shown
in Figure 3-1. Figure 3-29 gives
the entrance loss, K, for these 0
shapes at an included angle of 1800.

FIGURE 3-1

Abrupt Entry to Duct

3-2.3.1.2 Rounded Entry (Bellmouth)

For a well-rounded bellmouth (Rc/D> Rc
0.15) shown in Figure 3-2 the flow
loss may be neglected for ordinary
ventilating work since K is less D__._
than 0.05. When Rc/D < 0.15, K 0
can be determined by K' x Cc where
K' 0.46, and Cc is determined by
using Figure 313B.

FIGURE 3-2
Rounded Entry (Bellmouth)

3-2.3.1.3 Re-Entrant or Open End Duct

This type of entrance shown in Figure
3-3 causes a large loss (K = 0.85 to
0.95), and should be avoided whenever
possible. The aforementioned K iactor D
is for re-entrant distances of at least

-2 diameters. For shorter distances, K
will be lower, approaching the values
given for an abrupt entry.

FIGURE 3-3

Reentrant or Open End Duct

III - 10
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3-2.3.1.4 Converging Entry

There are round, square and rectan-
gular inlets of this type shown in
Figure 3-4. Figure 3-29 gives the
entrance loss, K, for these shapes
as a function of the total included
angle (29) between the sides of the
hood. The ratio of the area of the A2
hood to the area of the duct, Al/A 2 ,
should be 2 to 1 or greater in order
to gain the effectof a converging
entry. Figure 3-29 is from tests
based on a hood ratio of 5 to 1, but
the values are Rot reduced more than
5% for hood ratios as low as 2 to I.

FIGURE 3-4
COmverging Entry

3-2.3.1.5 Straight Expanding (Ram) Entry
The flow loss for thi type of entry duct

= K 9 V , where V > V1 > V2
2

as shown in Figure 3-5. Figure 3-31 gives the factor K as a function
of 29 for VI/V ratios of from 0.25 to 1.00. As 29 becomes larger, K
increases, until there is an angle at which it is no longer feasible
to expand the entry.

V

FIGURE 3-5

STRAIGHT EXPANDING ENTRY
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3-2.3.1.6 Rectangular (Ram) Duct Inlet with Expanding Curved Entry.
Two Walls (Diverging and Two Walls Parallel: Figure 3-6)

The flow loss for this type of entry duct

K ? V12

2

where K is presented in Figure 3-32 as a function of A1 /A2 with Ri/d

and RO/d as parameters.

Al  inlet area

A2  final area

The values in Figure 3-32 are for an inlet aspect ratio (w/d) -4.0.
Data are available only for this aspect ratio.

V

0 

V2

FIGURE 3-6

RECTANGULAR DUCT INLET WITH EXPANDING CURVED
ENTRY, TWO WALLS DIVERGING AND TWO WALLS PARALLEL

11 - 12
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3-2.3.2 Inlet Screens

Losses due to screen installations in duct systems require careful con-
sideration. The flow through a screen of round wire may be considered
as that through a number of nozzles arranged in parallel, wherein the
stream velocity is increased passing through the screen (nozzles), then
again decreased. The energy loss for a round wire screen installation
was expressed by Borda as

Kround al -" 2

) Projected sol id area
where el' screen solidity ratio total area

Kround, the loss coefficient, is equal to
P1 "P2 = p
I V2q

The flow through a screen or grid of sharp-edged strips is contracted
to approximately two-thirds of the nozzle area, so that the solidity is
effectively higher than the physical dimensions indicate. The loss co-
efficient may be expressed as

Ksharp 0 .5 2_

Test data for round wire screens, presented in Figure 3-33, substan-
tiate these theoretical equations at sol idity values above 0.6.

The loss for round wire screens at lower solidities may be expressed
by the equation

Kfree Cd
(I - '' ) 2

where Cd is the drag coefficient of the screen member shape. In the
case of round wire 'screens of low solidity where Cd = 1.2 for the cir-
cular cross-sectional shape, this equation fits test data well. How-
ever, a transition occurs in test data between this equation up to so-
l idity values of O.2 to 0.3 and the equation Kround ( a' 2 at

solidities of 0.6 and above, as shown in Figure 3-33.

The losses incurred by screens or grids composed of streamlined or air-
foil-shaped sections are much smaller than those for round wire screens.
The loss coefficient may be based on the skin-friction drag, taking
into account the average velocity increase through the grid as V2 = V1/ (I - o)

Kstreaml ine 2 Cf T
t/c ( 1 0- -' ) 2

Test data shown in Figure 3-33 substantiate this equation to solidities
of 0.5.

A high-solidity round wire screen installed in the carburetor inlet duct
of ain average supercharged reciprocating aircraft engine entails a loss
of approximately two percent of the engine power. A grid of streamlined
elements results in saving most of this loss.
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3-2.3.3 Ram Recovery

The recovery of ram pressure in forward flight may be used effectively
to a',..ment the total pressure of an internal air pump for a submerged
engine cooling installation. The magnitudes available are relatively
small for slow-flying aircraft such as helicopters and airships. For
instance, the free-stream velocity pressure at 100 miles per hour at
standard sea level density is 4.92 inches of water. This pressure, of
G.ourse, varies as the square of the velocity, where

q = 1/2 e Vo 2

The pressure recovery of an engine cooling system inlet is decreased
from this value by an ambunt resulting fromall pressure losses between
the free-stream and the point under consideration within the duct..
These losses may include all of the following: friction loss on duct
walls, friction ,oss on approach surfaces (on skin ahead of entry),
shock losses from flow separation" caused by bends, inefficient diffus-
ion, abrupt expans.ion as into a plenum chamber, or the adverse pressure
gradient caused by the entry, and drag losses from objects within the
duct or upstream of the en'try (sich as from turbine shafting in a tur-
bine compressor inlet duct).

in airships, inlets operating essentially as wing leading edge entries
are used to supply air to.the engine cooling fan. In helicopters, much
less efficient entry locations are commonplace. For example, some en-
gine cooling air inlets are located on fuselage tops and sides, far
from the nose of the aircraft. These entries are normally of the flush
type so that entry losses in the hovering condition are minimized. In
hover, the helicopter requires a]large percentage of its available power
and, of course, no forward speed ram pressure is available.. A proper-
ly designed fixed area ram entry may. often result in unnecessary flow
pressure losses during hovering due to (1) excessive entry velocities
and (2) an additional elbow.

Below critical altitude, such a loss may be offset by further opening
the throttle so that the decrease in throttle loss is equivalent to the
entry loss. Above critical altitude, the increased entry ioss would
result directly in an equivalent power loss. However, each design must
be studied according to its own pecul iarities. in several instances,
helicopter submerged engine cooling systems have been supplied air
through ducting having ram recovery entrances when adequate "natural"
external fairings were available.

if a fan must satisfactorily cool to a very low RPM, such as in an air-
ship operating at minimum power, ram inlet ducting may be desirable.
The principle here is to prevent the slightest inyrease in required
fan pressure outputwhich would.be multiplied by RPM- with considerable
overcooling energy waste when operating at normal or military RPM. The
large inlet areas required to recbver low external ram pressures unfor-
tunately will need or require variable area inlets so tihat excessive
external drag is not encountered at higher aircraft speeds.

if a ram scoop is to be used, the aerodynamic design problems center
on the internal flow pressure recovery. Figure 3-31 shows the basic
relationship for such a subsonic inlet,and the pressure recovery effi-
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ciencies to be expected. The principle, of course, is to recover the
velocity energy of the external airflow by reducing the velocity during
entry. This deceleration may occur externally, internally, or both.
The rate of external deceleration depends on the area of the inlet,
which defines Vl/Vo for a given quantity flow. Internal deceleration
is then a function of the external deceleration as shown in Figure 3-31;
the more the external expansion, the greater the internal expansion may
be. Maximum efficiency may be maintained with internal wall divergence
as great as 20 degrees included angle if a '11 /Vo of .25 can be util ized.

The limits to external deceleration lie in the external drag character-
istics of the inlet. With large natural fairing, greater external de-
celeration may be used. For a typical helicopter fixed area inlet, a
Vl/V o  ratio of about .5 is usually a good compromise. Detailed duct
entry design data are presented in Section 3-2.12.

Low speed (40 and 80 miles per hour) tunnel test data were obtained on
a variety of inlets (and outlets) and presented in Ref~s?.-3O-&W1&. Side
entries of flush holes, flush circular ducts, internal and external
flaps, protruding scoops, submerged inlets, wing inlets of flaps, nose
and O.800C wing inlets are included, as are outlets of the same con-
figurations. Extracted data from this source are included in Figure
3-34 for inlets and Figure 3-35 for outlets in Section 3-2.12. of this
chapter.

3-2.3.4. Drag Effects of Inlets and Outlets

The drag of internal flow systems is divided into two components, the
momentum drag and the external drag.

The momentum drag of a hel icopter or airship internal flow system

D = M AV HP =  D V

may be calculated, based on the inlet and exit areas of the duct system
configuration. The momentum power resulting from the deceleration of
a mass of air entering a fixed area internal flow system is at the
greatest value at the maximum speed of the aircraft. When t'he, hel icop-
ter is hovering V 0 0; the momentum drag is zero. ThIeAmomemimfdr~ag
may be minimized by directing the exiting air in the sense opposite
to the travel of the aircraft (rearward). A considerable trea.tent of
the value of variable areas to control momentum drag losses is present-
ed in References 3-9i,4ndi3:rll. If the air and/or gas passing through the
system is heated within the aircraft and exited with a rearward com-
ponent, the momentum drag may be made negative or, in other words, a
thrust force real ized.

An inlet protruding from a fuselage increases the total drag of thz
fuselage through two effects. A scoop-type inlet, for instance, not
only presents its own drag but, if located in an Qrdinarily laminar-
flow area, may cause the boundary layer flowing along the fuselage to
become turbulent and this may increase the drag loss of the fuselage.

A flush inlet may be expected not to have an external drag component
since it operates completely within the fuselage boundary layer. Of
course, this type opening will not of itself cause internal flow to
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occur if the inflow Is perpendicular to the external flow across the
fuselage. The pressure differential required to maintain flow must,
in such a case, be produced by an air pump such as a fan or ejector or
by a local positive static pressure resulting from the inlet location.
Tests of various inlet scoops and flush entries in reference 10 were
made in which the total drag of the scoop was measured, corrected to
present total drag coefficients for the scoop only, as mounted on a
flat surface.

The data are presented as plots of P' versus Vl/V The total pressure
q

in the duct or inside the entry or outlet may be computed as follows:
:~ q i "/P qo

qo

where subscript i indicates a station inside the duct and subscript o
indicates the free-stream condition.

An internal flow system operating in the propeller slip stream or in
the boundary layer or the wake of an aerodynamic body such as, awing on a
fuselage, in which the inlet velocity may differ from that of an iso-
lated system, has ideal characteristics described as follows:

Drag D Q e (Vi - Vo)

Drag Power DV 2 Qq (!Y.L -X2O) Equation 3-6

Total Pressure Loss APt = q ViL_(IvI Equation 3-7

and, where Vi : Ki and-Vo  Ko)
V V

Pump Efficiency 3 p APtQ Ki K K (2 pt) 1/2

DV 2 2

in the majority of atrshlpand helicopter submerged engine cooling sys-
tems, the most important aspect of system performance is moving a re-
quired airflow quantity with a minimum pressure loss, not pump or pro-
pulsive efficiency.

The power loss, OV ' Pt Q, may be used to establish a dimensionless
performance parameter, the power loss coefficient
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DV- ----- ~- - A ~t

CPL DV PtQ Equation 3-8
Qq

Substituting equations 3-6 and 3-7 in equation 3-8 yields the following
simplified equation:

CPL (Ko -)2 - (K i - 1)2

q q

Therefore, the minimum CPL occurs when K. equals unity and when Ki is
a minimum for systems giving thrust or a' a maximum for systems expe-
riencing drag.

The relationships among the above parameters may be expressed by the
following two equations:

S: /1 4 CPL

- I- -P t /q )

When inlets and outlets are considered separately, rather than as parts
of a complete internal system,as is often the case in design analyses,
the foregoing theory may be altered to show the ideal characteristics
of the inlet and outlet openings. In each case alone, the aircraft mass
may be considered to change at the rate Q e, which represents a change
of kinetic energy at the rate qQ. The separate ideal characteristics
are:

Inlets Outlets

Di Q e Vi Do -Q e Vo

PTi  q Ki2  PTO q Ko2

CPLi =Di - Q I- qQ): -(Ki-l 2 CPLo= VDo -(PTo Q,-qQ):(Ko-l) 2

qQ qQ

Pi = PTi Q + qQ Ki2  Po = VDo 2Ko

VDi 2Ki PTO Q -A qQ Ko2 - 1
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where (PT- qQ) is the available power and (PT Q -/ qQ) is the ex-
pended powerof the internal flow at the inlet and 8utlet, respectively.

In the ideal fluid theory presented thus far in this chapter, the fluid
density has been considered to remain constant along the flow path
and, therefore,the volume rate of flow Q is equal at inlet and outlet.
When the exchange of heat or combustion changes the fluid density and
quant'ity flow between the inlet and outlet, the above formulae may be
used by adding subscripts to define the conditions at the inlet and
outlet:

Inlet Outlet

drag D i Z G_ Qi (I Vi Do=-_0 Qo Vo

Total 2
Pressure PTi (37 q Ki PTO =0"oj q Ko2

The other formulae maybe altered as required to account for the effects
of variations of a- and Q.

Power-loss coefficients and efficiencies, as functions of the velocity
ratios, are unaffected by variations of fluid density. The total dreg
for any particular case, however, depends upon the addition or loss of
1heat as well as upon the add;tion or loss of pressdre energy within
the system. Any increment of heat energY/ may be computed and the re-
sult'ing change in volume flow used to'evaluate the power ioss or useful
work of the intern-l-f-ow systerr.

The above treatment is essentially that of Reference 3,J0, although not
presented here in as great detail. This presentation was made in order
to take full advantage of the performance data for inlets and outlets
of Reference340p presented in part as dimensionless parameter plots in
Figure 3-34 and 3-35 in Section 3-2.12.0 of this chapter. Additional
valuable data are presented in Reference 3v9,.

3-2.4.0 Design of Duct Contractions

There are several types of duct contractions encountered in internal
airflow systems. Contraction losses are rather small because the flow
separations which cause the energy losses are minimized by the favor-
able pressure gradient during the static to velocity pressure trans-
formation.

3-2.4.1 Abrupt Contraction (Figure 3-7)

The pressure loss coefficient, K, is a
function of A9 /A1 , and can be determined -Al - - A2
from Figure 3-30A.

FIGURE 3-7
Abrupt Contraction

(Sharp Edged)
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3-2.4.2 Streaml ined Contraction
(Bell-Mouth) (Figure 3-8)

A streaml ined contraction is an abrupt
contraction corrected by a factor for
the rounded contraction. Therefore
the flow loss would equal KeCc Vi,

2 D

where C. is the "streamline" factor -T
for the rounded entrance from Figure
3-30B and K is the same factor as
for the abrupt contraction from

Figure 3-30A.

FIGURE 3-8
Streamline Contraction

(Bell Mouth)

3-2.4.3 Conical Contraction
(Figure 3-9)

The converging nozzle or cross-
sectional area reduction for the
moderate anglIes ord ina r il.y used
has very little total pressure
loss, the loss being mainly due Al A2
to the reestablishment of the
flow after the slight contraction
in the small pipe For total (:
angles up to 450 the actual shock
loss, ordinarily will not be over 22. 0 Max.
4 or 5% of the velocity pressure
in the smaller pipe.

FIGURE 3-9
Conical Contraction

3-2.5.0 Design of Bends

3-2.5.1 General Discussion

The pressure loss in an elbow is of a compl icated nature varying with
size, shape, velocity, and even the conditions of the ducts leading
to and from it. In most cases it will not be possible to take all of
these factors into consideration, and a conservative analysis of elbow
losses may be considered good practice.

The greatest factor influencing loss of pressure in an elbow is the
curvature in relation to the depth of the duct, This may be expressed
in either of two ways, curve ratio or radius ratio. The curve ratio
is equal to the inside radius ofthe elbow divided by the outsi-de radius
Ri/R 0 . The radius ratio is equal to the center line radius of the elbow
depth in the plane of the bend (R/D).
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FIGURE 3-10
Elbow Terms

The loss in an elbow may be divided into two components: (1) The eddy
loss or internal friction of the fluid itself due to the elbow and
(2) the surface friction along the walls of the elbow.

Figures 3-36 and 3-37 show the flow loss in round and rectangular elbows
as a function of the curve and radius ratios, and refer to a design in
which the elbow in a duct system is followed oy at least 3 o: 4 dia-
meters of straight duct. The values given are for the complete losses
of the elbow including surface friction. It may be observed that the
pressure loss increases as the inside radius becomes less and is at a
maximum value when boththe outside and inside radii are square corners.
As the rate of curvature becomes less, that is the curve ratio becomes
larger, the value of the elbow loss diminishes until a minimum value
is reached at about 0.6 to 0.7 curve ratio. If, however, the friction
of the extra length of straight duct is added to the loss of an elbow
of this curvature to make the equivalent of an even greater curvature
the total loss would be decreased. Elbows of very large curve ratio
are not regularly used becaus e the weight, space and cost are out of
proportion of the loss saving effected. Generally, then a low loss
elbow is considered to be one of 0.5 curve ratio and this has become
an accepted -tandard for most engineering work. In aircraft applica-
tions available space is usually the limiting factor.

In rectangular ducts the effect of the cross-sectional shape has con-
siderable bearing upon pressure loss. The term aspect ratio is used
to represent this shape in relation to the bend, and is the width of
elbow along the axis of the bend divided by the depth in the plane of
the bend. Figure 3-47B expresses the loss in percent of the velocity
head for the R/D of the bend. Figures 3-38 and 3-39 give correction
factors for degree of bend and aspect ratio, respectively.
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The flow loss factor ._P, for both rectangular and elliptical cross-
q

section bends may be obtained from Figures 3-40, 3-41, and 3-42 and
3-43, 3-44, and 3-45, respectively, as a function of radius and aspect
ratios. In the data for elliptical elbows, friction losses -Calfe not
included in the net pressure loss coefficient.

Values of loss in per cent of velocity head for circular square and
mitered elbows are presented in Figures 3-46, 3-47A and 3-4 7B.

The size of an elbow has little effect on the pressure loss for elbows
in the neighborhood of 0.5 curve ratio whitch is that ordinarily used
in good designs. Figure 3-48 contains a tabulation ofthe elbows tested
in Reference ,3r5.

The velocity effect upon pressure loss in elbows depends upon the
abruptness of turn.

A common misconception is that the loss in an elbow is proportional to
the angle of bend for angles up to 900. While the loss in a 45* elbow
is some.what greater than half of that for a 900 elbow, the loss 'in
elbows greater than 900 shows less than the proportional increase in
loss. For example, tests on a 1800 elbow of square cross-section and
0.28 curve ratio show that the loss is 165% of the 900 loss instead of
the 200% as might be supposed.

3-2.5.2 Elbows at the End of a Duct

Elbows at the end of a duct have losses which are materially higher
than when the regain effect of the discharge duct is present. Figure
3-49 gives the loss factor, K, for such elbows as a function of the
aspect and curve ratios.

3-2.5.3 Compound Elbows

Compound Elbows are of 3 types: U- bend, Z- bend, and the 900 - offset
bend as shown in Figure 3-50. The flow loss factor for these bends
without spacer, K 6 j P' (excluding friction losses) can be obtained

q
from Figures 3-51 and 3-52, where K is expressed as a function of the
aspect and radius ratios at a constant Reynold's number. Figure 3-53
shows K excluding friction losses, as a function of aspect and ,radlius
ratios for these bends with 5 foot spacer.

it is clear from these plots that the relative radius of curvature RID
is the most important of-the factors affecting the net pressure drop.
As compared with this factor the effect of length of spacer between
elbows may be regarded as being of the nature of an interference. In
general, as the length of the spacer is decreased, this interference
causes a decrease of net pressure drop in the case of the U - bend, an
increase in the case of the Z - bend, and almost no change in the case
of 900 - offset bends.

The pressure drop across the 900 - offset bend is less than that across
the corresponding U - bend or - Z - bend, but the magnitudes of the
differences are small.
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The test data from Referencej 5 were cross-plotted at two different
Reynolds numbers. It was found satisfactory to not differentiate among
the types of compound elbows. Accuracy of K' values for the common
plot is within O.05q of the loss coefficients presented in the original
data for the three types of compound elbows.

3-2.5.+ Splitters

Curved vanes called splitters are sometimes installed in elbows to mi-
nimize the elbow losses. One or more splitters may be used, each con-
centric with the inner and outer radius and extending the full arc of
the elbow. The separate flow paths created have larger curve ratios
and a larger aspect ratio than those of the elbow alone. The optimum
arrangement is that which improves the curve ratio of each of the sepa-
rate paths over the original path, The improved aspect ratio, although
beneficial, is not as important as the improvement of curve ratio.

The curve ratio change due to splitters may be expressed by the fol-
lowing formula:

CR' I X CR

andR Ra R2  ' R3  CR etc.
CRCR I  CR

where CR I curve ratio of component elbows formed by splitters

CR curve ratio of the original elbow without splitters

X number of splitters

Ra  inside radius

RI, R2 , R3  radii of first, second and third splitters start-
ing on the inside.

The placement of splitters in rectangular elbows can be determined by
using Figure 3-54. Figure 3-36 shows the effect of 1, 2 and 3 split-
ters in square cross-section elbows. This figure may also be used for
cross-sections approximating this shape.

3-2.5.5 Turning Vanes

Curved vanes of small radii placed diagonally at a uniform spacing
across the corner of a mitered elbow,wherein the axes of the curvature
of the bend and the vanes are paralle,are known as turning vanes. The
vanes may be of constant thickness or of varying thickness in order to
maintain constant flow path depth through the vaned bend.

The dimensions and spacing of turning vanes depend upon the installa-
tion under consideration, but In general the vane length should be ap-
proximately six times the spacing to derive the benefit of the aspect
ratlo factor.

Reference 3-i contains information on both turning vanes and splitters.
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Figures 3-55 and 3-56 show recommended vane designs. Figure 3-57 shows
the loss coefficient, X = K, for certain vanes. For a rectangular
elbow with optimum desigh turning vanes (Figure 3-55), the loss coeffi-
cient at various bend angles, compared to bends without vanes, is as
follows:

Elbow Bend With Vanes Without Vanes

900 K = 0.13 Ki 1.63
600 = 0.15 1.08
450 = .14 = 0.53
300 0 0.10 0.15

Turning vanes in elbows may be used to reduce the pressure loss and to
provide a more uniform velocity distribution downstream of the bend.
Vanes and concentric splitters are recommended particularly for mitered
elbows in which even the most elementary vane installation results in
a substantial reduction in pressure loss.

3-2.6 Design of Duct Branches

Internal flow systems are often comprised of main ducts with individual
branch ducts to divert parts of the flow. In the usual case of a duct
system supplied from a common source, all branches of which exhaust to
a common chamber (pressure), the pressure loss through all branches must
be equal. A good aerodynamic design approach is to analyze the pressure
energy losses through each path to provide the required airflow and to
restrict each branch exit as required so that the velocity head dissi-
pated will equal the total head remaining at the exit. Data on branch
duct losses are sufficiently incomplete to warrant the conservative
practice of designing branch duct exits with converging sections to have
an exit area ten to twenty percent less than calculated. Tests may then
be conducted inwhich the converging sections are shortened to increase
the exit area and thus reduce the exit velocity pressure loss until
balanced branch flow is achieved.

Branch duct system losses consist of:

1. Losses in the main duct
2. Losses in the branch ducts

Loss coefficients for mains and for branches are presented in diagrams
on Figure 3-58, wherein the reference velocity pressure, q, is deter-
mined upstream of the connection.

It is stated in Reference 3-7 that the loss in the main duct is approxi-
mately 35% of that foran abrupt expansion for the same velocity ratio.
The loss in the branch duct is dependent upon the velocity ratio, branch
to main, and on the branch takeoff angle. The total loss is at a minimum
at a given takeoff angle for each given velocity ratio. Therefore, both
the main duct loss and the branch duct loss must be analyzed for a range
of takeoff angle in order to determine that angle at which the total
loss is at a minimum.

A tabulation of branch duct loss coefficients as a function of the take-
off angle and of the velocity ratio, branch to main, "Reprinted by
permission from HEATING VENTILATING AIR CONDITIONING GUIDE 1956,
Chapter 32", follows:
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RATIO OF PRESSURE LOSS TO BRANCH VELOCITY PRESSURE

Ratio of Velocity in Branch tc Velocity it- Main Duct

Take-off Angle 0.4 0.6 0.8 IO l.5 2.0 3.0
900 6.5 3.1 2.0 1.5 0.95 0.74 0.62 6pbr
60o 5.0 2.2 1.3 0.77 0.47 047 0.58 qbr
450 3.5 1.3 0.64 0.43 0.40 0.45 0.54

3-2.7.0 Design of Diffusers

Diffuser design practice is a highly specialized Subject. In general,
the problem reduces to decelerating the relativeair velocity in a duct
at a rate compatible with good efficiency. However, the deceleration
rate that may be used varies with configuration, mach number and Reynolds
number.

3-2.7.1 A Design Method

In helicopter and airship internal airflow duct systems, diffusers are
often used upstream of resistances (heat exchangers, compressors etc.).
A method suggested in Reference3-,13 for their design is as follows:

Since the length of the diffuser is the most important consideration
in its design, great care should be exercised in locating the various
resistances so that sufficient diffuser lengths may be obtained to
minimize expansion losses. If the various units can ')e so located that
conical diffusers of approximately 70 included angle -ay be utilized,
the system will be as efficient as possible. if the zoace available
does not allow a 70 conical diffuser to expand the aii the required
amount, as is usually the case, the following layout procdure is sug-
gested for the case where a resistance followc the diffuser:

(1) Lay out a 70 or 80 conical diffuser, starting from the duct
entrance.

(2) Lay out a cone of about 200 using the resistance as the base
and projecting the elements upstream until they intersect the
70 or 8' entrance cone.

(3) Check ratio of duct area at resistance to that at intersection
of 70 or 80 and 200 cones. If this expansion ratio is less than
3, it is considered to be satisfactory.

A certain amount of latitude may be exercised in the design details to
suit the case in question. For instance, most duct passages in actual
installations will not be circular in cross-section. Although a great
deal is not known about the behavior of diffusers other than those with
circular cross-sections, it seems reasonable that the rate of expansion
should be slightly less for other cross-sections, especially for rec-
tangular ducts where the air in the corners is actually expanding at a
much greater rate than the air along the center of the sides.

3-2.7.2 Diffuser Losses (Figures .3-]I and 3-12)

Although there are numerous cross-sectional diffuser shapes the same
bab!c equation is used to determine the total pressure loss due to this
diff.3ion.
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(1AP (I A2 jfrom Ref. .13-2

FIGURE 3-11

where (1 - )K

FIGURE 3-12
Diffusers, Square Cross-Section

The efficiency of diffusion, , can be obtained from Figures 3-59A,
-59B, -60.as a function of the included angle, 29 and the area ratio
A2/A 1 for the various cross-sections (round, square, rectangular). If
the cross-section is of a different shape it is best to deal with equiv-
alent diameters. The equivalent diameter, D = 4A/ . , where A is the
cross-sectional area and 1 thewetted perimeter. The angle of diffusi6n
9 can then be determined from Tan 9 D2 - Dl where L is the length

2L

of diffusion, and 1 and 2 refer to stations before and after diffusion.

3-2.7.3 Annular Diffuser with Constant - Diameter Outer Walls

The general diffuser configuration and station locations for tests of
Reference-4-4 are given in Figure 3-62. Performance data are compared
for 5 diffusers which cover a range of equivalent conical expansio n
angles from 150 to 1800; the corresponding ratios of diffuser length
to center body diameter, Ld/d2 range from 1.072 to 0. Line drawings of
these 5 configuration and curves of the longitudinal variations of flow
area are given in Figure 3-63; data are in Figures 3-64 and 3-65.

3-2.7.4 Diverging Nozzle (Figure 3-13)

A diverging nozzle is used in an ai-r_0
duct when the area is increased in Al A2
order to reduce the velocity, or When
moving into an enclosed space or
plenum chamber.

FIGURE 3-13
Diverging Nozzle
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Any change from a higher to a lower velocity is accompanied by a con-
version from velocity to static pressure, but inasmuch as there is al-
ways some loss in making this conversion, the total pressure is less
after the velocity is reduced.

Figure 3-61 shows the per cent regain of velocity pressure as a function
of the area ratio and angle of divergence (P. , when the diverging'con-
nection is in a section of duct with 4 6 diameters of straight duct
following.

3-2.7.5 Abrupt Expansions

There are times in internal airflow
ducting when a gradual expansion
cannot be achieved and a sudden
expansion Is the only alternative.
In this case, the flow loss coef-
ficient, K, is ecual to (I-Al/A 2 )2 ,
and the formula for the total
pressure loss for a sudden expansion
becomes AP =(1 - Al/A-)2 9V 1

2

FIGURE 3-14

Abrupt Enlargement

3-2.8.0 Design of Duct Exits

3-2.8.1 Introduction

At a duct exit the entire velocity head is lost when diffusing into the
atmosphere. If a certain pressure drop is required, at the outlet, a
method of diverging or contracting the exit to decelerate or accelerate
the flow may be needed. This is accomplished with the use of nozzles
or orifice plates which will be discussed in Section 3-2.8.2.2.0.

3-2.8.2.0 Orifices and Nozzles

Orifices and nozzles may be divided into 3 categories; discharging from
a plenum, at the end of a pipe, and in the pipe line.

3-2.8.2.1.0 Discharging from a Plenum

3-2.8.2.1.1 Sharp Edged Orifice (Figure 3-15)

The flow characteristics of orifices make them useful for flow measure-
ments of air or other gases. The sharp edged orifice is a thin plate
in which is a carefully made hole. The inlet edge is deburred so that
the flow is over a sharp 9bO corner. The following plate thicknesses
may be used for low pressure work: 1/16" up to 6" orifice diameter,
3/32" for 6 to 12" diameter, 1/8" for 12 to 241" diameter, and 3/16"
for 24 to 48" diameter. Should high pressures dictate thicker plates,
the downstream side should be beveled so that the axial constant-dia-
meter Is no more than twelve per cent of the orifice diameter.
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The sharp edged orifice discharging from a plenum or installed at.F,a
pipe entry may be used over a Reynold's number ri.je of 30,000 to
1,000,000 for the determination of flow rates within approximately one
per cent accuracy, as stated in Reference 3-1 using the following coef-
f ic ients:

Coefficient of velocity Cv = 0.97 to 0.98

Coefficient of contraction Cc = 0.62

Coeff4cient of discharge C = 0.60 Cv x Cc

Coefficient of resistance Cr 0.04 to 0.06

The coefficient of contraction is the ratio of the vena contracta or
contracted stream minimum diameter to the orifice diameter. Using the
above coefficients the discharge flow rate maybe determined as follows:

Q 1096.5 Cc Cv A1 096.5 CA

where

Q : discharge, cfm

A area of orifice, ft. 2

P static pressure, inches H20 FIGURE 3-15

w = spec. weight of air, #/ft. 3  Sharp Edged Orifice

and the total pressure loss, which may be expressed as:

6P- Cr Pv = I (Pv) Cr w (96.5)

D

where P total pressure loss, inches of H20

Pv velocity pressure at the vena contracta, inches of H20

V velocity at the vena contracta, fpm

w specific weight, #/ft.3

The small frictional pressure loss of the flow through a sharp edged
orifice has resulted in this orifice being described as the frictionless
orifice.

3-2.8.2.1.2 Smooth Edged Orifice (Figure 3-16)

The coefficient of discharge is increased if the inlet or upstream "s-i'de
of the orifice is even slightly rounded. Flow nozzle characteristics
are approached.
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FIGURE 3-16
Smooth Edged Orifice

\\""\\ "--l ow Nozzl1e

Actual Inside Pipe (Source: Ref. 3-17 by
Diam. 1.9 D. Min. D permission from the A.S.M.E

Corner
RadtusAbc,.-t 2

20 <D 3

D_ 0 for 0 = J,"

2 D .-O 4
L *.*i " for D < lj,

ASME Long Radius Nozzle
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3-2.8.2.1.3 Slots

Long narrow orifices with high aspect ratios are called slots. Regard-
less of whether the shape of a sharp edged orifice is round or rectan-
gular, the coefficient of discharge is approximately 0.6. The coeffi-
cient of discharge may approach 1.0 if the upstream edges are rounded.

3-2.8.2.1.4 Flow Nozzle

An accurately made flow nozzle, in which the upstream side is rounded
to prevent the formation of a vena contracta, as in Figure 3-17, will
have a coefficient of discharge of approximately 0.99, changing slightly
with Reynold's number. Approximate coefficients for the average flow
nozzle are:

C = 0.97 to 0.99

Cv = 0.02 to 0.06

3-2.8.2.1.5 Short Lenqth of Pipe (Figure 3-18)

Three to four diameters in the axial direction are required for the
stream to be reestablished downstrean of the vena contracta. For this
configuration

C 0.82

Cv =0.47

3-2.8.2.1.6 Reentrant Nozzle (Figure 3-19) Short Length
of Pipe

The reentrant nozzle or Borda mouthpiece is a configuration in which
the pipe entry extends approximately three diameters into a chamber or
plenum. The coefficients are

C 0.72

Cv 0.85

For a reentrant pipe less than three diameters in length, contraction
may occur (when the stream" does 'not fill the pipe) and
the coefficients become

C 053 FIGURE 3-19Reentrant Nozzle
Cv 0.56

3-2.8.2.1.7 Diver in Nozzle

The diverging nozzle with a sharp edged entrance has no special appli-
cation but the diverging nozzle with a rounded entry causes a flow con-
traction followed byan expansion, The venturi meter of Section 3-2.9.2
is based on this contraction - expansion process, test applications of
which are presented in Chapter VI.
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3-2.8.2.1.8 Converging Nozzle (Figure 3-20)

The loss cocfficient curves for sharp edged and rounded entry conver-
ging nozzles discharging from a plenum are presented in Figure 3-66.
Regardless of the entry shape, the stream contracts leaving the nozzle.
The optimum included angle (AO) for a sharp edged entry is 130. The
nozzle length should be app.oximately three times the orifice diameter.

3-2.8.2.2.0 Orifices and Nczzles at the End of a Pipe

3-2.8.2.2.1 Flow Nozzle (Figure 3-21)

The differential pressure producing flow through an orifice or nozzle
at the end of a pipe is the total (velocity plus static) pressure in
the pipe minus the static pressure outside the pipe exit. The velocity
pressure effect may be taken into account by the use of the velocity
of approach factor, fwhen the static pressure is measured in the pipe
ahead of the orifice or nozzle.

f ; 1 ) 1/2

1 - ('A3/A) 2 AO

The discharge may be expressed as FG E 3-20 ,

Converging
Q 1096.5 CA2 f 1096.5 CA2  Nozzle

J Where

Q Discharge, CFM

C Coefficlent of discharge

Al  Area of pipe, Sq. Ft.

A2  Area of orifice, Sq. Ft. FIGURE 3-21
Flow Nozzle

A3  Area of Vena Contracta, Sq. Ft.

A2 for flow nozzle with smooth (Bell mouthed) approach

PS Static pressure in pipe, inches of water

PT "Total pressure in pipe, inches of water

w Weight of air, lb. per cubic foot

In the average flow nozzle or rounded entry orifice, A3 = A2 . Values
of the velocity of approach factor, f, for different area ratios A2/AI,
are as follows:

A2/A l  .1 .2 .3 .4 .5 .6 .7 .8

f 1.005 1.021 1.048 1.091 1.155 1.250 1.400 1.666
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3-2.8.2.2.2 Sharp Edqed Orifice (Figure 3-22)

Both the coefficient of contraction and the coefficient of discharge
must be considered for the sharp edged orifice at the end of a pipe
because the values of the area ratio, A2/Al, reflect the orifice ratio,
not the actual stream topipe area ratio. The following values Of A2/Al,
may be used for normal air work, but more complete data should be used
for unusual pipe sizea or velocities:

A2/A1  .1 .2 .3 .4 .5 .6 .7 .8

C .601 .609 .618 .636 .656 .682 .708 .73

f 1.002 1.008 1.018 1.036 1.061 1.095 1.15 1.23

Cxf .602 .614 .629 .659 .697 .7148 .815 .90

Above values of Cxf are to

be used in the formula: V l -AA2
1096.5 CA2f/~w FIGURE 32FGURE 3-13

Sharp Edged Orifice Short Length of PiF

3-2.8.2.2.3 Short Length of Pipe (Figure 3-23)

The following values should be used in the formula of Section 3-2.8.2.2.2.

A2/Al .1 .2 .3 .4 .5 .6 .7 .8 .9

C .821 .827 .836 .853 .868 .893 .912 .935 .96

3-2.8.2.2.4 Converging Nozzle (Figure 3-24)

A converging nozzle at the end of a pipe causes a velocity increase.
There are special applications,such as in a thrust producing device or
as a flow measuring device. Pitot tube readings are taken at the center
of the vena contracta, where the static pressure is zero, Therefore,
the total or impact tube may be used to determine velocity pressure
directly. This technique is useful for testing small capacity, high
pressure fans for which only a few operating points are desired. A noz-
zle with a straight entrance has a very low coefficient of resistance.
The pipe or fan outlet d'i.ameter should be reduced considerably at the
orifice to achieve a uniform velocity distribution across the orifice
cross-section. The velocity of approach factor does not apply directly
because the flow total pressure is taken. Thus, the following formula
is used: F1GURE 3-24

Q 1096.5 CA2  C _

If a static pressui-e is taken inside of the pipe, the following formula
is used:

Q 1096.5 CA2  f v! F
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In either case,the following values of C for various angles of conver-

gence may be used:

Included Angle 10 12 14 16 18 20

C .972 .965 .957 .948 .940 .932

3-2.8.2.2.5 Diverging Nozzle

Flow discharged from the end of a pipe entails the loss of the velocity
head. A diverging nozzle or diffuser may be used to reduce the velocity
head, that is, to convert a portion of the velocit,., pressure to static
pressure. The curves in Figure 3-67 show the static pressure regain
for diverging nozzles at the end of a pipe in terms of per cent of the
inlet velocity pressure. Only a portion of the theoretical regain will
be achieved depending on the nozzle diffusion angleand the area ratio.
Any regain achieved in a system outlet is in effect an increased entry
pressure.

The following formula may be used for the determination of the static
pressure regain:

Pipe APs e I - (L) 21 Pvl e LPv1 - Pv2 ]

where

A P s -regain or increase in static pressure in larger pipe,
inches of water

Pv =velocity pressure in smaller pipe, inches of water (*)
Pvl and Pv2 in same units as APs

Pv2  X velocity pressure in larger pipe, inches of water (*)

Al area of smaller pipe, square feeL

A2  X area of larger pipe, square feet

e factor representing the efficiency of the conversion

The loss in total pressure may be found by substituting (I - e) for e
in the above.

The above equation, neglecting compressibility effects (Mach Number
below 0.5), may be expressed, to keep terms uniform, as in Reference3-3,
as

A PS " PS 2  " PSI =1 Al 23-7
1P2 A2F

Square or rectangular cross-section diffusers may have divergence angles
between all four walls, or between only two walls. Efficiencies to be
)expected for such units are shown on the chart in Figure 3-59B.
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FIGURE 3-25
Orifice Plate in Duct

FIGURE 3-26
Venturi Tube
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3-2.9.0 Flow kasuring Devices

3-2.9.1 Orifice Plates in Duct (Figure 3-25)

Orifice plates installed in a duct constitute a convenient device for
measuring flow. Their applic.ition to testing is discussed in Chapter
Vl.

From Figure 3-25 it may be seen that the stream is subjected to an
abrupt contraction followed by an abrupt expansion tothe pipe diameter.
In cases where the value of the area ratio, A2/Al, is small, the usual
orifice coefficients are used. However, as the area ratio approaches
unity, the flow conditions are changed considerably.

The coefficients presented in the tabulation of this section were com-
puted from experimental data in Reference 3-11 for pipes three to twelve
inches in diameter with area ratios up to 70 percent. For this tabulation

Cr and Q is cfm
p4005 CA A2 is orifice area, ft2

AP is total pressure loss, " H20

4005 CA 4 p P is static pressure differential
between main pipe ahead of ori-
fice and at vena contracta.

A2/Al 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7

3" C .619 .631 .653 .684 .728 .788 .880

Pipe Cr .875 .773 .675 .587 .508 .425 .354

12" C .610 .620 .637 .663 .700 .756 .846

Pipe Cr .881 .777 .674 .584 .503 .427 .359

Straight line interpolation may be used for intermediate pipe sizes.
These data are only for orifices within, not at the end of, a pipe.

3-2.9.2 Venturi Meter (Figure 3-26)

The venturi meter, consisting of a gradually contracting, followed by
a gradually expanding, section of piping, usually with a short constant
diameter between the two, is another device for the measurement of flow
through pipes. The venturi meter Is treated here and further in Chap-
ter VI.

Although the process Is not completely a reversible adiabatic one be-
cause of losses due to friction and turbulence, it is nearly so. It
may be considered that the gas or other fluid expands adiabatically In
the converging section to a lower static pressure and contracts adia-
batically In the diverging section. Actually, the losses entailed In
the flow through a well-designed venturi meter are as much as approxi-
mately twelve per cent of the venturi pressure difference. The throat
to pir diameter ratio Is ordinarily 1/2 to 1/3 so that the area ratio
Is I/ to 1/9. The included angle of the converging section should be
approximately thirty degrees and that of the diverging section seven
to eight degrees for minimum venturi losses.
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The formula for flow through a venturi meter, from Reference 3-1, is:

Q = 1096.5 CA2  I - (A2 /AI
2

where

Q flow, cfm.

C = coeff. of discharge about 0.98

A1  area of pipe, square feet

A2  area of throat, square feet

P pressure difference between pipe and throat, inches of H20

w - slecific weight of air, #/ft. 3

3-2.10.0 Throttling Dev-ices

When a fluid flows from a region of higher pressure into a region of
lower pressure through a valve or constricted passage, it is said to
be throttled or wiredrawn. Examples: steam through, a pressure reducing
valve, expansion vzflve in a ref.rigerator.

The general equation applicable to throttling processes is:

(V2 2 - V12 ) /2g (h1 - h2 ) J

The velocities V2 and V1  are practically equal, and it follows that
hl = h.2 ; ihe., in a throttling process there is no change in enthalpy.

Usually a gas drops in temperature when throttled. This is not univer-
sally true. Hydrogen, for example, has a temperature rise for throt-
tling processes over ordinary ranges of temperature and pressure. The
inversion temperature, for every gas, is that at which no temperature
change occurs during a Joule-Thomson expansion. Below'this temperature
a gas cools on throttling; above, its temperature IrliI/es.

Loss due to throttling - a throttling process ih a cycle of operations
al'ways introduces a.loss of efficiency. There are. several throttling
devices, two of which will be discussed.
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3-2.10.1 Gate Valve

Representing a contraction -
expansion throttling !oss in

j which AP = Kq, as shown in
Figure 3-27, the loss coef-
ficient is tabulated below.

Source: Ref. 3-3

S/D K

1.0 .00
7/8 .07 D V
6/8 .26
5/8 .81
4/8 2.06
3/8 5.52
2/8 17.00
1/8 97.8

q = is determined downstream FIGURE 3-27
of the valve Gate Valve

AP = pressure loss across the valve

Essentially all duct losses are throttling processes, but a throttle
is usually considered for use when a loss is desired.

3-2.10.2 Damper or Butterfly as shown in Figure 3-28, 1, a throttling
means in which: ZAP = Kq, loss coefficient values are tabulated
below.

Source: Ref. 3-3

a K

50 .24

100 .52
15090 V a
200 1 .54
250 2.51
300 3.91 ,,,
350 6.22
400 IO.8
450 18.7
500 32.6
550 58.8
600 118.0 FIGURE 3-28
650 256.0 Damper
700 751.0

q is determined downstream of the damper
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3-2.11 Friction Losses

A difference in static pressure is required to cause a fluid to flow
through a pipe of uniform cross-section. If the pipe has changing
cross-section, the energy due to velocity must also be considered so
that for any conduit it can be said that a difference in total pressure
is required to cause flow.

Professor Osborne Reynolds was the first to show that there are two
very different conditions under which a fluid can flow through a con-
duit, namely, laminar flow and turbulent flow.

Reynold's explanation of the phenomenon exhibited during his experiments
was that at low velocities there was no intermingling of the molecules
and the fluid particles moved in parallel layers of laminae; thus, the
name laminar flow. At higher velocities there was the intermingl ing of
particles of turbulence.

Critical velocity is that velocity at which there is a transition from
laminar to turbulent flow. Critical velocity varies with the fluid and
other factors, but even for a specific fluied, critical velocity is a
range rather than a definite value.

A dimensionless term,now called Reynolds number, can be used to define
the type of flow:

R VDw VD

where R 2 Reynolds Number, dimensionless for any homogeneous system

of units

V 2'average fluid velocity, fps

D internal pipe diameter, ft.

w - fluid density, lb. mass per ft, 3

,,4 =fluid absolute viscosity, lb.
mass per ft. sec.

) zfluid Kinematic viscosity, ft. 2 per sec.

Plots of absolute viscosity and kinematic viscosity for air at various
temperatures are presented in Figures 3-71 and 3-72.

In aircraft internal airflow applications, laminar flow is very rarely
encountered because of the high Reynold's numbers of the airflow.

Therefore, the loss of pressure caused by friction of the fluidwtith
the walls of the pipe can be expressed as follows:

L V2  f L V 2
hf 2f =- L from Reference No. 1

D 2g M 2g
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where hf static pressure loss, ft. of fluid in uniform duct

L length of pipe, ft.

D diameter of pipe, ft.

M mean hydraulic radius, feet- A/P; that is, the -cross-
sectional area divided by thE perimeter of the section

V velocity, fps

g acceleration of gravity 32-2 -fps2

f friction coefficient, Figure 3-70

Flow losses in straight ducting may be deterrnine-dwith knowledge of the
following factors (from References 3-=Zn13-3).

a. Weight velocity per unit cross-sectional area

b. Temperature of air (Stream)

c. Shape and size of duct cross-sect ion

d. "Roughness factor" of duct wall

e. Density of air flowing

f. Length of duct

g. Absolute fluid viscosity

In considering the duct cross-section, it is mecessary to determine the
"equivalent diameter". This number is used to relate losses in round
ducts to those of other shapes. The hydrauilic- radius is defined as the
area of flow cross-section divided by the wetted perimeter. Ina round
pipe of diameter D, the hydraulic radius

r D2 /4 DD

and D = 4r , where D is the hydraulic or eqi ivalent diameter. Refer-
ence No.3;-2presents the following formulae:

a. For a round duct, the equivalent dianeter is equal to the actual
diameter,

AP feV 2 L = f G2 L .81f W2 L
2D U g2

b. For a square duct, the equivalent diameter is equal to the length
of one side,

AP f9V2 L . f G2 L .50fW2 L

2S 2g2 S 
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c. For a rectangular duct, the equivalent diameter, plotted on Figure
3-68, is:

De 2db where d = depth of rectangle
d+b

b = width of rectangle

AP f 2 f G2  L .25f W2 L

4 d 2 dbd3b3

kd+b) 4g2 d+b g kd /
d. Fo- an annular duct

De = Do - Di Do  = outside dia. Di  inside dia.

A f ? V2 L f G 2 L .81 fW2 L
2(D0 - Di) 2 g2e(Do-Di) 29 (Do2i)2(0o-Di)2

e. Ducts of any cross-section other than square, rectangular or cir-
cular.

r hydraulic radius (sometimes referred to as hydraulic mean

depth)

r A where A = cross-sectionai area, ft. 2

9 = length of wetted perimeter, feet

The circular diameter which is hydraulically equivalent to the cross-
section under consideration is equal to four times the hydraulic radiu!.
(This diameter is hydraulically equivalent only as concerns friction.
Original area must be used in computing velocity.)

D 4r. 4A

Therefore,

AP feV 2 LL =  f G2 L f W2 L.2

8A 8g2 9 A 8 g2 A3 9
Friction factor hIf" is given as a function of Reynold's Number R for

round pipes of different diameters and roughness in Figure 9-69.

Re = GD : 4GA 4VA g

k : kA
D 4A

Density of air is commonly expressed as a ratioo(
where (:" density of air in duct

NACA standard sea level air
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and (519.6) ( -) = 737 (37
where P pressure in inches o: mercury absolute

T temperature in OR (OF ,- 459.60)

This may be expressed as

.245 P

T

where P pressure, #/Ft.2 2116 @ sea level

T temperature in OR

Friction factor, f, is plotted as a func.tion of R in Figure 3-70. R,
"Reynolds Number", is a dimensionless parameter expressing the tendency
toward turbulence in fluid flow. It thus serves as an indication of the
types of flow losses that may be expected within any given system. The
definitive equation is as follows:

R V GDe g p V De - V De

where G W weight rate of flow pcr unit area

W weight flow, lbs./sec.

A duct area, square feet

De  equivalent diameter

/4 absolute fluid viscosity, #/sec./ft. (Figure 3-71)

- fluid density, slugs/ft.3

V' fluid velocity, ft/sec.

Z) kinematic viscosity, sq. ft/sec. (Figure 3-72)

With these basic parameters determined,and the friction factor charts,

the pressure loss for any configuration duct may be determined.

3-2.12 Calculation of Pressure Losses

The previous sections have dealt with the determination of the pressure
loss coefficient, K to be used in the formula P K V2. , except
where otherwise no'ted. In this section plots based - 2
on these determinations of K are presented in figures, the numbersof
which were presented in the individual sections deal ing with specific
cases.

(Text continued on page 111-71).
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.0Reynold's No. 500,000 Reynold's No. 600,000
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Mean
Cross Width Dimensions Area Radius Rad(us

Elbow Section Depth (In.) (Sq.In.) (in.) Ratio

1 4.5 0.75

2 1 Radius 3 28.2 9.0 1.5

3 24.0 4.0

4 2.65 0.75

5 3 Major Axis 10.5 28.2 5.25 '15
Minor Axis 3.5

6 1I.0 4.0

7 N 2.0 0.75

8 5 S Major Axis 13.25 28.2 4.0 1.5
Minor Axis 2.65

9 10.6 4.0

10 Width 5.125 3.9 0.75

1 1 28.0 7.75 1.5

12 Depth 5.125 20.75 4,0

13 Width 9o1875 2.3 0.75

14 3 28.0 4.6 1.5

15 Depth 3.06 12.25 4.0

16 .' Width 11.875 1.8 0.75

17 1 1 5 28-.0 3.56 1.5

18 Depth 2.375 9.5 4.0

FIGURE 3-48. Dimensions of Elbows (Typical) Tested in Reference 3-.5.
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.8o Radius Ratio, i /w

o50-- - ---.
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FIGURE 3-53. Net Pressure Loss Coefficients for
Compound Rectangular U, Z, and 900 Offset Bends with
5-Foot Spacers at Reynold's No. of 600,000. Friction
Losses Not Included. (Source: Ref. 3-5)
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A Corner
With Vanes

el"C

.900 A 450
S(: 560 30' ' 350 15'S/C -0.47 S/C =0.685

L e 300

9 n 600 c<' 220 30'
0( 380 S/C -0.96s/c 06.545

FIGURE .-J55.f Desl 1n3. of Turning Vanes.
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/ L

I See *

NOTE: Thin blades are better
if they keep their shape

* Taper thick blades

d m DeFth of Duct, Inches
W vWidth of Duct, Inches
N a Number of Blades
L z Llp 'on Blade

N 6 d. 1, Approx.

AW u Axial Width d

Pitch a P u AW x 1.41
Radius a R a AW x 1.28

Lip x L a AW x .75
Thickness u T u AW or Less

FIGURE 3-56. Design of Blade Elbows. (Source: Ref. 3-3)
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"" Tailpipe Station,

-Diffuser Excit Station,
Diffuser Inlet Station

FIGURE 3-62. Schematic Diagram of Diffuser 2 of Figure 3-63. (Source: Ref. 3-4)
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FIGURE 3-63. Schematic View and Area-Distribution Curve of Each of the Five
Diffusors Investigated In Reference 3-4. Al) DImanslons are In Inches.
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FIGURE 3-64. Variation of Loss Coefficient at the Diffuser Exit and
Tailpipe Stations with Inlet Pressure Ratio for Each of the Five Diffusers
of Figure 3-63 Without Vortex Generators. X, = 00 (Source: Ref. 3-4)
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FIGURE 3-65. Variation of Loss Coefficient, and Whirl Angle at the Diffuser
Exit and Tallpipe Stations with Inlet Pressure Ratio for Each of the Dif-
fusers of Figure 3-63 without Vortex Generators Xi  20.60 (Source: Ref. 3-4)
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FIGURE 3-66. Coefficient of Discharge for Converging Nozzles Discharging from a Plenum

Cha-mber. (Source: Ref. 3-1 by permission from the Buffalo Forge Company, Buffalo, N. Y.)
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FIGURE 3-69. Relation of Friction Factor and Reynold's Number for Circular Pipes
of Different Diameters and Roughnesses. (Source: Ref. 3-2)
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FIGUP.E 3-70. Nlkuradse's Experiments, Showing the Effect of Roughness on
the Transition from Laminar to Turbulent Flow. (Source: Ref. 3-2)
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FIGURE 3-71. Viscosity of Air - Standard
Atmosphere. (Source: Ref. 3,A)
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Atmosphere. (Source: Ref. 3-1)
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3-3o0 Physical Duct Design Considerations

3-3.1 introduction

Th(,re are three primary types of duct systems in an aircraft: The
engineair intake system;the engine exhaust system; and the accessories
duct system. The engine air intake sys'tem conducts ambient air through
the aircraft into the engine. The engine exhaust system conducts prod-
ucts of combustion through the aircraft overboard. The accessories duct
system includes all other gas conducting systemssuch as heating, ven-
tilating, anti-icing and cooling ducts, required for aircraft operation.
See Figures 3-73 and 3-74 for typical installation ducting.

3-3.2 Installation Requirements

Procuring agencies always indicate certain design specifications to
wlhich the aircraft must conform. These specifications, either directly
or by inference, establ ish some of the requirements for the dubt systems.
Specific materials, minimum gages, minimum performance and required
routing may be described in the design specifications. In general, all
ducts should be designed to the following:

a. Minimum weight

b. Occupy a minimum of space within the aircraft

c. Effect a minimum of energy loss

d. Effect a minimum of flow distortion

e. Be easy to design, fabricate and service

f. Be easy to install, remove and store

g. Allow access to all other equipment

h. Avoid all fire hazards

i. Clear all equipment and structure

j. Resist erosion, corrosion, abrasion

k. .Not trap liquids or foreign objects

1. Maintain shape

m. Must not impose loads on other parts of the aircraft

n. Prevent leakage into or out of the duct system

o. Doors and controls arrangedto offer least resistance to flow.
Control rods should be external to ducts as opposed to pas-
sing through ducts.

p. Branch ducts designed and fabricated to provide proper flow
distribution (See discussion in Section 3-2.6).
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3-3.3 Support and Flexibility

Ducts which carry low pressure air at approximately ambient te,,perature
can be incorporated, into or at least supported by, the aircraft struc-

j ture. Air inlets integral with the aircraft structure are illustrated
in Figure 3-75. If the duct conducts gases at elevated temperature or
pressure it can be supported by the aircraft structure using attach-
ments which allow thermal expansion and/or pressure load deflection.

~~Structure .

Air Intake

T o
Engine

__ _ __ _O il
_____Cool er

Structure

FIGURE 3-75
Duct Inlets Integral with Aircraft Structure

A duct system which bridges two or more elements having relative move-
ment, such as the airframe and the engine, can be supported by the end
attachments, providing sufficient flexibility is incorporated intc the
duct. The type and degree of flexibility required depends upon the
deflection encountered,be it thermal expansion or a cyclic movement of
vibration.

Engine specifications define a maximum load which may be imposed by the
inlet and exhaust duct connections. Usually reciprocating engine exhaust
systems are supported by the engine and do not bridge to the airframe.
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3-3.4 Ease of Handling

All ducts must have appropriate rigidity and strength to withstand oper-
ational loading. In addition, they must be designed for rough handling
during installation, removal and storage. Ducts, being considered aux-
iliary equipment, are subject to careless handling, and this must be
considered in the selection of materials, gages, and in design.

Metal ducts are subject to denting and abrasion during handling. Any
dents will adversely affect the flow performance of the reinstalled
duct. Scratches received in handling might result in cracks during
operation. Non-metallic ducts are subject to tearing and/or denting
during handling. Glass fabric laminated ducts, being dent and abrasion
resistant, are the least affected by careless handling.

Metal ducts can often be divided into sections in such a way that, when
laid on a flat surface for storage, they will rest on flange edges or
on reinforced areas.

A;: ducts which are removable for servicing shouid be attached by means
of quick disconnect attachments such as clamps or fasteners. See
Figure 3-76 for types of attachments. Band or V-clamps must fit arourd
a convex periphery to assure a tight fit. Flat or concave segments of
a periphery do not permit effective clamping action of the clamp. If
fasteners are used they should be of a type which is retained on the
flange to avoid loose pieces falling into the duct on disassembly.
Allowance must be provided for tool clearance and for access to the
clamp or fasteners.

Chafing Strip One Quick Disconnect
If Required Wing Nut To Clamp Must Have

Facilitate Clearance To Slip
Disassembly Off Flanges
(Several Req'd)

FIGURE 3-76
Types of Connections

It is possible to combine :ain ducting with hinged or removable
access panels or cowls. Thus, when the panel or cowl piece is removed
the duct section is removed at the same time, allowing access to the
installation. See FIgu.'e 3-77. Consideration must be given to the duct
section sea] so that, on closing, the integrity of the duct system is
maintained. Similarly, cabin heating and ventilating ducts can be com-
bined with shafting and personnel guards. See Figure 3-78.
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Required Combined Cowl _

Air Dct 7and Air /Duct

Engine -

C 
Cowl ing

Problem Sol ut ion

FIGURE 3-77
Type of Duct Problem and Solution

CabinAir Ventilating Duct
Area and Shaft Guard

FIGURE 3-78
Space Conservation for Ducting System

FIGURE 3-79
Branch Ducts for Parallel Requirements
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When several ducts carry a common medium it Is advisable to combine
them into a single branched system. Figure 3-79 shows one large fan
and diffuser duct as used for all accessory cooling rather than many
separate systems.

Ducting, especially engine air intake and engine exhaust ducting, may
be of large diameter and difficult to handle on removal. Removal in
the field of duct sections zhould be considered, and the sections made
small enough to permit handling in a high wind.

3-3.5 Materials

Ducts can be made of many suitable materials depending upon the condi-
tions under which they are to operate. The applicable desin specifi-
cations indicated by the procuring agency frequently wil designate
specific materials, finishes or minimum gages for certain of the duct
systems. If the material is not specifically indicated then other re-
quirements, such as fire zoning,may infer theuse of a certain material.
In the absence of such requirements, either explicit or implied, a
variety of material is available for duct construction.

New materials are being developed continuously, and the duct designer
should survey the entire materials field. However, until a new material
is accepted for use by the procuring agency, standard qualified mate-
rials must be used.

Ambient air ducts can be made of practically any material suitable for
ducting, depending upon the cost, weight and availability. Aluminum
alloy, being the basic aircraft material, is usually used as it is
available in the field for duct repair. Straight ducts can be made of
any type of aluminum of a thickness commensurate with the operational
loading arid handling requirements. Below temperatures of 250°F 2024-T4
or 7075-T6 aluminum can be used. If welding or extensive forming is
required, 5052-0, 6061-0 and 7075-0 aluminum can be used. These mate-
rials can be cold formed, but 7075-0 is extremely sensitiveto scratches.
5052-0 is usually chosen for formed ducts requiring welding.

Non-metallic air ducts are becoming increasingly acceptable due to thin
light weight, strength, flexibility or stiffness (as desired) and ease
of fabricating into complex shapes if necessary. The use of material
depends on temperature, pressure, shape and function.

Neoprene type material can be used up to temperatures of 3000F, siIlcone
rubber up to 500OF constant and 750°F for short duration, while glass
cloth will serve up to 750 0 F.

Ducts made of neoprene or silicone rubber material alone are limited
to smaller sizes due to weight buildup and need of extensive dies.
However, for odd shaped ducts needing the ability to permit large mag-
nitudes of flexure, this type of construction is excellent.

For larger construction needs, the most prevalent material is fiberglas
cloth or cotton cloth impregnated with neoprene, silicone rubber, or
various resins. These are very easily laid up over simple molds with
the number of plies varying to suit requirements, whether rigid or
flexible.
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Trans It ion
P I ece
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Length

FIGURE 3-80
Flexible Connections

External or internal
Wire Rings

Wire Suppbrt

Convolutions

F I ex I ione

Convol utijons
for Rigidity

Semi-Flexible Types May
Be Combined

FIGURE 3-81
Connect Ions
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Neoprene or Silicone
Coated Glass Laminated
or Stainless Steel Bellows

FIGURE 3-82
Expansion and Contraction Joint

FIGURE 3-83
Slip Joint

D Up to 75"

FIGURE 3-84
Bellows Joint for High Velocity

and High Temperature
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Flexible segments of a duct of regular or irregular section are usually
achieved by the addition of convolutions and the use of "softee" or
less stiff materials.

Most ducts of this type areof constant circular section with thechoice
of diameter and length virtually unlimited and readily available. The
construction can vary greatly depending on functional requirements.
For pressure conditions approaching ambient, the ducts may not require
any reinforcement.. Any extremes of pressure, positive or negative,
dictate reinforcement which can be achieved by the use of individual
rings between each convolution or a continuous helix of wire, either
Internal or external. With this constant section type of duct, a single
unit can be made to contain flexible and rigid segments In any combina-
tion desired by the simple expedient of selective placement of convo-
lutions or "straight" walls (Ref. Figures 3-80 and 3-81).

Expansion provisions can be provided with non-metallic ducts as shown
in Figure 3-82.

Short flexible ducts made of neoprene or silicone-coated asbestos can
be used for extremely high temperature operation. This type of material
has successfully withstood a temperature of 2000OF for 15 minute periods.

Most tailpipes, as well as collector rings, shrouds and exhaust tubes,
are made of stainless steel, special alloy steel, inconel or titanium.
Straight tailpipes for gas turbine engines can be made of .st-i.,ifless
steel, type 320 for temperatures up to 17000 F. For temperatures up to
7000 F, and for straight round section tailpipes, titanium can be used
if fusion welding is not required. Titanium, in Its present state of
development, is difficult to form as It is extremely sensitive to
scratches.

For prolonged heat exposure, stainless steel, type 321, can be ussed.
This material can be spot welded, fusion welded and formed. The high
temperature encountered requires that expansion provisions be incor-
porated. See Figure 3-83 for a type of expansion slip jointand Figure
3-84 for a bellows. Stainless steel bellows can be procured in dia-
meters up to 75 inches and of almost any length.
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4 to 6 _-Transition to 10 Ply
Ply Metal Connecting
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FIGURE 3-85
Flange Designs for Self-Supportng Laminnated Glass Fabric Ducts

Molded Buit UpProtuberance i )--Mountilng

fr Internal -Flanges
C.lTeaarance

FIGURE 3-86
A Self-Supporting Laminated Glass Fabric Duct

•tSize and Number

Conform
to Load - ,
Requ iremen ts

u r Typical Bead

FIGURE 3-87
MetalI Duct
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3-3.6 Weight

All ducting material should be considered with regard to the installed
weight. Proper selection of materials may allow a combination of duct-
ing with structure which would otherwise be impractical. A comparison
of the weights of the more common materials follows:

aluminum alloy 0.101 #/in 3

glass laminate 0.00065 #/0.007" ply/in 2

titanium 0.162 #/in 3

stainless steel 0.284 #/in 3

3-3.7 Ease of Fabrication

Glass laminated ducts are built up over wooden or plaster male forms.
Due to the method of construction, glass laminated ducts offer impor-
tant advantages. Flanges or areas of stress concentration require
additional layers of glass fabric which can be applied and "feathered"
out to spread the load into .the rest of the duct. See Figures 3-85
for examples of fabric build-up.

For additional strength, especially at flanges or attachment points,
metal can be inserted between layers of fabric and become an integral
part of the finished product. It is also possible to incorporate easily
any protuberance required to clear other equipment. See Figure 3-86.
Any cracks or breaks can be repaired easily in the field.

Glass laminated parts can be cold c'.red, heat cured, or heated under
pressure. For most applications heat curing is required. Cold cured
products may include areas which arenot properly impregnated with resin.
These areas, if not detected at inspection and corrected will crack in
service.

Rigid metal ducts are easy to fabricate, providing no extreme welding
or forming is required. Straight metal ducts, reinforced with beads
(See Figure 3-87) canbe easily fabricated in the shop with semi-skilled
personnel. Spotwelding or seamwelding such ducting is inexpensive.
Overlapping spotwelds and seamwelding will provide gas tight joints.
Fusion welding and extensive forming require special materials and skil-
led personnel.

Experimental metal ducts can be formed by hanmering pieces overawooden
form and then fusion welding the pieces into one assembly. Production
ducts should be designed for press or stretch forming.
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3-5 List of Symbols

Symbols Subscripts

Q Volume Flow 1 Mixing Chamber
Rate, C.F.M. Flow

Exit - Primary Nozzle
A Area - Ft. 2 Total Secondary Flow at

Area of Surface Exposed to Entrance to Mixing Chamber
Airflow - Ft. 2 or to Entering Blade Row
Fluid Flow Path

2 Exit of Diffuser
V Velocity - Ft,/Sec. Outlet

Velocity
P Power Input - HP Lift

Pressure - Absolute Exit Mixing Chamber
Density -Slugs/ Ft. 3 Leaving Blade Row

REF. Reference

A P Pressure Loss
c Contraction

F Force Corrected
BelImouth Entrance

M Mass
Mean Hydraulic Radius Round Screen Wire Cross-Sectional

Cross Sectional Area Shape

Perimeter Sharp Screen Wire Sharp-Edged Strips

a' Density Ratio = free Free-flow (screen)
Density of Air in Duct
NACA Std. S.L. Air d Drag

K Loss Coeffr,,4t Factor - T i  Inlet total (Vressure)
% of Velocity Head, Velocity in duct
Rat io

t Total
R Gas Constant

Reynolds Number P Pump
Radius Rankie PL Power Loss

D Diameter - Ft. - Equivalent
Diameter, Ft. To  Freestream total (pressure)

Drag - # Outlet total (pressure)

C Coefficient PL i  Inlet power loss
Blade Chord. Ft.
Coefficient of Discharge PLO  Outle' power loss

K' Primary Loss Factor 3 Station in duct system

e Temperature Correction T/518.40R
Diffusion Angle, Degrees br Branch

Turning Angle of Air Passing
Through Blade Row - Degrees a Inner

Contraction Angle - Degrees
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3-5 List of Symbols (Continued)

ols Subscripts

W Weight - Lbs. b Outer
Width of Duct
Weight Flow - #/Sec. V Velocity

d Resultant Velocity Vector r Resistance
Diameter - Ft.
Depth of Rectangular Duct - Ft. s Static

0" Solidity Ratio =  v1  Velocity at Station I
Projected Solid AreaTotald A V2  Velocity at Station 2Total1 Area

q Dynamic Pressure 1/2 v2 S, StaticatkStatAwls

S2 Static at Station 2t Temperature
Thickness f Skin Friction Drag

Friction
c Chord Velocity of Approach

Factor
Efficiency

e Equivalent

w Spec if ic Weight,
Ls,/ Cu. Ft. T Throat of Primary Nozzle

Tota l
C, Curve Ratio of Elbow Without

Splitters 0 Fan Outlet
Requ ired

CR' Curve Ratio of Component Ambient
Elb6ws Formed by Splitters Outside

Outer (Radius)
X Number of Splitters Outlet
X, Loss Coefficient

Induced
Total - Primary Flow

L Lift Force - Lbs. Rotor
Length of Mixing Chamber Inside
Length of Diffusion Inlet
Length of Duct Section Inner (Radius)

Wetted Perimeter

f Friction Factor

e Factor Representing the Effi,-
ciency of the Conversion

h Enthalpy
Film Healt Transfer Coefficient
BTU/Hour/Ft.2/OF
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3-5 List of Symbols (Continued)

S mbols

a Damper Angular Position Relative
to Duct Axis, Degrees

'9 Fluid'Absolute Viscosity -
#/Ft.-Sec.

7 - Fluid Kinematic Viscosity
Ft. 2/Sec. = =.A-

g 32.2 feet/second 2

b Width of Rectangular Duct

r Hydraulic Radius, Ft.

HP Horsepower

oX Turning Vanes Incidence Angle
Contraction'Angle, Degrees

G Weight Rate of Flow

S Spacing of.Turning Vanes (Gap)
Length of Side of Square iuct

V.P. Velocity Pressure
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CHAPTER IV

AIR PUMPS - FANS, EJECTORS

4-1 INTRODUCTION

To define the air flow capacity and pressure rise requirements of an
air pump, the individual requirements of the system must be totalled.
The total required airflow is the sum of the individual requirements
of all of the cooling resistances plus an allowance, if indicated, for
leakage. The air pump pressure rise required is the summation of the
pressure rise required by the cooler (or the maximum resistance of one
cooler when several are in parallel) plus the pressure rise required
to overcome the entry, friction, shock and exit losses resulting from
the flow through the duct system. Should the system be such that a
portion of the pressure rise is provided by some source other than the
air pump being designed, the air pump pressure rise is less than the
total required by this amount. Such a case exists where entry ram pres-
sure is provided by the forward speed of the aircraft. A helicopter or
airship receives no forward speed ram effect when it hovers at zero
a i rspeed.

Submerged engine installations used in hel icopters and airships often
employ a single cooling air pump to provide the cooling requirements
for all of the following:

a. Cylinder cooling on reciprocating engine.
b. Engine oil cooler.
c. Engine accessories.
d. Transmission oil coolers (including turboshaft gearbox

coolers).
e. Reciprocating engine induction air (not cooling, but benefit

of air pump pressure-rise may be utilized).
f. Various other single components requiring cooling.

A discussion of the necessity for balancing resistances of separate
branches of a branch duct system is presented in Section 3-2.6 of Chap-
ter I1.

The total required pressure rise, bei'hg partially dependent upon duct
losses, may not be finally determined until the system is designed to
a point where the geometry of the ducting is final ized. It is, there-
fore, desirable to evaluate duct losses and approximate the air pump
geometry at several phases of the cooling system de'signwith some form
of chronological log history. This will assure that the air pump re-
quirements are finalized when the final duct configuration is reached.

The air pump is ordinarily located upstream of cooling resistances so
that it may pump more dense air than Would be the case where the air
first passes through a cooling resistance, is hieated, and expands as a
result of this temperature rise. Physical considerations sometimes
dictate that the air pump be located downstream of the cooling resist-
ance. Pumping less dense air, the air pump power required may then be
greater than for one located upstream of the cooling resistance.

The determination of requirements for the critical cooling condition
has been discussed in Chapters II and III.
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Two basic types of air pumps will be discussed in this chapter:

1. Axial flow fans in Section 4-2.0.
2. Ejectors in Section 4-3.0.

4-2.0 AXIAL FLOW FANS

In submerged helicopter and airship cooling systems single stage axial
flow fans have been much more widely used than any other single type
of air pump. This type of air pump provides a relatively low pressure
rise to a large airflow quantity. Recovery of entry ram pressure re-
sulting from forward speed has been utilized in both types of aircraft
to enhance the air pump pressure rise. In airships, this pays greater
dividends than in helicopters because of the difference in normal oper-
ating regimes of the two types. Airships often operate at the power
setting providing the greatest brake mean effective pressure at the
lowest possible engine speed in order to achieve the lowest possible
brake specific fuel consumption. This low RPM condition is ordinarily
the most critical cooling regime and a forward speed ram pressure rise
of as little as two inches of water may be profitably utilized to ease
the fan design criteria.

As a result of the low engine speed being the common operational re-
gime, over-cool ing results during operations at higher engine speeds,
such as in take-off and climb. Airflow rate control is ordinarily pro-
vided to prevent over-cooling. This is accomplished by area control of
the cooling duct inlet.

The fan pressure rise decreases with engine speed and usually at a
greater rate than the required pressure drop across the engine cylinder
baffling. Therefore, the low RPM (approximately 1200 for one R1300
engine airship installation) operating condition is normallythe criti-
cal one. Although this is a low power, low heat rejection condition,
the low fuel flow decreases fuel cool ing and the low RPM decreases the
fan pressure rise, which varies as the square of the RPM. Pressure
drop is ordinarily expressed, in all design work, as OLP, where Ois
the air density relative to standard sea level (or, where required,
other reference) air density and AP is the pressure drop at the air
density at the conditions being investigated. One advantage of using
this expression is that comparative evaluations at different density
conditions may be made easily, as discussed in Chapter I.

The normal engine speed operating range for helicopters is much nar-
rower and is at the high end of the engine allowable speed range. Any
ram recovery inlet design must function so that the system does not
suffer from materially increased entry losses at zero airspeed, because
the helicopter hovers at high engine speed and power required, often
for relatively long periods of time. The critical cooling requirements
of the helicopter may occur in cruise, hover, or some other condition.
Therefore, a complete investigation of the cooling requirements within
the operating envelope must be made to determine the criticel regime
aid to determine whether forward speed ram pressure may be profitably
utilized.
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A mechanical drive system is normally employed to turn axial flow cool-
ing fans in helicopters and airships. They may be turned at engine
speed or at propeller speed when a gear-reduction engine nose section
is used, or they may be driven by a separate gear train to achieve a
desired speed.

In many installations, cooling is required at a number of places remote
from one another, such as cooling an engine and oil in transmissions
which may be at the other ends of the aircraft. Here weight and pres-
sure losses prohibit the use of a central source with air distribution
by ducting. Either a number of separate small cooling systems must be
used or the oil to be cooled must be carried by long rines to a group
of centrally located coolers which can all be fed from a common air
sou rce.

The axial flow fan consists essentially of one or more sets of rotat-
ing blades which may be operating in conjunction with one or more sets
of stationary guide vanes. A set of rotating blades is referred to as
a "rotor" and a set of stationary blades as a "stator". A rotor oper-
ating without a stator increases the static pressure and imparts ki-
netic energy of rotation to the air passing axially through the rotor.
This kinetic energy of rotation may be converted into additional static
pressure rise by using a stator downstream of the rotor to turn the
rotational component into the fan axial direction. A stator mounted
upstream of a rotor turns the air and decreases the static pressure
upstream of the rotor. The rotor then returns the direction of the air
to the axial direction and increases the pressure, The most commonly
used configuration is the rotor-stator arrangement. The other arrange-
ments, rotor only, stator-rotor, and the rotor-stator with upstream
guide vanes, are possible, but only the design of a rotor-stator ar-
rangement is treated in detail in this Section. However, a discussion
of fixed and variable angle upstream guide vanes is presented in Sec-
tion 4-2.2.7.1.

The detailed treatment of the rotor-stator arrangement in this Section
4-2.0 is comprised of the following items, which yields and assumes
the use of an NACA 6 5-series compressor blade section:

a. Aerodynamic theory.
b. Selection of fan parameters and design details.
c. Cascade data.

4-2.1.0 Aerodynamic Theory of Axial Flow Fans

Various theoretical treatments, including those of references 1 and 2,
have fully developed fan design based on single airfoil theory. Cur-
rent practice for the design of single stage axial flow fans for sub-
merged cooling applications in helicopters and airships is to utilize
cascade test data, rather than single-airfoil theory. These data were
presented in Reference 4 for two-dimnensional cascade tests of NACA 65-
series compressor blades at low speed. Plots of the data required for
fan design have been reproduced in this Handbook.

The presentation of aerodynamic theory in this section is limited to
that amount required: (1) for the complete fan design; and (2) for an
understanding of fan cap, abilities to provide the required pressure rise
to the air being pumped through the system by the fan.
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The basis of any fan design is a vector diagram. Figure 4-1 shows the
path of a stream filament through a blade cascade and Figure 4-2, the
velocity vector diagrams for this flow, at a given radial station of
the cascade of blades. Fan symbols are presented in Appendix IV and
fan design formulae in Section 4-2.1.1 of this Chapter.

4-2.1.1 Development of Fan Design Formulae

Referring to Figure 4-1, the path of one stream filament through a
blade cascade is shown, as is the blade wake AB, the thickness of which
decreases as the flow continues downstream.

W?

FIGURE 4-1. Path of Stream Filament Past Cascade Blade and

Wake Downstream of Blade

Figure 4-2 shows the construction of both velocity and force diagrams.

Generally, at blade solidity values of C/S greater than 0.5, the series
of airfoil sections is considered to be a cascade. At solidity values
below 0.5, the airfoils are better treated individually, with conven-
tional propelier in-flow corrections. For helicopter and airship axial
cooling fans, cascades are usually employed to provide the static pres-
sure ratios required.

Because the velocity vector diagram, as is shown in Figure 4-2, is the
basis for the fan design, the construction of such a vector diagram is
the first step in the fan design. The terms in the following equations
are defined in Figure 4-2.

The selection of the parameters of the fan root and tip diameters, ro-

tational speed and airflow rate permit the determination of the vectors

Va and c r

Va = - Equation 4-121(DTZ 0R)

,RPM).(D)l r  Equation 4-260
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The resultant inlet velocity vector is then known:

W1 = Va2 + (wr)2) / 2 = Sin, Equation 4-3

where = Tan -1 r_.r Equation 4-4

The required fan pressure rise, determined according to the procedures
of Chapters I and Ill, is known and the principle of obtaining this
pressure rise may be visualized most easily as the increase in static
pressure which occurs as the stream filament velocity pressure is de-
creased from

:q, Wl2 Equation 4-5

entering the cascade, to

q2 = L W22 Equation 4-6

leaving the cascade.

Then APFan :, 9 (W2 - W2 ), Equation 4-7

which expression clearly defines the transformation of a portion of the
velocity pressure intc an equal amount of static pressure, losses being
neglected for the moment. These losses are discussed in the following
section. It is to be noted that the blocking effect of the airfoil,
evidenced as the blade wake area, AB, in Figure 4-1, which reduces the
flow area, is negligible for helicopter and airship cooling fan design
purposes. Therefore, equation 4-7 is considered valid.

The means of accomplishing this required reduction of the inlet rela-
tive velocity vector Wl to the existing relative velocity vector W2 in
order to achieve the fan static pressure rise is discussed in detail in
Section 4-2.2.0 of this chapter.

The presentation in Section 4-2.2.0 includes the following:

1. Fan parameter selection details.
2. Calculation of power, efficiency, and losses.
3. Cascade data,

Stated briefly, the requirement is to select a cascade which will pro-
vide the required turning angle, 9 =1 - 2, based on the values of
the various parameters. Several possibilities will be available as
combinations of low solidity and large angle of attack or high solidity
and smaller angle of attack.
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4-2.1.2.0 Fan Losses

Three main kinetic energy losses and one potential source of energy
loss arise in the action of a rotor: (1) the profile-drag losses on
the blades, (2) the tip-clearance losses, (3) the inner-wall losses,
and (4), the rotational kinetic energy of the flow downstream of the
rotor.

4-2.1.2.1 Profile Drag Losses

The profile-drag losses, the quantitative determination of which is
discussed in Section 4-2.2.3 of this chapter, are based on values of
coefficient of drag, Cd, presented in plot form with other blade sec-
tion characteristics in Figures 4-11 to 4-89, inclusive. In Reference
4-4, resultant blade force coefficients were calculated from test data.
These coefficients were resolved into components perpendicular and
parallel to the mean velocity vector, Wm, to obtain the lift coefficient
Cl, and the drag coefficient Cd, respectively, shown in the above Fig-
ures. The mean velocity was calculated as the vector average of the
velocities far upstream and far downstream of the test cascade. These
coefficients derive, of course, from the drag and lift forces shown on
the force diagram in Figure 4-2.

4-2.1.2.2 Clearance Losses

From Reference 4-1, the tip clearance losses are usually much greater
than the profile-drag losses. They are caused by flow leakage from the
high-pressure to the low-pressure side around the blade tip. The loss
in efficiency due to tip clearance is evidenced as a reduction in pres-
sure rise of the fan, the power taken by the fan remaining about the
same for all clearances. This effect is probably largely caused by
turbulent mixing in the axial direction.

In Reference 4-2, the tip clearance losses were determined experiment-
ally for an eight-blade rotor-stator combination with rotor solidity
varying from 0.79 at the hub to 0.52 at the tip section. The hub dia-
meter was 9.85 inches and the outer wall diameter was 19.7 inches.
Figure 4-3 presents the mean of curves determined for three different
blade loadings. The separate curves depart from the mean by approxi-
mately 1 percent. The reduction in pressure due to tip clearance is
large, about 7.5percent for a clearance of only 2 percent of the blade
span. The variation of tip clearance loss as a function of the ratio
of tip clearance to blade span in percent, resulting from this test,
was extracted from Reference 1 and is presented in Figure 4-3.
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4-2.1.2.3 Inner Wall Losses

Againfrom Reference 4-1,the inner-wall losses are caused by the bound-
ary layer on the inner wall of the rotor. By the same argument as pre-
viously given, these losses should also manifest themselves as a reduc-
tion in pressure rise. The air at the hub, however, is swept to the
tip by the centrifugal force of rotor rotation, with the result that
these losses may be largely included in the tip-clearance losses.

Some measurements of wall losses in a stationary cascade are given in
Reference 4-5. The results are not directly applicable to a rotor,
however, because the span-wise flow of air just mentioned was not pre-
sent in these tests. Because these inner wall losses for rotating cas-
cades cannot be determined analytically or measured, no direct correc-
tion can be applied for them. Since they are manifisted largely ?s tip
clearance losses,no correction other than for the tip clearance losses
is required. This is true because the Reference 4-1 tip clearance loss
data in Figure 4-3 include the effect of inner wall losses.

4-2.1.2.4I Rotational Kinetic Energy of Flow Downstream of Rotor

The rotational kinetic energy of the downstream flow will be dissipated
and thus lost if it is not transformed to pressure energy by a set of
stationary guide vanes or by other means. Primarily for this reason,
present helicopter and airship axial cooling fans are designed with a
rotor and a stator to turn all rotational components into the axial
direction.

4-2.2.0 Application of Theory to Design
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4-2.2.1 Airflow and Pressure Rise Requirements

The cooling requirements for the cool ing system are determined in terms
of total pressure rise and cool inq air flow rate required,as discussed
in Chapters I and Ill.

In order to determine these requirements, the various flig',t regimes
are investigated to arrive at the most severe cool ing requir.- .ents. The
assumed ambient temperature for this study is ordinarily tha. of an ANA
Hot Day (Figure 4-4) for the particular altitude in question.

The pressure rise required for a given engie cooling installation is
the sum of the following:

a. *Pressure drop across the engine cylinder baffles or oil cooler.
b. Pressure drop through ducting (including fan upstream losses,

shoc! and friction losses and all exit losses).
c. Fan velocity pressure loss, a part of the duc;_Ing loss, but

the only loss which is a function of fan axial velocity.

*For a system with several branches, the d.sign pre3sure will be
determined by the branch where this total is highest.

The cooling airflow requirement is the sum of the following:

a. Airflow across the engine cylinder baffles.
b. Airflow across all oil coolers (engine, transmissions).
c. Leakage allowance.
d. Engine induction air, if supplied by common system.
e. Airflow ducted directly to accessories.

For convenience in evaluating the Q and 6P required at various points
within the operating enve)ope of the aircraft being designed, the fan
requirements may be most easily compared by reducing the requirement
at each flight condition to a common atmospheric condition and RPM. Sea
level standard atmospheric conditions and normal RPM are usually chosen
for this comparison point (Figure 4-4). This reduction to a common
operating point follows the fan laws, wherein:

Q - f (RPM)

/LP = f (o % RPM 2 )

Thus, the cooling airflow and the pressure rise to be supplied by the
air pump at standard conditions are known.

4-2.2.2.0 Selection of Design Parameters

This section presents a step-by-step procedure to design a rotor-stator
cooling fan arrangement. The selection of various parameters is dis-
cussed herein at the point where each parameter is considered in the
design procedure. This procedure is tailored to the selection of an
NACA 65-series compressor blade for both the rotor and stator, which
form is most widely used in the field under discussion.
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The National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics performed systematic
two-dimensional cascade tests of NACA 65-series compressor blades and
reported the results in Reference 4-4. In this investigation blade
sections of camber from Cio of 0 to ClO of 2.7 were tested over the

useable angle of attack rznge for various combinations of inlet angle
-P1 of 300, 450, 600 and 70(, and solidity C"'of 0,50, 0.75, 1.00, 1.25
and 1.50, Design points are indicated in this reference for each com-
bination of these parameters on the basis of optimum high-speed opera-
tion, Interpolation and limited extrapolation are possible.

Because of the systematic test results of Reference 4-4, the procedure
herein, based on these data, permits the accurate determination of fan
performance, whereas no other design method yielding the same accuracy
has been found. However, considerable and valuable theoretical and de-
sign discussions are presented in References 4-6 and 4-7.

A preliminary study of axial velocity, RPM, and fan diameter should be
made for the required flow and pressure rise. The preliminary fan de-
sign charts should prove helpful in conducting this study (in Section
4-2.2.6 and in Figures 4-116 to 4-123, inclusive).

4-2.2.2.1 Choice of Fan Rotational Speed

Ordinarily, the fan rotational speed for a reciprocating engine cooling
installation is defined by the operating speed of the engine, since an
engine cooling fan is usually mounted on the engine shaft or propeller
shaft. A choice of rotational speed is ordinarily available to the fan
designer for appllcation on a turbine installation. Successful fans
have been designed to operate over at least part of the range from 1000
to 8000 RPM for helicopters and airship engine and transmission cooling
appl icat ions.

4-2.2.2.2' Selection of Fan Diameters and Axial Velocity

The following considerations determine the fan outside diameter. A
maximum value may be expected to be dictated by available space and
weight considerations. The outside and inside diameters must be chosen
to provide the cross-sectional annular area required for the cooling
air moving nt a chosen velocity. The axial velocity of the air is or-
dinarily established at as low a value as possible in order to keep
downstream fan diffuser losses at a minimum.

The minimum axial velocity Va may be determined as a value which results
in G, the turning angle, a function of Va, becoming so large that the
fan operation range is severely iimited. This occurs when the design
turning angle of some blade station must approach the maximum turning
angle possible.

Depending on the cascade chosen, turning angles as high as 400 to 500
are possible; however, a turning angle of 250 has been found to pro-
vide sufficient operating range for nearly all conditions. A limit to
turn;ng angle for helicopter cooling fans is therefore recommended to
be 250.
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The upper limit of Va may be taken to be that which would result in
WIT becoming 600 feet per second.

One other consideration in choosing the relationship between the inner
and outer diameter is that,as the inner, or hub,diameter becomes larger
in relation to the outer, or tip, diameter, the blade span becomes
shorter. For a given blade tip clearance value, then, the ratio of tip
clearance to blade span increases and, as a result, the tip clearance
loss increases, resulting in a decreased blade row (rotor) pressure
rise. It is stated in Refrrence 4-6 that an increase in the ratio of
the root diameter to tip diameter above 0.85 causes a marked decrease
in the efficiency of an axial flow compressor. One consideration that
may influence the minimum size of the hub is that the blade attachment
to the hub becomes more difficult with decreasing hub size.

In summation, then, the relationship among the required airflow rate
(Q), axial velocity (Va), and fan inner (Di) and outer (DO ) diameters
may be expressed as

Q =V a A
- Va iT (D0 2  - Di2 )

4

4-2.2.2.3 Choice of Rotor Inlet Angle, I

The inlet angle, @1, is a function of the axial velocity, Va, and the
rotational velocity, W r, as shown in the velocity diagram of Figure
4-2. Whereas the choice of a low value of Va is desirable to minimize
downstream losses, and high W r values may be expected in an aircraft
application, a limiting ratio of W r to Va is established by the upper
value of (i of 700 tested in Reference 4-4 (for 65-series compressor
blades). Extrapolation not exceeding 50 above this value has been un-
d!rtaken successfully in fan design applications. Since the maximum
dI occurs at the tip for uniform axial velocity fans, this limits the

fan diameter-RPM combination for a given Va.

The angles defining the rotor and stator blading at root and tip may
now be determined. General practice is to proceed entirely through the
stage at one limit radial station, i.e., root or tip. It is emphasized
that the blade vector diagramsand ri.sulting cascades are different for
the root and for the tip. Certain of the parameters may be expected to
be encountered at limiting magnitudes at the root and others at the
tip. Briefly, the inlet angle is greatest at the tip, the incidence
angle and the turning angle are greatest at the-root. Approximate
practical limits are:

9 Root Max. 250, 9 Tip Min. 40, @r1 Tip Max. 700
(750 extrapolated).
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At this point, the following parameters have been chosen:

Q Airflow, cfm.

Va Axial velocity through fan, fps.

r o Fan rotor tip radius, feet.

r i Fan rotor hub radius, feet.

Af Annular cross-sectional area through fan, square feet.

6-)r Velocity in plane of rotation, fps.

s Blade span, feet.

(Sl Rotor inlet velocity direction, degrees, at root or tip.

WI Rotor inlet velocity magnitude, fps, at root or tip.

Somewhat arbitrarily the flow path through the root section will first
be investigated.

A trial and error approach is now taken to provide the required fan
pressure rise. The desired, or ideal rotor pressure rise is chosen as
described in Section 4-2.2.2.4. The rotor pressure rise is primarily
a function of the difference between the rotor inlet and outlet velocity
magnitudes squared, which magnitudes define turning angles when com-
bined vectorially (Figure 4-2).

4-2.2.2.4 Rotor Outlet Velocity Magnitude and Direction, W2 and_0

The ideal pressure rise of the rotor, neglecting losses, referring to
Figure 4-2, is

- I e (W12  - W2r)
2 = V2  r r )

where Wi r2  Va2  r)cr

and W2r 2  Va 2 (r -AWu)2  Equation 4-8

2 2
Substituting the terms for Wir and W2r in the equation 4-8 results
in the following:

IPir e (2wrAWu" AWu 2) Equation 4-9
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Similarly, the ideal pressure rise of the stator, neglecting losses, is

(1 7 - W2 S) Equation 4-10

where 2 Va2 7'

and W2s 2 Va2

2 2
Substituting the terms for Ws2 and W2s in equation 4-10 for the

ideal pressure rise of the stator, above, gives

&pis A wu Equation 4-11

Then
APifan Pir / tPis

e W r rW u  Equation 4-12

An analysis of equations 4-9, 4-11 and 4-12 for any given fan design
problem will determine the ideal relationship between the rotor and the
stator pressure rise. The analysis of this ideal relationship is es-
sential so that the trial and error design method does not become too
lengthy by virtue of poor assumptions of the APir .

The rotor outlet velocity magnitude, then, is expressed by equation 4-8
above, the direction of which is expressed by

0 2 r COS-I Va
W2r

It is reiterated that the cascade is theoretically different for each
radial station because CO r increases linearly from the blade root to
the blade tip. At least these two extreme positions, i.e., root and
tip, should be investigated and defined. Intermediate stations usually
should be defined when the blade span exceeds three inches. This ne-
cessity to investigate and finally to define the cascade for two or
more radial stations is discussed further in the illustrative problem
of Appendix I.
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4-2.2.2.5 Rotor Turning Angle, GR

The turning of the air through the rotor results in a decrease of the
tangential, or rotor plane, component of the air velocity relative to
the rotor, as seen in FiIure 4-2.

/W u  : de: - W2 sin 2

eR 2l 2, the rotor turning angle, which, before the design is
carried further, should be investigated for a possible approach to 0max .
Twenty-five degrees at the critical root section is an approximate
limit for the NACA 65-series compressor blade sections.

It may be noted that Va and IAWu define the stator entry velocity con-
ditions. The stator design presentation begins in Section 4-2.2.2.7.

4-2.2.2.6 Choice of the Rotor Cascade

The requirements and the operating conditions for the cascade have now
been chosen. That is, the inlet angle and the turning angle have been
determined. It is now necessary to choose the cascade of blades which
will produce the required air turning angle when the cascade operates
at the design conditions.

The cascade is defined by solidity, blade camber and operating angle
of attack. These three parameters are interdependent so that any two
define the third, and therefore, the cascade, for a given design re-
quirement. Normally the solidity and the camber are selected, thereby
defining the design angle of attack, OC-design .

The solidity, 0o', is defined here, as in Reference 4-4, at a given
radius, as:

all c - bc

where c = blade chord, feet,
b = number of blades
S - peripheral spacing between like points on adja-

cent blades, feet

The use of Figures 4-90 through 4-105 permits a selection of O"' ,
a-design, and the airfoil contour necessary to obtain the required 9
at . For an inlet angle @1 of 700, solidities of 0' 1.0, 1.25,
and 1.5 were tested in Reference 4-4. Interpolation of this parameter
is satisfactory. A root solidity should be chosen which will not re-
sult in this parameter being reduced below C- '= 1.0 at the tip, in
order to eliminate the necessity to extrapolate below 1.0 if high l
values (approximately 700) are used.
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The blade chord and number of blades, interdependent parameters, may
now be chosen for the rotor, but this step need not be undertaken until
the trial-and-error procedure has progressed to the final step which
produces the required fan pressure rise.

For the rotor only, at this point, the relationship is:

bc = 2lTro-'

Space, weight and cost considerations enter into the choice of the
blade chor-d and number of blades. The rotor hub becomes thicker axially
as the blade chord increases. Axial space limitations will ultimately
define a limit. The stator depth, to be discussed later, must be suf-
ficient to provide structural integrity and may limit the rotor axial
depth.

The number of blades is ordinarily limited by space considerations, as
well as by weight and cost considerations. Blade attachment hardware
may dimensionally limit the number of blades.

It may be pointed out that reciprocating engine cool ing fans in hel i-
copters are ordinarily designed to provide the fly wheel inertia re-
quirement for the a;rcraft engine and this consideration may enter into
blade geometry choices, although it is more likely that the required
weight will be provided primarily by the thickness of the hub faces or
discs, rather than by attempting to provide this weight by an increased
number of blades and attendant hardware.

The design rotor biade root angle of attack oL , which was determined
for the chosen cascade, is now used to define the incidence angle, or
angle that the rotor blade chord line is inclined to the rotor plane
of revolution. The incidence angle, 0, is established as:

0 = 900 -9 91 / d-

4-2.2.2.7 Determination of Stator Root Parameters

The stator root section may now be designed in the same fashion as the
rotor root. The rotor root exit velocity conditions define the entry
conditions to the stator root. in order to recover kinetic energy
losses of rotation downstream of the fan, the stator is designed to
have exit velocity components in the axial direction only.

Some difficulty is often encountered in visualizing the airflow through
the fan, so that a short review discussion of the situation may be
helpful. In the case of the rotor stator arrangement, although the
cascade is considered stationary in the analysis, with relative air-
flow velocities, the air actually approaches the rotor in a purely
axial direction at a velocity of Va feet per second. The rotor, turn-
ing at o radians per second, imparts a tangential velocity component
to the air stream. This component, AWu, is in the direction of fan
rotation. For the purpose of the analytical rotor design, the rotor
blade is considered stationary and both the entry and exit velocity
vectors are acting relative to the blade at the respective angles of
PIr and 2r; whereas, when the turning rotor is considered, the air

retains its axial velocity component and, in addition, receives the
tangential or rotational component imparted by the rotor.
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These two components, V. and AW u , determine the magnitude and direc-
tion of the velocity vector entering the stator section. The inlet
angle to the stator is

s =Tan- I AWu

Va

and the magnitude is

W s = (Va2i ( Wu )2)

The stator turning angle is riefined as the difference between the stator

inlet and exit angles or

Gs = s @2s"

However, because it is desired to release the air at the stator exit
with no rotational velocity, the stator exit angle 02s, should be
zero. The stator turning angle at the design condition is then equal
to the stator inlet angle, or

Gs " 3i s

The stator thus removes the AWu velocity component from the air, pro-
ducing a rise in static pressure. The ideal pressure rise for the
stator is then

/Pidealstator 1/2 (WIs2 Va2

or APidealstator 1/2 A AWu 2

The design procedure will now be resumed, with the stator root section
being considered. The inlet angle, q I., turning angle, 9s, and exit
angle 0 2s x0, are determined as described in the preceding para-
graphs. The parameters of stator root solidity, blade chord, number
of blades, camber, angle of attack and incidence angle are chosen as
described in Section 4-2.2.2.5.

4-2.2.2.8 Determination of Rotor and Stator Tip Parameters

The preceding steps in Sections 4-2.2.2.4 to 4-2.2.2.7, inclusive, may
now be repeated to define the rotor and stator tip parameters. One
note of caution, however, is that the parameters of each section through
the stage, i.e., rotor and stator, should be so chosen as to provide an
average total pressure rise within one to two percent of the ideal pres-
sure rise with due consideration for losses, as discussed in the follow-
ing sections, to provide spanwise equilibrium of total pressure rise.
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Such constant pressure blading has been suggested to reduce spanwise
flow effects. The criterion of constant spanwise axial velocity re-
quires that the rotor tip inlet angle @i be greater than at any other
spanwise station. It is to be remembered that providing equal span-
wise total pressure rise through the rotor will tend to prevent the
formation of radial velocity components. Removing all radial velocity
components from the airflow leaving the stator will stabilize the down-
stream flow, as discussed previously. As at the root, the inlet angle
31 at the tip is a function of the axial velocity Va and the rota-
tional velocity o r. The design is then carried on in the manner al-
ready described,so that equal total pressure rise is accomplished from
root to tip of the rotor with the stator exit velocity being Va with
no rotational component. The rotor tip turning angle should have at
least a slight positive value (previously mentioned as arbitrarily 40).

4-2.2.2.9 Definition of Intermediate Spanwise Stations

If the blade span is less than three inches in length, satisfactory
performance may usually be achieved by defining the full blade with
straight lines joining the root and tip sections, i.e., leading edge,
trailing edge and upper and lower surfaces with due consideration for
chord differences, if any. For longer blades, intermediate spanwise
stations should be investigated, based on the constant spanwise total
pressure rise criterion, to produce the required airfoil section at
one or more intermediate stations. Lines should then be lofted to de-
fine the spanwise variations of like points of the cross-sections.

4-2.2.3 Determination of Fan Total Pressure Rise

Although the pressure rise for each spanwise station of both the rotor
and stator can be determined as each of those sections is investigated,
the discussion of this parameter has been introduced here because the
proper treatment may now be discussed in relation to over-all fan per-
formance.

The determination of the pressure rise through one blade row is now
undertaken. For the rotor,

l 2 2
'PiRotor 2 (WI r -W 2 r

and for the stator
12 a 2 )  2.

AlPistator " 2(Wis "a - (AWu2

Neglecting for the moment the pressure loss resulting from rotor tip
clearance, the actual pressure rise in each row is APactual APideal

A Ppro' in which the profile drag pressure loss

WlAPpro f x cd x x Va qf

where cd is the profile drag coefficient, O"' is the solidity, 9 is the
turning angle and O- is the angle of attack of the blade form chosen,
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as determined from the blade section characteristics on Figure 4-11
through 4-89 inclusive. The factor f in the above formula is included
for the purpose of increasing the cd value. The values of Cd in Refer-
ence 4-4 varied as much as 30 percent with Reynolds number and rough-
ness. One manufacturer usesa value of f =1 .5 for forged and precision-
cast blades and f = 2.0 for rough-cast blades. There are no data to
indicate the accuracy of these factors. However, it may be reiterated
that profile drag losses have a very small effect on the fan pressure
rise. The parameters od? , W1 and Va have been explained. The quantity
qf is the axial velocity pressure or. qf = Va2 .

The tip clearance losses, which are presented herein in Figure 4-3, as
in Rcference 4-I, are expressed as a percentage reduction of fan ideal
pressure rise as a function of rotor tio clearance. Therefore, the

blade span

loss must be applied to both the rotor and stator. To determine the
actual fan pressure rise, average ideal rises for the rotor and for
the stator should be used in determining all of the losses. The actual
fan pressure rise, then, is /APfjn =Pir (1- T. C. Loss Factor) -

6Ppror APis (l-T.C. Loss Factor) - s refen to
the average of all of the sections computed-, first for the rotor and
then for the stator. The rotor ideal pressure rise, span-wise, should
be equal, while the stator ideal pressure rise for each section must be
of a magnitude to remove the tangential component of velocity imparted
by the rotor at that section.

The actual fan pressure rise must now be compared to the required pres-
sure rise. If the rise achieved is greater than required, the trial
and error procedure must be repeated, with the rotor ideal iressure
rise requirement reduced. The change of the rotor required pressure
rise, which is initially used to determine the rotor velocity inlet
conditions, is magnified in that a reduction will reduce both the rotor
and stator pressure rises and an increase will increase both.

4-2.2.4 Estimation of Fan Efficiency and Power Required

The discussion of tip clearance losses in Reference 4-I included the
statement that "The loss in efficiency due to tip clearance is evi-
denced as a reduction in pressure rise of the fan, the power taken by
the fan remaining about the same for all clearances". Therefore, it is
assumed that -

a. the pressure rise at any blade element is equally affected by
tip clearance losses (due to spanwise flow), and

b. the fan power required is not affected by the fan tip clearance,

an expression to approximate the fan efficiency may be derived. Refer-
ring to the fan vector diagrams of Figure 4-2, the fan output may be
written as

HPOUTPUT X[(A Ps 4 APr)YLT.C APas5 -LY!Par1550
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and the power input as

HPREQ = Di w r

For a given blade element, the efficiency is therefore

1? Element 2,Q [(WiPs APr) 'T.C. "APas -AParl Equation 4-13
wr (0 i r" D-)

whe re
APs e (Awu) 2

2

AP, e [2r (AWu) - (AWu)2]

A~R Va Wm O.R d

A~s Vaas cdS ~ Va2 I(6W )2l T

Di A (APR) Va QeAWu4) r - A.Wu

2

Dt: (aorA"u ) Wm A CdR T2

Substituting these terms in Equation 4-13 and simplifying gives

Element 7? T.C.
S/ CdR' Wm 2Wr -1T Va AWu

Va Cd , Va 2 / ( ) Cd

6. r 2 AWu / (cdRR' Wm) Wr - (,&Wu )2

Va
Equation 4-14
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The blade section characteristics data in Figures 4-11 to 4-69, in-
clusive,for the applicable cascade combination, are used for the solu-
tion of Equation 4-14. The over-all fan efficiency may be determined
as the mean of the tip and root element efficiencies. The estmated
fan power required may then be calculated by

HPReq. LAPfan X Q Fan

33,000

where APfan is expressed is psf and Q in cfmo

Fan efficiency and power required calculations are illustrated in the
sample problem, Appendix i.

4-2.2,5 Blade Airfoil Layout

Having esvablished the values of @1, 8, O"and O -des, and airfoil
camber, the applicable blade form is completely defined at the parti-
cular radial station under investigation. Figures 4-6, 4-7, 4- and
4-9, are used directly to establish the blade form. Figure 4-6 is a
Table of Ordinates for NACA 65-010 Basic Thickness Forms,with stations
and ordinates in percent of chord. The first column of ordinates de-
scribes the surfaces of the airfoil section tested in Reference 4-4
and the second column is a presentation of derived values. E;ther of
these sets of ordinates may be used to design 65-series compresser
blades, within the accuracy of the test results of Reference 4-4. The
basic mean line,tabulated in Figure 4-7, is the a = 1.0 mean line given
on Page 97 of Reference 4-9. The amount of camber is defined in Refer-
ence 4-9 above as design lift coefficient for the isolated airfoil, and
that system was retained in Reference 4-4,as presented herein in Figure
4-7. Ordinates and slopes for the a : 1.0 mean line of Figure 4-7 for
ClO = 1.0 are scaled directly to obtain other cambers. Cambered blade
sections are obtained by applying the thickness of Figure 4-6 perpen-
dicular to the mean line at stations laid out along the chord line, as
illustrated in Figure 4-5. In this designation system, the camber is
expressed by the first number after the dash in tenths of Cl . For
example,the NACA 65-810 and NACA 65-(12)10 blade sections are csmbered
for Clo = 0.8 and ClO 0  1.2, respectively.

Figure 4-8 shows the lower cambered sections tested in Reference 4-4
and Figure 4-9 shows the higher cambered sections tested.

Three place accuracy should be provided in blade surface determinations,
so slide-rule accuracy is not suff~i.cient.

Use of basic 65-series airfoil shapes has been found to result in fan
blades with trailing edges which are difficult to fabricate and liable
to damage in handling. One solution that has been successfully used
without noticeably sacrificing design performance has been to thicken
the trailing edge. Uniformly progressive thickness increases, with
equal additional thickness on each side of the mean line,are made from
no thickening at the 40% chord line to the desired amount at the trail-
-ing edge.
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Both graphical and analytical solutions for increasing the thickness
are satisfactory. The blade section ordinates of Figure 4-6 are ex-
pressed in percent of chord so, for layout purposes, these ordinates
must be transformed into absolute dimensions (inches, etc.). An example
of the analytical method of blade thickening is included in the illus-
trative problem, Appendix I.

For cast blades,where a root fillet is employed to prevent stress con-
centrations and to provide ease of die making, the blade cross-sectional
shape must be defined outside but adjacent to the filiet area (For
instance 1/4"1 away from I.D. or hub diameter for rotor when the inner
fillet is I/4" or less). All parameters, including the defining blade
shape of the mean line and ordinates, incidence angle and chord, must
be specified at such a point.

It is useful to plot various parameters versus blade span in an ana-
lytical design in order to be able to determine the parameter values
at any spanwise or radial station.

If constant thickness (sheet-metal) stator blading is to be designed,
the blade contour is formed to the mean line. This is discussed in the
illustrative problem of Appendix I.
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ORDINATES FOR NACA 65-010 BASIC THICKNESS FORMS

(SOURCE: REF. 4-4)

(Stations and Ordinates in Percent of Chord)

Ordinates, ly

Station, x 65(216)-010 airfoil combined Derived 65-010 airfoil
% Chord with y O.OOl5x

0 0 0
.5 .752 .772
.75 .890 .932

1.25 1 .124 1.169
2.5 1.571 1 .574
5.0 2.222 2.177
7.5 2.709 2;647

10 3.11] 3.040
15 3.746 3.666
20 4.218 4.143
25 4.570 4.503
30 4.824 4.760
35 4.982 4.924
40 5.057 4.996
45 5.029 4.963
50 4.870 4.812
55 4.570 4.530
60 4.151 4.146
65 3.627 3.682
70 3.038 3.156
75 2.451 2.584
80 1.847 1.987
85 1.251 1.385
90 .749 .810
95 .354 .306
100 .150 0

L.E. Radius .666 .687

FIGURE 4-6
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ORDINATES FOR THE NACA a 2 1.0 MEAN LINE

(Stations and Ordinates in Percent of Chord)

C O  1.0

Station, x Ordinate, y Slope, dy/dx

0 0
•5 .250 0.42120
.75 .350 .38875

1 .25 .535 .34770
2.5 .930 .29155
5.0 1.580 .23430
7.5 2.120 .19995

10 2.585 .17485
15 3.365 .13805
20 3.980 .11030
25 4.475 .08745
30 4.860 .06745
35 5.150 .04925
40 5.355 .03225
45 5.475 .01595
50 5.515 0
55 5.475 -.01595
60 5.355 -.03225
65 5.150 -.04925
70 4.860 -.06745
75 4.475 -.08745
80 3.980 -.11030
85 3.365 -.13805
90 2.585 -.17485
95 1.580 -.23430
100 0 -------

FIGURE 4-7

(SOURCE: REF. 4-4)
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CHORD

, 
TANGENT

- NACA 65-010

-CHORD

J3.050

NACA 65-410 TANGENT

CHORD

NACA 65-810 TANGENT

CHORD

NACA 65-(12)10, TANGENT

FIGURE 4-8

Lower Cambered Sections, Angle Between
Chord Line and Tangent to Lower

Surface As Shown for the Various Sections.
(Source: Ref. 4-4)
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CHORD

NACA 65-15(0)I --- TANGENT

CHORD

TANGENT
NACA 65-18(10)

,-CHORD

NACA65-2(10)TANGENT

CHORD

NACA 65-24(j1p) TANGENT

CHORD

NACA65-200)TANGENT

FIGURE 4-9

Hl§Ker C01561Md S-eafiohs. Chord Llhd
and Tangent Line Coincident.

i(-Source:* Ref, 4-4)
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4-2.2.6 Charts for Rapid Determination of Fan Diameters

Charts for the rapid determination of fan diameters are presented in
Figure 4-108 through 4-115, inclusive. The analysis required for their
preparation was based on the cascade design techniques which have been
discussed inthis Chapter. The calculations were performed on a digital
computer; ordinary hand work could not have been considered because of
the prohibitive cost.

Plots of axial velocity versus fan O.D. for a family of flow (Q) curves
are presented on Figures 4-108 through 4-111, inclusive. The figures
are for a pressure rise of 5, 10, 15 and 20 inches of water respectively.
The tip inlet angle @1 from 620 to 740 in 20 increments, is indicated
for each flcw curve. These curves are flows from 2500 cfm to 50000 cfm.
Limiting values for all data presented were eTip.min. 0 40 and BRoO~t.
max. = 250. in order to permit designs at lower axial v8 locities than
would be possible without increasing (3 1 T beyond 70 (tie prese pt
limit of available cascade data) curves h' been drawn from the 9l

Tip 700 point of each Q curve. These represent GTio increasing from
eT 40, without exceeding 9Ti = 700. In addition (l1 Ti
valupes of 20 and 740 have been ploltd at constant 8Tip = 46which ma
be used if it is desired to extrapolate the 65-series compressor blade
data from Reference 4 in cases where fan diameter is critical.

Plots of RPM versus fan 0.D. for the same family of flow curves at the
same four values of pressure rise are presented in Figure 4-112 through
4-115 inclusive.

Referring to Figure 4-108 through 4-111 as the axial velocity plots and
to Figures 4-112 through 4-115 as the RPM plots, the applications may
be described as follows:

a. To design an installation in which the RPM is dictated by con-
siderations outside of the fan design (such as in the case of
a fan mounted on the shaft of a reciprocating engine), enter
the RPM plot for the required pressure rise at the proper RPM.
Proceed horizontally to the required Q curve and read the fan
O.D. vertically downward. Then enter the axial velocity plot
for the same pressure rise. Proceed vertically from the pre-
viously determined fan O.D. to the required Q curve and read
the axial velocity horizontally to the left.

The fan I.D. may readily be determined by using the formula

Q 'r Va ( r 2  - ri2)

where ro and ri are, respectively, the outer and inner radius.

b. To design an installation in which the fan designer may choose
the fan RPM, enter the axial velocity plot for the proper pres-
sure rise at the desired value, of Va, bearing in mind that
lower axial velocities result in lower fan diffuser losses,
but also result in greater values of fan O.D. Proceed horizon-
tally to the required Q curve and read vertically downward the
fan O.D.

Then enter the RPM plot for the same pressure rise at the same
fan O.D. Proceed vertically upward to the required Qcurve
and read the RPM horizontally to the left.
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All four axial velocity plots are at the same scales of axial velocity
and fan O.D. so that pressure rise interpolation may be made by tracing
overlays. All four RPM plots are at the same scales of RPM and fan OD
to aid in interpolating between plots of different pressure rises in
the same fashion. Interpolation of Q values is also possible.

It is to be emphasized that the parameters of fan diameters, axial
velocity, RPM, @ITip and Ti p resulting from the use of these charts

are preliminary in nature. The charts are presented so that the de-
signer may easily determine the range of the parameters just mentioned.
The charts were constructed for rotor pressure rise only of a rotor-
stator axial fan arrangement,and, therefore, are based on the assumption
that the stator pressure rise is offset by blade profile and tip clear-
ance losses. Although the preliminary values of the parameters above
are approximate because ofthis assumption, these values describe quickly
and easily an initial set of conditionswith which to begin the detailed
fan design. The end result of the detailed design procedure will be
accurate, since both the stator pressure rise and the losses are con-
sidered in the detailed design.

4-2.2.7.0 Off Design Fan Operation

It is usually necessary to investigate the fan performance over its
full range of rotational speed. if indicated, this may be done ana-
lytically during the design stage, but at least it is usually checked
during testing to determine the range of parameters, specifically pres-
sure rise, airflow rate, power required and efficiency. Variable angle
blading and rel ief ports to effect fan power reductions are discussed
in Sections 4-2.2.7.1 and 4-2.2.7.2 respectively.

The following fan design performance parameters, for series-65 compres -
sor blades, extracted from the test results of Reference 4-4, are pre-
sented in carpet-plot form in Reference 4-10.

Blade camber Angle of attack (Design)
Inlet angle Entering mach. no.
Turning angle Pressure rise coefficient
Solidity Incidence angle

Angle of attack (Twice minimum
drag)

These plots assist the selection of blade sections required to fulfill
velocity diagrams. The data presented in this summary form increase
the usefulness of the subject matter by providing a simple method of
interpolating the cascade data. It also aids in the investigation of
off-design variation of turning angle with angle of attack.

The off-design performance may be estimated by assuming that the over-
all fan performance is equal to the calculated performance of the blade
midspan section. The performance of the midspan section may be deter-
mined by calculating the pressure rise for various assumed values of
Va.

The fan performance of each blade section at flows other than the design
flow, for a constant RPM, cannot be readily determined because the Va
is different for each section. Therefore, caution should be used in
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applying the assumption of the preceding paragraph, especially if the
off-design point results in inlet angles exceeding the blade incidence
angles at the outer radial stations.

The application of the following fan laws permits the determination of
off-design performance at various RPM's.

Q2 RPMI

RPM 2

API =6P2 PM2 )

(RPMl

HP1  HP2  (RPM 2)

4-2.2.7.1 Variable Angle Pre-Rotation Vanes

Cooling requirements of both airflow quantity and pressurefor an engine
cooling system in a given aircraft vary with heat rejection required
which, at different operating conditions, is a function primarily of
engine power and RPM and cooling air temperature and density. In order
to provide adequate cooling throughout the range of operating condi-
tions, the cooling fan must be designed to cool at the most severe con-
dition. Overcooling, therefore, occurs at all less severe conditions
and wasted fan power results.

Variable angle rotor blades could effectively be used to vary the air-
flow, pressure rise, and fan power but the mechanical complexity would
be considerable, if not prohibitive.

Variable angle inlet stator blades could be used to vary the airflow
rate and pressure rise and, therefore, the fan power. Any anticipated
appl icationwould require investigation to compare the fan power savings
with the additional weight and cost of the control complexity.

One appl ication of variable angle upstream stator blading, in conjunction
with a rotor and downstream stator, is described in References 4-11 and
4-12. Reference 4-11 presents the aerodynamic design and Reference
4-12, the performance test results.

In Reference 4-Il, two configurations of variable inlet stator blading
were studied. The first employed a single piece symmetrical blade with
the blade angle varying from plus 500 to minus 300 to the axis of rotor
rotation. The second configuration employed a symmetrical blade hinged
on the center line at the 50% chord line. The upstream half was mounted
in the axial direction and design performance required blade angles of
the movable portion varying from plus 450 to minus 30 . This second
configuration was chosen as the more desirable,based on the following:

a. The inner stator ring must be supported from the outer and if
full movable stators are used, extra struts must be provided.

b. Length must be kept as short as possible since this portion

of the structure is cantilevered.
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c. The stator must contain de-icing provisions and this can best
be done in a stationary member.

No firm basis could be found in the literature at the time of this de-
sign (1950) to evaluate the turning angle as a function of trailing
edge deflection angle in conjunction with the percentage of the airfoil
turned. One report, Reference 4-15, on ailerons, indicated that turn-
ings on the order of 200 could be accomplished by deflecting the last
20% of the airfoil.

It, therefore, appeared reasonable that a symmetrical airfoil arntidu-
lated at the 50% of chord point would turn air further with less incre-
ment of drag than the aileron type of blade. This blade articulated at
50% is similar to a cambered airfoil in its deflected position.

As usual, downstream stator outlet tangential velocity components were
tolerated at flight conditions off design.

The control system for the movable upstream stator blade portions in-
troduced difficulties. For weight-saving purpqses,a pulley was mounted
on the shaft of each blade movable portion and a cable system actuated
the blades at the pulleys. It was found to be difficult to maintain
angles of the 58 blades within desirable tolerances.

There is no known case of mechanically variable angle stator blading
for aial flo., cooling fans having reached the flight stage, although

SL ading is used in turbine engines.
4-2.2.7.2 Relief Ports for Fan Power Savings

Because of the characteristic shape of the performance curves of the
axial flow fan, power may be saved, as discussed in Section 4-2.2.7.1
above, by changing the airflow from that value at which the highest
pressure rise occurs. Usually, the fan power required decreases more
rapidly as the flow increases beyond the point of maximum pressure than
it does as the flow decreases, below that point, as shown in Figure
4-10, which represents test results of an actual fan installation.

Efficiency also decreases, but may be expected to peak at a higher fiow
rate than that providing maximum pressure rise or power required.

Therefore, for off design conditions, a relief port(s) located between
the fan and downstream cooling resistances may be utilized to increase
the airflow and, therefore, to lower the fan power by venting air out
of the cooling system. Flap weight and actuator weight, as well as
aircraft drag if the flap is located on the aircraft exterior, must be
cons idered.

4-2.2.8 Fan Entrance and Fan Diffuser Design

Fan entrance and downstream diffuser design should follow good design
practices,limited usually by space limitations,as described in Chapter
III, In general, bellmouth fan entries should be provided from the
usuai upstream plenum chamber. Hub spinners have been employed to
achieve the best aerodynamic entrance conditions. The weight penalty,
as in all aircraft design problems, must be considered against the
reduction in entry pressure losses.
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Fan diffuser design for reciprocating e.igine cooling applications is
usually heavily penalized by axial space limitations between the fan
and the engine cylinders. Ideally, a long gradual diffusion lessens
this diffusion losses. A downstream diffusing center body, as well as
the peripheral diffuser, should receive consideration.

4-2.3 Fan Testing

The testing of all items, including fans, is included in Chapter VI.

4-2.4 Illustrative Fan Design

The complete design analysis, testing and sample design details from
drawings are presented in the sample problem, Appendix I, for a fan
that was designed, fabricated, tested and flown in a U.S. Navy heli-
copter submerged reciprocating engine cool ing installation.

(Text continued on page IV-145).
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ideg -C11 L / 2 .1
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I

bhT k

4 ".2 I0 0

4 0 4 a 12 16

a,, deg

Section characteristics; arrow shows design angle of attack;
flagged symbol indicates isading-edge roughness.

Cascade combination, P, = 30f, (1= 1..0
blade section, NACA 65-010

Figure 4-20

(Source: Ref. 4-4)
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0igure 4-21
(Source: Ref. 4-4)
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Figure 4-22

(Source: Ref. 4-4)
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48 1
- - 80--07

_ o °6 ; _ -/ - .o

4 C, l / .01

owlw

40de Cii 60 - 05"- --

36 -.----- .0 4

32 .640- .03

20 .5- -. 30 o .

24 .4 - -1-- - -- - - - -20- JD

2o E ., 10 0
8 12 16 20 24 P8 32 36

al, deg

Section characteristics ; arrow shows design angle of attack,

flogged symbol Indicates leading-edge roughness.

Cascade combination, P1 = 30 , di 1.50
blade section, NACA 65-(15)10

Figure 4-24
(Source: Ref, 4-4)
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0 I

44 -9 O d 1  .- 50- .05
A Owl

40 -,8 - - - 40- .044 .0I //0 .o

32 \.6 120- .02

28 15 - 1 .0o

24 ---. 4 1.. 0  0Z 20 24 28 32
a/, deg

Section characteristics; arrow shows design angle of attack,
flagged symbol indicates leading-edgo roughness.

Cascade combination, P1 = 3Q0 , sI = 1.50
blade section, NACA 65- (8)10

Figure 4-25

(Source: Ref. 4-4)
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16 - .8 1 - 80- .07
o 8 r

12 - .7 - -- 70- .06

8- .6 60- .05

4 -/5 0 .04
_11 

L C w l
o, deg- c a

0 - .4 40 .03

-4 .3 ,30 .02

-8 -. 2 20 .11

" I' I 10 I0 0

0 4 8 12 16

a,, deg
Section characteristics; arrow shows design angle of attack

flagged symbol indicates leading-edge roughness

Cascade combination, pi = 45% dI 0.50
blade section, NACA 65-410

Figure 4-26
(. ource. hef. ,4-4)
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36 I.2 - ;-- -- - 90 .08

32 dI I - Je .07'KW
28 .- - 70 .06

24 .60 .05

.04

t6 .7 - -- - 3

'5 .61

4 .41-I - 10

a,, deg

Section- charocteristics; arrow shows dotign angle of attack.

Cascade combination, = 450, d 0.50

blade section, NACA 65-(12)10

Figure 4-27

(Source: Ref. 4-4)
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36 1.5 1 T go .08
0 a 1225o z -

32 1.4- 0 GdI _Io;

S - 8 0 .07

28 1.3 0-- -~~ 1_-70 .4

0Gdeg C V L -
a

20 1. D 5 Cd
-0 4- oo .

16 -1.0 40 .03

12* --. 9 -30 .02

8 .8 - .--- _-20 .01

4 -. 7 1 10-
4 8 12 16 20 24

a,, deg

Section characteristics; arrow shows design angle of attack;
,1Ggged symbol indicates leading-edge roughness.

Cascade combination, p3 = 45° , = 0.50
blade section, N'ACA 6.- (18) 10

Figure 4-213
(Source: Ref 4-4)
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0 C11

24 .6 0 ___/I rx 40 .06
A owl

-- ~ L - --

20 .5- 30 .05

Odeg -C - -

D Cd
1 - -5 A~ 0 .03

4 1-1

a,, deg

Section characteristics; arrow shows design angle of attack*,
flogged symbol indicates leading-edge roughness

Cascade combination, Pi 4 5 0. cf=0.*

blade section, NACA 65-410

Figure 4-29
(Source: Ref. 4-4)
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26 .D Gd__ -70 04

24 .9 6 -// _0 .06

4 .4/- .- - _ o £

o .3 
- - ' o

0 4 812 16 20 24

de, d eg

Section characteristics; arrow shows design angle of attack)
flagged symbol indicates leading-edge roughness

Cascade combination, l = 450, c9= 0,75
blade section, NACA 65.- (12)]10

Figure 4-30

(Source- Ref, 4-A)
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32 To70 .06

28 1.;d - - 60- .05

24 to.50--0

0, deg - -

4 .6 112 062

a/*, deg
Section characteristics ; arrow shows design angle of attack;

flagged Bymnbol indicates leading -edge roughness.

Cascade combination, Pi 45 0, c$'= 0:.75
blade section, NACA 65-(18)10

Figure 4-31
(Source: Ref. 4-4)
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28 .5 160 .09

0811

h. L
D

20 -40 .07

16 .2 _ 0 .06

12 .1 2 0 .05
C-

9 deg -cz, 
D d

8 0 ... .04

' --. 02

L- 30. - 04 -- 76

a/, deg
Section characteristics; arrow shows design angle of attack.

Cascade combination, PI = 45 o, = e .00
blade section, NACA 65-010

Figure 4-32
(Source; Ref. 4-4)
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20 .6 5 0- .05

40- .04
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32 1.0 1S 607.08

26 -. 9 O 70- .07
CA W1

24. .8 60- .06

16 -. 6 40 w.0

12 -. 5 - --- 30 .03

4 -. 3 10 D

0 82 0-0 2
adeg

Section, choracteristics, arrow shows design angle of attack.

Cascade combination, Pi 4.5' 0 1= 1. 00
blade section, NACA 65-810

Figure 4-34
(Source;, Ref. 4*-4)
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o0

36 1.0 o --- 70 .06

-- - - - - - -.

32 .9 A owl 60 - .05
L

28 .8 50- .04

9)deg ,- a

24 .7- -A- - 40- .03

"\ P

20 6 30 .02

16 5 -- ~ - - - - - - - -20- DI

go 0
4 8 12 16 20 24 28

a/, deg
Section charocteristics; arrow shows design angle of attack

flogged symbol indicates leading-edge roughness.

Cascade combination, PI) = 4150, CI 1.00
blade section, NACA 65-(15)]0

Figure 4-36

(Source: Ref. 4-4)
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40 
-

.2 
- 70 .07

36 Od,60 .0

58 .05

0.0

20I--A7 -20 .02

16 .60 .01

42 a -li
a,/, deg

Section characteristics~; arrow shows design angle of attack.

Cascade combination, a 450t cr' 1.00
blade section,-NACA 65-0,0)10

Figure 4-37
(Source: Ref. 4-4)
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52 1 0 0

09

a C11
48 1.3 * 80,GO .08

44 1.----------------------70- .07

40 60- .0

36 1.0---- 50- *Q5
C1

8 deg C1 L a- ~
Cd,

32 40 .04

28 .8 30 .03

20 -.--------------------- 107 J0I

12 16 20 24 28 32 36
c,/, deg

Section characteristics; Grrow shows design angle of attack.

Cascade combination, P1 = 40, (5= 1. 00
blade section, NACA 65-(21)1o

Figure 4-38
(Source: Ref. 4-4)
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48 . - -- 07
09 2

4 d - - L 70- .06
44 1. 0 GdI  '-

Sowl

40 1.1,- - 05

36 1.0 -150 .04

o .6 "" 2o24 28 32 36
ci/, deg

Section characteristics; arrow shows design angle of attack)
flagged symbol indicates leading-edge roughness.

Cascade combination, PjL 450, cs' 1.00
blade section, NACA 65- (24) i0

Figure 4-39

(Source: Ref. 4-4)
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60 15 90 .08

o

56 1.4. * - - - 80 O-

52 1.3 -. 70- .06

4e -. 60- .05

0, deg Ci11  v_

44 1.1 5 -0

40 10 _ 4 0

------------------------------ - .02

28 .7 * 4 1
1$ 20 24 '28 32 36

ai,, deg

Section characteristics;' arrow shows design angle of attack',
flogged symbol indicates Ieadinq- edca roughness

Cflscade conbinaribn, 01 = 45', 0s 1,00
blade section, NACA 65-(27)10

Figure 4-40
(Source: Ref, 4-4)
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as .7  
700 .07o0

-- - 4 - - - - - -

24 .6dl 
0 .06

de C1 L1

20 -5 - -6 00

0, deg -c ,------. i - - _" L s

30- .03

7Iio

aI,d de

Section chorocterIstics; arrow shows de~sgn angle of attack;
flogged +ymbol indicates loading-edge roughl,.ss.

C jscade combinalon, 1 .-.. 450, =

blade section, NACA 65i-4l0

FigureJ 4-41
(Source: Ref. 4-4)
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, 1

32 .9 Gd Y -- 70- .07

. 60 .08

2.4 *7... - 50- .05

9d - -- .- .6 
- -

,D CwI2.0 .6L --- -- - 0 .4

40 .04

16 . -30 .03

12 -2 .02

S.3-

4 o - -I o4 12 16 20 24 28 32

a,, deg

Section charateristics, arrow shows design angle of attack;
flagged symbol indicates leading-edge roughrmss.

Cascade combination, P1 = 450, 0'= 1.25
blade section, NACA 65-(12)10

Figure 4-42
(Source; Refo 4-4)
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5 2 - g. . o - - .0 9

13 0C11 I
48 1.1 'OdI  - 30 - .08

GwI

--- 6 ... .
4 4 LO -- 70 - .05

40 .7 G,4 .06

/01.
38 .8 -50 .05

4deg - -

20 .4------------------------- o oil

16 , 
.010

16 311 16 20 24 28 r 32 '36 0

a/, deg

Section characteriatica*, arrow shows design angle of attack,
flogged symbol, indicates leading-edge roughness.

Cascade combination, P1i = 450, (' = 1.25
blade section, NACA 65-(18)10

Figure 4-43

(Source: Ref. 4-4)
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20 -. 4 7 -- - - - - 50- 1.06

0 C1,
16 .3 0 d1 - -  - -  r- -  - 40 .05

ID
12 ".2 - - - - - - --- 3 .04

L CW
9,deg C-- D a
8 ! /d I .,

8 1-- 20- C.03

4 0 - -10 02

S01 .01

-4L-?0-4 "-4 0 4 8 12 16 20 -I

a,,deg
(g, Section characteristics arrow shows design angle of attack;

flaggc,. symbol indicates leading-edge roughness.

Cascade combination, 1 = 4.5° , C(= 1.50
blade sertion, NACA 65-010

Figure 4-44
(Source. Ref 4-4)
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24 
0

024 60 070
13 cz!

20 -.. 4 - * Cd1  50 -.-

-- -d- 
-

m  0-.06

A 0W

7 Z - , 04

8, deg- C11 7- L. \c.-7--7-D

d Cdji , .oa

20 .03

S 10 - 02

-".- 0 .01

0 4 12 16 20 24

a/, deg
Section characteristics ; arrow shows design angle of attack;

flagged symbol indicates leading-edge roughness.

Cascade combination, PI = 4 S 1= 1.50
blade section, NACA 65-410

Figure 4-45
(Source: Ref. 4-4)
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Figure 4-46
(Source: Ref, 4-4)
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Figure 4-4

(Source: Ref. 4-4)
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44 - . o -TO .07

40 .d 6 0d1  .06

D
36 .8 0-- - - .05

32 .7 40 .04

6,deg - CI- L

-o0 .03

20 .4---.-OI

16 -. 3 0 ' 0

8 12 Is 20 24 28 32U/, deg

Section characteristics; arrow shows design anglo of attack
flagged symbol indicates leading-edge roughness.

Cascade combination, P1 = 450, €r/= 1.50
blade section, NACA 65-(15)10

Figure 4-48
(Source: Ref, 4-4)
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48 10 - a TO- .07

11 C1l - ;9 0
44 ... - - -- 6

A wl 60-- .06

S 50 .05

-6 -7 -40-04

, deg - C 11 / .r- - L a "

32 .6 " .03

2-8 .5 
20-- ~ - o -- .02

24 .411-D

-,I
20i .3 0-'

12 16 20 24 28 32 36 0
a,, deg

Section characteristics, arrow shows design angle of attack,
flagged symbol indicates leading-edge roughness.; solid
symbol indicates high Reynolds number.

Cascade combination, P1= 450, C'= 1.50
blade section, NACA 65- (18) 10

Fiqure 4-49
(Source: Ref. 4-4)
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56 -1.11 80-1.08

a, C11
o 052 -10 CdI  0 - .07

A owl

4 4 - . 5 0-" '  - - -  .0 5
\\. -- - - --. 0

.40 .7 -0 - e- 0
WI

Odeg -cl, --
D 

C
36 -. 6 - - 30 -0

1111.4 I10 0 o

12 16 20 24 / e 28a 32 36 40a/, deg"

Section characteristics ; arrow shows design angle of attack;
flagged symbol indicdtst learding-edge roughness.

Cascade combination, P1 = 45% C$l= 1.50
blade section, NACA 65- (21) 10

Figure 4-50
(Source: Ref. 4-4)
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-.,- . o a :' I -

64 L3 1 Od - 9

A Ow--I; -

60 1.2 80 .08

56 T- .07

52 -- - -a .. 0 .06
Ow'

6,deg - l D-.. a

48 -. 9 -do -

44- .8 40 .04

3IF: 1 1 1. 1 i50
3° .5 110i J O ..

it . .0

0. 1 LL 3 2 36 40 44

a/, deg

Section chorocteristics arrow shows design angle of attack,
flaggod symbol indicates leading-edge roughness.

"Cascade combination, Pi = 450, o?= 1.50
blade section, NACA 65- (24) 10

Figure 4-51

(Source: Ref. 4-4)
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24 - . 1 - -- -- .08

0 _

o C11  ,/

2-0 .7 0. Od -- - 70 .07

Owl!

6 - - - .0

'1" .. 5 0 850.

deg Ci - --

ir4- - 40 .04

4 .3 - -30 .03

-20 .02

.a - 90

a,, deg

Section characteristics; arrow shows design angle of attack;
flogged -symbol Indicates loading- edge roughness

Cascade combitation, p, =6dP', o) = o.So
M~ade section, NACA 65-410

Figure 4-52
(Source: Ref. 4-4)
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o -

24 1.2 s 0

p20 1, ----- 8 0 .07

1- -- 7L 0 .08

12-6 0 .04

9deg C1,

• I40 .03

024 8 12 I 20

aI/, deg
Section characteristics arrow sihowls design aogt. of attack,

flogged symbol indicates leading-edge roughniess.

Cascade combination,Ji 16eO cl 0.50
blade sectign, NACA5- (12)10

Figure 4-53
(Source: Ref. 4-4)
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24 1.2 60- .06

20 -50 - .05

L //
16 - . 4 .04

0O deg -0
30 Cd112 .9 0,

13 .8 20 .02

0 .8

4 .7 - -d I  o - .01

0 .6 0i.. b0
4 8

a,, deg

Section characteristics arrow shows design angle of' attack;
flagged symbol indicates leading-edge roughnes.

Cascade combination, P, = 6C, cri= 0.50
blade section, NACA 65-(18)10

Figure 4-54
(Source: Ref. 4-4)
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00 r- .FI

o C11

16 .6 Od

LD

8 .4 -- i

Odeg z

0 .5 -

-4 1

0 4 a
a/,

Section characteristics ;arrow
flagged symbol indicates

Cascade combination,
blade section, W~

Fig
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20 1-C11

20 ? ( O d 1 . 50 .05

16 - 6 0-0

'dog -0- L 0a'

W a°
Cldt

I . - L 40 .03

S . /30 .02

4 - . ---- 0- al

o ,__ I ID 04 812 16 20 2

iO,, deg

Section charcteristics; arrow shows design angle of attack;
flagged symbol indicates leading-edge roughness.

Cascade combination, P, = 6C, ci' 0;75
blade sec0W-n, NACA 65- (12) 10

Figure 4-56
(Source: Ref. 4-4)
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32 70 -0

26 1 6-----------0~J .06

S owl I-~ ' 0

24 .- - 40 .04

3 0 .03

12 630 .01

4a12 16 20 24

a1/, deg
Section characteristics *,arrow shows design cangl, of atlack.

Cascade combination, PI 600 11 0,76
blade section, NACA 65-(18)10

Figure 4-57
(Source: Ref. 4-4)
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24 -. 5 .08
0 8Z

tE3 C21 'r1'

20 - - - "- 40 .07
tn Ow 1  [/

, L /

D

,6 ,,/ 30//!/

12 .-. 20 .05

8 -l 

-10 0

4 0 - - M0 0

f0

0 . r-------------------0 I O to

------------------ -. "0 DI

3010
04 8 12 16 g

a, deg

Section characteriaticb arrow shows design angle of attack;
flagged symbol indicates leading- edge roughness.

Cascade combination, p = 60P, cr' 1.O
blade section, NACA 65-010

Figure 4-58(Source: Ref, 4-4)
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+ , .,7o0 .07
o 0

24 -.7 - -dl .- 60- .06,A Ow1

20 --.6 - - 50- .0'$

Cd
O deg ,-.cz, .. 

D

.4 -B--- .0

8 -. 3 20- .02

4 .2 , , 0-- .0t
-L

0 4 8 12 16

a/, deg
Section characteristics arrow shows design angle of attack,

Cascade combination, PI = 60° di= 1.00
blade section, NACA 65-410

Figure 4-59
(Source: Ref. 4-4)
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Cl1

2-0 -. 7 - --- 50 .04

owlw
L&

86 -. - 40- - .03

deg~ deg
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"2 'jO 70. ,0.

218 .9 Gdl 60 .05

250 
.04A nw L

16 1 . .

12 .5 20 .01

ei .4... 0
44' a 12 Is 20) 24:

a1, deg

Section characieristics arrow shows design angle of attack;
flogged symbol. indicates leading-edge roughness, solid
symbol indietates high Reynolds numbe.

Cascade combination, PI = 60e, al= 1.00
blade section, NACA 6F -(12)10

Figure 4-61
(Source: Ref. 4-4)
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28 .9 -- 60- .05
0 6

24 .8 Odl 150 -. 04
4~owl0

20 .7 4 40

CW
Odeg C - D a

16 .6 30- - .

12 .5 -220 of

L- .1 ,- 0 - -

.4 8 12 16 20

a,, deg
Section characteristics arrow shows design angle of attack,

flagged symbol indicates leading-edge roughness.

Cascade combination, 01 = 6D, = 1.00
blade section, NACA 65- (15) 10

Figure 4-62
(Source: Ref. 4-4)
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32 1O0 60 .06

2 
0 .2IS .8 40 .04

Of~~ deg CzCl

20 .. 
wI

20 010

a/, deg

Section characteristics arrow shows design angle of attack;flagged symbol indicates leading-edge roughnoa.

Cascade combinatin, P1 =
gC °

blade section, N'- (8)"

Figure 4-63
(Source: Rei. 4-4)
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36 - .0oo ' 70 - .07

0 -

0 Gd1
32 .9 0 -- 606

28 .8- 50 .05

z ) 0-

24 .7 40 .04

SdegL C 'W
de - zD aCd!

20 - .6 130 .03

16 - .5 , 20 .02

12 .4 10 .01

8 --.3 -A 0 0
8 12 16 W 24

a/, deg

Section characteristics arrow shows design angle of attack;
flogged symbol indicates leading-edge roughness.

Cascade combination, P1 = 60, cr1= 1,00
blade section, NACA 65-(21)10

Figure 4-64
(Source: Ref. 4--4)
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2050 .06

16 .4 Od.4 0
A Owl

D

12 3 0 1 30 -. 04

L .1
6deg Cz, a

Cd,

.0 .05

4 . - 0 .01

0~ 1 _ 0

a/, deg
Section characteristics; arrow shows design angle of attack;

fioaaa4d %ymnbol indicates leading -edge roughness.

Cascade combination, P1j = 6G 1.25
blade section, NACA 65-410

Figure 4-65
(Source: Ref. 4-4)
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32 .9 ' ' . 60 .06

28 C11  - 50

28 O , ,,0 .04
.8- owl

/ IN
bde , LD -- Cd24 .7 - ---- 40 .04

L C

20 .6 3T 0 .

16 520 -. 02

18 .4 '10 --JO

8 12 16 20 24 28
a/, deg

Section characteristics'; arrow shows design angle of attack,
flagged symbol indicates leading-edge roughness

Cascade combination, Pi= 6C, d/='1.25
blade section, NACA 65-(12)10

Figure 4-66
(Source: Ref. 4-4)
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36 --. --- 7110 - .06

32 ow --- 0 .05
D

IS .7 50 8
WI

Odeg C11 L
D 0d1

24 .6 4 0 .oa

1620- .01

a/, deg

Section characteristics ; arrow shows design angle of attack;
flagged symbol indicates leading -edge roughness.

Cascade comg~oiaffvon, = 60 c#i C 1 . 2

blade section, NACA 65-(10)10

Figure 4-67
(Source: Ref. 4-4)
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2-0 .41C1 30 .0-f

0

12 .210 5

8 '1 - -- --- - 0 -. 04

D 
d j

o - --- -20- .02

-4 .2 = 30- .01

adeg

Section characteristics ;arrow shows design angle of attack,
flagged. symbol indicates leading-edge roughness , solid
symbol indicates high Reynolds number.

Cascade combinatlva, P, 60P~, c51 = 1.50
bl.ade section, NACA 65-010

Figure 4-68
(Source: Ref. 4-4)
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20 .5 .50 .05

0 8

16 .4- C ' 40 .04

12 . - 30 - 03

6deg- C11  I LD Odl

8 .2 20 .02

0 0
0 4 8 12 16 20

a,1 deg

Section characteristics; arrow shows design angle of attack.

Casce-de combination, PI = 60 ° , 0= 1.50
blade section, NACA 65-410

Figure 4-69
(Source: Ref. 4-4)
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24 --. 7  70 .06

E 3 C 1 1

20 .6 - ) GdI  C -- 60 .05

16 .5 50 .04

L C'
9)de C1 . a

4 - 40 W .. 0

8 -. 3 /13 0 .0r

4 .- p 20 J01

o .,

0 E "11' 0 00 4 8 12 16 20 24

a/, deg

Section characteristics; arrow shows design angle of attack.

Cascade combination, Pi = 6e , 01 = 1.50
blade section, NACA 65-810

Figure 4-70
(Source: Ref, 4-4)
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36 . - y j70 .06

0 6A~

32 .7 C1  60 .05

t8 .6 5 0

20 - - 30 .02

E K- 1 -0 -

al,, deg ~ 2 ~ i

Section chrceitc;arrow shows design anglo of attack;
flaged smbolindicates loading-tage roughness.

Cascade combination, PI 60", 0 1.50
blade section, NACA 65- (12) 10

Figure 4-7]
(Source-, Ref. 4-4)
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3S .7 - - 60 .05

05
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Section characteristics ; arrow shows design -angle of attack;
flagged symbol indicates leading-edge roughness.

Cascade combination, PI = 600, C3 1.50
blade section, NACA 65-(15)10

Figure 4-72
(Source: Ref. 4-4)
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Section characteristics ; arrow shows design anglo of attack
flogged symbol indicates leading-edge roughness

Cascade combination, 13 = 60e, 6= 1.50
blade section, NACA 65.-(18)10

Figure 4-73
(Source: Ref. 4-4)
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Sectjon characteristics; arrow shows design angle of attack.
Cascade combination, PI = W0°, c= 1.50

blade section, NACA 65-(21)10

Figure 4-74
(Source: Ref. 4-4)
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20 C21 ---- 4 - 32
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Seetion churacteristics arrow shows design angle of attack;
flagged symbol indicotes leoding-edge roughnes.s

Cascade-combination, PI = I0
blade section, NACA 65-(24) 10

Figure 4-75
(Source: Ref. 4-4)
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1 C11
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Cx IV
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,8 - .1 .. -3- o

190 0

4- 0' q .0

0 5-, 0 01

4 -.2 0 0
0 4 8 '12 16

,,deg

Section characteristids arrow shows design angle of attack'
flogged symbol indicates loading-edge roughness* foolld
symbol indicates high Reynolds number.

Cascade combination, P1 = 70e, cr~ 1. 00
blade section, NACA 65-010

Figure 4-76
(Source: Ref. 4-4)
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o 0. - .02-41 -71 -,0

-8 -- 2. - ,..- - 9 ___,_ 0
-4 0 4 8 12 16

a/, deg

Section characteristics; arrow shows design angle of attack;
flagged symbol indicates leading-edge roughness, solid
symbol indicates high Reynolds number.

Cascade combination, PI = 70", I 1.00
blade section, NACA 65-410

Figure 4-77
(Source: Ref. 4-4)
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Section characteristics; arrow shows design angle of ttack,
flogged symbol indicates leading-edge roughness; volid
symbol indicates high Reynolds number.

Cascade combination, P, = 70°, Of= 1.00
blade section, NACA 65-810

Figure 4-78
(Source. Ref. 4-4)
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O , d e g - -C 1 -- L
12 - .6 130- .0

8 .5 -o .02

S.4.0 
.01

0' .3 -__ 0-
L._ '0 4 8 12 16 20

a/, deg
Section characteristics arrow shows design angle of attack;

flagged symbol indicates leading-edge foualcness.

Cascade combination, P1 = 70 , d'= 1.00
blade section, NACA 65-(12)lO

Figure 4-79
(Source: Pef. 4-4)
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Section characteristics no design poir 4 was obtained;
flagged symbol indicates leading-edge roughness;, solid
symbol indicates hiQh Reynolds. number.

Cascade combination, PI =d' V t=10
blade section, NACA 65-(15)10

Figure 4-80
(source: Ref. 4-4)
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20 .5 - 0 .05

16 .4 0 40 .04

12 .3 - 30 .03

8 .2 / 0-.02

4 ,1 10 '.01

0 40 4 8 12 16 V

a/, deg
Section characteristics ; arrow shows design anj!e of Attack

flogged symbol indicates leading-edge roughness * solid
symbol indicates high Reynolds number.

Cascade combination, PI = 70, d I= 1.25
blade section, NACA 65-410

Figure 4-81

(Source: Ref. 4-4)
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12 -. 5 - 40- .03

8A X6- - 30- .02

4 20 .3 -1

0 .2
0 8 12 16 20

a,, deg

Section characteristics ; arrow shows design angle of attack;
flogged symbol indicates leading-edge roughness; solid
symbol indicates high Reynolds number.

Cascade combination, P1 = 70°, ci 1.25
blade section, NACA 65-810

Figure 4.-82

(Source: Ref. 4-4)
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4 .8. 12 16 20
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ISction characteristics; arrow shows design angle of attack*flogged symbol indicates leading-edge roughness; solid
symbol indicates high Reyrolds number

Cascade combination, NP = 70, d/ 1.25
blade section, NACA 65-(12)10"

Figure 4-83
(Source: Ref. 4-4)
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D

C dj
16 .- 5 - 30 .02

12 -2 .0

8  12 16 20.0 0

ci,, deg

Section characteristics*, arrow shows design angle of ati k,

flagged symbol indicates leading-edge roughness; solid
symbol indicates high Reynolds number.

Cascade combination, PI = 70, ,Cx. 1.25

blade section, NACA 65- (15) 10

Figure 4-84
(Source: Ref. 4-4)
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Section characteristics; arrow shows dlesign angle of attack;
flogged symbol indicates leading-edge roughness; I solid
symbol indicates high Reynolds number.

Cascade combination, PI = 70, 0' = 1.50
blade section, NACA 65-010

Figuxe 4-85
(Source: Ref. 4-4)
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Section choracteristics, arrow shows design angle of attack,
flagged symbol indieotes leading-edge rodghness, solid
symbol Indicates high Reynolds number.

Cascade combinations Pi.= 7d", d' 1.50
blade section, NACA 65-410

Figure 4-M6
(Source. Ref. 4-4)
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Section Oharacterietiscs arrow s 'hows -design angle of attack;

flagged symbol indicotes . eadirig-edge roughness, ' olid
symbdl indicates high Reynolds number.

Cascade combination, P, = 700, do'= 1,50
blade-section, NACA 65- (12) 10

Figure 448
(Source: Ref., 4-4)
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Section characteristics arrow shows design angle -of attack
flogged symbol indicotes leading-edge roughness; solid
symbol indicates hicib RAynolds number.

Cascade combination, P3 = 70°, o 1.50
blade section,. NACA 65- (15) 10

Figure 4-89
(Source: Ref. 4-4)
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liqure 4-90 Summry of turning arngle, 9, angle of attack, a, relation-
ship for the blade sections tested at Al = 300) a' -- 1.00. Short
bare across curves indicate design points. (Source: fRef. 4-4)
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Figure 4-91 Summay of turning angle, 0, angle of attack, a, relation-
ship for the blade sections tested at 01 = 300, a1= 1.25, Short
bars across curves indicate design points, (Source: Ref. 4-4)
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Figure 4-92 Summry of turning angle) 9p angle of attack, (x) relation-ehip for the blade sections tested at Ol = 300, a' = 1,50. Shortbare across curves indicate design points. (Source: Ref. 4-4)
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Fi(ure 4-93 Sumry of turning angle, 0, angle of attack, a, relation-
ship for the blade sections tested at 01 = 4~50, a'= 0.50. Short
bare across curves indicate design points.(Source: Rlef. 4-4)
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1i'ure I1-g9i Summary of turning angle, e, angle of attack, a., relation-
ship for the blade sections tested at 01 450, a'= 0.75. Short
bars across curves indicate design points. (Jource: Ref. 11-4)
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FI1(jure 4 -95 Summry of turning angle, e, angle of' attack, et, relation-
ship for th~e blade sections tested at 1 f 5°. c'= 1,00. Short
bars across curves indicate design points. (Source: Ref. 4-A)
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Figure 4-96 Summary of turning angle, 0, angle of attack, a, relation-
ship for the blade sections tested at Ai = 45.°  a'= 1.25. Short
bars across curves indicate design points. (Source: Ref. 4-4)
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F~igure 4-97 Su mry of turning angle, e) angle of attack, a, relation-
ship for the blade sections tested at 01 = 450, al= 1.50. Short
bars across curves indicate design points. (;oiirce: Her. 4-4)
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F'iqtiro 4-90 Summary of turning angle, e, angle of attack,' a, relation-
ship for the blade sections tested at 01 60~ a'1= 0.50. Short
bars across curves indicate design points. (Source: Ref'. 4-4)
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figure 4-99 Sumzary of turning angle, 0, angle of attack, ai, relationl-
ship for thu.blade aections ~tested at 01 = 600 J#= 0.75. Short
bare across curves indicate design points. (Source: Ref. 4-4)
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Figure 4-101 Bu=mary of turning angle, 9, angle of attack, a, relation-

ship for the blade sections tested at 13 . 600, c'. 1.25. Short

bars across curves indicate design points. (Source: Ref. 4-4)
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Fiqjure 4-103 Summary of turning angle, 0, angle of attack, a, relation-
ship for the blade sections tested at 01 = 700, a'= 1.O0. Short
bars across curves indicate design pointe.(Source: Ref. 4-4)
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bars across curves indicate design points,(Source: Ref. 4-4)
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Figure 4-106
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Figure 4-107 (Ct)
(Source: Ref. 4-4)
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4-2.5.0 Physical Fan Design Considerations

This chapter, so far, has been devoted almost exclusively to the aero-
dynamic considerations of fan design. In this section the physical
design and fabrication methods for various fan configurations will be
discussed. The data and recommendati6ns presented are based on the
currently known state of the art and must, therefore, be tempered by
continual cognizance of development progress.

4-2.5.1 General

A fan installation basically consists of a rotor assembly and a stator
assembly together with their necessary mounting provisions. The design
of this unit must always be a compromise to achieve the most advanta-
geous combination of the following requirements:

(a) Aerodynamic performance.
(b) Minimum Korse power absorption.
(c) Adequate moment of inertia if rotor must contribute flywheel

ass istance.
(d) Minimum weight.
(e) Acceptable vibration and dynamic balance characteristics.
(f) Adquate strength and service life.
(g) Minimum cost.
h) Climatic and environmental suitability.
i) Ease of maintenance.

(j) Fabrication methods compatible with available equipment and
anticipated production quantities.

(k) Customer installation and detail specifications.
(1) Interchangeability of the installation, sub-assembl ies and

detail parts to the extent practicable.
(m) Minimum dimensional envelope compatible with the overall ar-

rangement.
(n) Optimum material selection.

The fan installation and its components should function satisfactorily
throughout the temperature range in which they may be required to oper-
ate. The effect of latent heat after shutdown andthe customer's speci-
fied range for equipment of this type should be considered in establish-
ing this temperature range.

The workmanship should be in accordance with high grade aircraft manu-
facturing practice for this type of equipment. The fan and its com-
ponent parts should be designed for a minimum of 500 hours service
tour, or an engine overhaul, whichever is greater.

4-2.5.1.1 Drawings and Procurement Specifications

The drawing, together with all procurement specifications, is very much
a part of good fan design. The drawing should be so executed that the
function and assembly of all components can be readily determined. The
assembly and/or outline drawing should contain all reference data (func-
tional, dimensional, weight) and loading conditions essential to its
usage. The various loading conditions to which the fan assembly must
be designed should be noted in the procurement specification or on the
face of the assemblY drawing. Following is an example of the loading
conditions that shou be applied to a typical fan design. The exact
values for the various conditions depend on the particular fan under
consideration and should be so noted on the drawing:
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OPERATION CONDITION UN ITS

Start-Stop Angular Acceleration Radians/Sec2

Overspeed Rotational Speed RPM
Brake Horsepower

Maneuver' with fan Pitch, Yaw or Roll Velocity Radians/Sec.
at maximum Rotational Speed RPM
operating speed Brake Horsepower

Continuous Rotational Speed RPM
Brake Horsepower

The following factors should be considered in establishing the loading
conditions:

(a) Aerodynamic loads should be used in conjunction with tile above
design conditions except "Start and Stop".

(b) The fan should not yield under loads arising from any of the
above operating conditions. For the purpose of stress ana-
lysis, the loads should be increased by a limit load factor
of at least 1.25. Further, the fan should have an infinite
operating life under the continuous operating condition.

(c) Consideration should be given to the fan oscillation through
pitch and yaw anglesat a specified rotational speed (RPM).

(d) The selection of the overspeed RPM should insure that the fan
will not disintegrate if it is inadvertently operated over
the maximum normal operating speed.

(e) The ultimate loads should be one and one-half (1.5) times
the limit load.

To assure interchangeabil ity, the drawing should indicate the tolerances

required between the component parts.

4-2.5.1.2 Materials and Processes

The material used for fan construction will depend largely on the method
of fabrication and the use for which the fan is intended. However,
under all circumstancesthe materials should be of aircraft quality and
chemically analyzed and inspected to make certain that they conform to
all applicable specifications. The material should have resistance to
corrosion, fungi, moisture, operational temperature extremes, direct
sunl ight and other similar atmospheric phenomena such as ozone and dust
without depending upon protective coatings. When protective coatings
are specified they should conform to applicable specifications. Dis-
s;milar metals in contact should be either passivated or mechanically
insulated to avoid galvanic action. Care should be exercised in select-
ing the location for any permanent identification marking of dynamic
parts.
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Standard materials used in design of units other than fans can be used.
Typical alloys for consideration are weldable 6061 aluminum alloy,
castings of 356-T6 aluminum alloy and AZ9l or magnesium-rare earth
alloy,magnesium alloy plate AZ31, 2014 or 7075 aluminum alloy forgings.
Each of the materials varies in minimum properties, has limitations in
fabrication, reproducibility of quality and may have a significant
effect on the design. Several of these significant factors are (a)
porosity of castings may lead to trouble in balancing of the fan, (b)
alloy quality and surface finish obtainable by some of the fabrication
techniques affect endurance limit and life of the component, (c) damp-
ening characteristics of alloys vary and may affect endurance life of
the component. Good fatigue strength is desirable for fan blades.

As vibration may subject the unit to fretting, proper material selec-
tion or the appropriate processing, such as "hardcoating", chrome-
plating, or local cold working may increase the endurance life of the
unit.

4-2.5.2.0 Rotor Assembly (See Figures 4-116 and 4-117)

A rotor assembly basically consists ofa wheel assembly and fan blades.
Consideration may be given to casting or forging the rotor as a one
piece unit with integral blades. This approach may, for some confi-
gurations, show advantages in weight, production cost, and vibration
and balance control. However, the inherent disadvantages of one piece
faorication such as tooling costs, rejection costs, maintenance costs
and inefficient flywheel chacacteristics may dictate a multi-detail
assembly. The combination mold method of integral send cast disc arid
plaster cast blades is limited to the following conditions:

(a) Blade angle minimum tolerance '/ 20.

(b) Finest surface finish - 150 RMS for plaster cast blades.

(c) Present state of the art 1 imits the rotor diameter to approxi-
mately twenty inches.

(d) Casting material is limited to aluminum alloy where the pla.s -
ter mold process is used .in the area of the blades. Mag-
nesium alloy does not cast satisfactorily in plaster molds
unless the molds are especially prepared.

(e) A single defective blade integrally cast to the disc and hub
may cause rejection of the complete unit. Damage to a
single blade in service may also cause rejection of the
complete unit.

For certain applications such as the cooling fan for a reciprocating
engine which does not directly drive a propeller, the rotor must also
function as a flywheel. The moment of inertia which must be contri-
buted by the rotor assembly is specified by the engine manufacturer.
This obligation can be most efficiently satisfied in the early stages
of the rotor design by the judicious distribution of its component mass.
A separate inertia ring may be required.
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Gaps in the blade root surface should be eliminated or reduced to a
practical minimum to increase the available pressure rise and effi-
ciency. Since the clearance between the blade tips and the rotor cowl-
ing should be maintainedat a minimum to avoid undesirable flow behavior
with resultant losses, the dimensional tolerance and the concentricity
of the diameter over the blade tips s.hould be closely controlled. I.
addition to manufacturing and assemb!y tolerances, the growth of .om-
ponents such as elastically mounted blades under centrifugal lo',ding
should be considered. Grinding the blades on the assembled ro.'r to
the prescribed diameter may be considered.

After the wheel and blades are assembled and the blade tips gr, -nd, if
necessary, the assembly should be tracked nor-wn to the axis o rota-
tion, checked for concentricity about the axis of rotation, a;,d dyna-
mically balanced.

4-2.5.2.1 Wheel Assembly

The wheel basically consists of a hub, web, peripheral means of adapt-
ing the blades and an inlet spinner. The inlet spinner should extend
upstream from the blade root line and be contoured to provide :n effi-
cient entry for the fan. (See Figure 4-116)..

The wheel can te an assembly with the individual components riveted or
bolted together or the wheel can be forged or cast as a unit. Standard
tolerances may preclude the use of both the forging and casting. Lar,16
working tolerances may involve too much dead weight or require exces-
sive machining to remove the unwanted weight. In addition to the fla-
brication tolerances, the minimum thickness required of both the cast-
ings and forgings may add to the over-all weight.

A performance "ested method, of attaching the disc to the hub, is pro-
vided by a series of bolts parallel to the axis of rotation, extending
through the disc and a radial flange on the hub. These bolts, however,
should not be the prime means of holding disc to hub concentricity.
This concentricity should be provided for by means of a shoulder on
the hub bearing against an accurately bored hole in the disc. (See
Figure 4-117D) In the design shown in Figure 4-117A,a series of rivets
is used to attach the double sheet metal disc to the hub. This method
provides a positive mechanical joint as a result of the hole filling
characteristics of the rivets.

Some other possible methods of fabrication which may be improved by

development programs are:

(a) Fusion welding

(b) Spot welding

(c) Bonding

(d) Honeycomb construct ion

(e) Dip brazing

(f) Molding
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These methods present many problems in control so that their use in

high velbcity fans should be considered with caution.

4-2.5.2.1.1 Hub

The hub may be splined, keyed or bolted to the driving shaft or bolted
to a driving surface. As a rule, the shaft configuration determines
the type of mounting. Splined hubs retained by friction cones should
result in the lightest configuration as the ultimate load is distri-
buted among many splines, thus requiring a minimum of hub material. A
bolted connection of the hub to the shaft is not as satisfactory as a
splined attachment retained by friction cones, particularly if signi-
ficant vibratory loads are present.

4-2.5.2.1.2 Disc

The disc can be cast, forged, built-up or made of plate. Standard tol-
erances may well decide the methods of fabrication. As stated pre-
viously, the minimum thickness required for forging- and the variation
of the over-all tolerance of the platt, forging or casting may lead to
an excess of unwanted weight or to expensive machining to remove this
dead weight. The built-up method utilizing sheet metal, with its in-
herent close tolerances, may prove the most feasible. However, quantity
of production, as a rule, decides which i,ethod would be cheapest and
easiest for fabrication. When large quantities are involved, machining
and die costs diminish per unit,whereasthe cost of a5,sembly increases.

Obtaining the required disc stiffness with a light weight disc not only
involves methods for eliminating the sources of blade vibration but
also a thorough search for suitable high strength-weight materials.
Eliminating the source of blade vibration should also help to keep the
thickness and chord length of the blade to a minimum. The bulkhead or
disc should have enough strength and stiffness to resist the stresses
created by centrifugal force, vibration loads,and axial forces result-
ing from the pressure acting on the disc face,which increases with the
diameter and fan pressure ratio. In addition, the disc should be stiff
enough to be handled and manufactured readily Without the danger of
warping.

4-2.5.2.2 Blades

The blade consists of an airfoil and its mounting base. Due to the
variation in configuration between individual designs, such as blade
twist, taper, method of mounting, etc., the design itself can affect
the method of fabrication as well as the material used.

Investment precision casting is probably the cleanest method of bl-ade6.
fabrication, requiring a negligible amount of after-machining. Blade
thickness tolerances of -f .005 inches to'the mean chord line and surifa ce
finishes of 80 R.M.S. m-ay be attained by this process. 356 aluminum
alloy with an obtainable U.T.S. of 30,000 P.S.1 is a very satisfactory
casting material. The casting must conform to rigid specifications.

Forgings, as a rule, require some clean-up machining especially if the
leading and trailing edge are along the parting plane. Irregularities
of contour at the leading and trailing edges are particularly serious
in their effect on aerodynamic performance. Die wear makes it diffi-
cult to hold consistently close contour or leading edge tolerances.
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Blade thickness tolerances of -/ .012 inches to the mean chord line and
surface finishes of 80 R.M.S. may be attained by forging. 2014 alumi-
num alloy with an obtainable U.T.S. of 65,000 P.S,I. is very adaptable
for blade forging. See Figure 4-118 for a comparison crhart of fabri-
cation costs.

Other types of blade fabrication, which are currently under development,
may produce cheaper blades which meet the necessary fun.tional require-
ments.

Minor deviations from the specified blade leading edge contour can
affect appreciably the overall Ean efficiency. Any clean-up operations
required should be planned to precludethe possibil ity of affecting the
designed leading edge contour.

Mechanical problems arising from aerodynamic sources, such as blade
vibration, should be predicted in the early design stages and avoided.
The judicious selection of blade material can affect potential blade
failure. For example, blades fabricated from some forms of plastic
materials have better damping qual ities than those of aluminum.

Obviously, the damping properties of a blade may also be improved by
changing the design of the blade. Such modifications as altering the
thickness-chord ratio, the aspect ratio or fillet radius may substan-
tially increase the stiffness and fatigue strength of the blades. In
addition, the method of blade attachment or blade support is a design
variable that can alter its damping characteristics. One method that
should be considered is mounting the blade elastically by use of non-
metallic pads or bushings. It may be worthwhile to run tests to pre-
dict stall frequencies for new designs and thus "tune" the blade out
of the dangerous blade-vibration frequencies.

4-2.5.2.3 Assembly of Wheel and Blades (See Figure 4-1I8)

Good &sign practice provides a number of ways of attaching the blades
to the wheel. An evaluation should be made to establish the most ad-
vantageous method for each rotor design. Two of the more common methods
are keying and bolting.

Keying is an acceptable method, but the design should include means to
prevent fretting corrosion, such as insulating the blade from the wheel
with phenolic liners and non-metallic cushions. The design loads.-and
required bearing area determine the size and shape of the key.

Bolting provides a simplified method of blade attachment. One or two
bolts may be installed parallel to the axis of rotation to attach each
blade base to the wheel. The blade should be insulated from the bolts
by the use of bushings in the base of the-blade. If single bolt reten-
tion is selected, the blades may be insulated from each other by non-
metallic cushions attached to the blades or to the wheel. Judicious
design of the non-metallic liners, cushions and bushings may also pro-
vide advantageous blade damping characteristics. For designs in which
the base of the blade is nested between two flanges on the disc rim,
it is advisable to use steel, bushings through these flanges. One bush-
ing should be shorter than the thickness of the flange in which it is
installed and the bushing in the opposite flange should be longer than
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the thickness of that flange. The flange strain, as a result of bolt
tension, may be eliminated in this manner. This method also provides
a simpl if ied method of balancingthe rotor by placing washers or balance
weights under the head or nut of the bolt, as required. (See Figure
4-116) Photographs of keyed and bolted assemblies of wheels and blades
are shown in Figures 4-119 to 4-122, inclusive.

Cover plate., or seals may be necessary for any gaps in the blade root
area to prevent leakage and resultant pressure losses.

4-2.5.2.4 Balancing

Each rotor assembly, when mounted on a shaft to simulate the physical
installation in the aircraft, should be dynamically balanced about the
axis of rctation to within specified limits. For example, one manufac-
turer has established a limit of ±1 inch ounce for an engine cooling
fan designed to operate at 2700 RPM and ±1/2 inch ounce for an oil
cooling fan designed to operate at 6000 RPM. Unbalance in a rotor can
result ina tendency toward translation of the axis of rotation, running
out of track and vibration problems,which may result in the failure of
the rotor or other aircraft parts.

Compensation for unbalance may be made by the addition or removal of
weight in a single plane or in two planes perpendicular to the rota-
tional axis of the assembly. Large cooling fans, as a rule, have suf-
ficient axial length to require two plane correction to remove force
and moment unbalance, since only force unbalance can be effected by
single plane correction. The rotor assembly drawing should indicate
the specific areas in which corrections for balance are to be applied
and the method of correction, such as drilling, milling, gririd'ing,
washers, balance weights,etc. Limiting dimensions for material removal
should be specified. Generally, the lightest assembly will be obtained
by the method of adding balance weights rather than by removing mate-
rial, since a ring of dead weight usually must be added to provide
removal areas.

4-2.5.3 Stator and Rotor Cowling Assembly (See Figure 4-123)

The stator assembly, as a rule, is made with the rotor cowling as an
integral part; thus not only assuring good alignment, but also elimi-
nating gaps. The cowling should be sufficiently rigid in the plane of
the rotor to assure a constant minimum blade-tip clearance around the
periphery and not be permitted to warp or deform during handling, in-
stallation or long hours of operation. Re-circulation through the
stator should be prevented by either a sealed stator support disc or a
minimum gap between the rotor section at the blade root area and the
inner stator shell surface. For smooth air entrance to the fan, the
inner face of the cowling should be smooth and free of any irreguiarj-
ties and should extend some distance upstream of the fai with the lead-
ing edge providing the required bellmouth entrance.

The cowling and stator assembly lends itself easily to many methods of
fabrication with each method having its choice of material. The cowling
and disc may be spun or rolled out of aluminum alloy with the stator
blades, also made out of aluminum alloy, either spotwelded,dlp brazed,
or riveted, or the entire unit, i.e., cowling, stator blades and disc,
may be cast out of aluminum alloy or magnesium alloy. fiberglas lends
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itself well to this type of fabrication where the entire unit can be
molded out of fiberglas or just the cowlirg or cowling and blades can
be made out of fiberglas with t.he other components being made out of
aluminum alloy and the assemb.ly riveted tqgether. The disc shou.ld be
protected against "Qil canning"l with built-in beaded reinforcement or
built-up stiffeners, either spotwelded or riveted.

Maintaining blade contour is very important for the stator blade be-
cause, if air separation occurs, pressure recovery of the energy im-
parted to the air by the rotor will be poor. In addition, separatton
may give rise to vibration loads sufficiently high to create cracks in
the stator blades.
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4-3.0 Ejectors

4-3.1 .0 General

4-3.1. I Nomenclature

The symbols used in the section on ejectors are included in the list ofsymbols in Appendix IV. Diagrams of cylindrical and conical ejectorsare presented in Figures 4-124 and 4-125, respectively, on which areshown symbols used in the ejector section. Several types of ejectorsare shown in Figures 4-126, -12.7, and -128. Reference matter used inthe preparation of Section 4-3.0 is listed in Section 4-3.7.

Entrance Mixing Chamber Diffuser
L

2

Wil

A-_ T_ D Al A2

FIGURE 4-124
Cylindrical Ejector

FIGURE 4-125
Cpntal Ejector
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4-3.1.2 Definition

An ejector is a device in which the kinetic energy of one Fluid (the
primary fluid) is used to move another fluid (the secondary fluid).
When the action occurs througha positive pressurie differential (increase
in secondary fluid pressure) the ejector functions as a pump. When the
pressure differential is zero (no secondary fluid pressure rise) the
ejector functions as a blower. The usual application of an ejector is
as a pump to induce atmospheric air through a constriction (with a loss
in total pressure) and to discharge this air back into the atmosphere.

Ejectors can operate with any fluid as the primary or secondary fluid.
However, only air-to-air and engine exhaust gas-to-air ejectors are
considered herein.

4-3.1.3 Ty23s of Ejectors

Figures 4-126,-127 and -128 are schematics of several types of ejector
configuration. Ejectors can be divided into two basic groups: cylin-
drical (Figure 4-124) and conical (Figure 4-125). In each group there
are sub-classifications and combinations of the two groups. For example,
there is a single stage cylindrical ej.ector (figure 4-126) and a two-
stage cylindrical ejector (Figure 4-127). There is a constant pressure
mixing cylindrical ejector and a constant area mixing cylindricalejec-
tor (figure 4-126). There is a conical ejector (Figure 4-128) and a
conical ejector with a cylindrical extension or shroud.

Conical ejectors are used when a weight flow ratio less than one is
required, as in gas-turbine exhaust ejectors (see Section 4-3.4 They
are used to pump across a relatively small secondary pressure rise and
do not perform efficiently at off-design conditions. See Section 4-3.4
for a more detailed discussion of conical ejectors and their design.

To accomplish mixing at constant pressure in a cylindrical ejector the
entrance and mixing chamber profile must be of a unique mathematical
shape for a particular operating condition. This requires care in both
ejector design and fabrication. Since the profile is designed for a
particular operating condition, the constant pressure mixing ejector
does not perform efficiently at off-design conditions and it will not
pump across a positive pressure differential without a diffuser.

A constant area mixing cylindrical ejector (Figure 4-126) is the most
universal type of ejector, producing a high weight flow ratio across a
positive pressure differential, performing with acceptable efficiency
at off-design conditions and is easy to fabricate. As it is the most
versatile, the constant area cylindrical ejector is the type of ejector
analyzed in detail in Section 4-3.2.0. Included is a design chart for
establishing the optimum configuration for various flow requirements
and predicting the effects of a number of variables, singularly or in
combi nat ion.

The design chart can be used only fbr constant area cylindrical ejectors
with a primary pressure ratio greater than ' critical pressure ratio
for the primary fluid used. Conical ejectc nd cylindrical ejectors
with a primary pressure ratio less than c Lical cannot be sensibly
analyzed mathematically and must be designe ay trial and error.
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4-3.1.4 Method of Establishing Secondary Flow Requirements

The amount of cooling (secondary) air flow required is determined in
the manner described in Chapters I and II. For any particular applica-
tion the amount of cooling air required will establish the pressure
rise required across the pumping device, in this instance, the ejector.
The actual air flow required must be corrected to an equivalent value

' standard temperature by

Wc" u W' actual 8

Similarly, the pressure rise must be corrected to an equivalent value
at standard pressure by

AP actualPo/14.7

(See the design chart, Figures 4-130 and 4-131, for the use of these

corrected values).

4-3.1.5 Method of Determining Primary Flow Requirements

If the ejector uses the engine exhasut as the pumping (primary) fluid
the amount and characteristics of the primary flow are fixed within
certain limits. The quantity of flow is the engine air flow plus the
engine fuel flow. The total pressure and temperature of the exhaust
gas are functions of the engine design and operating condition and the
values can be obtained from the engine specifications, operating curves,
or the engine manufacturer. See Section 4-3.3 for a method of modify-
ing the exhaust gas characteristics of reciprocating engines.

if gas-turbine compressor bleed is used as the primary fluid the engine
specification indicates a limit to the amount of air which can be bled
and the specification includes charts for determining the total pressure
and temperature of the bleed air under all conditions.

As is done with the secondary air, the primary air flow must be corrected
to an equivalent value at standard temperature by

WI W' actual 518.4

4-3.2.0 Theory of Constant Area Cylindrical Electors

4-3.2.1 Desiqn Parameters

The performance of constant area cylindrical ejectors, as illustrated in
Figure 4-129, is dependent upon many variables. Listed below are the
more common ones, both geometrical and functional.
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Geometrical Functional

1. Area ratio, AI/AT I. Primary air quantity, W'
2. Mixer length ratio, L/D 2. Primary air total pressure, Pi
3. Diffuser ratio, A2/Al 3. Primary air total temperature, Ti
4. Diffuser angle, O - 4. Primary air composition
5. Primary nozzle angle,o 5. Secondary air quantity, W"
6. Primary nozzle position 6. Secondary air total pressure, P1
7. Primary nozzle number 7. Secondary air total temperature, TI
8. Mixer entrance angle, 8. Secondary air composition

9. Ejector pressure rise, AkP

4-3.2.2.0 Discussion

A qualitative discussion of the factors affecting the performance of a
constant area cylindrica; ejector follows, and the relative importance
of the variables is estabilshed. A design chart is presented which
illustrates numerically the influence of the most important variables.

The desiqr chart is good only for constant area cylindrical ejectors
with a primary pressure ratio greater than the critical pressure ratio
for the priniary fluid used.

4-3.2.2.1 Area Ratio

Ratio of the mixing chamber area to the primary nozzle throat area.
Given a particular primary flow (primary nozzle throat area) the selec-
tion of an area ratio will determine the quantity of secondary flow
and the pressure rise through which it can be pumped. (See Quad. IlII,
Figure 4-130). There is an optimum area ratio for a given pressure
rise and/or flow ratio. Any deviation from the optimum area ratio will
result in a decrease in either flow ratio or pressure rise.

4-3.2.2.2 Mixer Length Ratio

Ratio of the length of the mixing chamber to the diameter of the mixing
chamber. When referring to a perfectly mixed state of the primary and
secondary flow (the ideal end condition) the existence of a uniform
transverse velocity distribution is implied. Theoretically, to obtain
such a condition, an infinitely long mixing chamber is required. How-
ever, the effect of turbulent shearing forces results in a reasonably
uniform transverse velocity distribution within a finite distance. The
location of the effective uniform transverse velocity distribution co-
incides with the location of the maximum average static pressure across
the mixing chamber. This location determines the optimum length of
mixing chember. Increasing the length beyond this optimum length in-
creases the friction loss resulting in reduced overall performance.

4-3.2.2.3 Diffuser Ratio

Ratio of the exit area of the diffuser to the area of the mixing cham-
ber. For a given constriction at the entrance to the ejector the sec-
ondary flow increases as the pressure rise across the ejector increases
(entrance pressure, P1, is lowered). Adding a diffuser lowers the static
pressure In the mixing chamber which, in turn, increases the secondary
flow. A conical diffuser with an included angle, o- , of 8 to 10 degrees
is optimum. A diffuser angle greater than 10 degrees will result in
flow separation from the side of the diffuser with an accompanying
loss in performance.
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4-3.2.2.4 Primary Nozzle

Usually a cylindrical ejector operates with a primary pressure greater
than critical, and theoretically a convergent-divergent nozzle is indi-
cated for the primary flow. However, since most ejectors are required
to operate at off-design conditions (including the primary pressure)
and under-expanding convergent nozzle is the best and the performance
loss due to the under-expansion is smali. The primary nozzle is usually
a conical convergent nozzle with an included convergent angle, 0- , of
20 to 30 degrees. The throat, or exit area AT can be computed by

AT ,W' (For Pi greater than critical)

ClPi TiR n-I

The velocity issuing from the primary jet nozzle Is

n-l

V C 2  
T i 2g nPi 

n

'2 1 n-l (P
To obtain the optimum performance the axis of the primary nozzle must
be coincident with theaxis of the mixing chamber. This is an extreme-T
critical requirement. To accomplish this with a minimum of difficulty
the exit of the primary nozzle can be located flush with the entrance
to the mixing chamber. This location also eliminates much of the effect
of entrance configuration and is relatively insensitive to theentrance
angle , . A rounded entrance can be used having a radius as
small as one-sixth the diameter of the mixing chamber.

4-3.2.2.5 Temperature Ratio

Tha performance of an ejector is directly related to the temperature
ratio of the two fluids. The weight flow ratio tends to increase pro.-
portionately as the square root of the temperature ratio

W '-- Z K ( T _ .1 1/2
-1 (Ti)1/

For the above reason, the actual weight flows are corrected fortempera-
ture as explained in Sections 4-3.1.4 and 4-3.1.5 for use in the design
chart, Figure 4-130.

4-3.2.2.6 Molecular Weight Ratio

In general the weight flow ratio decreases as the density ratio Increases
above unity. This text, dealing with air-to-air and exhaust-gas-to-al.r
ejectors, considers the applicable molecular weight variable negligible.

4-3.2.3.0 Ejector Design Chart
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4-3.2-.3.1 General

As previously discussed, in any specific aircraft installation, some
of the parameters associated with ejector design can be determined by
the )' tallation itself. The primary and secondary flows are determined
in the manner discussed in Sections 4-3.1.4 and 4-3 .5; also the pres-
sure and temperature characteristics of the two streams. The permis-
sible overall length is usually limited by the space available in the
aircraft. The design chart, Figure 4-130, can be used to predict the
various geometric combinations of mixer length ratio, diffuser ratio
and area ratio that will produce the predetermined flow ratio and pres-
sure rise. The design chart is a graphical trial and error procedure
that can be repeated if the selected geometric combination is not suit-
able for the particular installation. The design chart is based upon
a constant area cylindrical ejector with a critical primary pressure
ratio; a diffuser ratio of I (no diffuser), and a mixing chamber length
ratio of 10. The ambient temperature and pressure are assumed to be
standard (58.40 R and 14.7 PSIA respectively).

The design chart, Figure 4:13'I, is reproduced as an insert at the back
of the book. Figure 4-130 is a reduced version of the chart and is
included for illustrative purposes.

4-3.2.3.2 Procedure

a) With the corrected weight flow ratio and ejector pressure rise ar-
bitrarily select a mixer length ratio and a diffuser ratio.

b) Enter Quad. I and IV with the corrected flow ratio and pressure rise
(a and g).

c) Proceed horizontally to the primary pressure ratio (b and h).

d) Go vertically to preselected diffuser ratio (c and i).

e) Proceed horizontal ly to Quads. II and V and the corresponding primary
pressure ratio (d and k).

f) Go vertically to preselected mixer length ratio (e and m).

g) From point e continue horizontally to Quad. III.

h) From point m proceed horizontally to the folding line in Quad. Vi
(n) and then vertically to Quad. III.

i) The intersection (f) of the two lines in Quad. III indicates an
area ratio necessary to obtain the required flow ratio and pressure
rise with the selected mixer length ratio and diffuser ratio.

Note: If the area ratio lies to the right of the area ratio envelope
in Quad. Ill, or if the area is impractical, the entire procedure can
be repeated for new values of mixer length ratio and diffuser ratio.

4-3.3 Reciprocating Engcne Exhaust Ejectors

Ejectors can be installed around the exhaust tubes of reciprocating
engines to induce cooling air flow through the engine, oil coolers or
accessories. Such ejectors are usually bulky with complex inter-
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connected exhaust tubes. However, by considering certain design cri-
teria reasonable exhaust ejectors can be designed to give adequate
performance.

As the exhaust gas pressure ratio to ambient is much less than critical
an exhaust ejector cannot be calculated but must be designed by trial
and error. There are too many independent variables involved in less-
than-critical primary flowto allow rigorous analysis. The design chart
(Figure 4-130)included in this Section is not applicable to iow primary
pressure ratio design. The following information, while not leading
to analytical design, can be used as a guide.

Most exhaust tubes for reciprocating engines are designed to approximate
the following:

A = 0.04 x I.H.P. x n
N

where A = Tube area, sq. in.

I.H.P. = Total Indicated Horse Power

n Number of cylinders discharging into the tube

N Total number of cylinders.

The resulting velocity of the exhaust gas issuing from the tube may not
be sufficient to pump the required secondary flow. Constrictive nozzles
can be added at the open end of the exhaust tube to increase the veloc-
ity of the exhaust gas or primary air. The constrictive nozzles wil)
increase the back pressure on the engine, which, in turn, will reduce
the engine output. Another method which can be used to increase t-6e
pumping is to combine into one ejector the exhaust from two or more
cylinders. Any proposed combination of exhausts must be studied in
detail to assure that the desired effect will be realized without an
accompanying power penalty.

Pressure waves of very high amplitudes exist in the exhaust tubes and
the proper relation of portions of these waves with the valve timirog
of the engine is the control I ing factor which influences the power out-
put and the exhaust gas thrust produced by the engine. Control of the
exhaust gas frequency and proper phasing of the exhaust gas pulses in
the exhaust system provides a means for reducing power losses. However,
the pipe lengths necessary to obtain optimum results may be too long to
conveniently fit into an aircraft installation.

It has been found that interference will occur between exhaust gas pulses
in a manifold common to two or more cylinders unless certain design
parameters are considered. The exhausts of no more than two cylinders
firing in 3600 intervals, or no more than three cylinders firihg in
2400 intervals should be fed into a common section of the exhaust'mani-
fold.

A reduction, or elimination, of the loss in power output due to the
exhaust pipes is possible if the amplitude of the wave in the exhaust
pipe and its phase relationship to the engine valve timing are con-
trolled. The peak of the first negative half cycle after the exhaust
valve opening should be coincident with the midpoint of the intake and
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iaus, valve overlap. The velocity vector of the wave should be at a
aximum, in the direction of the exhaust tube outlet, when the exhaust

valve is starting to open. These parameters can be determined, exper-
imentally,by observation of the instantaneous pressures in the exhaust
system of the operating engine.

Constrictive nozzles attached to the exhaust pipe reduce the power out- E
put of the engine, and, except with extremely short exhaust pipes, also L
reduces the mean effective exhaust gas thrust. The addition of nozzles
to an exhaust system increases the mean effective exhaust gas thrust 1
when relatively short length exhaust systems are employed (+2" or less F
in length). When relatively long lengths (60" or more in length) are E
employed, the mean effective exhaust gas thrust is reduced by the addi-
tion of nozzles. T

r
Usually the length of an ejector mixing chamber is 8 to 10 times the C
mixing chamber diameter. The area of the mixing chamber can be approx-
imated by t

A = (0.2 to 0.3) I.H.P. x n P
N n

where A = Area of mixing chamber, sq. in. r

I.H.P. = Total Indicated Horse Power C

n = Number of cylinders discharging into the ejector c
T

N = Total number of cylinders. f
r

This area, compared with the exhaust tube area,will give an area ratio r
of about 6 to 1. Any diffuser installed should have an included angle
of 8 tQ 10 degrees. T

p
Any increase in back pressure due to the installation of an ejector d
will affect the power output of the engine. The power loss resulting c

from an increase in back pressure is between 1/4% to 1% of the engine s
power for each inch of mercury increase in back pressure. Aspiration s
and gear supercharged engines are in the lower part of this range, t
whereas turbo-supercharged and turbo-compound engines ar more affected T
by increased back pressure. t

t
Although experimental engine installations have been cooled without u
power ioss by the action of exhaust ejectors, the required "tuned" ex- I
haust stacks and large diffusing ejectors are usually considered too t
large for production aircraft application. For a specific engine and
operating condition the effect of exhaust back pressure can be approx- E
imated from the power charts by determining the change in power for a h
lower altitude (increased back pressure) at constant MAP and R.P.M. a
with the CAT at the lower altitude corrected to give the densityof the u
higher altitude. The difference in the back pressure is the difference t
in ambient pressure at the two altitudes considered. Any effect of r
ejectors on the engine must be coordinated with the engine manufacturer.

g
Reciprocating engine exhaust ejectors will have to be estimated, tested
and modified as necessary.

-1
f
w
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4-3.4 Turbine Exhaust Ejectors

Frequently a cooling and fire containing "can" is installed around the
"hot" end of a gas turbine engine. To irduce cooling and ventilating
air flow through the space between the engine and the can a conical
ejector is included around the exhaust nozzle of the engine. A conical
ejector is used since the flow ratio required is considerably less than
unity and the conical ejector requires little additional space.

The design of conical ejectors, especially for application with turbo-
prop engines with a low exhaust pressure, does not lend itself to math-
ematical analysis. As such, design must be on a trial and error basis.

The operation of the ejector varies with the primary fluid pressure
ratio, the secondary pressure ratio, and the ejector geometry which is
described by the area ratio, A2/AI, and the spacing ratio, L/D. The
weight flow ratio for this type installation will vary from about 0.02
to 0.10, increasing slightly with altitude. Cooling air flow must be
maintained witha primary pressure ratio of about 1.05to 1.2 for turbo-
props and 1.7 to 4.0 for turbo jets. With a variable area exhaust
nozzle flow must be maintained with changes in area ratio and spacing
ratio. Ejector design must consider all these factors in conjunction
with the possible thrust loss and weight penalty.

Optimum pumping characteristics may be aporoximated over a wide range
of operating conditions with an ejector h,.,ing a fixed spacing ratio.
The maximum weight flow ratios generally occurat larger spacing ratios
for ejectors having large diameter ratios; for example, at a spacing
ratio of about 1.3 to 1.5 for a diameter ratio of 1.2 and at a spacing
ratio of approximately 1.0 for a 1.1 diameter ratio.

The ejector spacing required to pump the maximum weight flow is inde-
pendent of the primary and secondary pressure ratios for the larger
diameter ratios. The spacing for 1.0 diameter ratio ejector varies
considerably with primary pressure ratio and to a lesser extent with
secondary pressure ratio. The range of spacings giving measurabie
secondary weight flow decreases rapidly with decrease in diameter ratio
to an extremely narrow useful spacing rangeata diameter ratio of 1.0.
The narrow range of useful spacings and the variation of ejector effec-
tiveness with changes in primary and secondary pressure ratios indicates
that operation of a 1.0 diameter ratio ejector is very critical and the
use of ejectors with this low a diameter ratio should be avoided. The
larger the diameter ratio, the less sensitive is the ejector to opera-
tional and constructional variables.

Ejectors which provide high pumping pressure ratios generally produce
high thrust losses. Furthermore, any attempt to control the cooling
air flow by throttling upstream of the ejector can lead, in some config-
urations, to thrust losses approaching 35% of the convergent nozzle
thrust. It is evident that ejectors should be designed with spacing
ratios smaller than that which wil I produce the maximum secondary pres-
sure ratio for any one diameter ratio. This type configuration will
give sufficient secondary flow with a minimum of thrust loss.

The turbo-prop engine loses powerat the rate of approximately 3% to 6%
per inch of mercury increase in back pressure, in the range of powers
from military to 60% normal rated power. The power loss rate increases
with decreasing power.
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For a given engine, the power loss can be determined from the engine
performance curves provided in the engine specifications. Effect of
engine exhaust pressure changes are usually included in all performance
data.

4-3.5 Turbine Compressor Bleed Air Ejectors

High performance ejectors (those with flow ratios over ,4nity) require
a primary pressure well over the critical pressure ratio for the primary
fluid used. Such hiuh primary pressures are available only from the
compressor of a gas-tur'bine engine. This type of ejector, constant-
area cylindrical ejector, is the subject of Section 4-3.2.0 of this
chapter and reference may be made to that section for a complete dis-
cussion of ejector design.

For bleed air, the rate of power loss of a turbo-prop engine is from
2% to 5% for each per, cent engine air bleed between military and 50%
normal rated power. The rate of power loss increases with decreasing
power. Power loss, as a result of compressor air bleed, can be obtained
from the engin. specification.

4-3.6.0 Ejector Design Considerations

4-3.6.1 General

An ejector, being a static device containing no moving parts, is bas-
ically simple to design and fabricate and,excepting possible corrosion
or cracking due to vibration, has an infinite service life. The only
part of an ejector which need be other than of circular section is the
entrance which may be an adapter from a non-circular shape to a circle
at its junction with the mixing section.

The primary air system consists of the ducting for the primary air to
the primary nozzle at the entrance to the mixing chamber. In recipro-
cating engine exhaust ejectors the exhaust stacks of the engine are the
primary flow ducting. In compressor air bleed ejectors flexible ducting
is required to carry the high pressure compressed air from the engine
to the ejector. In gas turbine exhaust ejectors the engine itself is
the primary fluid ducting.

The secondary fluid system is, in all cases, the outer shell. The
secondary system may require ducting from an engine accessory or may
have a bell mouth entrance to take air from a general area.

4-3.6.2.0 Support

The ejector must be treated as a complete unit, the primary and second-
ary systems assembled as a unit and supported in such a manner as to
maintain the relative alignment in assembly. The position of the pri-
mary nozzle with respect to the mixing chamber is extremely critical.
The axis of the primary nozzle must be coincident with the axis of the
mixing chamber. Any misalignment of the primary nozzle will result in
a finite reduction in ejector performance.

4-3.6.2.1 Reciprocating Engine Exhaust Ejectors

The ejector can be supported from the engine in such a manner as to
maintain alignment of the primary and secondary systems. In the event
that the s;econdary system is built into the fuselage structure some
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provision must be made to prevent engine motion,and thus exhaust stack
motion, from disturbing the ejector alignment. This can be accomplished
by supporting the primary nozzles from the ejector shell and providing
flexible ducting from the engine to the ejector.

4-3.6.2.2 Gas Turbine Exhaust Ejectors

The usual installation,consisting of a "can" shroud around the engine,
can be installed on and supported from the engine. This type installa-
tion inherently maintains the alignment of the ejector.

4-3.6.2.3 ComPressor Air Bleed Ejectors

The long ejector assembly is usually supported by the fuselage struc-
ture, and it is necessary to provide flexible ducting for the primary
air from the engine to the fuselage mounted ejector assembly. The
primary nozzle should be supported at the side of the entrance adapter
and by adjustable links at the nozzle exit (See Figure 4-129).

4-3.6.3 Materials

Ordinarily, for parts not subjected to high pressures or temperatures
aluminum or fiberglass can be used for ejector fabrication. The pri-
mary flow ducting for reciprocating engine exhaust ejectors and for
compressor air bleed ejectors is subject to high temperature and/or
high pressure operation. As such the ducting is usually of corrosion
resistant steel of sufficient gauge to withstand the temperature and
bursting pressure. rhe shells of reciprocating engine exhaust ejectors
and compressor air bleed ejectors are not subject to high temperature
and can usually be made of a'uminum or fiberglass. The shell, or shroud'
of a gas turbine exhaust ejector, being a fire container, must be made
of stainless steel.

Consideration must be given to the possibility of vibration effects

and suitable thickness provided to prevent cracking of any component.

4-3.6.4 Service

The only service required is inspection for cracks or alignment. Con-
sideration must be given to accessibility for inspection of the primary
duct system and the ejector shell and for adjustment of the ejector
alignment.

4-3.6.5 Miscellaneous

Upstream of the mixing .chamber entrance leakageof air from the outside
must be held to a minimum. Any air leakage will of course affect the
performance or effectiveness of the ejector. Downstream of the mixing
chamber entrance leakage should be kept to a minimum but It is not t9o
important.

Ejectors, especially the high pressure compressor air bleed ejectors,
can be very noisy in operation. The ejector installation should be
such as to point the ejector discharge away from occupied areas in the
aircraft.
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4-4 List of Symbols

Symbols Subscripts

Or Ejector Primary Nozzle Included a Axial
Angle, Degrees Air Density Rela-
tive to Standard Sea Level Con- T Tangential
ditions= Tip

Throat
/AP Differential Pressure at

Existing Air Density R Root-

V Velocity, Feet Per Second I Entering

Rotational Velocity, Radius 2 Leaving

r Radius, Feet FAN Fan

oC Diffuser Included Angle, Degrees m Mean
Angle 6f Attack, Degrees

d Drag
Q Volume Flow Rate, Cubic.AF(et

Per Second (or Minute) I Lift

D Diameter, Feet i Ideal
Induced

Inlet Angle, Degrees Inner

W Resultant Fan Inlet Velocity o Outer, Zero
Vector Relative to Blades,
Feet Per Second f Fan

q Dynamic Pressure (Veloci-ty ir Ideal Rotor
Head),. Pounds. Per Square Foot

, Air Density, Slugs Per Cubic
Foot u In Plane of Rotation

Turning Angle, Degrees 2 r Rotor Exit

C Coefficient Is Stator Entrance
Chord

2s  Stator Exit
A Area

is Ideal Stator
f Fan

Function of ifan Ideal Fan
Roughness Factor ACTUAL Actual

(T' Stage Solidity
i DEAL Ideal1

S Tangential Spacing or Gap
Between Adjacent Blades PRO Profile

AW Difference Between Resultant FAN Fan
Velocity Vectors
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4-4 List of Symbols (Continued)

Symbols Subscripts

b Number of Blades PROR Profile, Rotor

c Blade Chord, Feet PROS Profile, Stator

Incidence Angle, Degrees OUTPUT Output

HP Horsepower T.C. Tip Clearance

Efficiency REQ Required

W1 Primary Air Flow Rate ELEMENT Blade Element

W" Secondary Air Flow Rate TIP Tip

n Number of Engine Cylinders des Design
Discharging Into Exhaust
Ejector

N Total Number of Engine
Cyl inders

IHP Ideal Horsepower
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CHAPTER V

OIL COOLERS

5-1. Aircraft oil coolers for helicopters are generally procured to
the requirementsof Reference 5-2. The helicopter manufacturer's design
specification will, in addition, establish the individual and detailed
requirements for a given oil cooler installation.

In order to determine the oil cooler core size required, the following
Information should be given to the oil cooler manufacturer:

a. Oil grade; e.g., MIL-L-6082 Grade 1100 or MIL-L-7808.

b. Oil flow rate, pounds per minute.

c. Heat rejection rate, Btu per minute.

d. Oil temperature in degrees Fahrenheit, either into the oil
cooler, or out of the oil cooler, but preferably both.

e. Temperature of the air being supplied to the oil cooler.

f. Maximum air-flow rate if known, pounds per minute, that will be
provided for cooling.

g. Air pressure loss allowable in the oil cooler (not including
external ducting), usually expressed as static pressure in
minus static pressure out,multiplied by the density of the air
at the core face, divided by standard air density, .07651 pounds
per cubic foot (see Reference 5-2, Paragraph .2.9.). Some-
times it may be found more reasonable to statz the allowable
air pressure loss in terms of total pressure in minus static
pressure out. In any case, it should be made clear which method
is used.

h. Oil pressure loss allowable,p.s.i. (if different from Reference
5-2).

I. The general configuration of oil cooler desired should also be
stated if this is known in the early design stages; if not, the
cooler manufacturer can, on the basis of past experience, readily
suggest an arbitrary size and shape for initial consideration.
If, however, there is some preliminary idea of the configura-
tion desired, the following points might be mentioned:

1. Maximum dimension in the direction of air flow.

2. The general shape of the cooler face: whether rectangular
(and if so, approximate ratio of height to width), curved
(mean radius and height), round, etc. In general, core
confiourations other than rectangular tend to be more costly
to bul]d.

V 3-
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3. The approximate relation of oil in and out connections to
the intended configuration.

Items c through g above should be evaluated at the "critical design
condition", which might be explained as being that steady state opera-
tion which will require the largest oil cooler. There may be some brief
transient states during which it may be considered reasonable to allow
the oil temperature to exceed the usual maximum. The critical design
condition will usually involve:

a. The maximum required heat rejection.

b. The maximum ambient air temperature (plus any additional allow-
ance for heat pick-up before the cooler).

c. The minimum air flow rate and pressure loss.

d. The maximum oil temperature level to be maintained under these
circumstances, at some definite point (into the oil cooler, into
the engine, etc.).

For a given installation, these factors may not reach a minimum or maxi-
mum value all at the same operating condition,and it may be reasorable
to select some intermediate point, or furnish an operating range, for
the oil cooler specification. As an example, it sometimes happens that
maximum heat rejection coincides with maximum air flow availability,
and the "critical" point may actually be at a lower heat rejection fig-
ure, when there is a minimum of air available. This situation might,
perhaps, be rather unusual on a helicopter. If, after a preliminary
size estimate it seems that the cooler will be too large for the instai-
lation, it may be well for the helicopter designer to reconsider the
values of heat rejection and oil temperature specified. Sometimes these
are estimated with rather liberal "safety factor" allowances, and a
reduction In the heat transfer requirement or an Increase in the allow-
able oil temperature le vel can effect substantial savings In cooler
size and weight. It has been difficult to establish any relation be-
tween cooling air horsepower and cooler weight. However, it should be
pointed out that limiting cooling air availability to anything approach-
ing the thermodynamic minimum, or specifying an air pressure loss of
only one or two inches of water, is bound to result in very large and
heavy oil cooler installations.

No mention was made here of the influence of oil flow rate on the crit-
ical design point, since normally this has very little effect on the
cooler size. Increasinq or decreasing the oil flow rate (everything
else being held constant) does not change appreciably the temperature
of the oil out of the cooler,but it will affect the inlet oil tempera-
ture considerably. In the past, it appears, aircraft power-plant de-
signers have determined oil flows so that, for a given heat rejection,
the oil temperature rise through the system wlllbe of the order of
400F., usually not exceeding 60°F.

After a cooler core size has been determinedand before the final spec-
ification is established, the oil cooler manufacturer should be sup-
plied the following additional Information:

a. Exact location, size and type of oil connections.
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b. Whether or not a warm-up by-pass is required.

c. Method of mounting the cooler to the air frame.

d. Method of attaching the air ducts, if any.

e. Location and type of drain, if any.

f. Whether or not a temperature control valve will be required,
and if so what minimum oil outlet temperature is desired, below
which the valve wil Tbegin to open to allow oil to by-pass the
cooler, and above which the valve will be closed forcing all
of the oil flow through the cooler core. This temperature
should be at least 100 below the maximum allowable oil out tem-
per, ture mentioned above and should be given with a tolerance
of - 50 F. The two valve operating temperatures most commonly
in use at the present time are 185 °  50, and 1600 /. 50 F., al-
though some others are also in use. Normally, a pressure re-
lief spring is incorporated in the thermostatic control valve,
to assist in decongealing the cooler core, and is usually set
to relieve at a pressure differential between the cooler inlet
and outlet of 40 p.s.i. If any other pressure relief setting
is desired, it should be remembered that the greater the force
required for pressure relief the more easily and quickly will
decongealing be accomplished. If the requirements of MIL-C-7488
are adhered to, it is not necessary to provide for any addi-
tional pressure relief, or any surge protection mechanism.
From its function, it will be noted that the valve is located
adjacent to the oil outlet port, at the outlet end of the warm-
up by-pass.

g. The required hydrostatic test pressure, if less than the 400
p.s.i. requirement of Reference 5-2.

h. Any special qualification test requirements, although it is
expected that qualification tests will very rarely be different
from the requirements of Reference 5-2.

5-2. In determining the optimum core size to meet the heat transfer
requirements, the oil cooler designer can vary the core components as
well as the core dimensions:

a. Core depth, the dimension in direction of air flow.

b. Plate length (= oil flow length).

c. Core height, or the "no-flow" dimension.

d. Height of air side fins and number of fins per inch.

e. Surface characteristics of air side fin: whether plain, lou-
vered, or one of several other fin shapes (see Reference 5 - 1);
if louvered, what louver form and spacing, etc.

f. Oil side fin characteristics: several different types are
available, some tending to have high, and some low pressure
loss characteristics.
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As a practical matter, the designer, in varying these factors, will
usually attempt to use dimensions and materials compatible with avail-
able tooling in ord2r to keep cost and delivery time within reason. It
will be appreciated, therefore, that for this reason the tentative oil
cooler configuration set up by the aircraft manufacturer should not be
too rigid but rather flexible enough to allow for the maximum use of
available tooling.

Because of the wide variation possible in the factors noted above and
since no single combination represents an optimum for all the various
operating requirements in the aircraft field, it is considered imprac-
tical to attempt to set up any rule-of-thumb method for establishing
preliminary cooler sizes. If the oil cooler manufacturer is consulted
as early in the development as possible, even with only preliminary
data available, 3n approximate size determination can be made very
quickly. Since the design variables are so numerous, experience in
their application is almost essential for the selection of e reasonably
compact, light-weight unit. The speed with which this can be done is
greatly enhanced by the use of electronic computers.

However, using published data, it is possible to select a core geometry
and size arbitrarily and calculate tnie performance - heat transfer and
pressure losses - over a wide range of flows and temperatures. A very
good source for such data, and also for the methods of analysis, cor-
relation and application, is Reference 5-1. Not all ti. variations
possible are covered in the data presented, but a sufficiently wide
choice is available to get an approximation of a reasonable size. Un-
fortunately, this reference does not cover the types of fin material
usually found on the oil side of :Ircraft oil coolers, which makes it
difficult to estimate a reasonable oil side conductance. The magnitude
of its value, however, is usually much greater than that of the air
side conductance which for this type of heat transfer unit is the con-
trolling factor. To Illustrate, the equation relating overall conduct-
ance to oil side and air side conductance (neglecting wall resistance,
which Is very small) is

1__ ____ 1 ____

Overall Conductance Air Side Conduc-tance Oil Side Conductance

If, for example, the air side conductance had a value of 1 and the oil
side 10, then the overall conductance would be 0.909. It can be seen
that increasing the oil side conductance by, say, 20% would increase
the overall by only 1.5%, with a negligible effect on the actual heat
transfer rate; but Increasing the air side by 20% would increase the
overall by nearly 18%and give a substantial Increase in the heat trans-
fer rate.

In order to provide some method of evaluating the oi.l side conductance
and to get a fair approximation of oil side pressure loss, the chart,
Figure 5-1, gives a correlation of heat transfer and pressure loss char-
acteristics for two such fin geometries, using the same methods and
definitions as Reference 5-1. These values are merely typical and
representative and do not necessarily reflect the best possible selec-
tion for any given oil cooler problem.

The analytical treatment of oil cooling is included in Sections A-2.2
and A-2.3 of the illustrative problem in Appendix 1.
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CHAPTER VI

TESTING METHODS

6-1 INTRODUCTION

Elsewhere in this handbook, information has been provided to permit the
design of a fan, duct and ejector cool ing system in compliance with
specific requirements. These requirements considered such criteria as
size, weight, cost, drag, pressure, volume, power absorption and tem-
perature as well as numerous layout design problems.

This Chapter is devoted to the purpose of defining the test methods
used to determine the degree of success to which the above requirements
have been met.

To accompl ish this objective, certain testing is required to either a
greater or lesser extent, depending upon the nature of the design, spe-
cification requirements and desires of the Contractor and Customer.

Essentially such tests consist of methods to permit proper evaluation
of the performance of the fan, duct and/or ejector system as installed
in the aircraft. Tests which may be performed in their approximate
chronological order are as follows:

A. Component Tests

1. Fan Tests

a., Static and Dynamic Balance Tests
b. Natural Frequency Tests
c. Aerodynamic Performance Tests
d. Structural Tests (overspeed, acceleration-deceleration,

and endurance)
e. Inertia Tests
f. Sound Tests

2. Duct Tests

a. Model Tests (static tests for internal studies,wind tun-
nel tests for external studies)

b. Aerodynamic Performance Tests
c. Structural Tests (endurance, backfire pressure) T

m
3. Ejector Aerodynamic Performance Tests t

a
B. Flight Tests 

o

1. Cool ing Tests

A:
2. Duct System Tests

3. Ejector System Tests g

Vl -l
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In accordance with the Contract under Whiich this handbook was prepared,
the procedures cutl ined herein are apol icable for testing of fans,
ducts, and ejector,, for airflow at speeds from 0 to Mach No. 2 0.5, at
pressure altitudes from sea level to 35,000 feet and over the range of
air temperatures encompassed by the curves of Figure 1 of ANA Bulletin
No. 421 (Figure 6-17) Reference 6-44. Also, cooling fans with the fol-
lowing parameters can be evaluated:

a. 20" to 45" diameter e. 2" to 8" blade span
b. 5 HP to 150 HP absorption f. 300 to 600 ft./sec. tip
c. 5" to 20" H2 0 total pressure speed

rise g. 5,000 to 50,000 cfm.
d. 4 to 30 blades

For testing of cooling fan, duct and ejector systems, the criteria may
be obtained from one or more of the below listed sources.

A. For Navy Contracts

1. The Basic Contract
2. MIL-C-8678 (Aer) Reference 6-61
3. SD-24 Reference 6-42
4. MIL-D-17984A (ASG) Reference 6-66

B. For Air Force Contracts

1. The Basic Contract
2. MIL-C-7220 (USAF) Reference 6-56
3. AN-T-62 Reference 6-45
4. WCNEI-525-460 (USAF) Reference 6-46
5. H.I.A.D. Reference 6-30

Additional information may be obtained in the following:

1. List of Military Specifications and Standards used bythe Bureau
of Aeronautics.

2. List of Military Specifications and Standards used by the U.S.
Air Force.

3. AGARD Flight Test Manual, Reference 6-29.

4. AF Technical Report 6273 (Fl ig.,t Test Engineering Manual) Refer-
ence 6-28.

The review of the above sources will result in numerous detail require-
ments, some of which may be superfluous or impractical. In such cases,
the Contractor should resolve with the Customer, all requirements which
are not desired. Neither party wishes to expend test funds or time to
obtain unnecessary data; therefore,such preliminary action is the moral
responsibility of the Contractor.

As in all test work, reliable data can be obtained at reasonable cost
and in reasonable time only by a properly planned and coordinated pro-
gram. An example of a Ground and Flight Test Program is presented in
Appendix Vl.

V1 - 4
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6-2.0 COMPONENT TESTING

Component tests are conducted to obtain individual evaluation of a spe-
cific system prior to flight testing. In this manner, early evaluation
and economical improvements can be made.

Such tests are customarily programmed in chronological sequence to
assure safe operation as well as for obtaining correlated data.

Components are considered as the entire fan assembly and its instal-
lation, the entire individual duct system and its installation, the
entire ejector system and its installation or perhaps any portion of a
system.

The test methods employed for evaluation and/or qualification of the

component tests are as follows:

6-2.1.0 Fan Tests

Fan evaluations and/or qual ifications may be accomplished through the
use of several or all of the following test methods:

a. Static and Dynamic Balance Tests
b. Natural Frequency Tests
c. Aerodynamic Performance Tests
d. Structura, Tests

1. Overspeed Proof
2. Accel erat ion-Decelerat ion
3. Endurance

e. Inertia Tests
f. Sound Tests

6-2.1.1.0 Static and Dynamic Balance Testing

Prior to any whirl testing, it is necessary that the fan be tested to
insure that it is statically and dynamically balanced. Although balance
testing is essentially an inspection test on each fan manufactured, it
is included herein as a means of evaluating the effect of shop toler-
ances permitted in the design. After several fans are thus tested,
corrections may be required or means of changing weights provided.

Unbalance will produce vibration and stresses which may result in pre-
mature failure and serious damage to test equipment and personnel. It
may be the result of numerous conditions including one or more of the
following: (These conditions can occur on every fan even though fabri-
cated to one design.)

a. The introductiun of manufacturing tolerances on the detail fa-
brication and the assembly.

b. Use of standard repairs to correct errors or deficiencies.

c. Non-homogeneity of the material, caused by blow hole, slag in-
clusions, etc.

VI - 5
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d. Irregularities ini mass distributiol SucLh as surface condition
of forginys and LdsLinys.

e. Unsymmetrical disLortion of individual parLs oin the body while
rotating, such as elonyation of materiai, siippaye in holes,
diaphragm action of webs, etc.

Balancing of the fan is accomplished oy piaciny or removing weight on
the fan at some specific location thereby providing static and dynamic
balance. Additional information may be obtained in References 6-1, 6-7,
6-8, and 6-9.

6-2.1.1.1 Static Balance

Static unbalance exists if the fan is not in static equil ibrium when
the two ends of the fan shaft are placed on parallel horizontal rails,
i.e., the fan tends to rotate. In the event that dynamic balancing will
be performed, static balance may be omitted since, in dynamic balance,
static balance is also obtained.

Static unbalance may be determined and measured by the use of a pair
of knife edged absolutely-horizontal parallel rails. The ends of the
fan shaft are placed on the rail, and if the fan center of gravity is
not coincident with the axis of rotation, the fan will rotate until the
heaviest portion of the fan is in the lowest position. The magnitude
and location of corrective measures to place the fan in static equili-
brium can thus be determined. A number of commercially produced balanc-
ing machines are also available for balancing purposes.

In the event that the fan is unoalanced, then mass should be added
(lengths of solder strip material of required cross sectionand length,
washers, cast weights, etc.) until the fan becomes statically balanced
about the rotational axis. In the event that it is determined that mass
must be removed, then the required amount of weight should De removed
by milling, grinding, drilling, shaping, etc., as required. All mass
changes should be made as near to the center of the plane of the fan
as possible.

6-2.1.1.2 Dynamic Balance

Dynamic unbalance exists if the fan, upon rapid rotation, reveals a
disturbing couple of centrifugal forces acting on the shaft. Such un-
balance can be observed visually or by various inJicating equipment.

For both static and dynamic balancing, a dynamic balancing machine may
be used. Such a machine will indicate the magnitude and angular loca-
tion of unbalance, and will enable corrective measures to be applied
and checked. In dynamic testing, the fan shaft is suspended on flex-
ible supports, the unbalanced fan is rotated, and the deflections at
the supports are measured by mechanical or electrical means. The ampli-
tude of deflection at the support is an indication of the unbalance in
the fan. Calibrations may be made to obtain precise relations between
an unbalance and the resulting measured ampl itudes to facil itate balanc-
ing other specimens of the same fan.

More advanced machines are also available which determine boththe axial
and angular unbalance locations, and indicate the correction required.
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In using the balancing machine, the machine should be run at the normal
fan operating speed if possible. This is especially true for fans with
elastically mounted blades, where blade motion may affect results.
Corrections made at lower speeds can result in some unbalance under

normal speed due to slight changes in structural deflection. Where
possible,mass corrections should be made in the plane of the unbalanc-
ing forces in order to el iminate moments on the fan shaft. It should
be noted that in dynamic testing the unbalance force precedes the dis-
placement by an amount which can vary dependent upon the rotational
speed. This condition is known as angle of lag and its value is nor-
mally between 50 to 150, but increases to 900 at the critical speed and
1800 as the speed is increased above the first critical speed.

Upon determination of the corrective measures required, the mass change
may be made as in Static Balancing.

(Detail schematics of various types of testers may be observed in Sec-

tion 89 of Tool Engineers Handbook, Reference 6-9.)

6-2.1.2.0 Natural Frequency Testing

Resonance of a fan exists when the natural frequency of the fan or fan
blades is exactly equal to the exciting frequency introduced into the
fan by some exciter. Such exciters may be propellers, rotors, engines,
gears, starters, generators, motors,etc. The amount of their influence
upon the fan is a function of distance, speed, and method of transmis-
sion. Since the fan, including its blades, have been designed to con-
sider these conditions, the purpose of a fan resonance test is to de-
termine the fan natural frequencies and its acceptability.

Two methods may be employed to obtain the natural frequencies: bang
test or shaker test. The method employed is at the discretion of the
Contractor. The bang test is the fastest, most economical, and the
results generally satisfactory, but usually only provides the funda-
mental natural frequency. The shake test permits evaluation at all
ranges of the exciting frequencies and can furnish the values of the
higher natural frequencies and also provide mode shapes.

6-2.1.2.1 Bang Tests

Bang testing consists of striking a properly mounted fan with a rubber
mallet and recording the frequency response. Repeating this action
several times at several points near the circumference of the fan will
result in an average value for the fan body. Similarly by striking
several fan blades, the local fundamental frequency of the blade may be
established.

Upon acceptance of the results, the arithmetic average frequency of the
blades and the fan may be determined. These results should compare with
those calculated during the fan design. In the event that a change in
natural frequency is necessary, the changes in stiffness, moment of
inertia, section modulus, or mass distribution must be made.

6-2.1.2.2 Shaker Test

Shaker tests consist of exciting a properly mounted fan with a vibrator
at various rates and observing and/or recording the frequency response.
The response is measured at several places on the fan in order to ob-
serve the modal shapes and the number of pickups required can range

VI- 7
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from two for natural frequency to ten or more for accurate definition
of modal shapes. The response can be measured through the use of acce-
leration, amplitude or velocity pick-ups for the fan frequencies and
strain gages for the blade frequencies. The strain gages on the blades,
if required, should be located between anticipated nodes. Additional
data on instrumentation is available from References 6-4,6-6,and 6-29.

The full range of frequencies normally encountered in operation should
be reproduced with the shaker. This range should include all the run-
ning speeds and the respective multiples of the various exciters, i.e.,
engine, propellers, rotors, gears, starters, generators, motors, the
product of the number of fan blades and the stator blades, etc.

The output arm of the shaker should be applied at the anti-node and in
an area where the specimen mass is large in order to prevent the mass
of the shaker arm from influencing the result by becoming an effective
specimen. For frequency determination of cantilevered blades and for
most fan bodies the anti-node will be at the outer periphery.

6-2.1.3.0 Aerodynamic Performance Testing (Test Block)

The purpose of the aerodynamic testing of a fan is to verify the air
delivery against a given resistance pressure and usually to measure
the horsepower to peform this work. Either one or more points of
operation are required, depending upon the nature of the test. In an
installation test, the system with which the fan is connected generally
offers a fixed resistance and soa single point (or at most 2 to 3 such
points) of operation need be tested. In most cases it is difficult to
make accurate tests of an installed fan owing to the proximity of the
fan to duct elbows or transformations which leave no length of straight
duct in which to take accurate readings. In such cases, approximate
results only may be expected from the test. When a fan can be subjected
to a fan tunnel test, the complete range of fan performance from free
delivery to no delivery may be obtained. This type of testing is
usually necessary for a full performance evaluation of the fan or for
research and development work.

By employing fan tunnel testing, control over specified test conditions,
i.e., straightness of air flow, flow uniformity, density, velocity,
etc.,can be exercised to provide the desired data. By strict adherence
to specified test conditions of fan peed and air densityconsistent
results of the following may be obtained.

a. The pressure rise produced
o. The quantity of air or gas delivered
c. The power supplied to the fan shaft
d. The efficiency of the fan

Axial and centrifugal flow machines, in which the fluid undergoes a
density change exceeding 7%, Reference 6-14,must be tested as compres-
so-s. Machines in which this change does not exceed 7%,Reference 6-15,
should be tested as fans. This handbook will deal with fans. This
entire Section 6-2.1.3 to Section 6-2.1.3.4, inclusive, is from Refer-
ence 6-15, except as noted.
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Essentially the basic objective in axial and centrifugal fan aerodynamic
testing is to determine the flow rate, pressure, and horsepower. In
order to properly interpret the resulting data, it is necessary to
obtain other readings, such as temperature, humidity, barometric pres-
sure, fan speed, etc. for the proper correct-on of these values.

Fan tunnel tests should be performed on all new fan designs as required
by SD-24 or H.I.A.D. References 6-42 and 6-30.

Additional data on fan and compressor testing may be obtained from Re-
ferences 6-1, 6-3, 6-14, 6-15, 6-34, 6-35, and 6-36.

In the event that the airflow through the fan is desired under flight
conditions, it is advantageous to calibrate permanent instrumentation
with fan airflow. This can be accomplished during these performance
tests. One method of providing such a calibration consists of perma-
nently installing several radially located pitot static tubesto record
total and static pressure, in a stator parallel to the stator blades.
Thus, while the performance tests are being conducted, the pressures
are correlated with the precisely established flow to result in a flow
vs. pressure calibration curve. This calibration can later be used to
determine the flow equilibrium point actually established in the air-
craft.

In order to establish an envelope of data, testing should be accom-

plished through the entire operating range of RPM and airflow.

6-2.1.3.1.0 Set-Up and Components

Facilities for the aerodynamic performance testing of fans consist of
tunnel sections, plenum chamber, flow straighteners, throttling device,
measurement equipment and drive system. Important factors affecting
fan performance are density of the air, resistance of the external sys-
tem and the speed of the fan. Care must be exercised to assure con-
stancy of these factors during each run.

In order to establ ish a standard of understanding, the description and
definitionof terms as recommended by the ASME are provided in Appendix V.

As noted in Paragraph 6-2.1.3.0, a test set-up must be determined in
the initial phases of the test program. There are five basic set-ups
establ ished by the ASME Power Test Codes for Fans, Reference 6-15, and
they are as follows: (Supplementary information on wind tunnel design
may be obtained in References 6-12, 6-13, and 6-26.)

6-2.1.3.1.1. Set-Up No. I - With Discharge Duct Only

Figure 6-1 is used for fans intended for installation with discharge
duct, but no inlet ducts or inlet boxes. The discharge Set-up of No, I
should have an area equal to that of the fan outlet within plus or minus
5 per cent. The tunnel must be straight, of uniform circular cros.s-
section, and not less than 10 diameters in length. Openings for inser-
tion of pitot tubes are to be so located that the impact ends of the
tubes must be not less than 7.5 tunnel diameters from the fan end of
the tunnel. The straightener should be located not less than 6 tunnel
diameters from the fan end of the tunnel. The distance between the
pitot tube traverse plane and the straightener must be not less than
1 1/2 tunnel diametets.

VI - 9
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6-2.1.3.1.2 Set-Up No. 2 - With Inlet Duct Only ci

Figure 6-2 is used for Fans intended for installation with inlet duct ir
but with no discharge duct. The tunnel inlet of Set-up No. 2 should er
have an area equal to that of the fan inlet within plus or minus five fe
per cent. The tunnel must be straight, of uniform circular cross- 6
section, and not less than 12 diameters in length. Openings for inser- tv
tion of pi-tot tubes are to be so located that the impact ends of the 1E

tubes must not be less than 6 tunnel diameters from the inlet end of
the tunnel. Straighteners should be located as shown on Figures 6-2
and 6-3. A

6-2.1.3.1.3 Set-Up No. 3 - With Inlet and Discharge Ducts th
is

Figure 6-3 is used for fans intended for installation with both inlet tF
and discharge ducts. The tunnel inlet of Set-up No. 3 should have an 6-
area equal to that of the fan inlet within plus or minus 5 per cent.
The tunnel must be straight, of uniform circular cross-section, and not
less then 12 diameters in length. Openings for insertion of pitot tubes Ai
are to be so located that the impact ends of the tubes must not be less st
than 6 tunnel diameters from the inlet end of the tunnel. Straighteners Te
should be located as shown in Figures 6-2 and 6-3. Fi

sh

The discharge end of the tunnel of Set-up No. 3 must be straight, of
the same section as the fan outlet, and not less than 6 or more than 8
tunnel diameters in length. No measurements are made in this section
of the tunnel. ;ts sole purpose is to provide an outlet simulating the Th
conditions of installation. tI

6-2.1.3.1.4 Set-Up No. 4 - With Fan in Wall of Plenum Chamber Va

of
Set-Lip No. 4 with no inlet section and no discharge section is shown in ]a

Figure 6-4 and is used for fans intended for installation with neither be
inlet nor discharge ducts. The plenum chamber of Set-up No. 4 should P1

be round or rectangular and substantially airtight. The cross-sectional
area in the direction of airflow must be sufficient to assure a calcu- Ad
lated average velocity at the specified fan rating less than 400 fpm. Re

The length in the direction of airflow should be at least one and a
half times the diameter if round, and twice the longest dimension if
rectangular. The chamber is to be fitted with a solid baffle plate and
screen as shown in Figure 6-4. E

The air measuring tunnel section of this set-up leading from auxiliary bu
fan to plenum chamber, should be of a diameter such that the range of
air velocities in the tunnel shall be between 1200 and 16000 fpm. tn

The auxiliary fan shown may be of any convenient size, provided only
that it have sufficient capacity to produce, when desired, atmospheric We
pressure in the plenum chamber, and the rate of airflow required. me

6-2.1.3.1.5 Set-Up No. 5 - With Double inlet Boxes and Discharge Duct Re

Figure 6-5 is used for fans intended for installation with inlet box
or boxes and discharge ducts. The discharge section of the tunnel of
Set-up No. 5 should have an area equal to that of the fan outlet within Ai
plus or minus 5 per cent. This section must be straight, of uniform Te

th
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circular c!oss-sect ionaid ,iot less thai, 10 dometers in length. Open-
ings for insert-on of pitot tubes are to be ,o located that the impact
ends of the tubes must not be less than /.5 tunnel diameters from the
fan end of the tunnel. The straightener is to ue located not less than
6 tunnel diameters from the fan end of the tunnel. The distance be-
tween The pitot tube traverse plane and the straightener must not be
less than 1 1/2 tunnel diameters.

6-2.1.3.1.6 Transformation Section

A transformation is used where it is desirable to change the shape of
the tunnel section without changing the area and velocity of flow. it
is so constructed that the angle between any longitudinal element and
the tunnel axis will not exceed 7 degrees.

6-2.1.3.1.7 Air Straighteners

Air straighteners are used to remove the rotation from the fan slip-
stream. Frequently spiral flow exists in test tunnels. The ASME Fan
Test Code requires that the straightener should be in accordance with
Figure 6-6 and suggests that material be of No. 22(.03l) U. S. gage
sheet metal.

6-2.1.3.1.8 Throttling Device

The primary device used in establishing test condition is the throt-
tling device to regulate the airflow.

Various throttling devices which may be employed are as follows: one
of a group of orifices of various sizes, a conical throttle forming a
large needle valve, a frame holding slats like a picket fence (slats
being added syimietrically to restrict the flow) perforated plate, flat
plate or nozzles.

Additional information on orifices and nozzles may be obtained from

References 6-1, 6-3, 6-5, and 6-7.

6-2.1.3.1.9 Instrumentation and Measuring Technique

Equipment must be provided for measuring the values of static pressure,
velocity pressure, total pressure, barometric pressure, dry and wet
bulb temperatures, time, power input, and fan speed.

Initial calibration of instruments involved shall be available prior to
the test.

Whenever possible, a camera should be used to permanently record all
measurements for future reference. Data on calibration may be obtained
from the Engineering Measurement Section of Reference 6-7, and from
References 6-1, 6-2, 6-16, and 6-29.

6-2.1.3.1.10 Pitot Tube

Air pressure may be measured with a conventional pitot tube. The ASME
Test Code for Fans Reference 6-15 specifies the configuration shown in
Figure 6-7, howeiver, similar types may be employed provided they have
the same basic features. The static openings should not be less than
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0.02 in diameter, The open end of the tube is always pointed upstream
in a direction parailel with the axis of the tunnel. In order to pre-
vent error in readings due to swirl such pitot readings should be taken
downstream from the straighteners. Where orifices or nozzles exist
immediately forward of the pitot tube the measurements should be at the
point of greatest flow contraction. if the discharge has no contrac-
tion, then the point can be held at the plane of the orifice. Pressure
readings in round tunnels are taken at the locations specified in Fi-
gure 6-8. Twenty locations represent two traverses along axes normal
to each other. When tunnels are of rectangular cross-section, the pro-
cedure is to divide the total area into a large number of small equal
areas and to take a reading of velocity and static pressure in the cen-
ter of each small area. Although the number of readings are generally
more by this method than that of the round tunnel traverse, it gives a
better distributed sampling in irregular flow. The number of areas and
readings are not less than 16 and need not be more than 64. Where less
than 64 are taken, the number of equal spaces is such that the centers
of the areas are not more than 6 inches apart. The readings thus taken
in a rectangular tunnel are averaged in the same manner as for a round
tunnel. Additional data are available in References 6-1, 6-5, 6-7,
6-12 6-17, 6-18, 6-19, and 6-20.

6-2.1.3.1.11 Manometer

The familiar U tube manometer ic most commonly used to measure the ve-
locity, static and total pressures obtained through the pitot tube.
This liquid filled tube which indicates pressure differences, may be
vertical, or for more accurate readings inclined not more than 84 de-
grees from the vertical-(slope 10:1). The bore of the manometer glass
must not be less than I/4 inch,nor more than 3/8 inch. All manometers,
other than vertical-leg tubes filled with distilled water, should be
calibrated in position, with all tubing in place, by a water filled
hook gage or micromanometer before and after test.

The atmospheric opening of the static pressure manometer is so located
that readings will not be affected by local air velocity.

All readings should be taken at the level of the middle ofthe.meniscus,
i.e.: the bottom of the curve for water and the top for mercury. These
positions are away from the maximum effects of capillary attraction
and are nearest to the proper level. Additional data is available in
References 6-5, 6-7, 6-17, 6-18, 6-19, and 6-20.

6-2.1.3.1.12 Power Input

Although several methods of power input measurement are available, the
simplest and most reliable method for determining the power input neces-
sary to drive the fan is by means of the electric cradle dynamometer.
With such a device a correction for the efficiency of the driving unit
is thus eliminated and the power input to the fan is directly given in
the foot pounds per minute units.

Where the power is of such a magnitude that a cradle dynamometer cannot
be employed,then a calibrated test motor may be used. The brake horse-
power will then be as follows:
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Horsepower watts x motor efficiency

746

In installation tests, the power input is rezd by a wattmeter and the
horsepower input to the fan is determined bij the efficiency curve of
the motor. This can usually be obtained from the motor manufacturer's
test on a similar type motor. Where three phase current is used a
single wattmeter will not indicate true power and the usual two-watt-
meter method of determining power in two of the three phases is recom-
mended to eliminate the power factor. The brake horsepower of the fan
will then be as indicated above. Additional data on power input measur-
ing devices may be obtained in References 6-1, 6-7, 6-14, and 6-15.

6-2.1.3.1.13 Fan Speed

Rotational speeds may bc measured by a counter, tachometer, or a stro-
boscope. The instrument employed is at the discretion of the testing
agency. Hand tachometers are useful for noting speed but revolution
counters should always be used for accurate work. The References 6-14
and 6-15 ASME Test Codes recommend a minimum of three speed measure-
ments to be taken spaced throughout the period of the test run and not
more than 5 minutes apart. Speed is maintained as nearly constant as
possible throughout each traverse and test run.

Additional data on rotational speed measuring devices may be obtained

from References 6-1. 6-7, 6-24, and 6-29.

6-2.1.3.1.14 Barometric Pressure

The preferred method of measuring baromeLric pressure is by means of a
mercury column with a brass scale. The ASME Power Test Codes require
that for accurate work all barometer readings should be corrected for
temperature, gravity elevation and instrument calibration.

Barometric pressure may be read once every two hours during testing.
Assurance must be had that the barometric pressure recorded is that
actually prevailing at the manometers. Additional data on barometers
may be obtained in References 6-7 and 6-17.

6-2.1.3.1.15 Humidity and Temperature

The most popular method of measuring the humidity of the air is by use
of the sling psychrometer. Psychrometric measurements in the free at-
mosphere in the path of inflowing air are taken at the start and com-
pletion of each test run with an interval not exceeding one hour be-
tween readings. When using the sling psychrometer the instrument is
whirled at a rate where the velocity of air past the wet bulb is be-
tween 800 to 900 fpm average and the whirling is continued until no
further drop in wet-bulb reading is noted. A psychrometric chart is
presented in Appendix Ill.

pry-bulb temperature readings should be obtained in the fan inlet and
i,. the discharge section of the tunnel at the point of air traverse.
When recording dry-bulb temperatures at the points of a pressure tra-
verse, care must be exercised such as not to interfere with the pitot
tube readings.
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Additional data on temperature measuring devices are available in Re-

ferences 6-3, 6-5, 6-7, 6-12, 6-21, 6-22, and 6-23.

6-2.1.3.2 Test Procedure

Prior to the start of actual testing, prel iminary tests may be run (a)
to determine whether the fan is in suitable condition for an acceptance
or performance test, (b) to check and calibrate instruments,or (c) for
personnel famil iarization tests.

Steady state conditions should prevail while readings are being recorded.
The duration of any one test should be sufficient to assure that the
readings will demonstrate uniformity of conditions during test runs.

Gener:lly 8 to 10 throttle settings are adequate to obtdin sufficient
data to permit construction of a complete set of performance curves
from practically free delivery to no delivery. Approximately equai
increments of flow should be selected. Figure 6-9 illustrates the
results obtained from such data.

The following general procedure is normally followed in fan testing.

a. The test is started with no obstruction at the throttling section.
The only resistance will be the duct friction. At this setting,
the fan is said to be wide open. A large quantity flows. The
static pressure developed is small (static pressure must be zero
for free discharge) but the velocity pressure has its maximum
value, and hence total pressure cannot be zero. The shart power
is high. With this throttling (free delivery) setting, an RPM
sweep is accomplished and the data recorded following stabili-
zation at each point.

b. Next, the throttling setting is advanced from free delivery to
its next position. The flow, Q (cfm), is reduced, the pressure
rise, H (inches of water, static or total), is increased, and
the shaft power, P (horsepower), may be less, or more, in a re-
stricted range for some fans. At this setting another RPM sweep
is accomplished and the data recorded following stabilization
at each point.

c. Repeat "b" at each of the throttling and speed settings until

the duct is restricted with the maximum throttling.

6-2.1.3.3.0 Data Reduction

Once the data have been corrected for instrument calibration, reviewed
and accepted, calculation of the results may be started, although data
reduction may have started concurrent with testing. Caution must be
exercised to keep the algebraic signs of quantities correct at all times.

6-2.1.3.3.1 Density of Atmospheric Air

Density of atmospheric air is determined from observed barometric pres-
sure and the dry-and-wet-bulb-teiperature of the atmospheric air in the
vicinity of the fan inlet:
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Wa Pa - O.38pp

0. 754 Ta

Where: Wa Density of atmospheric air, lb. per cu. ft.

Ta - Absolute temperature of atmospheric air, OF 4- 4600

Pa Barometric pressure, inches of Hg at 320F

Pp Partial vapor pressure in atmosphere, inches of Hgand
is determined as follows:

Pp PC: - Pa (ta - tw)

2700

Where: pg Saturated vapor pressure at wet-bulb temperature. In-
ches of Hg (from steam tables, Reference 6-11, cor-
responding to tw)

ta Dry-bulb temperature, OF

tw Wet-bulb temperature, OF

Example: Given 950 F dry bulb, 780 F wet-bulb, 29.52 inches of Hg baro-
metric pressure

Pg 0.9666 inches Hg from steam tables (Reference 6-11)

pp 0.9666 - 29-52 (95-78), 0.9666 - 0.186
27'20

pp =0.7806 inches Hg

wa 29.52 - 0.38(0.7806) 29.52 - 0.295

0.754(460 -* 95) 419

Wa 0.0696 lb. per cu. ft.

Air density may be selected from recognized tables or charts of pro-
perties of moist air.

6-2.1.3.3.2 Tunnel Air Density

Since it is not practically possible to measure humidity in a tunnel
by direct means, the air density in a tunnel is determined as follows:

a. Obtain density of atmospheric air wa outside the tunnel per Par-
agraph 6-2.1.3.3.1.

b. Compute density in tunnel by correcting wa (Paragraph a) for
tunnel pressure and temperature.

Wt Wa Pa - (Ps /13.6) (Ta)

Pa (Tt)
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Where: wa Density of atmospheric air, lb. per cu. ft. - see
Paragraph 6-2.1.3.3.1.

wt =Air density in tunnel at plane of traverse, lb. per
cu. ft.

Ps Measured static pressure at plane of velocity tra-
verse, in. water from Paragraph 6-2.1.3,3.3.

Tt Absolute temperature of air in tunnel at plane of tra-

verse, deg F .7- 4600

Ta " Absolute temperature of atmospheric air, deg F -L 4600

Pa Barometer pressure, inches of Hg.

Example: Given: 20 inches of water static pressure in tunnel; temper-
ature in tunnel 1050 F; other conditions in Paragraph 6-2.1.
3.3.1

wt 0.0696 X 29.52 -- 20/13.6 95 -t 460

29.52 105 -. 460

wt 0.0718 lb. per cu. ft.

6-2.1.3.3.3 Static Pressure

A traverse may result in twenty readings, one for each traverse point
shown in Figure 6-11. An arithmetic average of these readings corrected
for manometer cal ibration yields a static pressure at the plane of tra-
verse.

6-2.1.3.3.4 Velocity Pressure

The traverse may result in twenty readings of velocity pressure, one
for each traverse point shown in Figure 6-8. The square root of each
corrected reading is then taken arid the average calculated. This aver-
age squared yields true average velocity pressure. Since the velocity
varies as the square root of the pressure, then:

p -a -A 11-b V- -- c V ---- etc.) 2

n

Where: pv' Velocity pressure corresponding to average velocity

a,b,c,d, etc. = Velocity pressures at each point of traverse

n Number of pitot tube recordings in each traverse

Each velocity pressure should be corrected by the gauge calibration
curve before averaging as above.

6-2.1.3.3.5 Velocity at Plane of Traverse

The average velocity can be determined from the average velocity pres-
sure obtained ki Paragraph 6-2.1.3.3.4.
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V - 1096.2 ,/ (') (wt)

Where: V = Average velocity in tunnel at plane of traverse, fpm.

P' v= Average velocity pressureat pianeof traverse in.water-
Paragraph 6-2.1.3.3.4.

wt = Density of air at plane of traverse lb. per cu. ft. -
Paragraph 6-2.1.3.3.2.

Example: Given p' v i.0 inches of water and 0.0718 for wt

V 1096.2 1.00/0.0718

V =4090 fpm

6-2.1.3.3.6 Volume Rate of Flow at Plane of Traverse

Qt = AV

Where: Qt = Volume rate of airflow at plane nf traverse, cfm

V Average velocity at plane of traverse, fpmParagraph
6-2.1.3.3.5

A Area of tunnel at plane of traverse, sq. ft.

Example: Given: A 2.41 sq. ft.
V 4090 FPM

Qd = 2.41 (4090)

Qd = 9860 CFM

6-2.1.3.3.7 Volume Rate of Flow Corrected to Fan Inlet (Set-Ups #1&5)

Qa (wt)X Qt

Where:

Qa Volume rate of airflow at fan inlet, cfm

Qt Volume rate of airflow at plane of traverse, cfmPar-
agraph 6-2.1.3.3.6

wt Air density in tunnel at plane of traverse, lb. per cu.
ft. Paragraph 6-2.1.3.3.2

wa Density of atmospheric air, lb. per cu. ft. Paragraph
6-2.1.3.3.1
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This correction is required only in test Set-ups Nos, I and 5. For test
Set-ups Nos. 2,3, and 4, the volume rate of flow at inlet is considered
to be the same as the volume race of flow measured in the tunnel be-
cause of the relatively small pressure change from plane of measurement
to fan inlet.

6-2.1.3.3.8 Tunnel Friction

The tunnel total pressure shall be corrected for tunnel friction pres-
sure loss to give conditions at the fan by adding the loss of pressure
due to friction of the tunnel between the fan and the pitot tube. For
a round tunnel, the following frirmula shall be used.

Pf 0.02 Lp'1
D

Where:

Pf Pressure loss inches of water

p' -xAverage tunnel velocity pressure inches of water -
Paragraph 6-2.1.3.3.4

L Distance from fan to the pitot tube location, ft.

D Diameter of tunnel, ft.

Loss in a transformation piece i6 computed as part of the total length
L and as if it were a round tunnel of diameter D. Loss in a possible.
.rectangular discharge tunnel (Test Set-up No. 3) is computed on the
basis of the loss in a round tunnel of the same hydraulic radius.
Methods of determining various losses are discussed in detail in Chap-
ter Ill.

6-2.1.3.3.9 Straightener Loss

The loss of pressure due to friction of the straightener shall be con-
sidered as equivalent to the loss in a length equal to four diameters
of the tunnel as calculated by the above formula.

6-2.1.33.10 Discharge Velocity Pressure

The discharge velocity pressure measured in the tunnel shall be cor-
rected to obtain discharge velocity pressure as follows:

PvA 2 (wo)

Where:

Pv Discharge velocity pressure, inches of water

Ao Farn outlet area sq. ft.

A Area of tunnel at plane of traverse, sq. ft.
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p I v Velocity pressure at plane of traverse, inches of

water

wo  = Density of air at fan outlet

wt Density of air at plane .)f traverse

When the velocity is measured at the tunnel discharge, the ratio Wo
wt

6-2.1.3.3.11 Total Pressure at a Tunnel Traverse Plane

Total pressure at a tunnel traverse plane is the algebraic sum of the
velocity pressure and the static pressure in the tunnel. The velocity
pressure is a positive quantity in both discharge and inlet section.
The static pressure is usually positive in a discharge section and ne-
gative in an inlet section.

Examp I es

Discharge Section -

Velocity pressure from traverse = - 1.00 inches of water
Static pressure from traverse = -A 2.00 inches of water

Total pressure = 3.00 inches of water

Inlet Section -

Velocity pressure from traverse = # 1.00 inches of water
Static pressure from traverse = - 2.00 inches of water

Total pressure = - 1.00 inches of water

The total pressure in the inlet section is usually negative because of

the loss at the tunnel entrance and the loss due to inlet friction.

6-2.1,3.3.12 Fan Total Pressure (Set-Ups No.s I & 5)

Fan total pressure is the total pressure at the plane of traverse plus
the straightener loss plus the friction loss in the discharge section
between the fan outlet and the traverse plane. The fan static pres-
sure, is the fan total pressure minus the discharge velocity pressure,

6-2,1.3.3.13 Fan Total Pressure (Set-Up No. 2)

Fan total pressure is the discharge velocity plus one straightener loss
plus the friction loss in the inlet between the plane of traverse and
the fan minus the inlet total pressure at the plane of traverse. The
fan static pressure is the fan total pressure minus the discharge ve-
locity pressure.

Example:

Fan total pressure 0.5 - 0.1 -/ 0.2 - (-l.O) = 1.8 inches of water
Fan static pressure 1.8 - 0.5 = 1.3 inches of water
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6-2.1.3.3.14 Fan Total Pressure (Set-Up No. 3)

Fan total pressure is the dischar e velocity pressure plus the friction
loss for both inlet and outlet sect ions plus one straightener hoss m-inus
the inlet total pressure. The fan static pressure is the fan total
pressure minus the discharge velocity pressure,

6-2.1.3.3.15 Fan Tota; Pressure (Set-Up No. 4)

Fan total pressure is the discharge velocity pressure mii, s the total
pressure in the plenum chamber. The discharge static pressure is as-
sumed to be zero. The fan static pressure is the fan total pressure
minus the discharge velocity pressure, or alternately, is numerically
equal to the total pressure in the plenum chamber, but of opposite sign.
if the plenur total pressure is positive, the fan static pressure be-
comes negatii;L, and the characteristic curve extends below the zero
pressure axis. It is noted that the plenum chamber static and total
pressures are essentially equal because of negligible ve)oicity pressure
in plenum chamber.

6-2.1.3.3.16 Volume Rate of Flow-Correction to Specified Fan RPM

Volume rate of flow-correction to specified fan RPM depends upon the
fact that for a given setting of the throttl ing device, the volume rate
of flow at a givern plane varies directly as the rotational speed and
does not vary at all with density at that plane.

Volume rate of flow correction factor ns
nx

Where ns  specified RPM )
nx test RPM in any consistent units

The volume rate of flow at fan inlet thus corrected to specified RPM
is termed: the capacity of the fan for the given setting of the throt-
tling device.

6-2.1.3.3.17 Pressure Correction to Specified Fan RPM and Air DEnsity

Pressuc correction to specified fan RPM and air density depends upon
the fact that for a given setting of the throttl ing device, pressure at
a point varies as the square of RPM and directly as the density at that
point.

Pressure Correction Factor ns  Ws
\nx WX

Where:

ws  Specified density, ordinarily standard sea level den-
sity

wx - Air density at fan inlet during test

nx - Test RPM

ns - Specified RPM
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6-2.1.3.3.18 Power Input

Power input as delivered to the fan coupl ing shall be computed by any
appropriate method. For example, if a dynamometer is used:

p 2 IT WLn

33000

Where:

P Power input, hp

L Length of arm from shaft center to knife edge, ft.

W Force measured at distance L from shaft center, !b.

n Rotational spewcd, RPM

if no dynamometer is available, the power input my be calculated from
the measured input to an alternating-current or direct reading current
motor multiplied by the motor efficiency as determined by test by the
motor manufacturer.

6-2.1.3.3.19 Power Input Correction to Specified RPM and Density

Power input correction to specified RPM and density depends upon the
fact that power input varies as the cube of the RPM and directly as the
density:

Power input correction factor= n 3 w
nx Wx

Where the same terms as listed in Paragraph 6-2.1.3.3.17 apply.

6-2.1.3.3.20 Total Efficiency is calculated as follows:

Total Efficiency Qa (Pt)

6356(p)

Where: Qa n Capacity; cfm

Pt " Fan total pressure, inches of water (at standard a i r
density)

P Power input, hp

The quantities Qa, Pt, and P are all as corrected to specified speed
and density.

6-2.1.3.3.21 Static Efficienc. s calculated as follows.

Static Efficiency Qa (Ps)
6356(p)
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Where:

Qa Capacity, cfm

Ps Fan static pressure, inches of water (at standard air
density)

P Power input, hp

The quantities Qa, Ps, and P are all as corrected to specified RPM and
dens ity.

Efficiencies calculated under test conditions are identical with effi-

ciencies calculated for specified conditions.

6-2.1.3.3.22 Calculation Guide

The basis of fan performarce consists of the capacity, pressure, horse-
poweir, fan size and speed. The performance results are usually presen-
ted as plotted data with pressures and horsepower as ordinates and ca-
pacity as abscissae for a given fan sizeat constant speed as in Figure
6-9. Because of variations of fan test speeds and air density, cor-
rections to standard conditions must be made for these items.

A calculation guide is presented as Table 6-1, in which the applicable
paragraph is noted for the calculation items for the various setups.

The computation procedure is shown on Table 6-2. In this typical cal-
culation sheet, the items are computed as follows:

For each air delivery rate,the dynamometer speed and force are entered
in Columns A and B. The no load or tare force C is that with the dyna-
mometer running at the average test speed with the fan coupling,dis-
connected. The difference between the total and no-load forces is the
net force D. The product of the dynamometer constant, the net dynamo-
meter force and the dynamometer speed is the actual horsepower E at
test speed A. If the speed is expressed in RPM and the force in pounds,
the dynamometer constant equals 2 x 3.1416 xthe dynamometer arm length
in feet divided by 33,000. The horsepower corrected for speed, Column
F, is computed by multiplying the values E by the cube of the ratio of
curve fan speed to test fan speed, H. To correct the horsepower for
air density, the values F are multiplied by the air ratio constant to
obtain the values in Column G. The air ratio is defined under Test
Constants in Table 6-2. For a belt driven fan test, Column F should
also be multiplied by one (1) belt loss. In this case, both dynamo-
meter and fan speeds are recorded (Columns A and H). the former being
used only for horsepower determination and the latter for speed cor-
rect ion.

The average static and velocity pressures are entered in Columns I and
J, determined as explained in Paragraphs 6-2.1.3.3.3 and 6-2.1.3.3.4.
Columns I and J, corrected from the test speed to curve speed give
Columns K and L, respectively. Column M is obtained by adding to the
static pressure K the tunnel frictional loss from the point of traverse
to the fan outlet. The pressures, Columns M and L, are multiplied by
the air ratio constant to obtain Columns N and 0, respectively, cor-
rected to stardard air density. The velocity, Column P, is obtained
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TABLE 6-2

FAR PERFORUMNCE CALCULATION OUTLINE

TEST OF__________________ FAN AT_____________-_ R.P.M.

OATE_ ,________ TEST NO._ _______ESTED BY________________

DUCT SIZE__________ AREA, SQ. FT.______________________

( U~~~~~~~~~iTAKJE FROM FAN OUTLET TO PLANE OF TRAVERSE, FT.___________________

EQUIVALENT TO________ DUCT OIA. D-UCT FRICT ION CONSTANT_________

DRY BULB TEMP.. OF_____ WET BULB TEMP., OF_____ BAR. PRESS, IN. MG...

TEST AIR WEIGHT, LB./CU. _____AIR RATIO -WT. OF STQ. AI
WT. OF TEST AIR

DYNAMOM4ETER CONSTANT_______________

REMARKS__________________________________________

DYNAM4OMETER STATIC PRESSURES (SP)r VELOCITY PRESSURES VP
FORCE, POUNDS *HORSEPOWER INCHES OF WATER

- - -.-. -CORRECTED -TO

ACTUAL IFANl VELOCITY
DRIVE CORETE TO ACTUAL~ OUT- STO. FT./KIN.
MOTOR -- FAR ACTUAL _____RPM LET AIR_____

RUN SPEED, NO STD.AIR SPEED I--~- -- ---INO. RPM TOTAL LOAD NlET ACTUAL E ~ RPM S.P. v.r. S.P. _V.1P. Si.P. -S.P. Vi.P.

A B C D E F G H I- J K L N N 0 P

ETC. I I ~ E~ ~: 4~
x w

*CORRECT FOR TRANSMISSION LOSSES WHEN DYNAMiOMETER IS OTHER THAN DIRECT DR BELT CONNECTED.

FAN I-TTIC VELOCITY TOTAL STATIC TOTAL
CAPACITY PRC SUXE PRESSURE- PRESSURE HORSEPOWER EFFICIENCY EFFICIENCY

CFM .IN. 1420 IN. H420 IN. 1420 PERCENT PERCENT

RS T U V W

I- 0 A'l

cc0. I

1* to

44 .. : 1- Id ~
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by mulhiplying the square root of the velocity pressure in Column 0 by
4005. The tunnel area times the velocity P is the fan capacity, Q.
When there is appreciable compression, Q is the area times P times Y,
where Y is the ratio of the discharge to the inlet air density. Final
static pressure and horsepower curves are plotted as smooth curves
drawn through the test points, with capacity, Q, as the abscissa and
static pressure, N, and horsepower, G, as ordinates.

Arbitrary values of capacity, Q, are then placed in Column R. Corres-
ponding values of static pressure and horsepower read from the curves
are recorded in Columns S and V, respectively. The velocity pressures
for these arbitrary capacities are then calculated as indicatedin
Column T. The static pressures, S, and velocity pressures, T, are
added and entered in U as total pressures. These total pressures are
plotted against the corresponding capacities, R. Stetic and total
efficiencies are calculated as indicated in Columns W and X, respeco
tively, and entered there. These efficiencies, W and X, are also plot-
ted against R, giving the static and total (or mechanical) efficiency
curves.

6-2.1.3.3.23 Records and Test Reports

Only such observations and measurements need be made as apply and are
necessary to attain the object of the test. Instrument indications,
or readings, shall be recorded as observed. Corrections and corrected
values shall be entered separately in the test record. Samples of log
sheets extracted from NAFM-ASHVE Fan Test Code, Reference 6-25, are
shown in Tables 6-3 and 6-4.

6-2.1.3.4 Test Report

The amount and type of data to be reported is dependent upon the speci-
fication requirements. Table 6-5 and Figure 6-9 present a general out-
line of presentation format as recommended by the ASME Test Code on
Fans, Reference 6-15.

Table 6-5

Report Outl ine

General Information

I. Date of Test . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
2. Location . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
3. Owner .. . . . . . . . .

4. Manufactur;r" . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
5. Object of Test . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
6. Test Conducted by . . . . . . . . . . . . ..
7. Owner Represented by . . . . . . . . . . .
8. Manufacturer Represented by . . . . . . . . ..
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Fan and Test Installation

9. Type of Fan (Centrifugal, Axial-Flow, etc.) . ....
10. Brief Statement of Basic Feature of Fan Design . . .

(Blades, Intake, Bearings, etc.) ......
I]. Name Plate Data . . . . . . . . . . .. .
12. Outside Diameter of Fan Rotor . . . . . . . .. .. . in.
13. Inside Diameter of Fan Rotor . . . . . . . . . . . . in.
14. Dimensions of Fan Inlet . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. in.
15. Dimensions of Fan Outlet . . . . . . . . . . . . .. in.
16. Test Set-Up Used . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
17. Dimensioned Sketch of Test Set-Up . . . . . . ....
18. Description of Pitot Tube Used . .... . . . .
19. Description of Manometers Used . . . . . . . ....
20. Description of Thermometers Used . . . . . . . .
21. Description of Speed Measuring Instruments Used . . .
22. Method of Determining Shaft Horsepower Input ....
23. Description of Throttling Device . . . . . . . .
24. Additional Instruments or Methods Used . . . ....
25. Description of Driving Unit . . . . . . . . .....
26. Name-Plate of Driving Unit . . . .
27. Additional Data on Driving Unit ...... . .

Mean Observations and Calculate] Results, Under Test Conditions

28. Time of Starting and Stopping of Test . . . . ....
29. Barometric Pressure at Manometer . .. * . ... . in Hg
30. Temperature of Atmospheric Air . . . . . . . . . OF
31. Wet-Bulb Temperature of Atmospheric Air . . . . . . OF
32. Density of Atmospheric Air . . . . . . . . . . . . lb. per

cu. ft.
Items 33 to 46 are to be tabulated for each setting
of the throttling device.

33. Speed of Fan . . . . . .RPM
34. Static Pressure at Plane of Traverse ........ in. wate.
35. Velocity Pressure at Plane of Traverse . . . .... in. water
36. Total Pressure at Plane of Traverse . . . . . . . . . in. water
37. Total Pressure in Plenum Chamber . . .. . . . .. in. water
38. Temperature at Plane of Traverse . . . . . . . . . . OF
39. Density of Air in Tunnel . . . . . . . . . . . . . . IL. per I

cu. ft.
40. Velocity at Plane of Traverse .. ...... . fpm
41. Volume Rate of Flow at Plane of Traverse . . . . . . cfm
42. Volume Rate of Flow at Fan Inlet . . .. . .... cfm
43. Discharge Velocity Pressure ............. in. water
44. Fan Total Pressure .... . ° . .. . . .& .. in. water
45. Fan Static Pressure . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. in. water
46. Power input . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • hp
47. Speed... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . RPM
48. Fan Totai Pressure .......... . . . • • . . in. water
49. Fan Static Pressure . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . in. water
50. Capacity . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . cfm
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K

Mean Observations and Calculated ResultsU nder Test Conditions (Contd.)

51. Inlet Air Density . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . lb. per
cu. ft.

52. Power Input . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . , . • . hp
53. Total Efficiency . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . per cent
54. Static Efficiency . .. . . per cent
5i. Range of Capacities and Pressures Within Specified

Efficiencies and Speeds . ...........

Calculated Results Corrected to Specified Speed and Density

Items 56 to 61 are to be tabulated for each setting Lf the throttling
device.

56. Capacity . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . cfm
57. Fan Total Pressure . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . in. water
58. Fan Static Pressure . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. in. water
59. Power Input . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . hp
60. Total Effici ency . ................. per cent
61. Static Efficiency . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . per 6ent

Items 62 to 66 are to be obtained from the performance curves

62. Fan Total Pressure at Specified Capacity . . .. . . . in. ,vater
63. Fan Static Pressure at Specified Capacity . . . . . . in. water
64. Power Input at Specified Capacity . .. . . . . . . hp
65. Total Efficiency at Specified Capacity . . . . . . . per cent
66. Static Efficiency at Specified Capacity . . . . . . per cent

Include any photographs of the test set-up or of any detail conditions
which may be of value.

6-2.1.4.0 Structural Tests

Requirements for structural testing is dependent upon customer speci-
fication requirements, i.e., SD-24 and H.I.A.D., References 6-42 and
6-30, as well as the Contract.

Structural testing (with a balanced fan), consists of the following
test methods:

a. Overspeed Proof Testing
b. Acceleration-Deceleration Testing
c. Endurance Testing

6-2.1.4.1 Overspeed Proof Testing

The object of the overspeed test is to determine if the fan will with-
stand inadvertent overspeed conditions. Since the result of this test
is a function of high centrifugal force, rather than endurance, it is
only necessary that this test be of short (minutes) duration. The Con-
tractor should program this test for all new designs.

The fan should be tested up to design limit R.P.M.

Overspeed testing facilities consist of a spin pit, adequate safety
precautions, a drive system, and speed measuring devices (see Refer-
ences 6-1, 6-7, 6-24, and 6-29 for information on speed measuring
devices).
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During overspeed testing, the fan must repeatedly be inspected visually
and a record of the dimensional inspections should be maintained. Any
indications or evidence of failures should result in zyglo, dy-check,
and magnaflux inspections as required, During this test, a deflection
test may be performed if desired - see sample set-up illustrated in
Figure 6-10.

6-2.1.4.2 Acceleration-Deceleration Testina

The object of the acceleration test is to determine if the fan wifl
withstand the high acceleration experienced with inadvertant overspeed
conditions. Acceleration and deceleration should be evaluated between
50% and 140% of the maximum possible operating speed. Test time is
arbitrary; however, normally approximately 30 complete cycles is deemed
adequate. The rate of acceleration and deceleration must be determined
and for some fans have been established as 15% less than the design
limit value.

The same facilities employed in the overspeed proof test are used for
this test. The method of control and measurement of acceleration is
at the option of the Contractor.

During testing, the fan should repeatedly be inspected for evidences

of failures as was done during the overspeed proof testing.

6-2.1.4.3 Fan Endurance Testin.g.

Endurance testing is the first opportunity for the test agency to eva-
luate the fan in an actual installation under simulated flight condi-
tions. An endurance test of the fan is necessary when the fan is used
in propulsion or transmission system or for equipment cooling. Such
tests are performed in compliance with the cooling specification re-
quirements.

The longer a fan remains installed in operation the more completely
will the endurance capabilities of the fan be observed. These capa-
bilities may continue to be further explored by the continuous satis-
factory accumulation of installation test time. This may be accom-
plished by the continued use of the same fan in various installations,
i.e., fan tunnel tests, tie-down tests, ground tests, flight tests,
etc. By endurance testing the fatigue characteristics of the fan are
automatically explored without actually performing a special fatigue
test, (Fatigue testing of a fan is too costly a venture, as such a
program would require sufficient tests to permit preparation of a
stress-cycle diagram (S-N). Such tests are not conducted unless the
Contractor has specific requirements, i.e., (contractual) for such a
program. This test will not be outlined herein since it Is rarely
performed on fans. Fatigue testing of the individual fan blades al-
though not normally required may be accomplished In the conventional
manner by employing strain gages and vibrator equipment.)

(In the event that the fan structure does not lnd Itself to theoreti-
cal analysis, or if service experience is not available or if a radi-
cally new fan is being developed, the Contractor may decide to conduct
a fan stress survey during endurance testing. Such a program is not
normally required; therefore, this test will not be outlined herein.)
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See References 6-4, 6-6, 6-7, and 6-8 for additional information.

Aircraft tie-down tests are essentially endurance tests used to eva-
luate and qualify components including fans, systems, and systems in
combination. The tie-down tests are designed to simulate flight con-
ditions, and permit structural and performance evaluation and qualifi-
tion of the fan. Tie-down tests can range from 20 hours through 50,150,
250 and 500 hours depending upon the nature of the contractual require-
ments. Instrumentjtion to record cooling data can be installed at this
time and is identical to that provided for flight testing Paragraph
6-3,,0. Pressure pick-ups radially located on either side of the fan
as well as in the stator - see Paragraph 6-2.1.3.0 - will permit deter-
mination of the operating pressure and flow. Such endurance tests are
in compliance with the requirements SD24 and HIAD References 6-42 and
6-30, and comply with such specifications as follows:

Ref. 6-52, MIL-R-6754 - Rotor, Main, Rotary Wing Aircraft, Type
Test of

Ref. 6-53, MIL-R-6755 - Rotor, Auxiliary, Rotary Wing Ai craft,
Type Test of

Ref. 6-51, MIL-G-664]A(ASG) - Gearbox, Aircraft Accessory Drive,
General Specification for

Ref. 6.57, MIL-E-7470(USAF) - Shaft, Power Transmission,Aircraft,
Accessory, General Specification for

Ref. 6-62, MIL-C-8679 - Test Requirements, Ground Helicopter

Endurance test results are obtained at the power and speed settings
employed for the other tests being conducted as required in the basic
Contract and SD-24 or H.I.A.D., References 6-42 and 6-30.

The fan should be inspected for evidences of cracks, prior to start,
at completion of, and during the running of the program. Such ;nspec-
tions may be visual, dimensional and/or penetrant.

6-2.1.5 Inertia Testing

In the design section of this handbook one of the parameters for fan
designs was compliance with moment of inertia requirements (required
to provide engine fly wheel effect) as established by the engine manu-
facturer. Moment of inertia values which fall outside these limits
may result in faulty engine operation. Although the moment of inertia
may be calculated, occasions may arise when it may be advisable to test
the fan to verify the calculated results as weil as to include changes
due to fan balancing corrections. Such tests are at the discretion of
the Contractor. In the event that such a test is desired, the tor-
sional vibration (Trifiler) method for solid (no cushioning of blades,
etc.) fans may be employed. In the Trifiler method, the platform is
rotated several degrees and released. The platform will then rotate
clockwise and counter-clockwise in diminishing amount: and the number
of cycles for a given time are recorded and the data sVbstituted in a
formula to provide the required moment of inertia.

Where blades are elastically mounted, consideration must be given to
the amount of their effectiveness to the instantaneous moment of inertia
of the fan.
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During this test, the following conditions must be maintained:

a, The platform should be rotated and released without lateral
sway and without imparting rotational motion.

b. The center of gravity of the fan must be equal distance from
all supporting cables, i.e., directly in the center of the
pl atform.

c. There should be no external disturbance, i.e., wind, vibration,
etc.

The platform (wood or metal) should be hung from the ceiling by three
long thin cables such that the cables are parallel to each other, form
an equilateral triangle, and are of equal length. These cables should
be extremely long, sucb that the ratio of the radius (to the center of
the equilateral triangle formed by the wires on the base) to length is
approximately 1/8 to 1/9. The platform must be level and may be just
large enough to accomodate the fan.

To> determine the moment of inertia of the fan, it is necessary to obtain
the moment of inertia of the platform, then of the platform and fan
combined and the difference between the two is the required moment of
inertia.

Examp 1 e:

To determine the moment of inertia of the fan, obtain the average
(time and number of complete cycles) as outlined above and obtain
the time per cycle:

Ex. #1 Platform (40.92 seconds for 20 cycles)

Seconds/cycle = 40.92 2.05
20

#2 Platform and fan (45.6 seconds for 20 cycles)

Seconds/cycle 45.6 2.28
20

With the time per cycle and the weight available for both the platform
and the fan, the following formula can be used to determine the moment
of inertia:

I F I p F " Ip

1F Fan moment of inertia (lb. in.sec. 2 )

I Platform moment of inertia (lb. in.sec.2)

lpF= Platform & fan moment of inertia (lb. in.sec.2)
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During this test, the following conditions must be maintainedt

a. The platform should be rotated and released without lateral
sway and without imparting rotational motion.

b. The center of gravity of the fan must be equal distance fro)m
all supporting cables, i.e., directly in the center of the
platform.

c. There should be no external disturbance, i.e., wind, vibration,
etc.

The platform (wood or metal) should be hung from the ceiling by three
long thin cables such that the cables are parallel to each other, form
an equilateral triangle, and are of equal length. These cables should
be extremely long, such that the ratio of the radius (to the center of
the equilateral triangle formed by the wires on the base) to length is
approximately 1/8 to 1/9. The platform must be level and may be just
large enough to accomodate the fan.

T,> determine the moment of inertia of the fan, it is necessary to obtain
the moment of inertia of the platform, then of the platform and fan
combined and the difference between the two is the required moment of
inertia.

Examp I e:

To determine the moment of inertia of the fan, obtain the average
(time and number of complete cycles) as outlined above and obtain
the time per cycle:

Ex. #1 Platform (40.92 seconds for 20 cycles)

Seconds/cycle 40.92 2.05
20

#2 Platform and fan (45.6 seconds for 20 cycles)

Seconds/cycle -45.6 2.28
20

With the time per cycle and the weight available for both the platform
and the fan, the following formula can be used to determine the moment
of inertia:

I F p-fF " p

'F Fan moment of inertia (lb. in.sec. 2 )

Ip :Platform moment of inertia (lb. in.sec. 2 )

Ip4Jp Platform & fan moment of inertia (lb. in.sec.2 )
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The individual moments of inertia are as follows:

IprF W(p L) r 2 [t(p-tF)] 2

4 Tr" 2  1

I Wp r2  t 2

4 1T2  I

Wp.F Weight of platform and fan (lbs.)

Wp Weight of platform (lbs.)

r Distance from center of equilateral triangle to one
of its support wires (inches)

tp = Period of oscillation of platform (sec.)

I Length of the suspension wires (inches)

t(pLF): Period of oscillation of platform and fan (sec.,)

Ex. #3 For a platform 7.56 lbs. with a radius of 18.4411" and cable
length of 120.9" find the moment of inertia if the time per
cycle is 2.05 seconds

Ip Wp r2 tp 7.56 x 18.442 x 2.052

4 TI2  1 4 x (3.1416)2 120.9

Ip = 2.14 lb. in.sec. 2

Ex. #4 For a platform and fan whose combined weight is 58.75 with a
platform radius of 18.44 and cable length of 120.9" find the
moment of inertia if the time per cycle is 2.28 seconds.

i(prYF)z W(p./F) r2 t 2 (p.:LF) 58.75 x 18.442 x 2.282

4 TF'2  1 4 x 3.14162 x 120.9

I(p.AF) =  20.7 lb. in.sec. 2

Ex. #5 Find the moment of inertia of a fan in Examples 3 and 4.

IF  = 1(pAF) Ip x 20.7-2.14

iF  18.56 lb. in. sec. 2
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6-2.1.6.0 Sound Testing

Sound (or noise) is produced by air particles set in motion by a vi-
brating component. The frequency with which the source vibrates deter-
mines the pitch of the sound and the amplitude or displacement of the
wave determines the intensity and loudness level.

In Section 3-19 of SD-24, Reference 6-42, the Navy requires that air-
craft should be tested for noise level values per MIL-A-18150(Aer),
"formerly SR-181",Reference 6-67. Similar requirements for sound'test-
ing exist for the USAF in Section A5 of H.I.A.D., Reference 6-30.

Since under certain conditions fans can contribute to an increase in
the noise level readingsconsideration should be given to determination
of the fan noise level. If the fan is located a remote distance away
from the aircraft occupants, the fan noise may be far below the pre-
dominant noises such as to be entirely negligible. When such a con-
dition is found to exist, sound tests are not required. However, if
fan noises can be easily transmitted to the occupants, then it may be
necessary to evaluate the noise level of' the fan. Such occasions may
arise when the fan and its drive system are submerged in the proximity
of the occupants (as in airships, large helicopters, etc.).

To determine the noise level of the fan and to assist in the evaluation
of certain designs or modifications, the sound measurement test code
listed belowfor centrifugal and axial fans by the National Association
of Fan Manufacturers may be used. These measurements are made in the
vicinity of the fan and permit comparison between fans. The usual pro-
cedure is to seek out the vibrating surfaces responsible for producing
the noise and take the necessary corrective measures which will reduce
the vibration or which will prevent the effective radiation of noise
from the vibrating surfaces.

6-2.1.6.1 N.A.F.M. Test Code - General (Reference 6-2P) *

All definitions, standards and specifications used in this Code are
based on the Americen Standards Acoustical Terminology Bulletin Z 24.1
- 1942; the American Standard for Noise Measurement, Bulletin Z 24.2 -
1942; and the American Tentative Standard Specification Sound Level
Meters for the Measurement of Noise and Other Sounds, Bulletin Z 24.3 -
1936, published by the American Standards Association.

The reference pressure shall be 0.0002 dynes per square centimeter.
(Editor's Note: When compliance with MIL-A-18150, Reference 6-67, is
contractually required, the values specified in Paragraph 4 shall be
used.) Sound pressure levels may be expressed in decibels.

Sound level readings shall be overall soundas measured by flat response
without network, Response with either 40 or 70 decibel network is not
a quantity covered by this Code. It may be taken if desired'but shall
be clearly designated as network response and shall not be reported
unless accompanied by flat response values.

Instrument calibration and test tolerances shall be in accordance with
A.S.A. standards.

* Reference 6-25 is currently being revised.
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The sound that is emitted at the fan outlet and carried through the
duct system is not determined under this Code since there is no known
means at present for measuring the sound level in an air stream. In
general, a fan with a higher ambient sound level will have a greater
sound level in the air stream, but its exact amount is not measureable
under the present state of the art.

Correction for variations of fan speed not exceeding plus or mlnus 10%
may be made in accordance with the following formulae, for flat response
observations:

Db change 50 log 10 RPM20 RPM1

L2  L1 + 50 log 10 RPM2
RPM1

where L2 and LI are sound levels in decibels for speeds RPM2 and RPM1
respectively.

6-2.1.6.2 N.A.F.M. Test Code - Room Effects (Reference 6-25)*

No standard room sizes are required under this Code. It is desirable
that the room sound level at remote points, when the apparatus Is in
operation,be 10 db below the sound produced by the apparatus, although
lower values are permissible. Treatment of the test room with sound
absorbent materials is also permissible.

6-2.1.6.3 N.A.F.M. Test Code - Centrifugal Fan Sound Tests
Reference 6-25 )*

The fan shall be rigidly attached to a foundation or may be mounted-on
a substructure of wooden beams not greater than 41" x 411 but in no cast
shall sound absorption material be used between the fan and the founda
tion or the substructure.

The fan shall be equipped with an outlet duct having an area equal to
the fan outlet with a tolerance not to exceed plus or minus 5%. The
duct shall be straiqht, of uniform circular cross-section and not less
than ten diameters in length. A symmetrical throttling device shall be
placed at the discharge end of test duct. The use of a canvas connec-
tion between the fan outlet and the duct is recommended.

Determinations of sound measurements shall be made with the fan having
all structural features and appurtenances in place. A standardized
assembled factory fan unitshall be tested with its own drive and motor
at rated speed.

Sound readings shall be taken at seven stations at a distance equiva-
lent to one wheel diameter from edge of fan housing, but not less than
5'-0". (See Figure 6-11)

The position of the microphone at each station shall be in a plane par-
allel to the floor and coinciding with the horizontal center line of
the fan.

* Reference 6-25 is currently being revised,
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The arithmetic average of the sound readings obtained shall be used.
(Authorities agree that where the variation of the readings is 12 db
or less, the arithmetic average is a sufficiently close approximation.
For larger variations, the properly weighted logarithmic average should
be used.)

6-2.1.6.4 N.A.F.M. Test Code - Axial Fan Sound Tests (Reference 6-25)*

Case I.- Where axial type fans are to be operated for general applica-
ti-onith ducts attached, the method of test shall be that outlined
under Paragraph 6-2.t.5.3 for the centrifugal type fan. (See Figure
6-12 for set-up)

Case II - Where axial type fans are to be operated for general applica-
on wrth neither inlet nor outlet ducts attached, the fan shall be

supported by flexible means.

The fao, in both cases, shall be tested with its own motor and drive in
place at rated speed.

Sound readings shall be taken from seven stations at a distance equiva-
lent to one wheel diameter from edge of fan housing but not less than
51-0'1. (See Figures 6-12 and 6-13)

The position of the microphone at each station shall be in a plane par-
allel to the floor and coinciding with the horizontal center line of
the fan.

The arithmetic average of the sound readings obtained shall be used.
(Authorities agree that where The variation of the readings is 12 db
or less, the arithmetic average is a sufficiently close approximation.
For larger variations, the properly weighted logarithmic average shouldbe used.)

6-2.1.6.5 Test Results

Upon completion of the requirements of the Test Code above, the results
of each fan can be evaluated with those contractually required and in
the event several fans are being tested, with each other. Such com-
parisons can result in an optimum fan from the standpoint of noise.

Additional data on sound testing may be obtained from References 6-1,

6-5, 6-7, 6-10, 6-36, and 6-40.

6-2.2.0 Duct Tests

A satisfactory duct system is that system which can transport the air-
flow from theY ct origin to the objective in the most efficient minner.
Since efficiency is a function of pressure loss through the duct system,
it is necessary to direct the airflow with a minimum of drop In pres-
sure across the individual elements of the systemeg.,entry, diffuser,
turns, vanes, across cooler, fan, engine section, nozzle&, and exit.

In the design section of this handbook, effort is directed toward de-
signing an efficient duct system. During the design, numerous concepts
were ordinarily analyzed until that configuration which satisfied both
the physical and flow requirements was determined.

* Reference 6-25 is currently being revised.
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Duct systems considered in this handbook are those employed for cooling
and induction purposes. In testing such systems, the objective is:
(a) the determination of pressure loss and the flow distribution aL the
carburetor, the fan entry, or the compressor inlet in the case of the
turbine engine and (b) the evaluation of the structural capabilities
of the system through endurance and backfire pressure testing.

In helicopter and airship duct systems the flow is usually in the Rey-
nolds number range where fully developed turbulent flow is expected,
and as was explained in the design section of this handbook,duct losses
will'be closely a function of velocity squared.

Local disturbances in a duct system can provide uneven pressure losses
and, therefore,uneven pressure distributions across 5ome specific cross
sections. In the case of a turbine inlet duct, such uneven distribu-
tions are critical and must be within the limits established by the
engine manufacturer (for example, 5% ofthe mean weighted value of total
head at the compressor housing).

Although individual sections of duct for the most common applications
(i.e. elbows, transitions, straight sections, etc.) have been tested
and the data applied to theoretical analysis it must be realized that
such data is not entirely accurate nor directly applicable because the
design being developed is rarely a duplication of the above tested com-
ponents. For this reason, as well as for reasons of the requirement
of composite system evaluation, it is necessary to conduct tests of a
duct system to substantiate the theoretically computed performance.

In addition, when numerous efficiency reducing components exist, i.e.:
duct restrictions, interruptions, interferences, sharp bends, changes
in shapes, etc., it then becomes desirable to perform flow tests in
order to evaluace the performance of the duct system. During such
tests, flow through branches of a duct system may be balanced to assure
that each branch receives the required quantity of air. In such a test
program, the Contractor can evaluate and/or improve his preliminary
design prior to release for flight evaluation and production.

Duct evaluation and/or qualification may be accomplished through the
use of the following test methods:

a. Model tests (flow and wind tunnel)
b. Aerodynamic performance tests
c. Structural tests (endurance and backfire proof tests)

6-2.2.1 ModelTesting

Model testing can be usedfor evaluating or developing the inlets, exits
or any intermediate sections of the duct system. Model testing is ex-
treme y profitable when the duct design is restricted to size, shape
and routing, thereby requiring such testing in order to obtain the op-
timum configuration.

For testing inlets, entries and exits, the use of scale models can bp
employed. The model is submerged in a conventional wind tunnel similar
to those outlined in the ASME setup of Paragraph 6-2.1.3.1 and the
pressure, drag and airflow patterns are obtained. During these tests
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it is necessary to assure that the airflow at the entry is a true re-
plica of actual operating conditions. tnis is especial y necessary in
regard to angle of attack and type of flow (turbulent or laminar) con-
dition. Special entries may be required to provide such a condition,
i.e. bellmouth, length of leading edge of aircraft surface, etc. The
exit of the duct may also require similar consideration and treatment

By analysis of these data, the critical areas can be estimated and by
temporary (i.e. use of clay and wire mesh buildup) alterations and re-
tests, they can be repeatedly improved.

For testing the interior duct system, the model , connected to a source
of air supply, i.e. blower, propeller, etc., atd the pressure and flow
can be determined. Again the critical areas can be estimated and by
temporary alterationsand retests these areas can be improved. Whenever
possible, it is advisable to provide an inspection window in the duct
in order to observe smoke and tuft action. Where reasonable dimensional
symmetry exist, it is desirable to "split" the duct into a "half shell"
with a flat plexiglas panel replacing the streamline plane of symmetry.
This permits observations of the entire duct length.

6-2.2.2 Duct Aerodynamic Performance (or Wind Tunnel) Tests

Duct wind tunnel tests are performed for the purpose of determining
pressure losses, airflow and leakage. The test configuration should
be as nearly as possible a replica of the installation. A continuous
source of airflow is required. This airflow must be of uniform pres-
sure and velocity and of controlled rate of flow in order to provide
reliable comparative data. Care should be exercised to provide ade-
quate airflow past the entry to insure that the boundary layer is not
too shallow and that it be as nearly as possible representative of ope-
rating conditions. Relative flow volume (of wind tunnel flow to duct
flow) should be at least 10 to 1 to prevent excessive tunnel interfer-
ences.

Measuring equipment consists of the properly calibrated pitot static
tubes, manometer, indicator, barometer and sling psychrometer as de-
scribed in Section 6-2.1.3.1 as well as drag measuring equipment-when
required.

The locations of pressure (static and total) and temperature pickups
in the duct system are determined by the realization that complete vi-
sualization of the air characteristics throughout the duct may be the
ultimate goal and this requires a study of flow patterns, temperature
variations, pressure variations and velocity. To achieve this goal,
each section must be reviewed and measurement points established. Such
points or planes may be in the areas where hot spots may occur due to
proximity of engines, coolers, etc., or where local protuberances in-
troduce flow disturbances, or downstream of sharp bends where vanes
may be required, or at junctions where splitters may be employed, etc.

Although an infinite number of traverses for all conditions would r -
sult in the most complete survey, this Is not practical, and experience
has proven that 3 to 5 planes are adequate for the majority of instal-
lations.
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As in the case of model testing, consideration and proper treatment
must be given to the entry and exit condition in order to assure that
the flow is a true replica of the actual operating conditions. This
shouT-Tnclude a visual analysis of the boundary layer and flow cha-
racteristics upstream of the entry. In some conditions, this may re-

quire sufficient structure to reproduce the required flow condition.
In like manner the exit also must be considered and treated. Unless
such conditions are realistically reproduced the results of the tests
may be both inaccurate and misleading.

Provisions may be furnished to permit local substitution of alternate
type configurations to permit evaluation of several designs to result
in an optimum design. In the event flow visualization studies are
planned, scanning windows should be provided (and with the necessary
access holes to permit tuft or pressure pickups traverses when desired).

The visualization of flow may be accomplished by a number of means and
is discussed in References 6-12 and 6-13. The two most popular and
simple methods are smoke and tuft techniques. Others include hot wire,spark, gas filament, china-clay, and liquid film techniques.

Flow visualization, as applied to duct performance tests, may be used
to minimize duct losses. The technique is :o determine the location of
turbulent (high loss) regions by flow visualization means. The turbu-
lence is then reduced or, if possible, eliminated by altering duct
shapes to improve the flow pattern. This technique is extremely useful
during developmental model tests in the design stage.

Tufts are very useful for flow visualization studies in ducts because
they permit the determination of flow characteristics close to solid
surfaces. They are usually made of fine silk or of yarn such as "baby
wool". If they are to be attached to a surface they are usually about
three-quarters of an inch long. They may be attached with Scotch tape,
glue or some other adhesive. The downstream end of a silk tuft is or-
dinarily frayed. The upstream end is attached so that the tuft lies
flat against the test surface. The general direction of the local ve-
locity may be observed from the actions of the tufts. In a laminar
flow region they remain relatively smooth and undisturbed. In a region
of turbulence they move violently. If in a separated turbulent region
their movements are violent,and, in addition, random with respect to
the surface to which they are attached. An easily made arrangement for
flow visualization along a surface approximately normal to the flow
direction is achieved by attaching a number of tufts to a strip of
Scotch tape and then taping the arrangement to the surfaces. The use
of parallel rows of .uch multiple tuft assemblies,placed normal to the
flow direction, permits the visualization of flow over the :;urface in
the direction of flow. Care must be exercised that the tuft instal-
lation does not have any appreciable effect on the aerodynamic chara-
cteristics of the flow.

Often, the use of a single streamer attached to the end ;f a piece of
wire will better serve the purpose than will the installation of a num-
ber of surface tufts. The wire is ordinarily hand held and placed at
the various locations, both at surfaces and in the strea,.' under inves-
tigation. The streamer length should be such that it will assume the
shape of the flow (i.e.,straight or properly curved) path. This length
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will vary with the tuft material and is u~ually two to five inches.
Baby wool or light cotton are good materials. Extreme caution must be
exercised so that thewire and streamer are not introducing disturbances
which affect the flow. Tufts may be used to determine the flow pattern
outside of the entry or exit to a duct system by attaching them to a
wire grid mounted on the aircraft exterior.

Smoke Is useful for flow visualization but its use in duct tests pre-
sents the problem of providing sufficient smoke to be visible. In ve-
locities above approximately 100 feet per second orin systems of large
cross-sectional area, smoke generators should be used. Below this ve-
locity or in small ducts, a hand held smoke generator proves very use-
ful. One such device is the hand held ventilation smoke tube assembly
which is supplied commercially by the Mine Safety Appliances Company,
Pittsburgh 9, Pennsylvania as Catalogue Number BH-5607.

Characteristics of smoke required for satisfactory testing are that the
smoke:

a. Shall not form deposits which either alter the airflow over the
test item or which block the smoke supply system,

b. Shall be "light" and of low inertia so that it reflects, within
satisfactory limits, the motions of the flow it is intended to
portray. Any appreciably different effect on the smoke filament
from the air stream filament by gravitational, centrifugal or
other forces will cause non-representative flow visualization.

c. Should be generally satisfactory regarding visibility, non-cor-
rosiveness and non-toxicity.

d. Should be easily produced and controlled and of reasonabie cost.

For some tests, a single smoke filament will suffice, and thIe emitting
device may be stationary or movable. In some tests, a number of fila-
ments are required, in which case a group of smoke tubes may be placed
upstream of the model. Smoke filaments must, of course, be released
into the air flow upstream of the test model in the same sense in which
the air is moving.

Some criteria for the choice of tufts or smoke are:

a. Tufts are cheaply and quickly madeand installed and are readily
visible,

b. Hand held smoke devices are inexpensive and simplein operation.
However, a smoke filament from such a device is very short in
the direction of flow so that visualization of the flow is dif-
ficult, especially at high velocities,

c. Smoke generators can be used to provide one or more continuous
smoke filaments which permit excellent flow visualization. 7Re-
lative cost and complexity must be considered.

d. For the ordinary duct within the scope of the parameters consi-
dered in this handbook,tufts or hand held smoke devices suffice.
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Several other flow visualization methods are used. These include the
hot spark,liquid film and other techniques. If the hot spark technique
is to be used, the flow studies are best performed at the end of runs
so that any slight atmospheric changes do not affect flow measurements.
The liquid film method produces pattern impressions on a surface. It
is, therefore, useful for boundary laver studies.

Most aircraft flow conditions occur above rhe critical Reynold's number.
Therefore, caution must be exercised that scale-model flow visualization
studies are conducted at realistic (full-scale) Reynold's numbers, ra-
ther than at sub-critical Reynold's numbers, at which flow separations
occur, whereas they do not at full-scale Reynold's numbers. This re-
quires an increase in duct velocities above values representative of
the full scale flow rates.

Additional information on flow visualization studies is presented in

References 6-12, 6-13, 6-26, 6-31, and 6-41.

6-2.2.3.0 Structural Tests

Requirements for structural test of duct systems is dependent upon cus-
tomer specification requirements, i.e., SD-24 and H.I.A.D. references
6-42 and 6-30, as well as the contract.

Structural testing consists of the following test methods:

a. Endurance Testing
b. Backfire Pressure Testing (reciprocating engines)

6-2.2.3.1 Duct Endurance Testing

Endurance testing of duct systems consists of evaluation of the duct
during an aircraft tie down test and ground and flight testing.

The conditions outlined in fan endurance testing Paragraph 6-2.1.4.3
are also applicable to duct testing.

During these tests, pressure pickups may be installed throughout the
duct for the purposes of determiningthe pressure distribution and drop
between the inlet and outlet.

6-2.2.3.2 Backfire Pressure Testing

SD-24 and H.I.A.D. References 6-42 and 6-30, require assurance that the
air induction systemon reciprocating engines be capable of withstanding
engine backfire and its accompanying pressures. Part D of H.IA.D.
(Section 2-8.3.1) stipulates that the system should be capable of with-
standing 25 psig internal pressure when blocked off.

During this test, distortion should be observed and the amount recorded

and reviewed for its affect on the installation.

6-2.3.0 Elector Aerodynamic Performance Tests

The purpose of the ejector in an aircraft internal flow system is to
cause an airflow quantity, the secondary airflow, to move through some
r.sistance. To induce this secondary airflow, the fluid entrainment
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action of a primary flow is utilized. The primary air source may be
the engine exhaust (turbine or reciprocating) or some other source,
such as turbine compressor air bleed. A turbine compressor air bleed
ejector is illustrated in Figure 6-14.

Through the use of aerodynamic testing, the performance of the ejector
may be determined. With fans, it may be recalled, the input and output
were as follows:

a. Input - shaft power.

b. Output - pressure increase ( AP) and airflow ( Q).

For ejectors -

a. Input - primary flow pressure ratio, airflow (Q), temperature
(T),and the effect of the primary flow on the providing source,
such as the loss in engine power due to increased exhaust back
pressure.

b. Output - secondary air flow pressure rise (4Psec.) and air
flow (Qsec.)•

The output of an ejector may be measured in a manner similar to that
for any air pump. The instrumentation may be arranged to measure the
secondary flow quantity through various resistances or through the given
resistance of the aircraft installation. The technique of secondary
flow measurements may be exactly the same as discussed in the section
on fan testing, Paragraph 6-2.1.3.

The method of measuring the state of the primary flow input to an ejec-
tor is also relatively standard. Instrumentation may be provided to
measure the air pressure, quantity, and temperature. The primary flow
conditions of the actual aircraft installation must be duplicated in a
bench test in order to correctly evaluate ejector performance:.

The most common ejectors in use are those which use as their primary

flow one of the following:

1. Reciprocating engine exhaust.

2. Turbine engine exhaust.

3. Turbine compressor air bleed.

This discussion will be limited to the consideration of these three
types.

Aerodynamic performance testing of ejectors may be accomplished during
flight. However, as in the case of the testing of fans, Paragraph
6-2.1.3, it is desirable to accomplish tests as far in advance of pro-
duction and flight testing as possible.

It is, therefore, suggested that bench (static flow) tests or install-
lation (stand tests or aircraft tie-down) tests be performed.
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6-2.3.1 Bench Testing

A sample bench static flow test set-up is shown in Figure 6-15. The
following test conditions must be carefully controlled during ejector
bench testing:

1. Primary aiL flow quantity, pressure, and temperature, equal to
that anticipated in the final aircraft installation, must be
provided. Ordinarily, a number of test runs are made to vary
these parameters to include the expected installation values.

2. In order to measure the secondary flow, the ejector must be con-
nected to a test tunnel (.See Figure 6-1 through 6-5 and 6-15)
equipped with a variable resistance. The ejector is instrumen-
ted to measure its output, i.e.,secondary flow (Qsec) and pres-
sure differential ( /Psec).

3. Ambient conditions of secondary air must be controlled. Altitude

simulation may be effected by using an altitude chamber.

4. Sufficient test variables should be provided to permit evaluation
of several alternate configurati.ons in order to arrive at the
optimum installation. These variablesmay include the following:

a. Adjustable mixer length.

b. Adjustable diffuser ratio.

c, Adjustable primary air supply pressure and flow rate.

d. Adjustable mixer diameter.

e. Adjustable diffuser angle.

f. Adjustable cooler block configuration (including inlet duct),.,

g. Adjustable primary air nozzle geometry and location.

6-2.3.2 Installation Stand Testing

Installation stand tests consist of measuring the aerodynamic perfor-
mance of the ejector under normal aircraft operating conditions. Such
tests may be performed in the aircraft tie-down (concurrent with en-
durance testing of the entire propulsion system) but preferably in an
engine test stand which can be erected to perform this test.

Although the installation stand may not maintain all the carefully con-
trolled conditions outlined in Paragraph 6-2.3.1, it employs the actual
source supplying the primary flow, thereby eliminating many problems
inherent with the simulated primary flow required in bench testing.
Unless an altitude chamber is available, such tests are conducted at
the pressure altitude of the test stand.

In the installation stand testing, the fo!lowing conditions must be
maintained:
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1. A torquemeter must be employed to measure engine power.

2. As many of the variables of Paragraph 6-2.3.2.4 must be evalu-
ated as the stand will permit.

3. The actual secondary flow resistances or variable resistances
may be employed.

4. The primary and secondary flow must be measured as outlined in
bench tests, Paragraph 6-2.3.1. A sample instrumented turbine
exhaust ejector is illustrated in Figure 6-16.

5. For reciprocating engine exhaust ejectors, the exhaust and noz-
zle must be "tuned" (as limited by space availability) to the
exhaust system in order to maintain the proper mean effective
gas thrust pressure. Tuning tests consist of measuring the pres-
sures of the exhaust gases and properly phasing the results (as
outlined in Paragraph 4-3.3 of Chapter IV) with the valve timing
concurrent with development of exhaust length and nozzle shape.
These pressures are measured immediately downstream (approx. 6")
of the exhaust valves and immediately downstream (approx. 2"I)
of the exhaust exit.

6. When a turbine compressor air bleed is used, the bleed f:l.ow and
temperature must be determined and the results compared with
acceptable values determined in design analysis, Paragraph 4-3.0
of Chapter IV.

6-3.0 GROUND AND FLIGHT TESTING (FAN, DUCT, AND/OR EJECTOR)

The final evaluation and qualification of the fan, duct and/or ejector
is conducted during the ground and flight test program (See Appendix
VI for a sample duct and fan program).

These flight tests are divided into three categories, (a) the engine
cooling tests, (b) the equipment tests, and (c) the ejector tests.

6-3.1 Engine Cooling Tests

A newly designed engine cooling fan and/or duct system requires an en-
gine cooling qualification test in compliance with SD-24 and H.I.A.D.
References 6-42 and 6-30 which include the following specifications:

Ref. 6-61, MiL-C-8678 (Aer) - (Formerly E-59d). Cooling Require-

ments of Power Plant Installation.

Ref. 6-66, MIL-D-17984 ASG - (Formerly MIL-R-17984 (Aer) ). Data
Presentation Requirements, Installed
Engine Performance and Air Induction
Systems.

The basic objectives and their purposes in this test are as follows:

a. Obtain the temperature measurements of the engine and its acces-
sories as well as the required pressure measurements to confirm
that the installation is functionally sound and complies with
Specification requirements.
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b. Measure the power and fuel metering characteristics of the engine
to establish the engine condition at which the cooling capabi-
lities exist.

c. Measure ambient conditions to permit correction of the data to
standard conditions.

6-3.2 Fuel Air Ratio or BSFC

In reciprocating engine testing, a prime requirement is the determina-
tion of the fuel-air ratio or brake specific fuel consumption (BSFC).
This is necessary since the cooling system is designed to fulfill the
heat dissipation requirements established by the engine manufacturer.
Improper fuel metering results in engine conditions different than those
specified as follows:

a. An over-rich fuel-air mixture provides extra coolingandreduces
the heat rejected to the cooling system. Similarly an over-lean
mixture causes extra heat rejection.

b. Poor flow distribution at the carburetor deck may cause faulty
metering by the carburetor, resulting in poor mixture control.

These conditions can be evaluated through use of the BSFC data. The
BS-C may be determined in two manners: (a) by measuring power and fuel
flow, and (b) by measuring power and the metering suction differential
pressure (MSDP) in the carburetor. In both cases, the measuring equip-
ment, as well as the carburetor, must be calibrated.

In (a), the fuel flow rate and the power required are measured at va-
rious RPM's and BHP's. The BSFC, in pounds of fuel flow per brake
horsepower hour, is then compared to the carburetor's design and cali-
bration BSFC data over the BHP range.

In (b), the MSDP and the power required are measured at various RPM's

and BHP's. The BSFC corresponding to each MSDP data point is then de-
termined from the carburetor fuel flow calibration data and, againthe
BSFC-BHP performance is compared to the design data.

Since the BSF is influenced by pressure distribution at the carburetor
deck, it is necessary to assure that the airflow distribution and,
therefore,MSDP is in accordance with the carburetor requirements. This
airflow pressure distribution is determined through air box testing of
the induction system. As in the case of the model and duct tunnel tests
of Paragraph 6-2.2.1 and 6-2.2.2, consideration and proper treatment
of the duct entry must be provided to insure proper airflow and dis-
tribution.

The facilities required for the engine cooling tests for fans and/or
duct systems consist of the test aircraft in flight status, recording
equipment, instrumentation and the test specimen.

The fan and/cr duct specimen to be tested must be as nearly as possible
a replica of the final design. Workmanship must be typical, in order
that friction losseswill be identical with that of the production ver-
sion. The specimen instrumentation installation must be carefully con-
trol led to prevent obstructions upstream of the specimen from distur-
bing the flow and affecting the performance.
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The type and amount of instrumentation employed is determined by the
applicable specification, as well as by the requirements of the con-
tractor. The following outline is suggested for a reciprocating engine
fan and duct cooling test:

1 . Temperature

a. Flexible Engine Mount Rubber
b. Magneto Coil
c. Generator
d. Fuel
e. Oil Cooler Air
f. Engine Compartment
g. Carburetor Air
h. Cylinder Heads
i. Cyl inder Bases
j. Exhaust Shroud
k. Spark Plug Elbows
I. Each Oil Cooler, Cil In and Out
m. Outside Air Temperature
n. Upstream of Fan 3 Places 1200 Apart
o. Downstream of Fan 3 Places 1200 Apart

2. Pressures

a. Cylinder Baffle Pressure Drop
b. Pressure Drop Across Heat Exchangers
c. Pressure Change Across Fan Section
d. Pressure At All Intake Ports
e, Pressure At All Air Exits
f. Generator Pressure Differential
g. Carburetor Deck

3. General Data

a. Airspeed
b. A'timeter
c. Run Counter
d. Attitude Gyro
e. Wet Bulb Temperature
f. Ice Bath
g. M.A.P. Gage
h. Tachometer (Sensitive)
i. Yaw and/or Pitch Angle Indicator (If Either Angle is Perti-

nent)
j. Intervalometer

6-3.3 Equipment Tests

A newly designed equipment cooling fan and duct requires qualification
tests in compliance with SD-24 and H.I.A.Do, References 6-42 and 6-30
which include the following specifications:

Ref. 6-49, MIL-G-6099 - (Formerly 17G15) Generator and Regulator;
Aircraft, Alternating Current, General Spe-
cifications for
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Ref, 6-50, MIL-G-6162 - Generator, 30 Volt, Direct Current, Air-
craft Engine Driven, General Specification
for

Ref. 6-55, MIL-E-708OA- Electric Equipment,Piloted Aircraft Instal-
lation and Selection of, General Specifica-
tion for

The basic objectives and the purposes of this test are as follows:

a. Obtain temperature measurements of the equipment as well as the
required pressure measurements to confirm that the installation
is functionally sound and complies with Specification require-
ments.

b. Measure ambient conditions to permit correction of data to stan-
dard condition.

c. Obtain other data measurement as required by the specification
to establish the conditions at which the cooling capabilities
exist.

The instrumentation required to evaluate such equipment will be dicta-
ted largely by the installation and should include the following in-
strumentat ion:

a. Those units mentioned earlier in Paragraph 6-3.0 and considered
pertinent to this evaluation.

b. Those units specified in the applicable specification.

c. Any additional instrumentation desired by the contractor.

6.-3.4 Eiector Cooling Tests

The use of ejectors to cool aircraft equipment such as engines, oil
coolers, etc. must be substantiated by adequate tests. These cooling
tests consist of component aerodynamic tests,as described in Paragraph
6-2.3.0 for the initial development and evaluation test, and the fol-
lowing flight qualification tests.

When ejectors are used to cool reciprocating and turbine engines, a
complete engine cooling test must be performed in compliance with SD-24
and H.I.A.D. References 6-42 and 6-30which include the following speci-
ficat ions:

a. For reciprocating engines -

MIL-C-8678 (Aer) Reference 6-61
MIL-D-17984 (ASG) Reference 6-66
AN-T-62 Reference 6-62 (Cancelled)

b. For turbine engines -

MIL-C-8678 (Aer) Reference 6-61
MIL-C-7220 (USAF) Reference 6-56
NCNEI-525-460 (USAF) Reference 6-46
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To summarize the items to be investigated during an actual cooling per-
formance test of an ejector installation, instrumentation must be pro-
vided to measure:

1. Secondary flow quantityand pressure drop and the temperature ofthe components being cooled.

2. Primary flow state and the effect of the ejector on the source
of the primary flow.

a. Reciprocatingengine exhaust-engine power output (by torque-
meter) and flow state (temperature and pressure instrumen-
tation in the exhaust flow).

b. Turbine .,-gine exhaust-engine power output (by torque-meter),
and flow state.

c. Compressor bleed - engine power output (torque-meter), flow

quantity, and state.

6-3.5 Results

During ground tests, wind velocity, ambient temperaturerelative humi-
dity and barometric pressure measurements are required. The wind velo-
city should be measured and recorded at 10 minute intervals and the ba-
rometer may be read twice daily.

The data obtained should be corrected for instrument error and reduced
to standard summer day conditions (See Figure 6-17). When reducing
data, usually one or more of the test variables (i.e., pressure alti-
tude, density altitude or true airspeed) is reduced to standard and the
reduction process then revolves around these standards. Information oh
data correction and reduction, in addition to that furnished in Section
6-2.1.3, can be obtained from the following sources:

a. ASME Test Codes - General Considerations, Reference 6-16.

b. ASME Test Codes - Pressure Measurements, References 6-17and 6-20.

c. ASME Test Codes - Temperature Measurements, References 6-22 and
6-23.

d. Flight Testing, Reference 6-2.

e. USAF Flight Test Manual, Reference 6-28.

Additional information on flight test equipment is available in Refe-
rence 6-29 and additional information on test conditions is available
in the applicable Specifications, e.g., References 6-45 through 6-50,
6-55, 6-56, 6-61, and 6-66.
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6-5 List of Symbols

No list of symbols is presented in this chapter because each symbol is
defined where it appears in the subject matter.
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APPENDIX

ILLUSTRATIVE PROBLEM

A-l.O INTRODUCTION

An illustrative problem is presented in this Appendix, consisting of the
treatment of the following phases of design and testing of a cooling
system for a helicopter submerged reciprocating engine, engine acces-
sories and transmissions:

a. Determination of cooling requirements.

b. Design of an axial-flow cooling fan.

c. Airflow test of the axial-flow cooling fan.

This illustrative problem iscomposed of selected portions of the actual
analytical design and testing work that was done for a cooling system
for a submerged engine installation and submerged transmissions in a
United States Navy helicopter. It may benoted that the system provided
ample cooling of the engine, engine oil, engine accessories and trans-
missions in engine cooling tests performed in accoruance with refer-
ence A-l.

It is to be assumed that the following information, which defines the
limits of some cooling system parameters, is known:

a. An engine has been chosen to provide the required power.

b. The envelope of flight operating regimes has been defined to
accomplish the required missions.

c. An axial-flow fan shall move the cooling air.

d. Approximate space limitations have been established.

The cooling requirements of flow and pressure must be determined for
the following items:

a. Engine

b. Engine Oil

c. Transmission Oil

d. Engine Accessories

The following flight conditions have been chosen for this illustrative
problem to require investigation to determine the critical cooling con-
dition:
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1. Hover at sea level, normal rated RPM, ANA hot day.

2. Hover at 5000 feet, normal rated5 RPM, ANA hot day.

3. Cruise at 5000 feet, cruise RPM, ANA hot day.

4. Cruise at 7500 feet, cruise RPM, ANA hot day.

5. Cruise at 10,000 feet, cruise RPM, ANA hot day.

A-2.0 COOLING REQUIREMENTS

A-2.1.0 Engine Cylinder Cooling Air Requirements

Using the first condition (hover at sea level, NRS, OAT 103 0F) the
procedure for determining the cooling air requirements is as follows:

a. Determine the Inlet Air Temperature Rise

This can be done by estimating the heat transfer due to the
surroundings and the expected fan compression. A value of 100F
temperature rise is typical for a helicopter cooling system and
will be used here. The cooling air temperature then is 103 !
10 = 1130 F.

b. Determine the BHP Required

This is specified by the aircraft manufacturer'- estimated per-
formance calculations for the given flight regim,. For condi-
tion 1, BHP = 700.

c. Determine the Engine RPM

This too is governed by the specific flight regime, and for
condition 1, RPM x 2400.

d. Determine the Mixture

Although a rich mixture will provide better cooling, a normal
mixture is ordinarily specified for nearly all operating regimes
by the engine manufacturer for lower brake specific fuel con-
sumpt ion.

e. Determine the Maximum Allowable Head Terperature - OF.

This is specified by the engine manufacturer and for the engine
used in this Illustrative problem is 4500 F.

f. Determine Baffle Pressure Drop - AP

Using the foregoing parameters and the applicable manufacturer's
engine cooling requirements chart, Figure A-I, proceed as fol-
lows:

1. Enter the chart vertically at 700 HP and proceed to the
2400 RPM curve.
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2. Go to the right to sea level and then follow the curvature
of the chart until the requ'red altitude is reached, which
in this case is sea level.

3. Follow the slant of the chatto the cooling air temperature
(113 0F.), and read the baffle pressure drop of 5.4" H20.

g. Determing the density ratio, o , which is the ratio of the
air density at the flight regime to that at sea level standard
day. (At sea level standard day, C- - 1.0) Since the density
is inversely proportional to the absolute temperature, and di-
rectly proportional to the absolute pressure,

o- Tsl x P

T Psi

01condition I = x 519 0.92
103 $ 460

h. Determine O'AP

Using f and g,

O A P 5.0" H20

i. Determine Airflow - W,#/Sec.

Using the engine manufacturer's cooling airflow chart, Figure
A-2,

W 8.7 #/sec.

j. Determine Airflow - 0 - cfs

Q W Where w = specific weight at sea
Orw level standard day conditions

8.7
0.92(.0765)

124 cfs

The engine air cooling requirements for the 5 conditions are presented
on Table A-I.
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A-2.2 Engine Oil Cooling Requirements

a. Determine the Heat Rejec~ion Required Ho

Using the engine manufacturer's estimated oil heat rejection
versus brake horsepower chart, Figure A-3, at the BHP & RPM as
determined from condition I, read the required heat rejection,
Ho  = 2000 Btu/min. However, the engine manufacturer's test
results for this particular engine showed the Ho to be 2300
Btu/min. Therefore the curves were shifted, keeping the same
slopes, as shown by the dashed lines on the chart, Figure A-3,
and readings were taken from these.

b. Determine the Oil Flow, Wo

Ordinarily, the engine manufacturer's oil flow versus crankshaft
RPM chart is used to determine the oil flow rate. However, the
oil pump for this particular engine was equipped with a pres-
sure relief valve which restricted the flow rate to 80 #/minute
at all engine RPM's above 1480.

c. Determine the Engine Oil Cooler Air Total Pressure Drop, CAP

Since the required engine baffle pressure drop is 5.4" water,
this value is taken as the available pressureat the oil cooler
air duct entrance. The assumption is made that no net flow
pressure losses occur downstream of the coo'er. Cooler duct
losses, including entry losses, must be computt., and subtracted
from the 5.4"H20 in order to determine the ava 'able air total
pressure at the engine oil cooler upstream face. Multiplying
the available cooler pressure by the density ratio,

OrAP = (5.4-1.0 cooler duct loss) (.92) 4.0" H20
for 'condition (1)

Duct loss estimates should be made to provide a conservative
available pressure drop across the cooler. However, it should
be remembered that cooler weight increases with decreasing oil
cooler air pressure drop.

d. Determine Heat Transfe__HjH

Supply the oil cooler manufacturer with the above data. Using
the oil cooler manufacturer's chart,Figure A-4, enter the chart
with the available oa-AP of 4" H20 and proceed horizontally to
the ieft to the pressure drop curve. Then proceed vertically
upward to the oil flow curve of 80 #/minute. Read the heat
transfer horizontally to the left as 2280 Btu/Min/1250 F. ITD
(see g below).

e. Determine the Change in Oil Temperature Thru Engine

The oil heat rejection of an engine is a function of the mass
of oil flowing thru the engine, the specific heat of the oil,
and the difference in temperature of the oil between the inlet
and the exit of the engine. This relationship may be expressed
as follows:
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Ho  :W o C p AToi

For condition (1) 2300 80(0.5) AToil

Toil :58 0 F.

f. Determine the Temperature of the Oil out of the Engine

The allowable temperature of the oil into the engine is given
by the engine manufacturer as 185 0 F. Toil into cooler Toi
into engine / AToi 185 oil58 243OF.

g. Determine the ITD of the Cooler

The ITD is the temperature difference between the air into the
cooler and the oil out of the engine, essentially into the
cooler. For condition 1 the lTD = 243 - 113 = 130 0F.

h. Determine the Actual Heat Transfer, Hrel

Hre = H , lTD,

For condition I Hrel 2280 (123 u30-) 2370 Btu/min.

The actual heat transfer must be equal to or greater than the
required heat rejection for adequate cooling.

i. Determine the Airflow, W

Using the oil cooler manufacturer's chart, Figure A-4, enter
the chart with the available O'AP = 4" H20 and go horizon-
tally to the left to the air pressure drop curve. Read air-
flow vertically downward as approximately 250 #/minute.

j. Determine Airflow,p

Q_ W
Q"w

Q 250 3560 cfm
0.92(.0765)

The engine oil cooling requirements for the 5 flight regimes of Section

A-l.0 are presented in Table A-2.

A-2.3 Transmission Oil Cooling Reuirements

An oil cooler must be provided for each transmission in the helicopter.
In this Illustrative problem, a forward and aft transmission are to be
cooled.
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a. Determine BHP Transmitted

The BHP transmitted through a rotor transmission of the sample

tandem rotor helicopter is based on the maximum horsepower one
rotor will absorb under certain flight maneuvers. This is con-
sidered to be sixty percent of the engine horsepower. There-
fore, the BHP transmitted for condition I is (0.60) x (700)
420, in either the forward or aft rotor transmission.

b. Determine Number of Meshes

The number of gear meshes in a transmission is dependent upon
the speed and direction changes of the power to be transmitted.
In this sample problem, there are 2 meshes in the forward trans-
mission and 3 in the aft.

c. Determine BHP Loss per Mesh

Based on bench tests on helicopter transmissionsat normal rated
power, the BHP loss per mesh = 0.65 percent in References A-2
and A-3. Therefore, for condition 1, the BHP loss = 5.5 in the
forward transmission and 8.2 in the aft. This calculation is
conservative for lower powers.

d. Determine Heat Loss

The heat loss is simply the BHP loss x 42.4, which is the con-
version factor from BHP to Btu/minute. Therefore the heat loss

(42.4) (5.5) 235 Btu/minute for the forward transmission
and (42.4) (8.2) 350 Btu/minute for the aft transmission.

e. Determine Oil Flow Pate

The oil flow rate is dependent upon the. heat rejection required,
the oil temperature into (or out of) the cooler and the cooling
air temperature. The transmission design determines the oil
flow rateand in this problem established a valueof 3, #/minute.

The remainder of the transmission oil cooler requirement calculations
is computed in the same manner as for the engine oil cooler and is pre-
sented in Table A-3, using Figures A-5 and A-6 for the forward and' aft
transmission coolers, respectively.

A-2.4 Accessories Cooling Requirements

The cooling requirements of the various accessories must be investi-
gated. For this illustrative problem they are assumed to benegligible.
A discussion of this item is included in Chapter II of this Handbook.

A-2.5 Summation of the Cooling Requirements for the Critical Condition
(Cruise at 10,000' Hot Day)

Ina reciprocating engine installation, the most critical single cooling
air Item is the engine cylinder cooling air, and this is the criterion
for selecting the most critical cooling condition. Therefore, condition
5 is chosen as the most critical, since the available AP, referred to
sea level for comparison, is the highest. A summation of the pressure
rise for condition 5 follows:
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Pressure (to be supplied by the fan at W = 0.676)

AP Engine 5.3
AP System 1.7
AP Velocity Pressure 1.6

Total 8.6" H20

A summation of the cooling airflow requirements for conditicn 5, in-

cluding a leakage allowance, follows:

Airflow (to be accomplished by the fan)

Engine 8230 cfm
Engine Oil 3970 cfm
Transmission Oil 1520 cfm

13720 cfm

Plus Ten Percent 1370 cfm

Total 15090 cfm

The critical cooling requirement for the fan is therefore approximately
15000 cfm at 8.6" H20 at a density ratio of 0.676 or 15000 cfm at 12.7"
H20 at sea level Atandard air density.

A-3.0 FAN DESIGN

A-3.1 Statement of Defining Parameters

A 34"1 fan diameter was chosen on the basis of the maximum possible ex-
trapolation of rotor tip (31 from NACA cascade data of Reference A-4.
This was necessary to provide the desired axial velocity of 100 fps
with a specified fan RPM. The critical coolin condition was cruise at
10,000' hot day, where the RPM s 2400, airfTow n 15,000 CFM, and the
pressure rise - 8.6" H20 when O'= 0.676.

The design axial velocity is chosen as 100 feet per second.

Therefore the design conditions are as follows:

Cruise at 10,000 Ft.

RPM 2400 W 21T (2400) 251 radians/second
6 0

Vax * 100 feet/second

APi for Rotor = 8" H20 (assumed)

APistator: to be determined

A - I - 20



Q = 15,000 CFM 250 CFS

o- a 0.676 (density ratio)

Afan = Q/v = 250/100 2.5 square feet

0 314" (chosen)

Di z 26.4" from AF I (T/ 4 ) (Do2 . Di2)

The fan is now to be designed from these criteria.

A-3.2.0 Design of Blade Sections

A-3.2.1 Rotor Blade Root Airfoil Section Design

C4

13 Va 100

119 157 _ _ _ _

Wr 276

FIGURE A-7

31 * tan-I 276 70.080
100

&IP 8" H20 (5.2) 1/2 (W12 - w22)

41.6 1/2 (.001608) (86,200-W2 2 )

W/22 34,500

W2  .186 fps

-I 100 cOS .539 57023 '  57.380
Cos 186

Turning angle, 9 1 I - P 2 70.08 - 57.38

9 12.700
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CF"c i.34 (Fig. 4-107 (b)) Section chosen using 9 &Ato give a a-">I since
65 - 810 section design data is only avail-

able for o">l
OCidesign = 11.20 (Fig. 4-106) Using T' & airfoil

section

Cd .011 (Fig. 4-82 and Fig. 4-87) Using 0i

OFAN ROOT 90 - = / 90 - 70.08 1 11.2 31,120

c Bc C 1.34(2)TF(13.2) 3.47"-r FAN ROOT 32

Tihe number of blades (B) is chosen by the approximate ,hord length de-
sired (B . 2"i r o"') and then rounded off to the nearest whole blade.

c
Then the actual chord Is determined as above.

A-3.2.2 Stator Blade Root Constant: Thickness Section Design

a 100

I'S

Auwy 119

FIGURE A-8

Wl. = (100), (119)2 10,000 / 14,170 24,170

Wis = 156 fps

(r I = tan'l 19 49058' 49.960 -- 500

S 100

AIPSTATOR 1/2 F (W 2 - Wax 2) 1/2 (.001608) (24,170-1O,000)

11.4 psf : 2.19" H20
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OS  = (3 1 S 500

j = 480 is obtained with the following:

0"'c 1.6 (Fig. 4-107 (a))

65 - (24)10 airfoil (Fig. 4-107 (a))

oCI  : 270 (Fig. 4-106)
S

Cd .02 (Fig. 4-51)

STATOR ROOT - 90 - 50 / 27 670

CSTATOR ROOT 1.6(2).T(13.2) 3.69"
36

A-3.2.3 Rotor Blade Tip Airfoil Section Design

*-- Va = 100

81 275

Wr 356
FIGURE A-9

(3 tan-] 356 - 7430
100

AP I  8" H20 (52) 0 1 2 - W22 )

41.6 1/2l (.001608) (137,000 W2 w2)

W 2 2 85,000

W2  =292 fps
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f32 =cs'1 100 - cos-1  .343 69056' 69.930
292

e 13 , -/32 74.3 - 69.9 5.00

o-IC .8 (Fig. 4-107 (b))

65 - 410 airfoil

Oc1s =5.50 (F!9. 4-106)

Cd .01 (Fig. 4-77)

)FAN TIP = 90 - /01 / OCI 90 - 74.3 / 5.5 21.20

CFAN TIP = (.8)21T(17) 2.66"
32

A-3.2.4 Stator Blade Tip Constant Thickness Section Design

Va = 100

AC$v - 81

FIGURE A-10

f3 IS tan-] 81 390' 390

Wl2 (100)2 (81)2 10,000 1 6,560 16,560
S

W1  :129 fps
S

A - I - 24
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Z PsTATOR I1/2 ~ 2 2 2) 1/2 (16,560 10,000)S ax

= 5.34 psf 1.03" H20

IDS :(31S 390

c 1.1 (Fig. l-107 (a))

65 (24)1_0 (Fig. 4-107 (a))

c 1  22.50 (ig. 4-106)

Cd .015 (Fig. 4-26)

SSTATOR TIP 90 - 39 / 22.5 73.50

CSTATOR TIP = (1.1)21T(ll) 3.26"
36

A-3.2.5 Summary of Cooling Fan Design Parameters

The cooling fan design parameters which have beeo determined in Sections
A-3.2.1 through A-3.2.4, inclusive, are presented in Table A-4. These
parameters are presented pictorially in Figure A-11, which adjoins Table
A-4.

Rotor Blade
Fan

Rotation

Stator Blade
I Stator

Sta to r

FIGURE A-il

Cooling Fan Design Parameters
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AiRFOIL CHORD
SECTION (DEGREES) (INCHES)

Fan Blade Tip 65-410 21,20 2.66

Fan Blade Root 65-810 31.1 3.47

Stator Blade Tip 65-(24)10 73.5 3.26

Stator Blade Root 65-(24)10_ 67.0 3.69

Radius to Blade Tip M 17"

Radius to Blade Root = 13.2"_

TABLE A-4

A-3.3 Actual Fan Pressure Rise

Neglecting tip clearance effects, the pressure rise for a given section
may be defined as

AP i - APpr o where

2 2

pro pro

Va

*Assumed 50% increase in Cd tza allow for blade surface roughness as dis-
cussed in Chapter IV.

The actual pressure rise may be estimated by evaluating the tip clear-
ance losses from Figure 4-3, Chapter IV, where

Design Tip Clearance 3.25% Span (The tip clearance
was chosen as 0.125" for this
problem)

Tip Loss 11%

Then the pressure rise , (1.00-0.11) (6P?) - ZIPppro

The actual pressure rise for the rotor, stator, and complete fan assembly
may be estimated as follows for the design condition:

Rotor Root

AP i  0.89(8) 7.12" H20

APpro (0.011) (1.5) (1.34)2 x S 0.10" H20
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Rotor Tip

6Pi 0.89(8) 7.12" H20

nsPpro (0-01) (1-5) (0.8) O2 x 8.04 0.07" H2 0

)W0 5.2 001 2
2 Rotor

AP _ 7.12 1 7.12 0.10 0.07 704" HO210-2 H2 0

Stator Root

AP i  0.89(2.19) 1 0.95" H20

APpro 0.02(l.5) (,6) 156 8.04• 100O 5.2 012" H20

Stator Tip

/XP i =0.89(1.O3) =0.9211 H20

Z P Pro =0-0150-,5) (1.1) 129 8.04._ 0.04" H 0
100x 5.22

2Stator

Ap 1.95 / 0.92 0.12 0 004 1.41 H02 2

APFan 7.04 / 1.41 8.45" H20 at or 0.676

Although the required AP is 8.60" H20 and the fan design will provide
8.45" H20, the deficiency is less than two percent, which is within the
tolerance of the design calculation. It is, therefore, assumed to be
sufficient.

A-3.4 Calculations for Fan Efficiency & Power Required

Now that the cooling fan has been designed,the fan efficiency and power
required can be computed.

The only parameter that has not been evaluated is the mean flow velocity
relative to the blades (Wm) which may be calculated as follows:

a - AWu 2

With all of the fan parameters known, the fan efficiency and power re-

qulrv& may now be determined.
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CALCULAT!OMS FOR FAN EFFICIENCY AND POWER REQUIRED

ELEMENT T.C.

1 , CdR R V-'

s vo 2  _)Cd (IS V 'Cd (Y R WM

I/or - u
2AW (CL W d R (CdR R WM) aR V a

Substituting the following in the above equation:

T P ROOT

ST.C. .89 .89

Cd .015 .016

R .80 1 .34

WM 331 238.5

Va 100 100

356 276

4Wu 81 119

*Cd .022 .030

S 1.1 1.6

and solving gives

7ZFAN TIP = 81.5 percent

)Z FAN ROOT = 80.7 percent

N1FAN = 81.5 1 80.7 81 percent
2

*Increased 50% to allow for roughness
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AP FAN x QFA

HPReq •  331', 0 0 "

(12.7 x 5.2) 15000 . 81

33,000

37 HP at 1.0

A-3-5 Calculation of Ordinates for a Typical Airfoil Section

The shape of the rotor and stator airfoil sections is defined by ordi-
nates.

Surface ordinates for NACA 65-010 basic thickness forms are presented
in Table A-5 from Reference A-4.

Ordinates for the NACA a - 1.0 mean line are presented in Table A-6 fror
Reference A-4.

The jurface ordinates, expressed as plus or minus increments to be con-
structed perpendicularly to the mean line at the specified percent
chord, define the blade surface contour for the NACA 65-010 basic thick-
ness forms. These ordinates are obtainee in Inches by multiplying each
o-F them by the blade chord length in inches.

The right-hand column of ordinates in Table A-5 is for the NACA 65-010
airfoil which had been derived analytically for optimum performance
and which therefore had no trailing edge thickness. The left-hand
column is for the NACA 6A2106iidfR-l which was modified to provide
trailing edge thickness 0.0015 of the chord length. This latter air-
foil section was used for the cascade tests of Reference A-4. These
two sets of ordinates are considered to be interchangeable within the
accuracy of the results of the Reference A-4 cascade tests. In this
illustrative problem, the right-hand (derived) ordinates will be used.

In order to ease blade fabrication tolerance criteria and to prevent
blade damage during handling, increased trailing edge thicknesses are
customarily provided. In this problem, che trailing edge Is to be made
.060 inch thick with a trailing edge radius of .030 inch. To accomplish
this without materiafly affecting the performance of the airfoil, it is
necessary to gradually increase the thickness of th. blade above the
basic thickness from the chordwise station of maximum thickness to the
trafling edge. That is, the incremental added thickness varies from
zero at forty percent chord to .060 inch at the trailing edge. Depend-
ing on the trailing edge thickness chosen, the maximum thickness chord
section may be moved slightly aft.

In this problem, the rotor blades are of cast aluminum alloy and the
stator blades are of constant thickness aluminum alloy sheet. There-
fore, the above procedure will be used to define the mean line and
surface contours of the rotor blades, with ordinate tolerances speci-
fied to 0.001 inch,which is the accuracy of the chosen casting process.
The stator blades are to be formed to the mean line so that only a def-
inition of the airfoil mean line need be provided.
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ORDINATES, y

65(216)-010 AIRFOIL COMBINED
STATION, x WiTH y O.0015x DERIVED 65-010 AIRFOIL

0. 0. 0.
.5 .752 .772
.75 .890 .932

1.25 1.124 1.169
2.5 1.571 1.574
5.0 2.222 2.177
7.5 2.709 2.647

10 3.111 3.040
15 3.746 3.666
20 4.218 4. 143
25 4.570 4.503
30 4.824 4.760
35 4.982 4.924
40 5.057 4.996
45 5.029 4.963
50 4.870 4.812
55 4.570 4.530
60 4.151 4.146
65 3.627 3.682
70 3.038 3.156
75 2.451 2.584
80 1.847 1.987
85 1.251 1.385
90 .749 .810
95 .354 .306
100 .150 0

L.E. radius .666 .687

Stations and Ordinates in Percent of Chord

TABLE A-5

Ordinates for NACA 65-010 Basic Thickness Forms

(Source: Reference A-4)
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C1  1.0

STATION, x ORDINATE, y SLOPE, dy/dx

0 0 -------
.5 .250 0.42120
.75 .350 .38875
1 .25 .535 .34770
2.5 .930 .29155
5.0 1.580 .23430
7.5 2.120 .19995

10 2.585 .!7485
15 3.365 i 3805
20 3.980 .11030
25 4.475 .08745
30 4.860 .06745
35 5.150 .04925
40 5.355 .0322545 5.475 .01595

50 5,515 55 5.475 - .01595
60 5.355 -.1322565 5.150 -. 04925

70 4.860 -.1674575 4.475 -.08745
80 3.980 -i13
85 3.365 -. 13805
90 2. 585 -. 17485
95 1.580 -.23430

100 0

Stations and Ordinates in Percent of Chord

TABLE A-6

Ordinates for the NACA a = 1.0 Mean Line

(Source: Reference A-4)
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MEAN LINE UPPER SURFACE LOWER SURFACE

x y x y x y

0 0 0 0 0 0
.017 .007 .009 .032 .026 -.o18
.026 .010 .016 .041 .036 -.021
.043 .015 .033 .054 .054 -.024
.087 .026 .074 .079 .099 -.027
.074 .044 .160 .118 .187 -.030
.260 .059 .246 .150 .275 -.032
.347 .072 .332 .176 .362 -.033
.521 .093 .507 .220 .534 -.033
.694 .110 .685 .254 .707 -.033
.868 .124 .857 .280 .878 -.032

1.041 .135 1.032 .300 1.050 -.030
1.215 .143 1.208 .313 1.221 -.027
1.388 .149 1.384 .322 1.392 -.025
1.562 .152 1.561 .327 1.564 -.023
1.735 .153 1.735 .325 1.735 -.019
1.909 .!52 1.911 .317 1.906 -.013
2.082 ,149 2.086 .302 2.078 -.005
2.256 .143 2. 261 .283 2. 250 .003
2.429 .135 2.436 259 2.422 .O01l
2603 .124 2.610 .231 2.595 .01 7

2.776 .110 2.784 .199 2.768 .022
2.950 .093 2.957 .164 2.942 .023
3.123 .072 3.130 .124 3.116 .019
3.297 .044 3.304 .o81 3.289 .006
3.470 0 -----.-- ---- - ---

Chord = ''3.470"
L.E. Radius = 0.024"
T.E. Radius = 0.030"

TABLE A-8

Sample Problem

Distance from Chord Line for NACA 65-810

Rotor Root Section in Inches
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Ordinates for the airfoil mean line and surfaces should be drawn over-
scale,approximately ten times size for the ordinary helicopter or air-
ship cooling fan blade. Contoured curves are then drawn through the
ordinates defining the surfaces.

The airfoil is defined as a 65-8-10 section with a chord of 3.470".

In the sample calculation in Table A-7, it should be noted that:

1. Coleumns (4) and (5) are 0.8 times (2) and (3),since the sample
airfoil is a 65-810 section and the ordinates in (2) and (3)
are for a 65-(10)10 airfoil. rhere is a direct relationship

of camber 8 0.8.I0

2. Column (8) is the right-hand column from Table A-5.

3. Column (9) shows the tapered thickening of the airfoil section
in order to have a trailing edge radius of 0.030". This is
done by dividing the 0.030" into 12 equal parts and tapering
the increment from a maximum of 0.030 at ;00 percent chord to
zero at 40 percent chord. These values are expressed in per-
cent of chord.

4. Table A-8 shows the ordinates converted from percent to inches.

A-4.0 FAN PERFORMANCE TESTING

This section is presented in the past tense because it is essentially
a fan test report.

A-4.. l Discussion

Fan testing was run in three phases, The first phase tests utilized
the first fan constructed and Incorporated both performance and struc-
tural tests. This fan had damaged tip trailing edges on many of the
blades and also had an Improper fan blade-stator ring clearance. For
the second phase tests the above deficiencies were corrected by straight-
ening the blade trailing edges and extending the stator inlet ring.
For the third phase tests the fan blade incidece angles were increased
by 30 in order to provide a spread of dat.i by which to finally determine
the required blade incidence angle setting.

A-4.2 Test Procedure

The full scale test fan was mounted in the fan tunnel, which consisted
of an entrance blower, a plenum chamber, a venturi, duct work and vari-
able exit dampers. A variable speed electric raotor was used to drive
the fan rotor. The general arrangement of the test facility is illus-
trated in Figure A-14.

instrumentation consisted of: a venturi draft gage for measuring flow,
a Baldwin SR-4 Shaft Torquemeter for measuring torquea tachometer for
measuring fan speed, a barometer and thermometers for measuring atmos-
pheric pressure and wet and dry bulb temperatures, and the following
pressure pickups for measuring, the pressure rise across the fan. This
test arrangement was a variation of the fan test tunnel Installations
described in Chapter VI.
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Static pressure immediately before and after the fan;
total pressures immediately after the fan;
total and static pressures 3 feet downstream of fan;
total and static pressures 5 feet downstream of fan;
total and static pressures 4 fee., upstream of fan.

Prior to fan performance tests, the venturi draft gage was .alibrated
by making a velocity traverse in the venturi at various flows.

The entrance blower was used to overcome the upstream pressure losses
of the system, i.e.,sysrem entrance loss, duct losses, and loss across
the venturi. Prior to eacn 'est run, the total pressure pickup (4 feet
upstream of fan) was balanced against atmospheric pressure by adjusting
the speed of the entrance blower. In this way, air at atmospheric
pressure was assured at the entrance to the test fan.

The test procedure for a typical run was as follows:

I. Position exit dampers to the approximate setting for the de-
sired flow.

2. Start test fan driving motor and adjust speed to the required
RPM.

3. Adjust speed of the entrance blower to balance the upstream
total pressure pickup against atmospheric pressure.

4. Reset test fan RPM.

5. Take all readings, checking test fan RPM and upstream total
pressure for possible variation.

During the first phase tests, successive runs vere conducted at various
exit damper positions for a given fan speed. Then the procedure was
repeated for the other fan speeds desired. For the second and third
phase tests, the exit damper was locked at the lowest flow position
while successive runs were conducted at the three desired fan speeds.
Then the damper opening was increased and again runs wee conducted for
the three fan speeds. This procedure was repeatEd until the damper
was completely open, giving the maximum flow. This second method re-
sulted in quicker run times; therefore, more test points were obtained.
The fact that test points were made at a constant flow restriction for
three fan speeds was also advantageous 'n plotting performance curves
because any error would be obvious.

As initially fabricated, the fan had exceptionally large blade root
gaps. For each of the three test phases, performance tests were con-
ducted at 2200, 2400, 2600 RPM with the gaps open. The fan was then
removed from the tunnel to facilitate sealing the gaps with transparent
tape. After taping the gaps, the fan was remounted In the tunnel and
the performance tests were then repeated. During phase one testing,
runs with the gaps sealed were conducted only at 2400 RPM. For the
second and third phase tests, runs were performed at 2200, 2400 and
2600 RPM in which the gaps were sealed.
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/,_Constant Flow

RPMI / Restriction

AP RPM 2

RPM3

Q-FLOW

FIGURE A-12

While the fan blade root gaps were being sealed (and therefore the fan
removed from the tunnel), the fan driving motor was started and torque
readings were recorded at speeds of 2200, 2400 and 2600 RPM. These
tare torque readings (due to bearing friction of the shaft) were sub-
sequently subtracted from the torque measurements recorded during the
test runs, thereby obtaining the true torque required by the fan.

A-4.3 Data Analysis

The fan pressure rise was .determined by the difference between the total
pressures 4 feet upstream and 5 feet downstream of the fan,with a cor-
rection for the fan inlet loss and the fan exit diffusion loss. Since
the total pressure pickup upstream of the fan was balanced against
atmospheric pressure (by use of the tunnel entrance blower), the pres-
sure rise across the fan was the summation of (1) the total gage pres-
sure downstream,(2) the fan entry loss and (3) the fan diffusion loss.

The fan entry loss was the total pressure loss at the fan entrance.
The entry loss could therefore be determined by the algebraic sum of
the static pressure and the velocity pressure at the fan entrance. The
static pressures at this location were recorded and the velocity pres-
sure was calculated by 1/2 P V2, where V is the fan axial velocity or
Q/Afan. However,slnci the static pressure measuretnents were especially
erratic at the lower flows, the entry loss was calculated as described
above for the medium and higher flows, then plotted against the veloc-
ity pressure. The resulting A.P vs. q graph should piot as a straight
line passirD through the origin. The slope of the rasuitlng line
(AP/q),found to be .15, when multiplied by the velocity pressure gives
the fan entry loss. inlet loss calculations and resulting AP vs q
plot are presented on Table A-10 and Figure A-15.

The f,;n exit diffusion loss was determined by the method presented on
page 10 of Reference A-5 for losses due to an abrupt expansion. The
exit loss coefficlent, as determined on page 45 of this Reference was
0.58 (the exit loss, therefore,was .58 mlultiplied by the velocity pres-
sure). The summation of the fon entry and exit losses (for the test
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configuration) was .15 qf / .58 qf .,'3 qf. For all calculations in
this section, the fan losses were described by .73 x fan axial velocity
pressure and the fan total pressure r se was therefore determined by
the downstream PTOTAL (.73 x velo. tv pressure). Test performance

calculations are presented on Tables A-1 toA-16 inclusive and the fan
performance curves are included in Figures A-17 to A-31, inclusive.

A-4.4 Results and Conclusions

As was previously noted, the fan performance tests were conducted in
three phases, each phase representing slight variations of the basic
fan. The variations were as follows:

TEST CONFIGURATION

Fan Blade Blade
Phase Part Incidence Inlet Trailing Root

Angle Ring Edges Gaps

I A Design Original Damaged Open
I B Design Original Damaged Sealed
2 A Design Extended Straightened Open
2 B Design Extended Straightened Sealed
3 A Design / 30 Extended Straichtened Open
3 B Design / 30 Extended Straicqhrened Sealed

TABLE A-9

Tests were performed during each phase with tL fan blade frOL gaps open
and with the gaps sealed. The tests indicatte, !lthout excrept.ion, that
higher pressure rises and slightly higher e:: .ncies were attained
by sealing the gaps.

The fan tested during Phase 2, part B, representz;, the fan as designed
in Section A-3.0 of this report. This fan deliv-r,.J 15,000 CFM at a
6P of 12.6" H20 and required 38 HP at an aff:,.;r-y of 79 percent.
Use of this fan in the helicopter would insure adequate cooling at all
flight ccnditions.

As would be expected, the fan efficiency was slightly decreased when
the fan blade incidence angle was changed (as for the Phase 3 tests).
The pressure rise, however,was increased by increasing the blade inci-
dence angle. Measured rotor blade incidence angles are presented on
Table A-i7. It is not recommended that the increased blade angle (Phase
3) fan be used for the following reasons:

A. At design flow the Phase 3 fan with gaps open provided a lower
pressure rise but required more power than the Phase 2 fan with
gaps sealed.

B. The Phase 3 fanwith gaps sealed operated in Fin unstable condi-
tion at an airflow very close to the design flow. (This un-
stable condition was also present in the Phase 2 fan with gaps
sealed, but to a lesser degree and at a much lower airflow than
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design flow. The condition was therefore not considered objec-tionable in the Phase 2 fan.) See plots on Figures A-22, -23,27 and -28.

The total pressure rise, power requi.-ed, and efficiency are tabulatedbelow for the design airflow:

SEA LEVEL, STANDARD DAY

FLOW = 15,000 CFM

FAN AP("H20) HP EFF.

Gaps Open

Phase 1 10,2 3? 74Phase 2 10.9 34 77Phase 3 11.7 39 72

Gaps Sealed

Phase 1 11.4 35 77* Phase 2 12.6 38 79
Phase 3 13.6 43 74

* Represents the fan as designed; design estimation 12.7" H20 at 8i per-
cent efficiency.
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Stator Blade
Fan Blade

R4 R3 R2 RI

FIGURE A-16

Reciprocating Engine Cooling Fan Test
Determination of Test Fan Expansion Loss

RI 10.63"

R2 13.20"

R 3  17.00"1

R), 24.00"1

A] (1132 - R2 2

-360 in2

A2  (1142 - 1112)

-1460 in2

AI/A2 .245

*Expansion Loss =K 1/2 V2

where K =(I - A1/A2)2  (.76)2

-. 58

Expansion Loss .58 x Velocity Pressure

*Reference A-5
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BLADE NO. TIP ROOT

1 23052' 34018'
2 23052' 34018'
3 23052' 34018'
4 23052' 340181
5 23052' 34018'
6 23052' 34018'
7 23 52' 34 18'
8 230521 340561
9 230521 340181

10 23052' 340181
11 23052' 340181
12 230521 34055'
13 22024, 34037'
14 230091 340371
15 23052' 34037 '

16 23052' 34037'
17 23052' 340371
18 23052' 34° 181
19 23009' 34u]81
20 23052' 34037'
21 23052' 33U1)9'
22 23052' 340'2
23 230521 34018'
24 23052' 340181
25 23052' 340181
26 23008' 34018'
27 22024' 34018'
28 230521 340181
29 23052' 340181
30 23052' 340181
31 230521 34018'
32 230521 34018'

TABLE A-'17

Measured Rotor Blade Angles for Fan Tested

Phase 3
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APPENDIX

I LLUSTRAT I VE PROBLEM

A-5.0 List of References

Reference No. Description

A-I Military Specification, Cooling Requirements of
Power Plant Installations, Specification rumber
MIL-C-8678 (Aer).

A-2 Vertol Aircraft Corporation Report 42-T-32, H-2.1B
(or C) Forward Rotor Transmission Development 'Test,
January 1i, 1954.

A-3 Vertol Aircraft Corporation Report 42-T-33, H-21B
(or C) Central Transmission Development Test, Jan-
uary 11, 1954.

A-4 Herrig, L. Joseph; Emery, James C. and Erw!n, John
R.: Systematic Two-Dimensional Cascade Tests of
NACA 65 - Series Compressor Blades at Low Speeds,
NACA RM L5IG3I, 1951

A-5 SAE Aeronautical Information Report No.2, Airplane
Heating and Ventilating Equipment Engineering Data,
January 1943.

A-6 Curtiss-Wright Corporation, Wright Aeronautical
Division, Woodridge, New Jersey, Wright Cyclone
Engine R1300-1, -2 and -3 Models Instal ation Fea-
tures and Data AED-6F, December 1951.'

A-7 Harrison Radiator Division, General Motors Corpora-
tion, Lockport, N. Y., Curve AV747 for AP28AU18-01
Oil Cooler.

A-8 Harrison Radiator Division. General Motors Corpora-
tion, Lockport, N. Y., Curve AV860.

A-9 Harrison Radiator Division,General Motors Corpora-
tion, Lockport, N. Y., Unnumbered Curve, dated
3-9-55.
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A-6.0 List of Smbols

Symbols Subscripts

O- Air Density Relative to Stan- sl Sea,.Level
dard Sea Level Density

o Outer
T Temperature Requ i red

P Pressure OIL Oil

AP Pressure Drop REL Released

W Weight Flow Rate ax Axial

w Specific Weight i Inner
Ideal, Inlet

H Heat Rejection Rate
STATOR Stator

AT Temperature Difference
fan Fan

ITD Inlet Temperature Dif-
ference Between Air and Oil F Fan

OAT Outside (Ambient) Air d Drag
Temperature

2 Exit
Air Inlet Angle Relative
to Blade Section idesi~n ideal (des,(,n)

W. Rotational Velocity, fan Fan Root

Radians Per Second root

Q Volumetric Flow Rate Stator

v Velocity, Feet Per Second STATOR Stator
ROOT Root

D Diameter
FAN TIP Fan Tip

*e Air Turning Angle
PRO Profile

cr Solidity
a Axial

r Radius
m Mean

oC Angle of Attack of Blade
u Tangential

Flow Parameter
Incidence Angle of Blade r

q Velocity Head T.C. Tip Clearance

I Efficiency dr drag (rotor)

X Blade Station R rotor
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A-6.0 List of Symbols (Continued)

Symbols Subscripts

Y Blade Ordinate REQ Required

e Air Density f Fan

K Loss Factor 5fwd Upstream Static

V Pre.-)sure Parameter Tgage Total Gage

Tdown- Total Downstream
stream

Corr. Corrected
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Design of Two-Dimensional Channels with Prescribed Velocity Dis-tributions along the Channel Walls, II - Solution by Green'sFunction, NACA TN 2595, John D. Stanitz - January 1952.

Design of Two-Dimensional Channels with Prescribed Velocity Dis-
tribution along the Channel Walls, I - Relaxation Solution, NACA
TN 2593, John D. Stanitz - January 1952.

Analysis of Laminar Forced Convection Heat Transfer in Entrance
Region of Flat Rectangular Ducts, NACA TN 3331, E. M. Sparrow,
January 1955.

Analysis of Errors Introduced by Several Methods of Weighing Non-
Uniform Duct Flows,NACA TN 3400, DeMarquis, D. Wyatt - March 1955.

Wind Tunnel Investigation of Wind Ducts on a Single Engine Pursuit
Airplane, NACA WR L-407,W. J. Nelson and K. R. Czarnecki - Octo-
ber 1943.

Pressure Loss In Ducts with Compound Elbows, NACA WR W-39, John
R. Weske - February 1943.

Preliminary Investigation of a Submerged Air Scoop Utilizing
Boundary-Layer Suction to Obtain Increased Pressure Recovery,
NACA TN 3437, Mark R. Nichols and P. Kenneth Pierpont-April 1955.

An Investigation of Diffuser-Resistance Combinations, NACA WR L-
329, Charles H. McLellan and Mai.k R. Nichols - February 1942.

Concerning the Flow on Ring-Shaped Cowlings, Part XIII - the In-
fluence of a Projecting Hub, NACA TM 1361,D. Kuchemann - October
1953.
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B-5 Ducts

An Experimental Investigation of the Design Variables for NACA
Submerged Duct Entrances, NACA RM A7130, Emnet A. Mossman and
Lauros M. Randall - January 8, 1948.

Curves for the Theoretical Skin Friction Loss in Air Intake Ducts,
RAA.E. TN Aero 2035, A. B. P. Beeton - February 1950.

An Experimental Investigation of NACA Submerged Duct Entrance,
NACA ACR-5120 (Also as) WR W-108A, Charles W. Frick, Wallace F.
Davis Lauros M. Randall and Emmet A. Mossman - October 1945.

Essentials of Airplane OJct Design, Aero Digest 1944 - Charies
A. Mobley.

Curves for the Theoretical Skin Friction Loss in Air Intake Ducts,
British Publication Index, Note Aero 2035, A. Beeton - February
1950.

Design of a Right Angle Bend with Constant Velocities at the Walls,
NACA N-21740, British Publication Index, A. S. Thom and W. J.
Duncan - 5 February 1952.

Air Admixture to Exhaust Jets, NACA TM 1357, E. Sanger - .Jul'y
1953.

Experimental and Analytical Investigation of Seccndary Flows in
Ducts, IAS IAP-PP-593-56, Howard Z. Herzig and Arthur C. Hansen-
January 1956.

Suction Slot Ducting Design, British Publication Index,R&M-2580,
A. G. Rawcliffe - April 1947.

Some Aerodynamic Properties of a New Type of Aerofoil with Re-
versed Flow through an Internal Duct, British Publications Index
N-32663, D. Kuchemann - May 1954.

Mixing Lengths and Entrainment Ratios in Low-Velocity Jet Pumps,
ASTIA AD-23268, J. E. Nowrey and Arnold Kivnick - September 30,
1953.

Detailed Final Report of Research on High Speed Rotary-Fixed Wing
Aircraft, VoL. VII-Sample Aircraft Power Plant and Duct Analysis,
AD-15012-C-l, McDonnell Aircraft Corp. - 20 December 1950.

Simplified Practice Recommendation - Pipes, Ducts, and Fittings
for Warm Air Heating and Air Conditioning, AD-30000-C-, National
Bureau of Standards - 2 August 1954.

Some Gas Turbine Applications to Helicopter Propulsion,ASTIA AD-
75982, W. R. Thompson, J. Brown, E. M. F. Burle.

A Survey 3nd Test of Principles Suitable for Use in Design of Ice
Detectors for Jet Egine Inlet Ducts, ASTIA AD-509-November 1952.
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B-5 Ducts (Continued)

The Development of a Right Angle Turbine Exhaust Duct and Some
Notes on the Effects of Size and Shapes on Performance, ASTIA
AD-40292, I. H. Johnson and W. A. Abbott - April 1954.

The Effect on Jet Thrusts of Duct Bends immeciately Upstream of
a Propelling Nozzle, ASTIA AD19515, P. J. Fletcher and G. W.
Crosse - July 1953.

Sunbmary of Metallic Flexible Duct Development Program, ASTIA AD-
9915, Boeing Airplane Co., Doct. No. D13688 - 4 March 1953.

Notes on Quantity Requirements and Duct Losses in Practical Ap-
plications of Suction Wings, ATI-47-lll-C-l, R, C. Pankhurst and
R. Hills - 28 August 1947.

A Wind Tunnel Investigation of Entry Loss on Propeller Turbine
Installations, ATI-47-107-C-l, J. Seddon and A. Spence - August

Thermodynamic Analysis of a Gas Flow through a Duct, ASTIA ATI-
47-095-C-I, Kellett Aircraft Corp. - 2 July 1946.

Investigation to determine Effects of Rectangular Vortex Genera-
tors on the Static Pressure Drop through a 900 Circular Elbow,
NACA RM L53GO8, Floyd E. Valentine and Martin R. Copp - 1953.

Aerodynamic Principles for the Design of Jet-Engine Induction
Systems, NACA RM A55F16, Wallace F. Davis and Richard Schever -
February 1956.

Measurement and Analysis of Turbulent Flow Containing Periodic
Flow Fluctuations, NACA RM E53Fl9, William R. Mickelson and James
C. Lawrence - August 1953.

Measurement of Heat-Transfer and Friction Coefficients for Flow
of Air in Non-Circular Ducts at High Surface Temperatures, NACA
RM E53J07, Warren H. Lowdermilk, Walter F. Weiland, Jr. and John
N. B. Livingood - January 1954.

Preliminary Study of Stability of Flow from Two Ducts Discharging
Into a Common Duct, NACA TN 2417, Albert J. Berlin, D. Richard
Messing and Paul B. Richards - July 1951.

Impingement of Droplets in 900 Elbows with Potential Flow, NACA
TN 2999, Paul T. Hacker, Rinaldo J. Brun and Bemrose Boyd - Sep-
tember 1953.

Combined Effect of Damping Screens and Stream Convergence o.1 Tur-
bulence, NACA TN 2878, Maurice Tucker - January 1953.

Experimental Investigation of Moving Pressure Disturbances and
Shock Waves and Correlation with One-Dimensional Unsteady Flow
Theory, NACA TN 1903, Paul W. Huber, Cliff E. Fitton, Jr., and
F. Dep ino - July 1949.
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B-5 Ducts (Continued)

Investigation of Turbulent Flow In a Two-Dimensional Channel,
NACA TN 2123, J. Laufer - July 1950.

Principles of Moving Air through Ducts; Book - Flow and Fan, C.
Harold Berry, Industrial Press - 1954.

B-6 Inlets

Air Intakes for Aircraft Gas Turbines Journal R. Aeo S., J. Sed-
don - October 1952.

An Analysis of Turbojet-Engine-Inlet Matching, NACA TN 3012, De-
Marquis D. Wyatt - September 1953.

Analysis of Factors Influencing the Stability Characteristics
of Symmetrical Twin Intake Air Induction Systems, NACA TN 2049,
Norman J. Martin and Curt A. Holzhauser - March 1950.

Methods and Graphs for the Evaluation of Air Induction Systems,
NACA TN 2697, George B. Brajnikoff - April 1952.

Induction System Selection, IAS-PP-594-56,Harry Drell and Thomas
A. Sedgwick - January 1956.

Some Internal Flow Characteristics of Several Axlsymmetrlcal NACA
i- Series Nose Air inlets at Zero Flight Speed, NACA RM L54E19a,
Carroll R. Bryan and Frank F. Fleming - July 15, 1954.

The Use of Suction to Prevent Shock-induced Separation In a Noz-
zle, NACA RM L50K20, James R. Sterrett, Robert W. Dunning an4
Maurice J. Brevoort - January 1951.

Preliminary Investigation of the Flow In an Annular-Diffuser
Tailpipe Combination with an Abrupt Area Expansion and Suction,
Injection, and Vortex-Generator Piow Controls, NACA RM 1.53K30,
John R. Henry and Stafford W. Wilbur - February 10, 1954.

An Investigation of Submerged Air Inlets on a 1/4 Scale Mode) of
A Typical Fighter-Type Airplane, NACA RM 48A20, Noel K. Delany -
June 2, 1948.

Investigation of Two Short Annular-Diffuser Configurations Uti-
I izing Suction and Injectior as a Means of Boundary-Layer Control,
NACA RM L54KI8, Stafford W. Wilbur and James T. HiggInbotham.

Concerning the Flow about Ring-Shaped Cowlings, XII - Two New
Classes of Circular Cowls, XIII - the Influence of a Proj ecting
Hub, NACA TM 1360, 1361, Dietrich Kuchemann and Johanna Weber
October 195-3.

Preliminary Investigation of a Submerged Air Scoop Utilizing
Boundary-Layer Suction to Obtain Increased Pressure Recovery,
NACA TN 3437, Mark R. Nichols and P. Kenneth Pierpont - April
1955.
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B-6 Inlets (Continued)

Theoretical Performance Characteristics of Sharp-Lip Inlets at
Subsonic Speeds, NACA TN 3004, Evan A. Fradenburgh and DeMarquis,
D. Wyatt - September 1953.

A Design Study of L. E. Inlets for Unswept Wings, NACA TN 3126,
Robert E. Dannenberg - March 1954.

Theoretical Investigation of Submerged Inlets @ Low Speeds, NACA
TN 2323, Alvin H. Sacks and John R. Spreiter - August 1951.

Theoretical and Experimental investigations of Additive Drag,
NACA RM E5113, Merwin Sibulkin - 1951.

Theory of Plane, Symmetrical Inlet Diffusers, NACA TM 1267, W.
Brodel - April 1, 1950.

Wind Tunnel Investigation of Carburetor Air Scoops for the XTB32D-I
Airplane with Emphasis on Means for By-passing the Boundary Layer,
NACA WR L-751, Mark R. Nichols - June 1944.

A Low Speed Investigation of a Fuselage Side Air Inlet for Use
at Transonic Flight Speeds, NACA TN 2684, Mark R. Nichols andEdwin B. Goral - April 1952.

An Experimental Investigation atLow Speeds of the Effects of Lip
Shapes on the Drag and Pressure Recovery of a ' se Inlet in a
Body of Revolution NACA TN 3i70, James R, Blackby and Earl C.
Watson - April 1954.

The Effect of Screens in Wide Angle Diffusers, NACA Rpt. 949,
Schubauer, G. B. & Spangenberg, W. G. - 1949.

An Experimental :nvestigation of the Design Variables for NACA
Submerged Duct Entrances, NACA RM A7130, Emmet A. Mossman and
Lauros M. RaNdall - January 8, 1948.

Investigations of an Annular-Diffuser-Fan Combination Handling
Rotating Flow, NACA RM L9B28, Ira A. Schwartz - 1949.

Some Low Speed Characteristics of an Air Induction System Having
Scoop Type Inlets with Provisions for Boundary Layer Control,
NACA RM A51FI5, Earl C. Watson - 1951A

Investigation of Effects of Inlet-Air Veicity Distortion on Per-
formance of Turbojet Engines, NACA RM E5OGII, William E. Conrad
and Adam E. Sobolewski - 1950.

Wind Tunnel Investigation of Air Inlet and Outlet Openings on a
Stre'.: Ine Body, NACA 1038 (Formerly ACR), John V. Becker- 1951.

Foreign Object Ingestion in Turbojet Engines, SAE-PP-702-56, H.
E. Card and R. L. Mathias - January 9-13, 1956.
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B-6 Inlets (Continued)

A Survey and Tests of Principles Suitable for Use in the Design
of Ice Detectors for Jet Engi,,e Inlet Ducts, ASTIA AD-509 -
November 1952.

Ice Protection of Turbojet Engines by Inertia Separation of Water,
III - Annular Submerged Inlets, *1 Alternate - Duct System, "ll-
Single Offset Duct System, NACA RM E8A29, *E8A27 - May 1948,
-+E8A28 - June 1948, Vwe Von Glahn.

An Investigation of Aircraft Heaters, XXVI! - Distribu.ti,6n,o
Heat Transfer Rate in t.ie Entrance Section of a Circular Tube,
NACA TN 1451, L. M. K. Boelter - July 1948.

Elimination of Rumble from the Cooling Ducts of a Single Engine
Pursuit Place, NACA WR A-70, Howard F. Matthews - August 1943.

Foreign - Object Retention and Flow Characteristics of Retract-
able Engine - Inlet Screens, NACA RM E57AI5, Fred W. Steffen and
Lewis A. Rodert - July 1957.

B-'; Eiectors

Report of Progress on the Investigation of the Use of Hot Gas
Ejectors for Boundary Layer Controls, ASTIA AD-55750, R. V. Deleo
and S. E. Rislove - January, february 1955.

Investigation of the Use of Hot Gas Ejectors for Boundary Layer
Removal, ASTIA AD-26518, University of Minnesota - 15 December
1953 to 15 February 1954.

Report of Progress on Free Jetand Ejector Studies, ASTIA AD-26378
to AD-26380, University of Minnesota - 15 December 1953 to-15
February 1954.

Report of Progress on the Investigation of the Use of Hot. Gas
Ejectors for Boundary Layer Control, ASTIA AD-40347, R. V.. Deleo
and R. D. Wood - I July to I August 1954.

Report of Progress on the Investigation of the Use of Hot Gas
Ejectors for Boundary Layer Control, ASTIA AD-52055,R. V. Deleo,
and R. D. Wood - i December 1954 to 1 January 1955.

Experimental Data for Four Full Scale Conicai Cooling-Air Ejec-
tors, NACA RM E54F02, C. C. Ciepluch and D. B. Fenn - November
1954.

An Experimental Investigation of Rectangular Exhaust Gas Ejectors
Applicable for Engine Cooling, NACA WR E-224, Eugene J. Manga-
n iello - May 1944.

Stack Ejectors for Marine Gas Turbine Installation, ASTIA AD-
72559, A. L. London - July 1955.

The Design and Performance Calculation of Ejectors and Aspira-
tors, WADC AF-TR-6673, Eugene M. Knoernschild - April 1951.
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C-I Equivalent Expressions of ,Measure

Multiply BY To Obtain

Atmospheres 76.0 cms. of mercury.
29.92 inches of mercury.

" 33.90 feet of water.
" 10,333 kgs. per square meter.
" 14.70 pounds per sq. inch.

1.058 tons per sq. foot.
Bars 9.870 x 10-7 atmospheres.

I dynes per sq. cm,
0.01020 kgs. per square meter.
2.089 x l0 3  pounds per sq. foot.
1.450 x 10-5 pounds per sq. inch.

British thermal units 0.2520 kilogram-calories.
777.5 foot-pounds.
3.927 x lO "  horse-power-hours.
1054 joules.
1 "07.5 kilogram-meters.

" " " 2.928 x 10 4 kilowatt-hours.
B.t.u. per min. 12.96 foot-pounds per sec.

S " "I 0.02356 horse-power.
" I " 0.01757 kilowatts.

" " 17.57 watts.
B.t.u. per sq. ft. per min. 0.1220 watts per square inch.
Centimeters 0.3937 inches.

0.01 meters.
393.7 mils.
10 millimeters.

Centimeters of mercury 0.01316 atmospheres.
" U U 0.4461 feet of water.

136.0 kgs. per square meter.
27.85 pounds per sq. foot.

"I El 0.1934 pounds per sq. inch.
Centimeters per second 1.969 feet per minute.

" " 0.03281 feet per second.
1 " " 0.036 kilometers per hour.

" 0.6 meters per minute.
If 0.02237 miles per- hour.
If 3.728 x 1O- 4  miles per minute.

Cms. per sec. per sec. 0.03281 feet per sec. per sec.
"I " " " 0.036 kms. per hour per sec.
2 " " " " 0.02237 miles per hour per sec.

Cubic centimeters 3.531 x lO- 5  cubic feet.
" " 6.182 x 10-2 cubic inches.

1 ,10" cubic meters.
" " 1.308 x l0 5  cubic yards.
" " 2.642 x 10- 4  gallons.

"o-3 liters.
" " 2.113 x l0 3  pints (liq.).

1.057 x l0- quarts (liq.).
Cubic feet 2.832 x l0 4  cubic cms.

I "1728 cubic inches.
" " 0.02832 cubic meters.
I I 0.03704 cubic yards.
II " 7.481 gallons
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Multiply By To Obtain

Cubic feet 28.32 liters.
" 59.84 pints (liq.).
" 29.92 quarts (liq.).

Cubic feet per minute 472.0 cubic cms. per sec.
0.1247 galIons per sec.
0.4720 liters per second." " " "62.4 lbs. of water per rain.

Cubic inrhes 16.39 cubic centimeters.
5.787 x 10-4  cubic feet.
1.639 x lO-5 cubic meters.
2.143 x I0-5 cubic yards.
4.329 x 1O-3 gallons.
1.639 x 10-2 liters.
0.03463 pints (liq.).
0. 1732 quarts (liq.)Cubic meters 10 cubic centimeters." "35.31 cubic feet.
61,O23 cubic inches.
1.308 cubic yards.
264.2 gallons.

i" 103 liters.
2113 pints (liq.).
1057 quarts (liq.).

Degrees (angle) 60 minutes.
" 0.01745 radians.

3600 seconds.
Degrees per second 0.01745 radians per second.

0.1667 revolutions per min.
" " " 0.002778 revolutions per sec.

Dynes l.C20 x 1O-3 grams.
7.233 x 10-5 poundals.
2.248 x io- 6  pounds.

Dynes per square cm. 1 bars.
Ergs 9.486 x 10-l1 British thermal units.

I dyne-centimeters.
7.376 x I0-8 foot-pounds.
1.020 x IO-3 gram-centimeters.

SI0-7 joules.
2.390 x 10-8 kilogram-calories.1.O20 x IO-8 kilogram-meters.Ergs per second 5.692 x 1O9 B.t. units per minute.

" 4.426 x 1O-6 foot-pounds per min.

7.376 x 10-8 foot-pounds per sec.
" " "1.341 x 10-10 horse-power.

1- x IO-9 kg.-calories per min.
e lo 0 kilowatts.

Feet 30.48 centimeters.
" 12 inches.

0.3048 meters.
.36 varas.
1/3 yards.Feet of water 0.02950 atmospheres.

" " " 0.8826 inches of mercury.
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Multiply By To Obtain

Feet of water 304.8 kgs. per square meter.
It 62.43 pounds per sq. ft.
t " 0.4335 pounds per sq, inch.

Feet per minute 0.5080 centimeters per sec." " " 0.01667 feet per second." " i 0.01829 kilometers per hour.

" " 0.3048 meters per minute." 1 " 0.01136 miles per hour.
Feet per second 30.48 centimeters per sec.

t " " 1.097 kilometers per hour.
" " 0.5921 knots per hour.

S "18.29 meters per minute.
" 1 I" 0.6818 miles per hour.
" " 0.01136 miles per minute.

Feet per sec. per sec. 30.48 cms. per sec. per sec.
" " " " 1.097 kms. per hr. per sec.

"t " " " "0.3048 meters per sec. per sec.
If 1" " " 0.6818 miles per hr. per sec.

Foot-pounds 1.286 x 10- 3  British thermal units.
" " 1.356 x IO7 ergs.

"5.050 x 10 7  horse-power-hours.1I 1 .356 joules.
" " 3.241 x I- 4  kilogram-calories.
" i 0.1383 kilogram-meters.

" " 3.766 x 10-7  kilowatt-hours.
Foot-pounds per minute 1.286 x IO-3 B.t. units per minute.
"1 "1 "1 11 0.01667 foot-pounds per sec.

It " " 3.030 x 10 5  horse-power.
It 3.241 x 10 4  kg.-calories per min.
I t 2.260 x 0-5  kilowatts.

Foot-pounds per second 7.717 x 10- 2  B.t. units per minute
" 1 " " " 1.818 x 10- 3  horse-power.
" " " " 1.945 x 1O- 2 kg.-calories per min." " 1.356 x 10- 3  kilowatts.

Grams 980.7 dynes.
15*A 3 grains (troy).
"0 kilograms.

"108 milligrams.

0 0.03527 ounces.
0.03215 ounces (troy).
0.07093 poundals.

" 2.205 x 10-3  pounds.
Gram-calories 3.968 x I0- 5 British thermal units.
Gram-centimeters 9.302 x 10-5  British thermal units." 980.7 ergs.

7.233 x 10-5  foot-pounds.
9.807 x 1-O5  joules.

2 "44 x 10- 8  kilogram-calories.
m pe c 5 kilogram-meters.

Grams per cm. 5.600 x 10- 8  pounds per inch.
Grams per cu. cm. 62.43 pounds per cubic foot.

"1 "1 "1 0.03613 pounds per cubic inch.
" " " " 3.405 x 10-7 pounds per ail-foot.
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Multiply By To Obtain

Horse-power 42.44 B.t. units per min.
" " 33,000 foot-pounds per min.

" 550 foot-pounds per sec.
" 1.014 horse-power (metric).

1 10.70 kg.-calories per min.
0.7457 kilowatts.
745.7 watts.

Horse-power (boiler) 33,520 B.t.u. per hour.
" " 9.804 kilowatts.

Horse-power-hours 2547 6 British thermal units.
1.98 x 10 foot-pounds.

" "2.684 x O joules.
" " " 641.7 kilogram-calories.
"i "I " 2.737 x IO 5  kilogram-rieters.

" 0.7457 ki lowatt-hours.
Hours 60 minutes.

3600 seconds.
Inches 2 '-40 centimeters.
"6 mils.

.03 varas.
Inches of mercury 0.03342 atmospheres.

" " " 1.133 feet of water.
" " " 345.3 kgs. per square meter.

" " " 70.73 pounds per square ft.
I " I 0.4912 pounds per square in.

Inches of water 0.002458 atmospheres.
" " " 0.07355 inches of mercury.

" 25.40 kgs. per square meter.
0.5781 ounces per square in.

" "5.204 pounds per square ft.
" " " 0.03613 pounds per square in,

Joules 9.486 x lo"  British thermal units.
" IO7 ergs.

0.7376 foot-pounds.
2.390 x 10-4  kilogram-calories.
0.1020 kilogram-meters.

.2.728 x 10 4  watt-hours.
Kilowatts 56.92 B.t. units per rmin.

" 4.425 x 104  foot-pounds per min.
737.6 foot-pounds per sec.
1 .341 horse-power.
14 34 kg.-calories per min.
10" watts.

Kilowatt-hours 3415 6 British thermal units.
" " 2.655 x 10 foot-pounds.
" " 1 .341 horse-power-hours.
" "3.6 x 106 joules.
" "860.5 ki iogrm-calories.

" 3.671 x l05  kilogram-meters.

Knots 6080 feet.
" 1.853 kilometers.

1.152 miles.
2027 yards.
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Multiply By To Obtain

Knots per hour 51.48 centimeters per sec.
,, ,, " 1.689 feet per second.

,, ,, " 1.853 kilometers per hour.

,, " ,, 1.152 miles per hour.

Miles 1.609 x centimeters.
" 5280 feet.

1 .6093 kilometers.
1760 yards.
1900.8 varas

Miles per hour 44.70 centimeters per sec.
, " 88 feet per minute.

i ,, " 1.467 feet per second.

,' " " 1.6093 kilometers per hour.

, , 0.8684 knots per hour.
26.82 meters per minute.

Miles per hour per sec. 44.70 cms. per sec. per sec.
, , , " " 1.467 feet per sec. per sec.

1.6093 kms. per hour per sec.
0.4470 M. per sec. per sec.

Miles per minute 2682 centimeters per sec.
1 ', " 88 feet per second.
if ,, ,1 1.6093 kilometers per min.
,, ,, " 0.8684 knots per minute.

it 60 miles per hour.

Minutes (angle) 2.909 x lO"  radians.
if (, ) 60 seconds (angle).

Ounces 8 drams.
437.5 grains.
28.35 crams,
0.0625 pou100, .

Ounces (fluid) 1.805 cibic inches.
, ( " ) 0.02957 liters.

Ounces (troy) 480 grains (troy).
" ( " ) 31.10 grams.

, " ) 20 pennyweights (troy).
( " ) 0.08333 pounds (troy).

Poundals 13,826 dynes.
, 14.10 grams.

0.03108 pounds.

Pounds 444,823 dynes.
7000 grains.
453.6 grams.

I 16 ounces.
32.17 poundals.

Pounds (troy) 0.8229 pounds (av.).
Pound-feet 1.356 x 107 centimeter-dynes.

" " 13.825 centimeter-grams.

,, " 0.1383 meter-kilograms.

Pounds-feet squared 421.3 kgs.-cms. squared.
,, It " 144 pounds.- ins. squared.

Pounds-inches squared 2.926 kgs.-cms. squared.
" 6.945 x iO 3  pounds-feet quared.

Pounds of water 0.01602 cubic feet,
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Multiply To Obtain

Pounds of water 27.68 cubic inches.
" " " 0.1198 gallons.

Pounds of wat. per min. 2.669 x 10 4  cubic feet per sec
Pounds per cubic foot 0.01602 grams per cubic cm.

i 16.02 kgs. per cubic meter.
It " " 5.787 x 1O"4  pounds per cubic inch.

" " " 5.456 x 10-9 pounds per mil foot.

Pounds per cubic inch 27.68 grams per cubic cm.
Is 2.768 x 104 kgs. per cubic meter.

1728 pounds per cubic foot.
" t 9.425 x 10-6 pounds per mil foot.

Pound per foot 1.488 kgs. per meter,
Pounds per inch 178.6 grams per cm.
Pounds per square foot 0.01602 feet of water.

4.882 kgs. per square meter.
6.944 x l0 3  pounds per sq. inch.

Pounds per square inch 0.06804 atmospheres.
"I " " " 2.307 feet of water.

2.036 inches of mercury.
703.1 kgs. per square meter.
144 pounds per sq. foot.

Radians 57.30 degrees.
" 3438 minutes.

0.637 quadrants.
Radians per second 57.30 degrees per second.

0.1592 revolutions per sec.
9.549 revolutions per min.

Radians per sec. per sec. 573.0 revs. per min. per min.
" " " " " 9.549 revs. per min, per sec.
" " " " " 0.1592 revs. per sec. per sec.

Revolutions 360 degrees.
4 quadrants.
6.283 radians.

Revolutions per minute 6 degrees per 'econd.
" " I 0.1047 radians per second.
" " I 0.01667 revolutions per sec.

Revs. per min. per ain. 1.745 x l0 rads. per sec. per sec.
0.01667 4 revs. per min. per sec.

" " " " 2.778 x 10- revs. per sec. per sec.
Revolutions per second 360 degrees per secord.

" I " 6.283 radians per second.
S " "I 60 revs. per minute.

Revs, per sec. per sec. 6.283 rads. per sec. per sec.
"g 3600 revs. per min. per min.

" " " t " 60 revs. per min. per sec.
Seconds (angle) 4.848 x 10-6 radians.
Square feet 2.296 x 10-5  acres.

929.0 square centimeters.
144 square inches.

" "I 0.09290 -8 square meters.
3.587 x 10 square miles.
.1296 square varas.

I " 1/9 square yards.
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Multiply To Obtain

Square inches 1.273 x 1O6 circular mils.
" "6.452 square centimeters.

6_g44 x )O"3  square feet.
10 "square mils.

" "645.2 square millimeters.
Temp. (degs. C.) / 273 1 abs. temp. (degs. C.)

" ( " " ) / 17.8 1.8 temp. (degs. Fahr.)
Temp. (degs. F.) / 460 1 abs. temp. (degs. F.).

( " " ) - 32 5/9 temp. (degs. Cent.).

C-2 Thermodynamics Information

H = Heat from or to an outside reservoir (BTU/#)

U = Internal (molecular) energy (BTU/#)

H = Enthalpy U / AP v (BTU/#)

where A Heat equivalent of mechanical energy

I'T BTU/ft - lb.)

P Static pressure (#/sq. ft.)

v Specific volume (cu. ft./#)

J = Mechanical equivalent of heat - 778 ft. Ib./BTU

S = Entropy = the measure of the degradation of energy available for
work (BTU/deg/#)

For standard atmospheric air

C = 0.241 BTU/deg/# of air (specific heat at constant pressure)

Cv 0.173 BTU/deg/# of air (specific heat at constant volume)

CV
k l p .4i ratio of specific heats for air

cv

Adiabatic flow systems are those in which external work is performed
on or by the fluid without heat transfer.

Isentropic processes are those in which a change of st3te of the fluid
occurs without fluid friction, heat transfer or turbulence. It thus
represents an ideal "adiabatic" process. In an isentropic process, the
entropy of the fluid remains constant.
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j C-3 Greek Alphabet

A v ~ Alpha

B PBeta
r Gamma

Delta

E CEpsilon

Z Zeta

H Eta

Theta

I I Iota

KK Kappa

Lambda

M Mu

N Nu

X i

0 oOmicron

TT Pi

e Rho

-. 3 Sigma

T Tau

y Upsilon

10 Phi

Xx Chi

'P Psi

IA) Omega
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C-4a. Fahrenheit - Centigrade Conversion
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C-4b. Fahrenheit - Centigrade Conversion
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D-Au Symbols

A Area Ft2A Area of Surface Exposed to Airflow, Ft2

A Area in Plane Perpendicular to Heat Flow Path, Ft
2

Ali/AT Area Ratio
A2 /Al Diffuser Ratio
CX Angle of Attack of Blades, Degrees
C( Diffuser Cone Angle

13 Angle of Velocity Vector from Ax*al Direction
/3 Mixer Entrance Angle
B Number of Blades

C Coefficient
C Blade Chord, Ft
C Coefficient of Discharge
Cp Specific Heat BTU/#/°F
cc  Correction Factor - "Streamline:' Factor

D Diameter, Ft
d. Diameter, Ft
d Depth of Rectangular Duct, Ft
D Drag - #
DV Drag Power Ft#/Sec

a Factor Representing the Efficiency of the Conversion in a Nozzle

f Friction Factor

G Weight Rate of Flow per Unit Area

H Heat - BTU
H Heat Absorbed - BTU/Min
H Heat Transfer - BTU/Hr
h Film Heat Transfer Coefficient BTU/Hr/Ft2/OF
HP Horsepower

ITD Inlet Temperature Difference Between Air and Oil

K Loss Factor - % of Velocity Head
k Conductivity of Materials BTU/Hr/Ft2/OF/Inch
k Ratio of Specific Heats

L Lift Force, Lbs.
L Length of Mixing Chamber
L/D Mixer Length Ratio
L/D1  Spacing Ratio

M Mean Hydraulic Radius Cross Sectional Area
Perimeter

NRS Normal Rated Speed - RPM
n Speed - RPM
7Efficiency
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2 0 Included Angle Between Sides of Converging or Diverging Duct
9 Temperature Correction, T/518.40 R
o Turning Angle of Air Passing Through Blade Row, Degs.

Angle of Incidence of Blade, Degs.
Ratio of Fan Axial Velocity to Tangential Velocity

P Power Input - HP
P Pressure - Absolute
AP Pressure Loss
Pi/P o  Primary Pressure Ratio
PI/Po Secondary Pressure Ratio

Density - Slugs/Ft3

RP/i Flow Loss Factor - K

Q Flow - C.F.M.
Dynamic Pressure 1/2 V2

R Gas Constant
R Reynolds Number
R/D Radius Ratio
Ri/Ro Curve Ratio
R Radius
RPM Rotational Speed, Revolutions per Minute

S Peripheral Spacing Between Blades, Ft

T Thrust Force, Pounds
T Absolute Temperature OR
t Temperature OF
't Temperature Difference OF

/J- Fluid Absolute Viscosity - #/Ft-Sec

V Veocity - Ft/Sec
Fluid Kinematic Viscosity - Ft2/Sec

W Weight - Lbs
W Width of Duct
W Weight Flow - #/Sec
W Resultant Velocity Vector
AW Incremental Decrease of Velocity
W Fan Rotational Speed, Rad/Sec
w Density - #/Ft 3 (Specific Weight)
W/d Aspect Ratio
W"/W' Weight Flow Ratio
wR Fan Linear Velocity - Ft/Sec

X Thickness of Body or Length of Flow Path, Inches
''Fan Pressure Rise Coefficiernt

a-' Solidity Ratio a Projected Solid Area
Total Area

Density Ratio Density of Air in Duct
NACA Std. S.L. Air

6Primary Nozzle Angle
Pressure Correction, P/14.7 PSIA
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D-2 Subscripts

I Mixing Chamber
I Flow
I Exit - Primary Nozzle
I Total - Secondary Flow at Entrance to Mixing Chamber
1 Entering Blade Row

2 Exit of Diffuser
2 Outlet
2 Velocity
2 Lift
2 Exit - Mixing Chamber
2 Leaving Blade Row

a Axial Component
a Barometric
a Fan Inlet
a Dry-Bulb
a Atmos. Air
AX Axial

c Contraction
c Corrected
c Bellmouth Entrance

d Drag
d Duct

f Skin-Friction Drag

f Friction

g Saturated Vapor

Induced
i Total - Primary Flow
i stator Stator
i Rotor
i Inside

Inlet

10 Design Lift

m Mean

n Section Normal - Force

0 Fan Outlet
0 Required
0 Amb ien t

0 Outside
0 Oil

P Pressure - Oil
PL Power Loss
p Pump
p Partial Vapor
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r Resistance
REL Actual

s Specified
S 3tatic
S.L. Sea Level

T Throat of Primary Nozzle
t Tangential Component
T Total

V Velocity

w Wet-Bulb

x Test
x Inlet Air

Single Prime - Primary
Double Prime - Secondary

A - IV - 5



APPENDIX V

DESCRIPTION AND DEFINITION OF TERMS

(Reprinted from ASE Power Test Code
Reference 6-15, Chapter VI)

(With Standard Air Exception)

E-1.O Definitions

9 The following definitions are used in the performance of the
work outlined in the wind tunnel tests for fans, Chapter VI.

E-1.1 Fan - Includes all the structural features involved. The fan
inet and outlet shall be unobstructed. If the fan is provided
with bearings, it shall be tested on its own shaft in its own
bearings. If the contract performance guarantee contemplates

that the fan will operate with inlet screens, guide vanes, inlet
bearing supports, inlet boxes, diffuser, or dampers in either
inlet or outlet, the test shall be made with these appurtenances
in place.

E-1.2 Standard Air

Editor's Note: The following standard conditions are used in
aircraft in accordance with NACA Report 218.

Po 29.921 in. hg.

to 59.000 F (15.000C)

o= 0.002378 slugs/cu. ft.

Wo =0.07651 lbs./cu. ft.

E-1.3 Throttling Device - Consists of a variable obstruction located
at a designated point of a test setup to constitute a variable
resistance equivalent to that of an external system.

E-l.4.0 The following definitions pertain to a selected setting of the
throttling device.

E-1.4.1 Static pressure at a point is the pressure measured bya static
connection of a pitot tube pointed upstream at that point'.

E-1.4.2 Static pressure at a place of traverse is the arithmetic aver-
age of the static pressures at points in the plane of traverse.
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APPENDIX V

DESCRIPTION AND DEFINITION OF TERMS
(Continued)

E-1.4.3 Velocity pressure at a point is the pressre measured by the
differential reading of a pitot tube pointed upstream at that
point.

E-1.4.4 Velocity pressure at a plane of traverse is the square of the
average of the square roots of the velocity pressures at points
in the plane of traverse.

E-1.4.5 Total pressure at a plane of traverse is the algebraic sum of
the velocity pressure at the plane of traverse and the static
pressure at the plane of traverse.

the E-1.4.6 Discharge velocity pressure is the pressure corresponding to
11. the calculated average velocity at the fan outlet at specified

Fan inlet air density and fan speed.

led E-1.4.7 Fan total pressure is the rise in total pressure between fan
)wn inlet and fan outlet at specified inlet air density and fan
let speed.

ner E-1.4.8 Fan static pressure is the fan total pressure minus the dis-
:es charge velocity pressure at specified inlet air density and

fan speed.

E-1.4.9 Capacity 0 a fan is the volume rate of flow of air at the

in fan's inlet at any air density and at specified fan speed.

218. E-1.4.10 Power Input is the power suppl ied to the fan shaft at specified

air density and fan speed.

E-l.4.ll Total efficiency is the ratio of the power output of the fan,
based on capacity and fan total pressure, to the shaft power
input.

E-1.4.12 Static efficiency is the ratio of the power output of the fan,
based on capacity,and fan static pressure,to the shaft power

ted input.

ble E-1.4.13 A traverse is a series of ten or more readings made with a

pitot tube ora static tube taken along the diameter of a duct

the at a belected location.

E-1.5 Test Run - Pertains to all readings and calculations at any one

tic settnof the throttling device.

ft*. E-1.6 Fan Outlet Area - Determined from the inside dimensions of the

fan outlet. The outlet area of a fan furnished with a diffuser
se is the area at the outlet of the diffuser.

E-1.7 Fan Inlet Area - Determined from the inside dimensions of the
Tan inlet. For a fan with inlet boxes, the inlet area is that
of the box openings.
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II

APPENDIX V

DESCRIPTION AND DEFINITION OF TERMS
(Continued)

E-.8 Straightener Loss - This loss is the pressure drop across the
straightener.

E-1.9, Duct Friction Loss - This loss is the drop in pressure due to
the resistance to airflow between points designated.
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APPENDIX VI

PROPOSED ENGINE COOLING GROUND
AND

FLIGHT TEST PROGRAM

HX-XX HELICOPTER
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APPENDIX VI

i. Introduction

1. This report is submitted for review and approval by the Bureau
of Aeronautics. It presents the HX-XX Flight Test Engine
Cool ing Program and natural frequency test in fulfillment of
the requirements of the Reference (a) contract as detailed
in the Reference (c) and (d) Specifications.

2. The flight portion of the program will be conducted on Air-
craft Bu. No. 123456, at the Contractor's facilities. The
helicopter shall be of standard configuration as defined by
the Reference (b) Model Specification.

3. The primary purpose of the testing outlined herein is to prove
the endurance and performance capabilities of the ',epgine
cooling fan and aircraft cooling system.

4. These tests will be performed under the cognizance of Project
Engineer, Paul Doe, and his assistant, John Smith. Tests will
be witnessed by representatives of the Kooler Radiator Co.,
Ltd., and the Fan Appliance Company.

I I. Equipment

A. Test Vehicles

One model HX-XX Helicopter serial number Bu. No. 123456 will
be used for these tests. The genera. description of the heli-
copter is as follows:

The HX-XX Helicopter is a twin rotor tandem-type, all metal
cargo utility-type helicopter, powered by a Zebra R-4lXXX
single speed supercharged engine.

Normal rated HP at 2500 RPM - 1000 BHP
Military rated HP at 2700 RPM - 1200 BHP
Take-off HP at 2700 RPM - 1200 BHP
Octane rating of Fuel - MIL-F-5772 (Grade 100-130)
No. of Blades per Rotor - 4
Rotor Diameter - 40 ft.
Blade Chord - 16"
Blade Taper - None
Blade Twist - 50
Swept Disc Area - 2500 sq. ft.
Design Gross Weight - 12,000#
Most Fwd CG limit at Design GW- 34" Fwd of between rotors
Most Aft CG limit at Design GW- 2" Fwd of between rotors
Normal CG at Design GW - 18-20"Fwdof _between rotors
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B. Test Instrumentation

The proposed instrumentation for conducting the flight and
ground tests as required under the Contract No. XX-000 on the
HX-XX Helicopter is as follows:

1. _Equipment

Photo observer, recording oscillograph,and Brown recorder
as shown in Figure 1, shall be used for recording all
cooling data and will be phased together with run coun-
ters.

The engine and necessary temperatures as listed in Table I,
will be measured by means of the Brown Automatic Temperature.
Recorder. The engine cooling air static pressure and total
head pick-ups, as listed in Table II, will be measured by
means of a manometer board and motion picture camera.

2. Instrumentation Calibration

a. Airspeed Indicators - The airspeed indicators will be
calibrated, using a water manometer as a standard.
The position error calibration of the ship's service
indicator will be determined, either by flight tests
over a measured course, or by using a trailing pitot
static bomb, if available.

b. Altimeter - The sensitive altimeter reading up to
50,000 ft. will be calibrated using a mercury mano-
meter as a standard. A correction will be included
for barometric pressure and temperature. Installa-
tion will be checked using a trailing bomb, if avail-
able.

c. Manifold Pressure Gage - The manifold pressure gage
has a range of 10 to 100" Hg. and will be calibrated
using a mercury manometer as a standard. A correc-
tion for barometric pressure and temperature will be
included.

d. Tachometer - The engine tachometer with range of 3500
revolutions per minute will be calibrated against a
stroboscopic tachometer. Complete range of RPM will
be covered.

e. Temperature Gages - (C.A.T., O.A.T., Mixture Wet
Bulb) - The temperature gages reading from - 506C to
#500 C will be calibrated in kerosene, containing dry
ice or a heating element using a glass thermometer as
a standard.

f. Cylinder Head Temperature Gage - Reading from 0 to
350uC will be calibrated using a calibrated potentlo-
meter.
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TABLE I

ENGINE COOLING - BROWN RECORDER LEGEND

Item No. Record No. Thermocouple Reading

I 1 #1 Cylinder Head Temperature
2 2 #2 Cylinder Head Temperature
3 3 #3 Cylinder Head Temperature
4 4 #4 Cylinder Head Temperature
5 5 #5 Cylinder Head Temperature
6 6 #6 Cylinder Head Temperature
7 7 #7 Cylinder Head Temperature
8 8 #8 Cylinder Head Temperature
9 9 #9 Cylinder Head Temperature
10 10 Exhaust Shroud Temperatures
11 11 Flexible Rubber Engine Mount
12 12 Magneto Temperature
13 1 #1 Cylinder Base Temperature
14 2 #2 Cyi inder Base Temperature
15 3 #3 Cyl inder Base Temperature
16 4 #4 Cylinder Base Temperature
17 5 #5 Cylinder Base Temperature
18 6 #6 Cylinder Base Temperature
19 7 #7 Cylinder Base Temperature
20 8 #8 Cylinder Base Temperature
21 9 #9 Cylinder Base Temperature
22 10 Engine Oil "Into" Engine
23 11 Engine Oil "Out" Engine
24 12 Engine Oil Cooler Oil "Out" Temperature
25 1 #1 Rear Spark Plug Elbow Temperature
26 2 #2 Rear Spark Plug Elbow Temperature
27 3 #3 Rear Spark Plug Elbow Temperature
28 4 #4 Rear Spark Plug Elbow Temperature
29 5 #5 Rear Spark Plug Elbow Temperature
30 6 #6 Rear Spark Plug Elbow Temperature
31 7 #7 Rear Spark Plug Elbow Temperature
32 8 #8 Rear Spark Plug Elbow Temperature
33 9 #9 Rear Spark Plug Elbow Temperature
34 10 Generator Temperature
35 11 Engine Exit Air Temperature
36 12 Carburetor Mixture Temperature
37 1 Fuel Temperature
38 2 Accessory Compartment Temperature
39 3 Accessory Compartment Temperature
40 4 At Air Exit Duct (Engine Compartment)
41 5 Fan Intake Air Temperature
42 6 Fan Exit Air Temperature
43 7 O.A.T.
44 8 Engine Oil Cooler "In" Temperature
45 9 Engine Oil Cooler Air "Out" Temperature
46 10 C.A.T.
47 11 2" Over Voltao Regulator
48 i2 Ice Bath
49 1 Inverter Body
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TABLE II

PRESSURE PICKUPS

Pickups
Item No. Re Sn Static Total

I Plenum Chamber I -

2 Fan - Downstream of Statcr 3 3
3 Oil Cooler-Pressure Drop Across - 3 ea. side
4 Cyl inder Baffles Upstream - 3
5 Cylinder Baffles Downstream - 3
6 Carburetor Deck - 3

* 7 Carburetor Metering Suction
Differential (MSD)

Performance Instrumentation outlineC in Table III will be located on
the photo panel, and/or crew compariment,and will be photographed in
phase with the pressure and temperature readings.

TABLE III

PERFORMANCE INSTRUMENTATION

Unit No. Instrument

I Airspeed
2 Altimeter
3 Clock
4 Run Counter
5 Attitude Gyro
6 Wet Bulb Temp.
7 Stop Watch
8 M.A.P. Gage
9 Tachometer
10 Yaw Angle Indicator
11 Rate of Pitch
12 Rate of Roll
13 Rate of Yaw
14 Intervalometer

* 15 Fuel Flow

*Require calibrated carburetor; either MSDP or fuel flow may be mea-
sured for determination of BSFC.
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g. Carburetor -The carburetor to be used during cooling
tests is to be cal ibrated for a complete range of
RPM's and BHP's. Operating curves will be provided.

h. Fuel Flow - The fuel flow meter and pump will be ca-
TTEFate2 from 100 to 1200 #/hr.

Ill. Description of Tests

A. Fan Natural Frequency Tests

A series of test conditions shall be investigated to determine
the natural frequency of the fan.

1. Fan to be installed in Aircraft Bu. No. 123456 in accord-
ance with production drawing requirements.

2. Perform a bang test to determine thenatural frequency of
the fan and fan blades. Such test shall be taken on at
least two points on the periphery of the fan and fan
blades. Two or more readings shall be recorded at each
point and the average of all readings shall be used for
determination of the natural frequency.

3. The excitations applied during these tests shall be those
considered representative of service condition.

B. Ground Cooling Tests (MIL-C-8678)-

I. Perform ground runs with rotors engaged at 60% normal
rated RPM, rich mixture and with the hel icopter pointed
upwind, downwind and cross wind (most critical side for
cooling). Continue each run until readings are stabilized.
Conduct tests in flat pitch with controls neutral and
wind speed between 12 - 18 knots.

2. Perform ground runs with rotors engaged at 60% normal
rated RPM, rich mixture and with the helicopter pointed
cross wind in as little wind as possible (most critical
side for cooling). The aircraft is to be run for 10
minutes, then idled for 5 minutes followed by shut down.
Shut down temperature shall be measured and recorded.

C. Flight Cooling Tests

1. Hovering out of ground effect at minimum allowable RPM

and normal rated RPM with mixture normal and until tem-
peratures stabilize.

2. Level forward flight at sea level while maintaining air
speed for minimum power. To be conducted at minimum al-
lowable RPM with mixture control in normal position and
run continued until temperatures stabilize.

3. Level forward flight at sea level while maintaining normal
rated power and RPM. Mixture control to be in normal po-
sition and run continued until temperatures stabilize.
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4. Conduct a vertical climb (with zero forward airspeed)
between minimum safe altitude and hovering ceiling main-
taining normal rated power and RPM to critical altitude.
If hover ceiling is above critical altitude, maintain
full throttle power at normal rated RPM between critical
altitude and hovering ceiling. (Mixture control in normal
pos it ion.)

5. Repeat test B-2 on ground except, instead of shut down,
conduct a climb to service ceiling starting at sea level
and maintaining normal rated power and RPM to critical
altitude and full throttle at normal rated RPM from cri-
tical altitude to service ceiling. To be conducted at
airspeed for best rate of climb with mixture control in
normal position.

6. Level forward flight at service ceiling developing power
as required at normal rated RPM to maintain lowest pos-
sible airspeed (to assure maximum power, level flight
conditions). Mixture control to be in normal position
and run continued until temperatures stabil ize.

7. Hover at hovering ceiling at normal rated RPM and normal
gross weight with full throttle power available. Mixture
control in normal position and run until temperatures
stabil ize.

8. Level forward flight at critical altitude for normal rated
power. Maintain normal rated power at normal rated RPM
with mixture control in normal position and run until
temperatures stabilize.

9. Level forward flight at an intermediate altitude between
critical and service ceiling. Maintain full throttle
available power in the low air speed range and repeat at
air speed for minimum power. (Conduct at minimum allow-
able RPM with mixture control in normal position.) Each
run continued until temperatures stabilize.

10. The following additional engine cooling testswill be per-
formed:

a. Determination of heat rise between free air tempera-
ture and carburetor entrance ai,, temperature for the
following sea level conditions: Hover, cruise and
Vmax at sea level with normal rated RPM and normal
mixture position. (Conduct with carburetor air con-
trol in "direct" and "alternate" positions.)

b. Determination of engine temperatures with variable
mixture settings for following conditions: Hover,
cruise and Vmax at normal rated RPM with carburetor
air control in "direct" position. (Conducted with
mixture control in "normal" and "rich" positions.)
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IV. Results

A report of the test results will be prepared and submitted within
I month following completion of testing.

V. Conclusions

It is estimated that approximately 3 hours of ground test oper.a-
tion, 14 hours of flying time and 3,000 engineering man hours will
be required to perform this program. The estimated elapsed time
to process this test program consists of the following:

1) Time to instrument Aircraft - 4 weeks
2) Ground Tests - 2 weeks
3) Flight Tests - 8 weeks
4) Data Reduction After Program - 2 weeks
5) Completion of Test Report

After Data is Available - 2 weeks
Elapsed Time - 18 weeks

PREPARED BY:
John Smith, Asst. Proj. Engr.
John Doe Aircraft Corp.

APPROVED BY:
Paul Doe, Proj. Engr.
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Aerodynamic theory 11-6
Air II-4
Airflow

pressure drop 1-8
pressur energy diagrams 1-5
quantity (rate) 1-8,11-3,-9

Air pump - also see "ejector" and "fan" 1-9,1V-5
parallel resistances 11-9
power 11-9

Air straighteners VI-14
Alphabet, Greek A-1 11-9
Area, duct i11-8,-9,-15
Axial flow fan - see "fan"

Barometric pressure VI-18
Bends, duct 111-19
Bernoulli's theorem 11 1-6
Bibl iography A- 11-1
cooling reciprocating engines A- I-4
cooling system A- 1-3
cooling turboshaft engines A- 1-7
ducts A-I1-9
9jectors A-I 1-14
fans A- 1-2
inlets A-I 1-12

Blade design A-1-21,IV-19
Boundary layer 1-7,11-6
Braoches, duct 111-23
British thermal unit 11-4
BSFC VI-57
Butterfly valve 111-36

Camber IV-21
Cascade data IV-15,-25
Clearance loss, fan blade IV-11
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Coefficient
contract ion 111-27
discharge 111-27
power loss 111-17
pressure loss 111-40
res i stance 111-27
velocity 111-27

Component tests Vl-5
Compound elbows 111-21
Conduct ion I 1-5
Contractions, duct 111-18
Convect ion 11:5

forced I1-6
natural I-5

Conversion factors A-I 11-2
Cooler weight I1-9
Coolers V-3
Cool ing
accessories ! 1-13,A-I-6,-19
airflow, common system I-5,1V-5
airflow, separate systems I-5,1V-5
blast 11-7
characteristics, engine 11-7
condition, critical 1-9, II-8,-9s-14
engine external I I-6,A-i-8
engine external, reciprocating 1 -6,A-I-8
engine external, turbine 11-7
generators 11-13
oil I 1-8A-I-13,-15
power 11-9
program A-Vi-l
requ i remnts I-8, 1 I-3,-7,-14

IV-51A-I-g
system design procedure outline 1-8

Cross-sectional shape of ducts 111-9
Curve ratio, bends 111-19
Cyilnder fin cooling 11-7#A-1-8
Cylinder head temperature 11 6,A-I-8

Damper III-36
Definition of terms A-V-1
Density III-39,VI-19,-21
Diverging nozzle 111-25
Drag

external 111-15
inlets and outlets 111-15
Internal I 1-1 5
Internal flow system 111-16

ii
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B}rag (Conti(nued)
momentum iIi-1
power IVI- H1profileIV1

Ductt
ar.cess pane; s 111-47
aerodynamics psrtor,nl ance test io1-narea selectatn 

111-0backfire pressure test Vi-50bends 11 i-,-7
branches 111-2
cabin heating 111-73
connections 111-73
contract Ions u t 18abrupt m-18

conical I-19
strealined 17 -19

cross-sectonal hape selection 111-9design paamtesi-8.-7,
dffusers 1-24i25ease of fabrication 111-8o

endurance test VI-50
exits 111-26
flexbIity 1 11-71flight test VI-56
Rround test Vi-56
gandli ng I111-73

Inlets I 11-8installation requirements 111-71

losses 1-7#111-8
materals II 1-75

metel h111-73
mode t s t VI-46
outpots 11 -8ramwj,,be a 11-73
rigidity 111-73

shapes M-8
szes I I-8

spice s11-8s-71
strength 111-73structural test Vl-50
support 111-71
systems 1-10
tests V1-45
transition shape selection 111-9
ventilating II1I 03
weight I 1-8#-71,- 0

!I
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Eddy losses 1-7
Efficiencyt pump 11!-16
Ejector
aerodynamic performance test Vl-50
area ratio V- 169
bench test VI-59
cooling test V-159
cyl Indrical IV-167
design 1-9,11-18, IV-163,-65
design chart IV-170
design considerations 1V-75
design considerations, support IV-175
design considerations, materials iV-' 76
design considerations, service IV-176
design parameters IV-167
diffuser ratio IV-169
flight test Vi-56
ground test VI-56
Installation test V153
mixer length ratio V-169
molecular weight ratio IV-170
nomencl ature iV-16
primary flow requirements IV-167
primary nozzle IV-170
reciprocating engine exhaust IV-171
references IV-177
secondary flow requirements iV-167
temperature ratio IV-170
test 1-9
theory IV-167
turbine compressor bleed air IV-175
turbine engine exhaist IV-174
types IV 165

Elbows 111-19
compound 111-21
end of duct 111-21
losses 111-20

Energy
Internal I -3o-4
internal, kinetic 11-4
internal potential 11-4
losses 1-8
thermal 11-3

Engine
accessories 1-9,1-7,A-i-6
cool Ing characteristics 11-7
cool ing test VI-561A-VI-l
cylinder fin cooling i I-7,A-I-6t-8
cyl inders 1-8
detonation 11-6

Iv
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Engine (Continued)
external cooling 11-6,-7external temperatures Il-6 ,-7

flywheel inertia requirements IV-20
oil 1-8, II-6,-8
oil cooling I1-10,A-i-6,-13
reciprocating I I-5,-6
turbine I1-5,-6,-7

Equation, Bernoulli's 1-7
Equation of flow eontinuity 1-7
Equipment test VI-58
Equivalent diameter 111-38
Equivalent expressions of Mneasure A- 111-2
Exit design 111-26
Exits, flapped 1-7
Expansion, abrupt 111-26
Expansion losses I1-7

Fan
acceleration test VI-37
aerodynamic performance test VI-8,A-1-34
assembly IV-153
axial flow IV-6

aerodynamic theory IV-7,-12
design formulae IV-8
force diagrams IV-8
losses IV-il
speed IV-15,VI-18
velocity diagrams IV-8

axial velocity IV-15
balancinn IV-154,VI-5
bang test VI-7
blades IV-151
blade airfoil layout IV-25,A-I-29
cowl ing IV-154
design 1-9,11-7, IV-6,-13,-37,

A-I-6,-20,-25
cons iderat ions 111-145
physical considerations IV-145

diameters IV-15
diffuser design IV-35
disc IV-151
drawings IV-145
efficiency IV-23, -27,A- 1-27
endu'nce testing VI-37
entraiice design IV-35
fabrication processes IV-146
flight test VI-56

v
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Fan (Continued)
ground test VI-56

horsepower 
1-8

hub IV-151

inertia testing VI-39

intermediate spanwise stations IV-22

materials iV -46

natural frequency tests V1-7

operation, off-design IV-33

power required IV-23,VI-16,-27,A-I-27
pre-rotation vanes IV-34

procurement specifications IV-145

rapid design IV-32

fan diameters IV-32

rpm IV-32

references IV-161

relief ports IV-35
rotor assembly IV-147

rotor blade chord IV-19

blade design A-I-21

blade spacing IV-19

cascade IV-19

Inlet angle Iv-16

pressure rise IV-17

turning angle 
IV-16,-19

velocities IV-17
shaker test VI-7

sound test VI-42

stator parameters IV-20,A-1-22

test -9,1V-37,VI-5,-19,A-I-6
calculation guide VI-30
report Vi-34

total pressure rise IV-22,A-1-26
wheel assembly IV-150

Film, stagnant 11-6

Flight test sample program A-VI-1
Flow

continuity equation 111-6

losses II-7,-9,_37
capacity required IV-5,-13
laminar I1I-15,-37
measurement 111-34,VI-23
nozzle 111-29
orifice 111-27
pressure rise required IV-5
rotation lll-9,1V-12
theory 111-16

process 11-4
visualization Vi-49

Flowing fluids 11-4
Fluid: compressible 11-4

vi
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Fluid (Continued)in motion 11-4
Flywheel requirements IV-20
Force dIagram
Friction factor (coefficient) III-37,-39
Fuel air ratio VI-7

Gate valve 11-36
Generator cool Ing 11-13Greek alphabet 

A-I 11-9

Heat 
I;-3,-4,-54 capacity 

11-4rejection 
1-3,-14specific 
I 11-4

specific, water 11-4transfer 
11-6transfer coefficient 

I 4v-6Humidity 
VI-18Hydraulic radius 

I11-38

Impu!se and momentum equation 111-6Induction air 
11-7Inlet temperature difference I -8,-9,-10

Inlets
abrupt 

111-10converging 
II-11curved expanding (ram) 111-12drag 
111-15flush 
M-15losses 
111-16ram 

1-7,111-l ,-12,-14re-entrant (open-end) 
111-10scoop 
III-isscreens 
111-13straight expanding (ram) 111-1ltheory 

11-17o-18velocity 
111-16Installatlon tests 

1-91,-1Internal flow system 
111-16Internal flow system theory 111-16

vii
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Kinetic energy, rotational IV-12

Laminar flow I11-15,-37
Latent heat of fusion 11-4
Latent heat of vaporization 11-4
Loss

elbows 111-20
fan IV-I 1 ,-13
fan, inner wall IV-12
fan, rotational kinetic energy IV-12
friction I 1-27,-37,-38,-39
power 111-16
pressure 1 1-16,-40
straightener VI-24

Manometer VI-16
Materials, duct 111-75
Measure, equivalent expressions A-I11-2
Momentum drag II I-15
Momentum equation 111-6

Nozz 1 e
converging II 1-30,-31
dtverglnc II 1-25,-29,-32
end of pipe 111-30
flow I I-29,-30
from plenum 111-26
,reentrant 111-29
short pipe 111-29

Offset bends i11-21
Oil cooler pressure drop I1-9,V-3
Oil coolers I I-8,V-3

Installation requirements V-3
Oil cooler weight 11-9
Oil cooling I I-8,-9

engine I I-0,A-I-6,-13
transmission I 1-1O,A-1-6,-15

011 temperature I-8

viii
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Orifice m-26
end of pipe 111-30

sharp-edged 111-31
short pipe 111-31

from plenum 111-26
sharp-edged 111-26
smooth-edged 111-27

plates 111-34
Outlet

design 111-26
drag 111-15
theory m-16,-17

Pitot tube VI-14
Power loss 11-16

coefficient I 11-17
Power plant 11-5
Pressure

drop, engine baffle 1-5
oil cooling I-5
required 11-13,-14

energy increase 1-7
losses 11-3,1I1-40
rise, fan rotor IV-17

required IV-13
static I-7,VI-22
total 1-7,V!-25,-26
velocity I-7,VI-22,-24,A-111-12

traverse VI-22
Process
flow I I-4

constant pressure 11-4
throttling 111-35

Profile drag loss IV-l
Psychrometric chart A-' 11-13
Pump - see "air pump"

Radiation 11-5
Radius ratio, bends 111-19
Ram inlets 1-7,111-1,-12,-14

recovery 111-14
Reentrant nozzle 111-29
References 1-9,-10, 11-19, 111-81, IV-161,-177,

V-8,VI-62,A-I-66,A-, I-I
Relief ports, fan IV-35

ix
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Requirements, cool ing 1-8,1 1-3, IV-5,A-i-6,-8,-19
Reynolds' number II l-2l,37 40
Rotation of flow 1V-12

Screens, inlet 111-13
Slots 1-29
Smoke test '11-48
Solidity, fen blading tV-B

fan rotor IV- 19
Specif icat ions I-9,"l0,iII9pVI-67

fan procurement IV- 145
Specific heat - see "heat"
Spl itters 111-22
State, change oF 11-4
Stra ighteners VI-14
Symbols 1-11,11-20,111-83, IV-182,A-I-67,A-IV-1

Ternperature I H3,.4,Vi-18
aItitude IV-14
convers ion A-Il 1-10,-l
limits 11-3,-B

Terms, definition of A-V-I
Testing components 1-10

ejector 1-9
fan 1-9
Installation 1-9,-i I

Test, sample program A-VI-1
Thermodynamics information A-il1-B
Throttling ',vice I I -35,VI-14
Tip clearanOL tv-Il
Transformation section VI-14
Transitional shapes of ducts 111-9
transmission I1-8

heat rejection 11-10
oil 1-8; il-B
oil cooling 11I l0A-I-15

Tuft tests VI 48
Turning vanes 111-22

U-bends 111-21

x
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ValIve
butterfly 111-36
gate 111-36

Vanes
pre-rotat ion IV-34
turning 111-22

Vaporization, latent heat of I11-4
Velocity, inlet 111-16
Velocity vector diagram, fan I v-B
Velocity-velo'city pressure conversion A-I111-12
Venturi meter 111-34
Viscosity M1-37)Volumetric flow rate VI-23

Wake *'I 11-16, IV-8
Wall losses, fan IV-12

Z-bends 111-21

xi


